DESFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
APPENDIX B – CONSULTATION
STATEMENT

Appendix B – Consultation Statement
Desford Parish Council thanks the Big Lottery Fund (Awards for All)
for the substantial financial assistance it gave by way of grant to fund
a major part of the preparation of the Desford Parish Neighbourhood
Plan.

It also thanks Locality for a similar grant and for the technical
assistance provided by AECOM Ltd. This enabled not only
preparation of the Plan, but also the carrying out and reporting on the
Strategic Environmental Assessment which was a vital part of the
process.
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INTRODUCTION
This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012. It

•

contains details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about
the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan;

•

explains how they were consulted;

•

summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the personsconsulted;

•

describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where
relevant, addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Plan.

This document provides a record of the engagement that took place at the various
stages of the plan’s evolution. The main methods used to publicise the consultation
and engagement process are documented, along with the main findings from the
engagement.
The aims of the consultation process were:


to be inclusive and open in the preparation of the Desford Parish
Neighbourhood Plan (DPNP)



to ensure consultation took place at all key stages,



to engage as wide a cross-section of the community as possible and



to ensure that the results of consultations were made publicly available.

The process began with an open ended, parish wide consultation and awareness raising
exercise, also involving stakeholders other than residents, to obtain ideas and opinions for
preparing the plan and what it might contain. As the plan progressed, the principal context
was to ensure that the community:
•

was kept fully informed of what was being proposed

•

was able to make their views known throughout the process

•

had opportunities to be actively involved in shaping the emerging planand

•

was made aware of how their views informed the draft neighbourhoodplan.

A similar context was adopted for the first, formal consultation on the pre-submission
version of the DPNP, and a more focussed exercise was undertaken to consult on the final
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) report.
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Full records of the processes were kept, which summarised the points raised, commented
on them and indicated what actions were to be taken in respect of them. For those not
appropriate for inclusion as policies, consideration was given to including appropriate
Community Actions where possible. Those reports are attached as Appendices.
At this stage, it is appropriate to record DPC’s gratitude to:
 Locality: for a substantial grant and assistance and support from AECOM Ltd. to
carry out the Strategic Environmental Assessment
 The Big Lottery Fund (Awards for All) for a substantial grant in the later stages of the
plan
 YourLocale, our consultants, for their advice and support throughout a long, and
sometimes fraught, process
 All those other Councils, organisations and individuals, especially our volunteers, for
their advice and input: thanks for taking part!

THE FIRST STEPS
Designation of Neighbourhood Plan Area
Although in late 2015, the approved Local Plan for the Borough of Hinckley & Bosworth
(HBBC) did not require further housing sites to be allocated in Desford Parish until 2026, it
was evident that national and regional circumstances and policies were changing and
further residential development in the village of Desford, designated as a Key Rural Centre
in the Local Plan, would be inevitable. So DPC resolved to prepare a neighbourhood plan
which would give the local community a powerful set of tools to ensure that they would get
the right type of development in the optimum locations for local people.
DPC submitted its application for the whole parish to be designated as an NP area on 12
February 2015. After discussions between DPC, Peckleton Parish Council and HBBC about
extending the plan area into Peckleton, to cover the whole of a major employment complex,
the plan area was approved in September 2015, without any extension.
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PLAN OF DESIGNATED AREA
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FORMING THE DRAFT PLAN TOGETHER
On 1 December 2015, the first public meeting was held and on 26 January 2016, the first
meeting of the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan Working Group, comprising councillors
and non-councillor parishioners was held. An early decision was to adopt the long title of
Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan to ensure that the smaller settlements of Botcheston
and Newtown Unthank, plus the scattered rural occupiers, would feel included in the plan:
the largest settlement by far is Desford Village and the title was important to communicate
the determination to plan for all the parishioners and not just the village.
All the pre-drafting consultations were “open ended”: DPC was determined to elicit as much
uninfluenced opinion and feeling as possible, rather than present a list of considered
options for comment, so that there was community involvement from the start.

Drop-in Events, Stakeholder Workshop and Carnival Table
In May 2016 there were a series of Open Events to introduce the Desford Parish
Neighbourhood Plan to residents:
• Friday 6th May 17.00-19.00 at Botcheston Village Hall (10 attended)
• Saturday 7th May 10.30 -14.30 at St Martin’s Church Centre (33 attended)
• Tuesday 10th May 16.00-20.00 at Desford Library

(34 attended)

(of that total of 77, 58 were aged 65 or over).
The aim of these three events was to inform the community on Neighbourhood Planning
and gain some initial feedback from residents on what they liked, disliked or would like to
see improved within the parish. The event was publicised throughout the parish via:
* A publicity leaflet distributed to all households
* Colour posters displayed on notice boards and at key locations in the Parish
*Articles in the Graphic and Desford Parish News
*Desford Parish Council website
These Drop-in events were held at venues in both Botcheston and Desford and at different
times in order to engage as many residents as possible across the designated area. The
report of the sessions (Appendix 1) showed a wide range of likes, dislikes and aspirations for
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the parish. Some were outside the scope of Neighbourhood Planning, some were suitable
for policy consideration and others could be considered for Community Actions.

Stakeholder Involvement
On 5th June 2016 a Stakeholder Event was organised to introduce the DPNP to the local
business community, farmers, neighbouring parishes and statutory authorities. The event
was hosted by Bosworth Academy. Approximately 50 statutory consultees, 80 local
businesses, 34 community organisations and 16 landowners/developers were notified of the
event.
46 Delegates attended, and after a presentation, worked in 4 groups which submitted a
wide range of issues in 3 broad areas:
a)

heritage, history and housing

b)

environment, flooding, open spaces, recreation and renewable energy

c)

facilities, services, education, employment and economy.

The drop-in days and workshop were followed on 15th June 2016 with a DPNP public
awareness stand at Desford Carnival.
Appendix 1 is a full report of the drop-in sessions and Appendix 2 is a similar document
recording the process and results of the Stakeholders Workshop.

PREPARING THE PRE-SUBMISSION DRAFT PLAN
The Questionnaire
From these exercises, a questionnaire was developed by the Neighbourhood Plan Working
Group. The final version of the questionnaire was delivered to all households in the
designated area for every person on the electoral register to complete. The questionnaire
was 20 sides of A4 in length including the instructions, guidance notes providing further
background and context and a map of the designated area. Those completing the Parish of
Desford Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire also had the opportunity to enter a free prize
draw.
In addition, any residents in need of a home in the Parish were also able to complete a
separate Housing Needs Survey which was being facilitated by Midlands Rural Housing, with
the support of Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council.
A total of 1820 questionnaires were delivered to households in the designated area during
March 2017 by members and volunteers of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group.
Completed questionnaires were collected week commencing 27th March 2017 by Working
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Group members. Residents could also leave their completed questionnaires at the Parish
Office, Desford Library or Manor Farm Cottage, Botcheston.
Completed questionnaires were returned and then uploaded by volunteers from the
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group onto a survey software system for analysis by the Rural
Community Council (Leicestershire & Rutland)
The total number of completed Questionnaires returned and submitted onto the survey
software system was 627. This equates to a 34% response rate to the questionnaire.
Appendix 3 is the RCC(L&R) report containing the Questionnaire, the methodology, the
distribution and analysis of the responses.
Also, from 2011 census data and a previous 2001 village appraisal, it emerged that there
were particular issues with local housing need. Accordingly, to ensure that the issues
affecting the elderly wanting to downsize or move to specialist accommodation and younger
households wanting to rent or buy in the parish, as mentioned, HBBC and DPC carried out a
Housing Needs Survey alongside the questionnaire. That survey was prepared by Midlands
Housing Association and the replies analysed in a report attached to the Submission NP
itself.

Evidence Gathering
3 Focus Groups were established to research and gather evidence:
Housing
Environment and Heritage
Traffic, Facilities, Amenities and Employment
Each group was assisted by a consultant from YourLocale with experience in the relevant
areas. Their researches involved many contacts with landowners, associations, e.g. for
sport, local businesses and a range of voluntary bodies. Constant contact for information
and guidance was maintained with HBBC, with whom a Service Level Agreement was
entered into, and with RCC (Leicestershire and Rutland) who delivered important parts of
the service on behalf of HBBC, especially in the early awareness-raising exercises and the
open ended consultations. Many buildings were visited for the proposed Local Heritage List
and all open land was visited to assist in assessing environmental quality, views of the
landscape and contribution to the amenities of the parish. There were detailed discussions
with landowners in the Site Assessment process, recorded as part of the NP itself.

PRE-SUBMISSION DRAFT CONSULTATION
All the information and opinions gathered were integrated, with guidance given by HBBC
about the indicative housing need during the plan period, and a draft plan was put out to
consultation between 9 November 2018 and 21 December 2018, the statutory period of 6
weeks, subsequently extended to January 2019. HBBC, statutory consultees, a wide range
of institutions and associations and societies were consulted; notices were published on
council notice boards. The website plus social media were also used. A pre-consultation
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leaflet was delivered to most households in the parish by The Graphic, a magazine delivered
to the majority of homes in the parish, and other areas were covered by volunteers.
Judged by the criterion of numbers responding, this exercise was very successful: it reached
a wide range of interested people and bodies and it generated a substantial response.
YourLocale analysed and tabulated each response, commented on it and suggested the
action to be taken in respect of it. Appendix 4 is a schedule of responses, comments and
actions to be taken.

Supplementary Housing Sites Consultation
Because the housing element of the DPNP was considered to be especially important, a
supplementary consultation was held, expiring on 23 May 2019, to elicit views about the
latest sites identified by HBBC in their most recent call for sites.

STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (SEA) AND CONSULTATION
During the Regulation 14 Consultation, RCC (Leicestershire &Rutland) screened the plan for
the need to carry out an SEA. It was established that a site allocated for housing in the draft
plan lay within the statutory distance of a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Accordingly,
HBBC directed that a Strategic Environmental Assessment was required. Locality provided
and funded the services of AECOM Ltd., highly experienced, specialist consultants in this
field, to carry out this assessment, and they scoped in the need to assess the whole plan,
not just the relationship of the proposed allocation site to Botcheston Bog, the SSSI in
question.

The final SEA report (Appendix 5) was received on 17 October 2019. It was supportive of
the draft plan and made a series of recommendations for improvement, which were
accepted by DPC on 18 December 2019 for incorporation in the submission version of the
plan. As required by Regulation 13 of the 2004 Regulations, DPC consulted on the SEA
report and a more up to date version of the draft plan (“the relevant documents”). As the
latest version of the plan did not differ in substance from the earlier one and the SEA report
was supportive, DPC determined that the appropriate steps for the purposes of the
Regulations would comprise a focussed consultation, carried out between 1 st November
and 23rd November 2019. The statutory consultees (Severn Trent, Natural England and
Historic England) were consulted, as were Leicestershire County Council, HBBC, adjoining
Parish and District Councils and owners/agents of sites assessed in the NP. Public Notice
Boards and the website were used to offer the opportunity for public participation.
Appendix 6 is a schedule of amendments suggested in the report and adopted by the
Parish Council and Appendix 7 is a YourLocale schedule of responses, comments and
suggested actions in respect of the responses to the Regulation 13 Focused Consultation.
Appendix 8 is a schedule of amendments suggested by HBBC and Appendix 9 is a
schedule of responses to these proposed amendments.
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It should be noted that much of the response comprised objections to the amount of
housing provided for in the draft plan: this, of course, is not a matter for the Neighbourhood
Planning Authority, which must comply broadly with the Local Plan and thus DPC have used
the housing need indicative figure supplied by HBBC. DPC does not have the resources or
capacity to research its own figure, and therefore has relied on that indicative figure
supplied by the LPA, calculated for Borough wide consistency using the government’s
standard methodology, subject to important caveats. No indication has been provided to
DPC that the circumstances covered by those caveats have changed, and no alteration to
that number has been suggested to DPC. Although a recent Planning Appeal on a nonallocated site, has been allowed, and will have to be taken into account. Appropriate
wording has been written into the plan, pending further discussions with HBBC after
submission.

CONCLUSION
It can be seen, therefore, that DPC has consulted widely and effectively, initially to gather
the material to prepare the first draft of their plan. There were ongoing communications
during the plan preparation and the website “Desford Vision” was maintained with notes of
meetings, documents and news/updates.
There was a statutory consultation under Regulation 14 of the Town and Country Planning
(General Regulations) 2012 Regulations and a supplementary consultation on housing sites.
A further statutory consultation under Regulation 13 of the 2004 Regulations was carried
out after the SEA report was received.
From the various appendices, it can be seen that the various consultation exercises reached
a wide audience. The responses were systematically considered and provided:
*

a major element of the input which formed the first draft plan and

*

an effective critique of that draft, enabling the submission version to be prepared in
a way which both reflected local opinion and had regard to up to date planning
realities.
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1) BACKGROUND
Project Brief:
The RCC (Leicestershire & Rutland) was commissioned by Desford Parish Council to:
Support the Desford Neighbourhood Development Plan Working Group to
inform and consult the community on the Desford Neighbourhood Plan via
three Community Engagement Drop-in Events.
Aim:
The aim of these three events was to inform the community on Neighbourhood Planning and
gain some initial feedback from residents on what they liked, disliked or would like to see
improved within the parish.
Publicity:
The event was publicised throughout the parish via:
 Publicity Leaflet distributed to all households (Annex 1)
 Colour posters displayed on notice boards and at key locations in each Parish (Annex 1)
 Articles in the Graphic and Desford Parish News
 Desford Parish Council website

For Reference:
These Drop-in events were held at venues in both Botcheston and Desford and at different
times in order to engage as many residents as possible across the designated area. For
reference, the collated comments received at the Botcheston Drop-in event are shown in
Italic within this report.
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Drop-In Event Format
ACTION
1

Sign In

2

Introduction

3

Background to
Project

4

Consultation
on Key Issues

DETAILS
RCC Officer/Working Group Member asked attendees to complete a
short registration form upon entering the event. This enabled the
gathering of key demographical data including; post code, age,
gender, ethnicity and employment status.
RCC Officer/Working Group Member asked attendees to complete a
contact details slip if they wanted to be kept updated with the NDP
process following the event or help with the project.
RCC Officer/Working Group Members provided a brief introduction to
the event including; background to the project, format of the event,
how to have a say, and how to stay updated following the event.
Information outlining the background of the project was provided via
a display board. Key points covered included: What is a
Neighbourhood Development Plan, why produce one, what a plan
can and cannot do what the plan will look at and the designated NDP
Area.
A series of display boards were erected around the room, each of
which focused on a different topic related to planning and
development displaying some background information on the parish
as listed below:
-

Open Green Spaces / Environment
History & Heritage
Flooding
Renewable Energy
Facilities & Services
Traffic & Transport
Housing
Employment & Business/Economy

Having read each of the displays, attendees were asked to list the
things that they liked, disliked, or wanted to see improved in relation
to each topic area.
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Visual Maps

Opportunity to indicate important Green Open Spaces.
Coloured dots were provided for attendees to highlight green spaces
that they valued within the parish (Green – 3 sites valued for visual
amenity; Blue – 3 sites valued for recreational use).

6

Additional
Comments

Attendees were provided with blank slips to enable them to put
forward any additional comments relevant to the project.
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2) RESULTS

Demographics
(77) Registered
Total Attendance

(10 Botcheston) (33 Desford) ( 34 Desford)
POST CODES / STREETS / AREAS REPRESENTED

LE9 9DA Kingfisher Close Desford
LE9 9DX Forest Rise Desford
LE9 9EN Kirby Muxloe
LE9 9FF Main Street Botcheston
LE9 9FH Markefield Lane Botcheston
LE9 9FN Station Road Desford
LE9 9FQ Berrington CL Botcheston
LE9 9FW Fuller Close Desford
LE9 9FY Bambrook Close Desford
LE9 9FZ Grace Road Desford
LE9 9GA Rowan Way Desford
LE9 9GD Church Lane Desford
LE9 9GE Chapel Lane Desford
LE9 9GF Cottage Lane Desford
LE9 9GL Kirkby Road Desford
LE9 9GN Lindridge Lane Desford
LE9 9GR Main Street Desford
LE9 9GS Newbold Road Desford

1
2
1
12
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
3
2
3
1
2
2
3

LE9 9HN Bedford Close Desford
LE9 9HS Beaufort Close Desford
LE9 9HT Suffolk Way Desford
LE9 9HZ Ringwood Close Desford
LE9 9JB Cambridge Drive Desford
LE9 9JD Desford Road Desford
LE9 9JF High Street Desford
LE9 9JN Oxford Road Desford
LE9 9JP Main Street Desford
LE9 9JQ Manor Road Desford
LE9 9JR Manor Road Desford
LE9 9JU Peckleton Lane Desford
LE9 9JY Warwick Close Desford
LE9 9QB Manor Gardens Desford
LE9 9QH Forest View Botcheston
LE9 9QZ Littlefield Lane Desford
LE67
Bagworth
LE6 OAL Newtown Linford

Gender:

Female
Male

35
40

Age Category:

75 or over
65 – 74
55 – 64
45 – 54
35 – 44
25 – 34
18 – 24
Under 18

17
41
15
02
02
00
00
00

Employment Status:

Employed (Full Time)
Employed (Part Time)
Full Time Education
Part Time Education
Unemployed
Retired
Housewife/Househusband

09
07
00
00
00
60
01

Ethnicity:

White British

76
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1
2
2
2
3
1
4
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

Open Green Spaces / Environment
IN RELATION TO OPEN GREEN SPACES




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

17
COMMENTS
LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH:







I am delighted that Peckleton Lane (SID), Kirby Road and Packard’s recreation
grounds are all protected by fields in trust deed of trust indicating they can never be
built on.
The green open spaces are the thing that makes me most enjoy living in Botcheston.
We have so much countryside that benefits mental health and wellbeing as well as
providing opportunities for exercise.
The Desford environment is beautifully kept with wonderful seasonal planting. We
have the right balance of useful amenity verses green space.
Protecting wildlife is important but needs a common sense approach e.g. Newts /
Bats, not as important as people’s jobs / homes.
Thank you for the hanging basket scheme.
DISLIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH:







Dog fouling is a big problem in various locations
Dog fouling in Botcheston park a problem
Pickard Park should have dogs banned. It was left for the people of Desford, not
dogs.
The dog poo bins on Pickard need emptying more often.
Reduce tidy signs. Cluttered and untidy.

WOULD LIKE TO SEE :







Protect the green P.O.S on Forest Rise – not shown green on the map.
There are patches of grass between some houses e.g. Norfolk Road which are just
dandelion patches. Could these be made into wildlife gardens?
Community garden needed near centre of Desford. When library taken over, how
about the ground in front of it?
Can we have flower planting areas on the two parks to encourage wildlife?
Need specific areas / planting to encourage wildlife. Need to think about planting in
relation to global warming.
Spring bulb planting on verges?

Other:
 More development and housing eradicates our green space and fields which should
be protected because soon we won’t have any left.
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Important Open Green Spaces
Please use the sticky dots provided to identify on the
map any important green spaces that you value in
the Parish

Question / Instruction

Please place a BLUE dot on up to 3 green spaces
that you value most for Leisure & Recreation (e.g.
walking, cycling, relaxing, playing, or sport).
Please place a GREEN dot on up to 3 green
spaces that you value most for their visual
amenity (view of, from or within the village).

Total Dots

Blue:168
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Green:175

History & Heritage
IN RELATION TO HISTORY & HERITAGE




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

13
COMMENTS
LIKE



I like the village signs with the Reid and Signs lit / aeroplane symbol.
NOT LIKE






The area around the old pump is very untidy.
Less development less new estates keep building to a minimum to meet government
guidelines. Keep it as a village.
Very disappointed when installation of modern street light outside Church Lane! As
part of the village conservation area. A heritage style lamp would be more
appropriate. Contact already made with councillors and HBBC.
Mr Hubbs old shop building is a bit of a disgrace. It’s part of the old village and lets it
down.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE










We have some lovely buildings that need to be preserved. Can anything be done
about the deterioration of former Polebrook House / Desford Boys School. Are they
waiting until it is unsafe to justify knocking it down?
We have wonderful heritage in Desford and we are lucky to have those who have an
interest in preserving this. Ways need to be sought to protect sites which have been
subject to vandalism.
It is good that we have a conservation area. Could it be enhanced with signage and
a Heritage Trail?
Properties within the conservation area should be encouraged to maintain the
exteriors to a visually acceptable standard and not allowed to become an eyesore.
More heritage lamp posts.
Better quality street furniture.
Grade 2 listed buildings need more protection and prevent new development etc
adjacent to them. E.g. old white cottage sown in photo.
Please don’t leave the empty post office vacant. Such a shame it’s closed.
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Flooding
IN RELATION TO FLOODING




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

4
COMMENTS
NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH



Flooding at the junction of Main Street, Markfield Lane and Botcheston Lane has
become more frequent over the last two winters and the land behind Bennington
Close is regularly waterlogged during the winter months and after heavy rain.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

Maintenance:
 Need to keep ditches clear to prevent flooding and also tackle run off.
Flood Defences:
 Greater flood defences at Newton Unthank and Lindridge Lane near Lancaster pub.
Flood Plain:
 Building and development on flood plains should be forbidden

Renewable Energy
IN RELATION TO RENEWABLE ENERGY




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE

25
COMMENTS
LIKE / WOULD LIKE TO SEE



Bring it on – Definitely!!

Solar Renewable:
 Need to see the impact of new solar farms.
 The addition of two solar farms should be sufficient investment for the parish, more
green space being converted.
 Encourage fitting of solar thermal panels on roofs.
 More grants for solar panels.
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Wind Renewable:




I’m not adverse to single wind turbines, but would not support a large number due to
noise, damage to bird life.
Do not object to wind turbines.
Large turbines are not ugly and are a significant contribution to renewable energy.
Would like to see house holder scheme encouraged.

New Builds:









We must go down the renewable / sustainable route. New buildings should have
solar panels etc.
The building estate should have been built with solar water heating a PV panels –
why an earth not??
Enough new housing already, should be built to include solar panels.
All new houses should be built with solar panels on the roof as standard.
New build properties to include energy saving measures such as solar panels, boilers
operating on food waste etc.
Planning rules should require any new building to have solar panels on from the start.
Many new houses are being built in the village without incorporating any renewable
installations. Can the neighbourhood plan be used to encourage / enforce some
renewable energy usage.
Incorporate solar panels on new build homes and other energy saving technology.
NOT LIKE

Solar Renewable:


Green fields should not have solar panels put on them.

Wind Renewable:









Wind turbines are obtrusive and not conducive to the environment for Desford. More
wind turbines should be resisted.
I don’t like wind farms but what is the alternative?
Wind turbines should be placed on windy hills where they work best!
No more wind turbines around Desford. Unsightly and very inefficient.
We have enough wind turbines thank you – Seconded!
Understand need for wind turbines, but the number we have in Newbold Verdon /
Desford area is a blot on the landscape. I can see 6 from one window.
Other: There are already over 50 renewable energy installs in the parish. I would be
interested to join with others to look at further opportunities in the parish.
We need to keep well abreast of new technology in energy conservation definitely!
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Facilities & Services
IN RELATION TO FACILITIES & SERVICES




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

38
COMMENTS
LIKE / MAINTAIN
















Sport in Desford provides an excellent venue for community sport.
Current facilities are excellent in Desford and very important to retain, particularly the
pharmacy and small shops.
Important to keep essential services such as doctor’s / chemist in Desford.
To keep pharmacy, Library, Village halls, Play grounds and recreation. Everything
really.
I would like to retain the pharmacy in the village as valued resource.
Must keep village halls, play areas, village pubs and small shops.
Important to retain the Greyhound, village hall in Botcheston and the pharmacy, Coop, GP, library in Desford.
Local pharmacies, doctor’s surgeries and village stores are also a vital part of our
community and should be protected.
All local facilities and resources are important, particularly those that enable
communities to come together socially.
The two updated children’s play areas are a great asset to the village. My
grandchildren love them.
Still has single GP surgery – but for how long?
Has an academy that wants to engage with the village.
Has lots of activity / contact groups for elderly people.
Desford still has a semblance of a village although very reliant on small number of
the same people to get things going.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

Retail:
 Would like a convenience store in Botcheston.
 (Post office) a very poor facility in the wring area of the village.
 Very disappointed with the new post office position. Were villagers consulted on
this?
Children & Young People:
 A skate board park for young people.
 Fencing at the park near the school to protect the children from the road.
Infrastructure:
 If area expanded, will need a larger GP practice and other health facilities.
 Need larger doctor’s surgery and dentist. Parking needed for elderly people.
 Finance for GP’s surgery to be found. This is needed before the surgery is required
to take more patients.
 Ensure the cemetery ground is levelled off. I need to use an electric scooter – not
safe at present.
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Community:
 Village halls preserve communities like Botcheston, even though small.
 Keep the library at all costs!
 Desford village Christmas Tree please!
 Lot of facilities gradually disappearing (Library!), post office, pubs etc.
Leisure:
 Botcheston – would be helpful to have an outdoor gym on recreation area.
 Would like adult exercise equipment as part of play area at Botcheston.
 Difficult to get to SID from old part of village without a car.
 A social club in the village rather than SID which is a bit far out.
 Lack of facilities – shops etc. Timing of Bosworth College pool difficult for public (not
clubs) school holidays etc.
 Can the village hall be relocated to the centre of the village?
 An outdoor gym
 Outdoor gym equipment spread over several sites.
 A dog walking area so that there is no more dog mess on both play areas.
Education:
 Bosworth Collage used to run lots of evening / day classes, why can’t we have
something like that either there or elsewhere.
Other:
 Lot of initiatives have historically been frustrated by parish council.

Traffic & Transport
IN RELATION TO TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

85
COMMENTS
NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH

Speeding:
 Lindridge lane is a rat run. Speeding cars and vans getting to Merrylees Industrial
Estate 8-9am 4.30-6pm.
 Speeding on Peckleton Lane going out of Desford is very common.
Bus Service:
 No Sunday bus service?
 Great new facilities in Hinckley, part paid for by council tax payers. No public
transport to Hinckley to use it!!
 Bus connections to Hinckley – not good.
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Parking:
 Parking on estates through village main streets.
 Desford is a vibrant community, the shops are a valued part, but parking is so
problematic and prevents business growth.
 Parking is a nightmare – need parking areas and encourage use of public transport.
Need buses to Hinckley.
 Main Street parking from surgery patients who don’t park is a bottleneck and needs
surgery to get patients to use car park. Also hall users park both sides obstruction to
Cp-op lorries and bin lorries.
 Parking and traffic outside primary school is terrible.
 Parking on footpath.
 Parking a problem outside the Co-op. Double yellow lines not obeyed!
 Parking village end Peckelton Lane causes mega bottle neck at rush hour when
Caterpillar out / school run etc. Needs yellow lines.
 Parking outside the Co-op on High Street! Let’s start fining people.
 There is far too much anti social parking, causing hazards at road junctions.
 Parking for the surgery problematic. I don’t know what the answer is! Some days
lorries have difficulty getting along Main Street.
 Stop people parking on the footpaths e.g. corner of Willows Street and St Martin’s
Drive. They are getting used as extra car parking and children are playing around
them – very dangerous!
Dangerous Junctions:
 Problem with roundabout outside old post office. Difficult to see traffic from
caterpillar direction.
HGV’s:
 The Crowncrest HGV’s and other heavy traffic still cause a problem and create a risk
for vulnerable road users.
 Heavy goods vehicles are frequently travelling up Leicester Lane and then finding
they cannot access caterpillar or other businesses via Peckleton Lane. They are
causing damage to street furniture as they attempt to turn around and go back the
way they came.
 HGV’s over the maximum weight go through the village.
 Lorries through village, no action – just talk.
 Heavy lorries still coming through village. Can we do anything about this?
 What do we have to do to stop HGV’s coming through the village, have complained
every time.
 Lorries too many, too long. Need to back several times before turning at roundabout
and Peckelton Lane. Causes hold ups.
 Lorries a problem going to Caterpillar, especially outside Co-op.
 HGV’s ignoring weight restriction. Police action required.
 Artics / HGV’s which should not be in the village anyway frequently seen with drivers
on their mobile phones. They MUST be stopped entering the village.
 The Crowncrest development is already a nuisance and still regularly breaks the
times for lorries arriving and leaving the site. We cannot cope with more heavy
traffic.
Traffic volume / Congestion:
 Congestion in village centre.
 The junction at the top of Peckleton Lane is becoming very congested more
frequently. It is difficult to suggest a workable solution.
 Increase in traffic especially on Lindridge Lane which is a rat run to caterpillar and
Merrylees Industrial.
 No further development in Desford and surrounding villages until the traffic volume
through Desford – particularly High Street is addressed fully. We are the only route
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for traffic through villages to A46 and M1.
Too much traffic along B582 at rush hours. Central roundabout too small.
Traffic issues are of most concern like other comments, through traffic using
Lindridge Lane and Main Street causes chaos at busy and other times.
Congestion on main Street and Newbold Road – One way traffic?
High street has too high a volume of traffic at times. Feel certain an accident will
happen. Options for easing traffic flow now blocked by relatively recent house
building.
No further traffic plans which may increase traffic on Kirkby Road, Desford.
Congested at present often acutely.

Other:
 People are restricted once they can no longer drive, and need to look at moving out
of the area.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED
Cycle / Footpaths:
 Create a cycle lane down past Crowncrest from Desford to Kirby Muxloe. Need to
encourage people out of cars for short journeys to work, but people don’t feel safe in
the speed of the traffic.
 Provision of a safe cycleway between Newtown Unthank and Kirby Muxloe.
 Footpaths and cycle ways should be improved between our villages. Improvements
should also be considered or the junction at Newtown Unthank.
 Cycling – can safe routes be provided?
 Make a SAFE cycling route to Bosworth Academy.
Speed Monitoring:
 Speed warning signs at either side of village e.g. digital ones.
Traffic Speed /Calming:
 Can we have traffic calming without the speed humps?
 Roundabout or lights at Newtown Unthank / Tubes straight.
 Road junction at Newtown Unthank Desford Road – Botcheston should be
roundabout (preferred) or lights.
 The speed of traffic needs to be reduced down Mansfield lane – but no speed
bumps, this would make it worse.
 Need for a pedestrian crossing on manor Road to slow traffic and allow elderly and
young families to cross safely.
 Speed reduction measures in Peckleton Lane before Parkstone Road turning.
 Speed reduction measures needed on Station Road and Leicester Lane.
 20 mph limits on residential roads.
 Manor Road needs some sort of speed reduction – ramps or chicane.
 Good HUMPS just before Manor Road (Library) bus stop, to reduce speed at
roundabout which is ignored! in general.
 Vehicle Activation Signs for Manor Road.
Bus Service:
 There is a need for a review of public transport, particularly to Hinckley and Coalville
and to encourage more to use public transport. No buses on a Sunday is restrictive
for those without cars.
 A DIRECT bus service to Earl Shilton and Hinckley is needed for those who do not
drive.
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Parking:
 More structured approach to parking on the Main Street near doctors and church
centre.
 Put traffic warden outside Co-op at T junction, the fines on yellow lines would pay for
a bypass.
 Zebra crossing and / or parking made at side of school on unused school field.
 Parking on ONE SIDE (which side can vary) Only on Newbold Road and Main Street.
 More spot checks by traffic wardens
HGV’s:
 The large lorries must be directed around the village better. Caterpillar and Neovia
must give directions more clearly, particularly to drivers from abroad.
 We need to find a way to control HGV traffic from entering the village.
 Lorries traffic to caterpillar. Bypass near Newbold Road allotments to caterpillar –
good idea A47.
 B582 relief road needed from Hunts lane to Peckleton lane providing access to
caterpillar and the A47.
 It is a nightmare living in High Street these days. Nothing has happened about the
HGV’s for 47 years. We need a bypass.
 HGV signs to be multilingual.
 Contact highways agency to get signs put further back before Desford so that lorries
to caterpillar are stopped in good time and can take the correct route!
 Better enforcement of traffic weight limit from roundabout to Co-op on Kirkby Road.
 Better signage to stop HGV’s before they reach the roundabout.
 Stop HGV’s coming into Desford heading for Caterpillar etc or coming away FROM
Caterpillar etc. Signage at entry to Forest Rise – NO THROUGH ROAD.
Traffic volume / Congestion:
 Desford needs a Bypass road from caterpillar through to Newbold Road to ease
traffic co Bypass a good idea.
 Desford needs a Bypass road from caterpillar through to Newbold Road to ease
traffic congestion through the village.
 Ring road / bypass for caterpillar traffic were proposed years ago but did not
progress. – time to revisit the idea perhaps to alleviate village centre traffic problems.
 Desford needs a bypass – from Leicester Lane to Peckleton Lane.
 Roads are inadequate for volume of traffic at certain times. Bypass?
 Build a Bypass to take traffic away from the village.
 Interactive traffic lights instead of a roundabout.
 Install interactive traffic lights at exit to estates rather than roundabouts. Better flow
of traffic and less pollution.
 Make Main Street / Newbold Road one way!
 A Bypass
 Re-open the station and railway line.
 Get the Ivanhoe line opened up again. Even if it only a 2 or 3 car shuttle at important
times.
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Housing
IN RELATION TO HOUSING




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

37
COMMENTS



LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
I like the range of housing but needs to meet needs of young and elderly and be
affordable.
NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH

Restrict / Control:





Stop building more houses, otherwise Desford will no longer be a village.
No further housing estate developments!
Will lose our identity if the village grows.
Desford is a village. Let’s keep it that way! We don’t need to make it any bigger.
The services won’t support it and it changes the atmosphere!
WOULD LIKE TO SEE

Affordable Housing







It would be good if preference could be given to affordable housing for young people
in the village, also more bungalows are needed.
Work with housing association to provide houses for local people e.g. by shared
ownership.
We need affordable housing for young people to stay in the parish and for older
people to be able to downsize to release their large houses.
Need more affordable housing for young people.
No more executive homes – but more affordable housing.
More social rented homes and starter homes for younger people.

In keeping:


New developments and houses all look awful and not in keeping with the area.

Dwelling Type:







Need of more medium size bungalows. Fully agree, we would like to downsize but
where to? Need a nice bungalow.
Any new build should have solar water heating and PV panels, surly a no brainer!
Warden controlled apartments and bungalows. Very little accommodation for the
elderly.
Need sheltered / warden controlled apartments.
Need for bungalows / sheltered accommodation for elderly population. Smaller
starter homes for fist time buyers. Houses with decent gardens.
Lack of bungalows in developments. Impossible to downsize.
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Enough parking spaces with each new build so no parking on the road.
Some consideration for 2 /3 bungalows elderly persons. Not down any hills – level
area important. Provision of disabled parking.
More rented accommodation needed and houses / flats with 2 or 2 bedrooms.
2 bedroom bungalows for oaps with disabled facility levelled homes 2 to 3 bed. Not
everybody needs a 4 /5 bed with double garage, unless you are a commuter. Locals
have nowhere to go.
Sheltered housing for those needing someone to keep an eye on them.
Any development must provide parking spaces especially has so many families have
two cars. Rental properties are needed.
An older person’s complex within the village of Desford.
Bungalows for people to retire and downsize into!
Bungalows to which people can downsize, thus freeing up bigger properties or
smaller detached properties.
Bungalows flats or small houses with parking and or garages are needed so older
people can downsize. They should be built on level ground (not like Parkstone Road
Estate) with shops etc nearby. Provide more shop premises. I would not want to live
in a over 55’s village. I would prefer to be in amongst other age groups.

Infrastructure:






Development must take account of knock on travel difficulties on the small roads
through the village.
Any housing needs to take account of impact and extra traffic.
More housing puts a strain on existing resources e.g. schools / doctors / road.
Any new housing needs to work in tandem with village facilities i.e. schools, doctors
etc. (Facilities already seemed to be stretched).
We need to take our share of housing need across the borough, but ensure that this
is in line with infrastructure.

Other:





As soon as properties come up for sale, they are quickly sold – therefore new
developments should continue.
Work to get unused buildings e.g. Polebrook Tower and Social Club into housing.
Concerned about building application near school – access safety concerns.
Keeping with Bellway, are we not up to Local Plan Level?
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Public Rights of Way
IN RELATION TO PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

15
COMMENTS





LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
Like the paths.
Footpaths good – well done.
Leicestershire County Council is very good at keeping the footpaths clear when
difficulties are reported, which is excellent.

WOULD LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED
Dogs
 More signs and dog poo bins on footpath. Common occurrence is dog walkers
collecting it in a bag and leaving it on footpaths
New Paths
 Footpath on Sport in Desford side of road all the way from the village.
 Would be good to see more cycle paths.
 We could do with a footpath linking Peckelton Lane bridleway across to Hunts Lane.
Maintain
 We have some lovely footpaths around the area, particularly over to Ratby
Burroughs. It would help to keep some of the less used pathways clear, and make it
safer to walk to Thornton.
 Our footpath network is excellent but needs to be maintained.
 Who is responsible for upkeep of the bridleway? Some trees have been cut back (by
whom?) good grass / weeds now encroaching on the tarmac close to parish
boundary with Peckleton.
 Not all footpaths are kept clear. Some become almost blocked by thorns and nettles
in the summer and more directions would help / encourage use.
 Better maintenance of trees / bushes along footpath from Peckleton Lane to
Peckelton around rear of caterpillar
Improve
 Consider separating paths and animals with electric fencing along edge of fields.
Guides
 Map of bridle paths would be useful on notice boards.
Other


The ‘Back Lane’ to Peckleton should be protected as a rural bridleway.
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Employment & Business/Economy
IN RELATION TO BUSINESS/ECONOMY




Question / Instruction

Total Comments

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT DO YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED

18
COMMENTS
NOT LIKE ABOUT DESFORD PARISH




In Desford we have lost many facilities i.e. Pubs, shops, hardware etc. Can we lose
anymore!!
The Co-ops provide an invaluable service and we are lucky to have a selection within
3 miles of Botcheston.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE

Retail:
 A wider range of shops – Butchers, Bakers or Veg & Fruit etc. Encourage a new
build for larger grocery store. Two small Co-ops selling the same things!!! at higher
prices.
 Protect pubs, a social asset.
 Be a shame if the old post office shop space was not used. Fruit & Veg? Butchers?
 More parking facilities to encourage shopping in the village centre – Desford.
 Please support the Greyhound and village hall in Botcheston, and keep this hamlet a
lovely place to live.
 Apart from Botcheston village hall, the Greyhound is the only other place for people
to gather. This facility is in real danger of being lost. An effort should be made to
offer support and encouragement to the brewery (Marstons) to preserve this.
Industry:
 Could site be found preferably brown field, to locate industrial units. They could be
erected attractively, not the giant stereotype. This would be a good opportunity.
 I would like to relocate my business here – but what about new start ups and the
opportunity for summer and casual jobs to introduce young people to work?
 Provide units somewhere for start up businesses, small businesses etc.
 Use brown field sites if possible. Try to keep its traffic away from our village!
 Use brown field sites.
 Expansion / development of existing businesses is preferable as a first option, rather
than allowing large scale new units. Could new businesses state how they will
contribute to the community?
 Good facilities already for a village this size. We need to make sure they stay.
Warehouse / industrial units etc there are already enough. The village cannot cope
with anymore heavy traffic.
Employment:
 Any businesses that allowed village residents to work in the village should receive
encouragement and priority.
 People need jobs in the locality.
Other:
 Most of the people that work, work outside of parish. Gone are the days where all
people live and work in the parish.
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Vision
PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF
THE PARISH

Question / Instruction
Total Comments

3
COMMENTS





A village where everyone is proud to live.
A village where it retains its current resources but retains the village feel with a high
sense of community.
A village where elderly people and people without cars are able to get to places that
are not Leicester and Market Bosworth.

Additional Comments
6 COMMENTS


Redraw parish boundary to give the bit of Kirby Muxloe back to them.



More bungalows required.



Compliments on preparing an excellent village plan and a most informative
exhibition.



A good exhibition, well set out, with plenty of chances to make comments, about our
villages and surrounds.



This is an excellent and well presented display.



Well set up exhibition, we will await further developments!
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Stakeholder Consultation
1) Introduction
The Neighbourhood Plan process will provide residents, businesses, service providers and local
organisations with a unique opportunity to help guide development within the designated area,
plan the future delivery of local services and facilities, and ensure that Desford Parish remains a
vibrant and sustainable place to live, work, and do business.
To support the successful development of the Neighbourhood Plan, the RCC was commissioned
by the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan Working Group to organise and independently
facilitate a consultation workshop of key local stakeholders which was held on 5th July 2016 at
Bosworth Academy, Desford.

2) Engagement & Consultation Methodology
The Stakeholder Consultation Workshop was held with the following aims:
•

To provide project stakeholders with some background and context to the Desford Parish
Neighbourhood Plan.
• To ensure local stakeholders understand the process and their role in helping to shape the
Neighbourhood Plan.
• To provide stakeholders with an opportunity to feed in the issues and priorities they consider
important to include / explore further within the Neighbourhood Planning process.
• To make stakeholders aware of future opportunities to engage in the plan making process.
• To contribute to the core evidence base and inform the ongoing consultation and
engagement process required to produce the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan
Consultation and engagement of stakeholders was delivered across 3 core elements:
1.
•

Presentations providing the context and background to the project (copies of all presentation
slides are provided at Appendix 1):

•

Overview of Neighbourhood Planning - RCC
The background, the process, and steps to be taken.

•

Background to the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan – DPNPWG Chair
Overview of the Neighbourhood Plan project and activity to date/planned.

•

Role and Support for Communities Undertaking Neighbourhood Planning – HBBC
Planning Authorities perspective of Neighbourhood Planning and its role in the process.

•

Outline and Aims of Stakeholder Consultation Session - RCC
Introduction to the Issues and Priorities Discussion Session.

2. Table based issues and priorities discussion session.
Facilitated discussions across 4 table based groups providing stakeholders an opportunity to
raise and discuss key issues and priorities.
3.

Post event feedback.
Opportunity for stakeholders to submit feedback following the workshop, provide further
comments, and/ or raise other key issues and priorities for consideration by Desford
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group.
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3) Neighbourhood Plan Stakeholder Contacts
Working with the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan Working Group, the RCC developed a
comprehensive list of stakeholder contacts for consultation and engagement to be used
throughout the process of developing the Neighbourhood Plan (including all statutory
consultees).
Stakeholders in the Desford Parish plan have been categorised by the RCC as follows:
1. Statutory Consultation Bodies (set out in the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations)
2. Landowner (within the Neighbourhood Area)
3. Developer / Professional Representative of Landowner
4. Business (operating within or serving Desford Parish)
5. Community / Faith / Voluntary Organisation (operating within or serving Desford Parish)
6. Public Service Provider (delivering services to / in Desford Parish).
A full list of stakeholders identified for engagement and consultation is provided at Appendix 2.

4) Consultation Workshop Delegate List
Tables 1 - 4 lists the delegates in attendance at the stakeholder consultation workshop held on
5th July 2016 and identifies which table discussion group they participated in during the
workshop session.

Table 1: Stakeholder Consultation Workshop - Delegate List & Groupings:

Red Group
Name

Stakeholder Category

Mr. Scott Wakefield

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Ms. Linda Mitchell

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Mr. Joe Scarratt

TN & AM Scarratt, Lindridge Hall Farm

Mrs. M Spence

Representing Ashfield Farm

Mr. Nick Walker

Neovia

Mrs. E Ward

Representing Ashfield Farm

Mr. Gary Wibberley

Cottage Farm

Mr. Terry Gallagher

Chair, Newbold Verdon NDP Group

Mr. Martin Turnham

Desford Community Primary School

Ms. Alex Stretton

Barns Charity

Mr. Gordon Preston

Forest Hill Farm
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Table 2:

Blue Group
Name

Stakeholder Category

Mr. Darren Tilley

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Mrs. Pat Crane

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Ms. Lisa Sly

Desford Rainbows/Baby & Toddler Grp

Mr. David Cowper

Desford Village Hall

Ms. Michelle Elcoat

Messy Church

Ms. Veronica Larter

Desford Ladies Group

The Revd. Tom Ringland

St Martin’s Church

Mr. Dan McSharry

Youth Worker, St Martin's Church

Ms. Cressida Williams

Desford Good Neighbours Scheme

Ms. Pam Wocha

Coffee & Chat

Ms. Sue Taylor

Desford Football Club / Sport in Desford (SID)

Mr. Brian Maginn

Desford Bowls Club

Table 3:

Green Group
Name

Stakeholder Category

Mr. Bernard Grimshaw

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Ms. Kay Smith

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Mr. Mark Hill

New Farm

Mr. Christopher Ireland

Physio in Desford

Ms. Helen Prangley

Planning Manager, Davidsons

Ms. Juliette Minto

Gables Farm

Ms. Rachel Cartwright

Preston’s Contractors, Manor Hill Farm

Mr. Andrew Killip

Planning Manager (Policy) Hinckley & Bosworth BC

Cllr. Miriam Surtees

Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council

Mr. Adrian Dickinson

Neovia
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Table 4:

Yellow Group
Name

Stakeholder Category

Mr. Martyn Randle

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Mr. Paul Angelinetta

Desford Parish NDP Working Group

Mr. Roger Neep

Forest View Farm

Mrs. Ena Kirkman

Glebe Farm

Ms. Elizabeth Osbourne

Lockey Farm Dog Boarding Kennels

Mr. Geoff Platts

Environment Agency

Mr. John Wright

Arriva Midlands

Ms. Teresa Wright

Messy Church

Cllr. Malcolm Peel

Desford Parish Council

Mr. Tim Empson

Bosworth Academy

Mr. Dave Claricoates

Bosworth Academy

5) Issues and Priorities Group Discussions – Results
Facilitated discussion took place within 4 groups. Each group looked at the key issues and
opportunities for consideration within the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan area under a
series of 5 topics; (Heritage, History & Housing); (Environment, Flooding, Open Spaces,
Recreation & Renewable Energy); (Facilities, Services, Education, Employment & Economy);
(Traffic & Transport); and (Vision of Desford Parish in 10 Years’ Time).
Tables 5 - 9 detail the key discussion points recorded under each topic area by each of the 4
groups.

Table 5: Issues & Priorities – Heritage, History & Housing:
Heritage, History & Housing
Red Group
1. We shall always need housing. Landowners are tempted to sell depending on which
side of the village.
2. More housing needs better traffic arrangements e.g. bypass.
3. Social housing, depending on numbers, bungalows / older person housing – where.
4. Housing - worth linking it to environment and improvement. Section 106 money has to
spent near the development.
5. What do builders have to do
6. Needs careful location i.e. appropriate mix of housing on large developments.
7. Where to put new homes?
8. Protect centre of village.
9. Affordable housing
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Blue Group
1. More, lower priced housing / affordable / housing Association
2. School needs more space, some money in the pot for further expansion.
3. Garden builds change the area, so 19 houses replace 2 former houses, so impact of
more houses.
4. Need a balance of large and small houses.
5. Keep Church Centre and Village Hall as meeting places.
6. Need a community centre / café that is open all the time for drop-in.
7. Conservation area – can we protect and get other houses listed?
8. Clock on Post Office wall is important.
9. Very few under 60’s come to open events.
10. Very few volunteers to help e.g. Desford in Bloom. Need to engage people in the
community
11. Parish Council could be umbrella that everything links into, all the groups / facilities.
Use website for this.

Green Group
1. There is no mandate for extending housing numbers in the current plan period
2. In the light of the new HBBC timescale, who will give a steer to developers about
numbers and timing of future housing?
3. Ageing population: sensible to talk of “flat or level living” rather than just “bungalows”
4. Altering agreed plans is an issue: the recession has impacted on “good intentions”
5. The library is part of the village heritage.
6. By 2036, existing buildings may well be even more important: heritage grows over time

Yellow Group
1. Housing should be sustainable. Young person’s being able to afford houses.
2. No housing on flood plain.
3. Adequate off road parking for new houses.
4. Improve upkeep of council garages.
5. Use of derelict properties for ‘Brown Field’ development.
6. Maintenance of Conservation Area.

Table 6: Issues & Priorities – Environment, Flooding, Open Spaces, Recreation
& Renewable Energy:
Environment, Flooding, Open Spaces, Recreation & Renewable Energy
Red Group
1. Surface water – vital to be considered e.g. brook through Skerrets land – level
fluctuates widely since building. Didn’t happen years ago.
2. Renewable energy – no longer viable currently for commercial buildings.
3. Do we want to consider other environmental improvements e.g. natural forest
extension? Space like Spence Valley Park – is there potential for developing such an
area. Could be leverage on builders.
4. More open spaces needed.
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Blue Group
1. Three playing fields – Kirby Road needs bigger car park. Need swings for older
children.
2. Language bad at football matches – need more parking.
3. Why doesn’t SID not clear rubbish after matches? Not pay contractor.
4. Community garden for older people – sensory garden (aspirational) if field can be
found. Bank in front of library.
5. Cemetery is beautiful to sit.
6. More allotments
7. Who has the money to pay for watering planters? Need people to follow through
initiatives.
8. Solar Farm – community money.
9. Wind turbines – Can we increase the distance from houses that they are allowed?
10. Encourage renewable energy, but in appropriate places.
11. Better footpaths on roads leading out of the village e.g. to A47 to Newbold.

Green Group
1. Business is part of Desford’ s vibrancy
2. Architecture: there is a need for policies for future development: HBBC conservation
officer, (Paul Grundy) is producing a list to protect non-statutory buildings
3. Tariff changes have altered the scene for renewable energy projects, HBBC is not
allowed to go further than national guidelines e.g. on solar panels and building regs.
4. There are aesthetic problems with solar farms and turbines, which should go on poor
farmland only.
5. Balancing ponds for new developments essential.
6. We have good parks etc., need more bridle paths and opening up for recreational use.

Yellow Group
1. Solar panels on roofs – Not to be visible inside Conservation Area.
2. No objections to wind farms. Supply to village area.
3. Sport in Desford (SID) wish to increase the land area.
4. More recreational equipment on playing fields.
5. Increase in car parking to meet demand.

Table 7: Issues & Priorities – Facilities, Services, Education, Employment
& Economy:
Facilities, Services, Education, Employment & Economy
Red Group
1. New 60 place development (early stages) at Primary School. Which will give 420 on
roll over 7 years. Target capacity, school is bursting at the seams with 320 on roll.
School had 30 additional children this year, but has good amount of play space.
2. Bellway 183 houses.
3. Shops – Co-op causes traffic issues.
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4. Need doctors and shops within new developments, present doctors building is too
small.
5. Neovia wants new building which is likely to increase employment (car sharing, bus
scheme, encourage cycling).
6. Better placed shops
7. Bigger, better placed medical centre

Blue Group
1. Café drop-in open all the time. Present cafe is too small, need a meeting place for all
age groups.
2. Central is a key theme – a pity SID is where it is!
3. Want County Council to do more – a centre for informal education.
4. Money management etc., intergenerational work, how would it be funded?
5. Community Centre / Bigger Church centre / Informal education groups, café etc.
6. More joined up village for community groups.
7. Knock down and rebuild?
8. Websites need to be interactive.
9. How do we attract business e.g. to the old post office?
10. If designated certain areas as remaining for commercial purposes they can’t be
returned to houses, unless they show evidence.

Green Group
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Several international employers: public transport not good
Pedestrian path to CAT NEOVIA?
Careful of Desford losing identity if it grows residentially and commercially
Land ownership by public authorities?
Desford is good for at least 2 small businesses
Good local shops, but very limited range and poor parking
Designate pubs as community assets?
Farming will not change fundamentally, core crops will continue, but farm size,
methods and kit will change a lot
9. The library: mixed views: is it really “best value for most people” as a community
building? What about, e.g., a Waitrose Local shop? ~This could change if the building
becomes a community Hub, but the plan needs to try to anticipate changes in
needs/wants during its time-horizon

Yellow Group
1. Control of dogs on farm land. Education of walkers, dog walkers, joggers etc.
2. ‘Youth’ recreation / club facilities.
3. Increase number of shops to meet local demand.
4. Sunday service (Bus). Needed, but is it cost effective. Increased evenings – possible
availability.
5. Skate board park.
6. Siting of doctor’s surgery, out of Main Street to reduce traffic issues.
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Table 8: Issues & Priorities – Traffic & Transport:
Traffic & Transport
Red Group
1. Rumours of a bypass? CAT land.
2. Do we know numbers of traffic and direction? All going to Leicester?
3. Traffic only going to get worse as all the villages get bigger.
4. HGV’s Sat Nav issues / employees cars. Need to keep reporting to Neovia and CAT
5. Desford Parish Council, Neovia and CAT working well together.
6. School has space for a drop off / turning point, safety / worried parents.
7. Need for safer zebra crossing points e.g. Manor Road. Chicanes on Peckleton Lane,
effect on moving farm machinery.
8. 20 mph school zones need extending near Primary School.
9. Section 106 money has to..
10. One way system – crossings
11. Road safety to and from the Primary School
12. 20mph zone / bypass / traffic calming / keep village feel.
13. Traffic bypass? Narrow high Street / safe routes to school.
14. Take into account traffic from Barlestone, Newbold, Ibstock, travel through Desford to
Leicester and motorways.

Blue Group
1. Signage needs to be further away. Using wrong Sat Navs.
2. Rules for times of shifts.
3. How many employees live in Desford?
4. It is CAT / Neovia’s responsibility.
5. One-way system along Main Street / Newbold Road.
6. Junction of Peckleton Lane / High Street needs a solution.
7. Can’t stop delivery times. Need enforcement of double yellow lines.
8. New infrastructure often comes as part of development.
9. Roads on estates now are not always adopted. Works on small developments e.g.
Goulton Crescent.
10. Bus service to Hinckley, 2 hours after 6 and nothing on Sunday.
11. Bypass for Tubes to CAT
12. Need more grit bins.
13. No pelican crossings, could do with them in certain places e.g. Manor Road. Lollipop
Lady?
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Green Group
1. Many issues already referred to
2. Particularly, traffic issue comprises residential and through traffic as well as local
businesses, and car ownership trends if continued will exacerbate challenges
3. Need to look at planning policies for domestic parking: need to be large enough to
accommodate modern cars
4. Road improvement opportunities have been lost in the past: if development offers
improvements for the community as a whole, should not be rejected solely on numbers
argument, subject to point about keeping identity etc.
5. Pestos is a problem!!

Yellow Group
1. HGV traffic through the village (CAT).
2. Speed limits pushed towards Newbold Verdon due to Bellway estate.
3. Mandatory 20mph within the village.
4. Traffic calming extended within the village.
5. Extend off road parking to help farm vehicle access.
6. Speed limit enforcement – speed watch.

Table 9: Issues & Priorities – Vision of Desford Parish in 10 Years’ Time:
Vision of Desford Parish in 10 Years’ Time
Red Group
1. Still a village surrounded by green space.
2. Bypassed by heavy traffic.
3. Better balance between traffic and community.
4. Maintain the character of a village.

Blue Group
1. Conservation Area / Non Conservation Area – on line comments.
2. A good website is essential as how people don’t do. Need neutral person to control
Facebook.
3. Dan’s idea of a community centre for CC.
4. Joining together of everything that goes on – better way of getting people together.
5. Most important – Linking ALL Desford initiatives e.g. Desford in Bloom, social activities
etc., via one website. (PIN)
6. Communication between groups that already exist, then onto village residents.
7. Centre is Village Hall wheel & pump! We will never get a village green.
8. Difference / socialising and joining in community, easier in a smaller village.
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Green Group
1. Life expectancy of School buildings: any chance of new?
2. Facilities for youth to keep pace with trends and growth: plan should consider how to
actively engage with young people generally
3. All weather play area, skate park?
4. Better broadband
5. Traffic must be dealt with by then (see earlier, but no concrete ideas!)
6. Generally, looking ahead should be done by guiding and encouraging the interface
with developers, (discussions, not conflict) and the issue will generally be that of
“trade-offs”: balancing possible improvements against impact on character of
community etc.

Yellow Group
1. Future developments to take account of car parking and traffic flows.
2. Make sure that local facilities expand to meet increased demands.
3. See Desford as a stand-alone village.

6) Post Event Feedback and comments
Following the Stakeholder Consultation Workshop held on 5th July, the RCC received the
following feedback and comments:

Table 10: Stakeholder Feedback:
Desford Medical Centre
As you are aware, we have had a large number of new patients register with us from the
Bellways development and this has had a huge impact on all aspects of healthcare provided at
the surgery – patient demand, new patient checks, more nursing appointments required for
chronic disease reviews, midwifery appointment demand etc. We are currently working as
smartly as possible to fully utilise the use of the current space that we have. I am hoping that
the garage conversion will take place in the next few months, but even if this goes ahead, this
will not be enough to ease the problem, if the patient list size continues to grow at the rate it has
previously.
We plan to make a new application to revise our Practice Boundary – not to register new
patients from Kirby Muxloe, but this has already been rejected once, so may not be upheld
going forwards.
If further housing developments are planned over the next few years, it is unlikely we would be
able to accommodate these additional patients at the present site. We would then have to look
at new premises, as there is not much scope to expand at Main Street.
I would be grateful if you could put forward these issues at the meeting, which need to be taken
into consideration.
Anju Mainithe, Practice Manager.
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Neovia
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____________________________________________________________________________
Environment Agency
I am the Planning Specialist for Leicestershire and as such am the most appropriate contact
(see below) for future correspondence on the plan.
We are the main Agency providing advice on improving resilience and adaptation to the effects
of climate change, with particular regard on flood risk, water resources, water quality (Including
groundwater) and aquatic biodiversity. We strive to make a positive contribution through our
Statutory Consultee role and we hope to work with you as the plan formalises.
Having looked at the environmental constraints (those within our remit), I see that the Plan area
is impacted by flooding, a main river, and by aquifer.
Flooding from the Rothley Brook a “main river” of this Agency is confined to only one location
where property exists and this is at Newtown Grange Farm Business Centre.
The Rothley Brook flows throughout the whole of the Plan area. The Rothley Brook is a main
river of this Agency and that means that we have permissive powers to access land in order to
carry out essential or regular maintenance work. In order to do this, we will require a clear
access strip adjacent to the banks of the watercourse. Any proposed work within 8 metres of
the top of the bank of this watercourse requires a Permit from this Agency.
Parts of the Plan area, Desford, Caterpillar Works Peckleton Lane, Botcheston are underlain
by aquifer. An aquifer is a geologic layer of porous and permeable material such as sand and
gravel, limestone, or sandstone, through which water flows and is stored. It is essential that
aquifers are protected and kept free from pollution. Re-development of contaminated sites if not
done correctly can have the potential to re-mobilise contaminants and if a pathway exists to the
aquifer, then the aquifer can become polluted.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Desford Neighbourhood Plan, as we recognise
the key role local planning has in delivering Sustainable Development. As an organisation
responsible for improving the environment, delivering essential infrastructure and supplying key
sources of data, we are keen to support you in developing the plan.
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To this end we have set out below policy areas we consider are important to ensure the plan
enhances the environment, as well supporting appropriate development and necessary
environmental infrastructure.
Water
Water is fundamental requirement and a major consideration for all new development. Water
services such as water for supply and waste water management are provided by Water
Companies. Each water company produces a long-term plan to make sure services are
available to development in a way that does not cause environmental damage. There can
however still be local problems with infrastructure or capacity which may impact on a
development or the timing of development. We suggest that water infrastructure availability is
carefully considered for all proposed development sites and developers liaise closely with the
water companies at an early stage in the development. Where there are issues with water
infrastructure capacity we suggest a Water Cycle Study is produced.
The UK must meet the requirement of the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) which
aims to bring all water-bodies to a “good ecological potential or status” by 2027.
The Rothley Brook is currently at moderate status.
There are four main aims of the WFD, these are to:


improve and protect inland and coastal waters



drive wiser, sustainable use of water as a natural resource



create better habitats for wildlife that lives in and around water



create a better quality of life for everyone

Local Planning Authorities have a duty to contribute to the achievement of the Directive. How
these improvements are to be achieved for your area is set out in the Humber River Basin
Management Plan. Many poor quality rivers particularly in urban areas can be improved as a
result of well-designed new development. Good Neighbourhood plan policies which support
sustainable drainage, ‘daylighting’ of streams and rivers and the sensitive integration of water in
a development can improve the water quality and the water environment. Making space for
water in a development can also protect people from flooding while increasing the value and
desirability of a development.
The Delivering the Water Framework Directive and Environmental Infrastructure with Local
Authorities document produced by the Environment Agency and Sustainability West Midlands,
provides information and advice on integrating water issues into local planning.
The Delivering the Water Framework Directive and Environmental Infrastructure with Local
Authorities document produced by the Environment Agency and Sustainability West Midlands,
provides information and advice on integrating water issues into local planning.

Flood Risk
Recent high profile flooding events highlight the need for development to be directed away from
areas of current or future flood risk and which do not increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.
Local plan policies can support better flood risk management in many ways. Local plan policies
which support a sequential approach to land allocation will ensure land at lowest risk is
developed first. The local plan could also promote the use of indicative drainage strategies on
developments.
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We propose the plan supports integrating more natural systems of flood risk management
which would control surface water run-off near to its source and to greenfield run-off rates. We
see a need for policies which promote sustainable drainage, the reinstatement of the natural
floodplain and the retention and restoration of watercourses.
Policies in the neighbourhood plan should encourage developers to have regard to all relevant
Catchment Flood Management Plans and the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy. We
consider developers should also be advised to check areas at risk of flooding with the
Environment Agency to determine the extent and nature of the flooding anticipated.

Waste Management and Resource Efficiency
Managing our resources and waste streams is a corner stone of delivering Sustainable
Development. It is also an important way to reduce carbon emissions and therefore mitigate our
impact on climate change.
The construction industry generates large volumes of waste, much of which can be recycled. A
third of all carbon emissions come from houses. It is therefore important to ensure the plan
promotes best practise in the construction phase and helps reduce the environmental impact of
new building in the longer term. We support the inclusion of policies which promote the waste
hierarchy.

Green infrastructure
We see multifunction green and blue space as a vital and an integral part of any new
development. Good green and blue space within a development increases house prices, is
good for health and recreation as well as wildlife. Carefully designed green infrastructure can
have a range of environmental services such as flood risk management and reducing the levels
of pollutants getting into rivers. We support the inclusion of policies in the plan which promote
and enhance the quality, uses and extend of green space provision in new developments in the
plan area.

Contaminated land
It is clearly important to reuse land for development and so reduce pressure on greenfield sites.
However, brownfield sites often have complex issues and it is important that land contamination
and water pollution are fully assessed before the site is deemed suitable for new development.
We support the inclusion of policies that promote the effective and appropriate management
and reuse of brownfield sites.

Biodiversity
Spatial planning has a significant role to play in protecting and enhancing wildlife areas. We
consider the plan should have policies to protect nature sites. Even relatively small green
spaces can offer good habitat creation opportunities.
Neighbourhood Plans should include policies which support the inclusion of space for wildlife
and water in all new development in the plan area. This could be done by promoting the
inclusion of multifunctional green and blue space in all new development. Policies which
promote sustainable drainage solutions to water management, such as swales and ponds can
provide habitat for wildlife as can measures to promote the naturalisations of watercourses.
I hope you find these comments useful and provoke thinking on these topics for future inclusion
in your Plan.

MR GEOFF PLATTS
Planning Specialist Sustainable Places
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Health & Safety Executive
CONSULTATION ON YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN – REPRESENTATIONS BY HSE
DESFORD PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
Thank you for your request to provide a representation on the above consultation document.
When consulted on land-use planning matters, HSE where possible will make representations
to ensure that compatible development within the consultation zones of major hazard
establishments and major accident hazard pipelines (MAHPs) is achieved.
We have concluded that we have no representations to make on this occasion. This is
because our records show that the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan boundary and the
land within does not encroach on the consultation zones of major hazard establishments or
MAHPs1. As no encroachment has been detected, HSE does not need to be informed of the
next stages in the adoption of the Desford Parish Neighbourhood Plan.
John Moran
HM Specialist Inspector of Health and Safety (Risk Assessment)

Sport England
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the above Neighbourhood Consultation.
Planning Policy in the National Planning Policy Framework identifies how the planning
system can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive
communities. Encouraging communities to become more physically active through walking,
cycling, informal recreation and formal sport plays an important part in this process and
providing enough sports facilities of the right quality and type and in the right places is vital to
achieving this aim. This means positive planning for sport, protection from unnecessary loss of
sports facilities and an integrated approach to providing new housing and employment land and
community facilities provision is important.
It is important therefore that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects national policy for sport as set out
in the above document with particular reference to Pars 73 and 74 to ensure proposals comply
with National Planning Policy.
It is also important to be aware of Sport England’s role in protecting playing fields and the
presumption against the loss of playing fields (see link below), as set out in our national guide,
‘A Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England – Planning Policy Statement’.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/developmentmanagement/planning-applications/playing-field-land/
Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport and further information can be
found following the link below:
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/forward-planning/
Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan policy is underpinned by robust
and up to date assessments and strategies for indoor and outdoor sports delivery. If local
authorities have prepared a Playing Pitch Strategy or other indoor/outdoor sports strategy it will
be important that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects the recommendations set out in that
document and that any local investment opportunities, such as the Community Infrastructure
Levy, are utilised to support the delivery of those recommendations.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/
If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend you ensure such facilities
are fit for purpose and designed in accordance with our design guidance notes.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-guidance/design-and-cost-guidance/
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APPENDIX 1 – Workshop Presentations
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APPENDIX 2 – Stakeholder Consultee List
Statutory Consultation Bodies
Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council
DCLG
Leicestershire County Council
Desford Parish Council
Newbold Verdon Parish Council
Kirby Muxloe Parish Council
Peckleton Parish Council
Bagworth & Thornton Parish Council
Ratby Parish Council
Leicester Forest West Parish Meeting
Homes and Communities Agency
Natural England
The Environment Agency
CPRE Leicestershire
Historic England
The Coal Authority
Network Rail
Health & Safety Executive
Highways England
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APT Marconi
Three
EE Corporate and Financial Affairs Dept.
Vodafone and 02
Virgin Media
Land Use Planning Dept, Vodafone
Arriva Midlands
West Leicestershire CCG
Desford Medical Centre
Desford Dental Centre
Bosworth Academy
Desford Community Primary School
Midlands Rural Housing
National Grid
British Gas Properties
British Gas Connections Ltd
Severn Trent Water
Federation of Small Businesses
Country Land & Business Association
National Farmers Union
East Midlands Chamber
Vista Blind
Action Deafness
Leicestershire Centre for Integrated Living
Age UK Leicestershire & Rutland
Voluntary Action LeicesterShire
Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust
Sport England
Leicester-Shire & Rutland Sport
Police & Crime Commissioner for Leicestershire
East Midlands Ambulance Service
Federation of Gypsy Liaison Group
Leicestershire Fire & Rescue

Local Businesses:
Think 19 Ltd
CS Milne
Corporate Deals Ltd
DNR Colour Print
Gabbro
KJN Automation
Metalium Ltd
PSS Ltd
Printpack Services Ltd
Progressive Computing
SP Sheet Metal Ltd
Software Micro Ltd
3K Engineering Ltd
AMD Four Wheel Drive
BJB Engineering
Blueridge Contracts Ltd

Astley Fabrications
Capital Floors Ltd
David Ross Fabrications Ltd
Dragon Distribution Ltd
JFD Cartons
Mallory Coating
Midland Precision
Principal Contract Ltd
Professional Spray Solutions Ltd
SP Leicester Ltd
Software 4 All Ltd
Spira Ltd
ABC Metals
B & D Preston
Blackwood Quarry Engineering Ltd
BR Cartronics
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Local Businesses:
Centmetal Property Ltd
Comer Industries
Dansart Ltd
Industrial Silencers Ltd
LA Engineering
Maple Tools
Performance Wheels Ltd
S Tysoe Installations Ltd
Simtom Food Products Ltd
Swimsuit Dryer Company Ltd
TPS Hire Ltd
Tyresure Ltd
Arboreco
Blue Bell Inn
Cardpoint Services Ltd
Central England Co-operative
Crown Crest (Leicester) plc
Desford Garden Services
Desford Pharmacy
Desford Post Office
Finning UK Ltd
Frank Smith Haulage
Garvey’s Gardens Landscaping
Highfields Seeds Ltd
Lancaster Arms
John Law Conservatories
Lyndale Boarding Cattery
Neovia Logistics Services UK Ltd
Principals hair & Beauty
Sun & Soil Solar Farm
Tropical Bird Garden (Leics) Ltd
White Horse Pesto
3TC Software Ltd
Office Twelve Ltd
Russell Scanlon Ltd
Skill Base Training Ltd
Beamex Ltd
R Bilson & Sons Ltd
Full Fat Designs
LMW Electronics Ltd
Mavrick Blinds Ltd
Re-Creation Design Ltd
Symbiosis

CFS Computers
DCN
Hamaton (Europe) Ltd
KP Mechanical Handling Ltd
Lawman Commercial Services Ltd
Midland Metal Management Ltd
SCL Sheet Metal
Shoretan Leisure
Solstar Enterprises Ltd
The Spray Shop (Leicester) Ltd
Typecast Engineering Ltd
Vanfast
Berridge Waste Paper Ltd
Brook Lane Garage
Caterpillar UK Ltd
Desford Dance Academy
Desford Express
Desford Fish Bar
Desford Karate
Desford Tandoori
The Food Room
Gables Stables
Greyhound Inn
Keswick Trays
L.A. Maud
Lockey Farm Boarding Kennels
Midlands Co-op Society Ltd
Physio in Desford
Lodge Farm Equestrian
The Dance Factory
Vicki’s Barbers
Desford Hall (Management Co)
Eyeful Presentations Ltd
Quadrant Building Control
Sector design
Sun Textile UK Ltd
Chatsworth Developments
Firstpoint Homecare Ltd
Jendene Fitted Bedrooms
LTR Recorders
Grange Farm (Sporting Clays)
Segasby Studios
Baron Park Nursing Home

Community Organisations / Local Clubs:
Desford Allotment Gardeners Association
Barns Charity
Coffee & Chat
Desford & District Local History Society
Desford Badminton Club
Desford Bowls Club
Desford Community Action Group
Desford Free Church Men’s Group
Desford Good Neighbours Scheme
Desford Striders
First Responders

Botcheston WI
Beaufort Singers
Book Club
Boodons
Bell ringers
Desford & Peckleton Art Club
Desford Football Club
Desford Ladies Group
Desford Lawn Tennis Club
Desford Table Tennis Club
Desford Wine Circle
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Friends of Desford Surgery
Kirby Grange Residents Association
Desford Brownies & Rainbows
Mums & Toddlers
Wednesday Friendship Club
Friday Nighters / Youth Cafe
Lighthouse Group
Botcheston Village Hall
Desford Library
St Martin’s Church
Sport in Desford
Topsham House Nursery

Friends & Neighbours
Leicester Classic Car Enthusiasts
Loving Hands
St Martin’s Church Choir
Desford Scout Group
Chatterbox
Messy Church
Desford Free Church
Desford Village Hall
St Martin’s Church Centre
Chapel Lane Playgroup

Landowners & Developers
Davidsons Group
Ratcliffe Farms Ltd
Ashfield Farm
Hill Farm
Baron Parks Farm (Fletcher & Son)
Lindridge Farm
Lindridge Wood Farm
Manor Hill Farm
Stud Farm
Tumblin Field Farm
Park House Farm
Whittington Grange Farm
Osbaston Lodge Farm
The Priory
Hunt Lane Farm

Bellway Homes Ltd
Charnwood Poultry Farms
Forest View Farm
Lindridge Hall Farm (TN & AM Scarratt)
Snowdene Farm
Woodlands Farm
Hollowoak Farm
Forest Hill Farm
Glendale Farm
Park House Farm
Cottage Farm
Newtown Grange Farm
Coton House Farm
Elms Farm
Lodge Farm

APPENDIX 3 – Apologies / Acknowledgments Received
Apologies / Acknowledgments Received
Cllr Brian Sutton HBBC
Cllr Ruth Camamile
Botcheston WI
Desford Scout Group
Dr. Maini, Desford Medical Practice
The Health & Safety Executive
Leicestershire Libraries
Natural England
Desford Pharmacy
Underbank Farm
Ms. L & Ms. S. Elliott

Cllr David Sprason CC
Desford Free Church
Desford Rainbows & Brownies
Symbiosis Consulting Ltd
Highways England
Sport England
Leicestershire Fire Service
CPRE
Caterpillar UK Ltd
Mr. M. Hand
Highways, LeicesterShire County
Council
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Rural Community Council (Leicestershire & Rutland)
Charity No. 1077645 Company No. 3665974

T: (0116) 266 2905
E: info@ruralcc.org.uk
W: www.ruralcc.org.uk
Community House,
133, Loughborough Road,
Leicester, LE4 5LQ

DESFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
CONSULTATION STATEMENT
APPENDIX 3 RCC(L&R) Parish
Questionnaire and Results Report

YOUR VISION

FOR OUR
COMMUNITY

DESFORD PARISH COUNCIL
DESFORD PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
QUESTIONNAIRE
AND

MIDLAND RURAL HOUSING
(HINCKLEY & BOSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL)
HOUSING NEEDS SURVEY

2017

The Parish of Desford
(including Desford, Botcheston, Newtown Unthank and parts of Kirby Muxloe)

Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire

Desford Library

Botcheston Village Hall

If you live within the boundary of the Parish of Desford your help is needed to
formulate a Neighbourhood Plan, an important document which will influence future
planning for our communities.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to seek your views on the Parish as a whole
and your particular part of it.
All residents of the Parish of Desford who are listed on the electoral roll are entitled
to a questionnaire.
Please indicate your views by filling in the tick boxes or comment sections as
appropriate.
Completed questionnaires will be collected during the week commencing 27h March.
If your questionnaire is not collected, please return it to the Parish Clerk.

Barons Park

Newtown Unthank

The completed questionnaires will help to form a draft Neighbourhood Plan that
represents the needs and views of residents of the Parish of Desford. The draft
Plan will be available to residents of the Parish of Desford to comment on as part of
a six week consultation. It will then be submitted to Hinckley & Bosworth Borough
Council (HBBC) for examination, consultation and then an independent examination.
Residents will have the opportunity to vote on whether or not to adopt the draft
Neighbourhood Plan. If adopted, it will become a legal document that ALL future
planning applications MUST comply with to gain planning consent for future
commercial and private building developments.
If you are in need of a home in the parish, please also complete the Housing Needs
Survey at the end of the questionnaire and send it directly to Midlands Rural
Housing in the freepost envelope provided.
All replies will be treated in the strictest confidence. This survey is supplied as one
per household. Additional copies can be supplied on request from The Parish Clerk,
Desford Library, Main Street, Desford, LE9 9JP; 07849 756616 or
clerk@desfordparishcouncil.co.uk
For your chance to enter the free prize draw, please enter your name and address
on the form.
THANK YOU FOR HELPING TO SHAPE AND CONSERVE THE FUTURE OF
OUR PARISH

Housing Needs Survey
Midlands Rural Housing (MRH) are independently conducting the survey on
behalf of Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council (HBBC) and the Desford
Neighbourhood Plan Group to assess levels of housing need.
MRH will analyse the results of this survey. Information or comments provided
may be included in the analysis, but any information you give will be kept
strictly confidential and will not be seen by Hinckley & Bosworth Borough
Council, the Parish Council or any other organisation.
New homes are not guaranteed to be built as a result of this survey, but any
new homes would look to meet the needs of those with a local connection
identified from the Housing Needs Survey.

Desford Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire
1. Life in the Parish of Desford
Which of the following best describes your village?

Please tick appropriate box.

Sought after location
Nice place to live
Balanced and varied population
Friendly atmosphere / community spirit
Please add any other thoughts

Do you feel that your village suffers from the following?

Please tick appropriate box.

Crime
Anti-social behaviour

If you ticked any of the boxes to question 1.2. what would you like to see happen to improve the
situation?

2. Housing
How long have you lived in this parish? Please tick appropriate box.
Less than 2 years
2 – 5 years
5 – 10 years
Over 10 years
Which category best describes your household? Please tick appropriate box.
One person household
Single parent family
Two parent family
Couple
Other – please specify

Please tick appropriate box. Do you live in a:
House
Flat
Bungalow

Other – please specify

Which of the following best describes your current accommodation?

Please tick appropriate box

Own your home outright
Own your home with a mortgage
Renting from the Council
Renting from a Housing Association
Shared ownership with a Housing Association
Renting from a private landlord
Living with parents or relatives
In housing tied to your job
Lodging with another household

Please indicate all those currently living in your household. Please tick appropriate box.
Male

Female

Relationship to you

You
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5

Is there anyone currently living away, intending to return to the household in the coming 5 years?
Yes
No

Does anyone living with you now need to set up home separately from you in the parish, now or in the next 5
years?
Yes
No

Have any former members of your household left the parish over the last 5 years?
Yes
No

If yes, how many people?

If yes, was this:
To take up employment elsewhere
Marriage or separation
Due to the lack of affordable housing
To go to university or college

Other reason– please specify

Do you feel there is sufficient housing within the parish?
Yes
No

If you answered No, what types of homes do you think are needed?

2.7.If additional housing development is required within the parish where do you think it should be?

If you are in need of a different home in this parish please do not forget to complete the
HOUSING NEEDS SURVEY enclosed (light green paper)

3. Commuting
Where do members of your household regularly commute, including education and recreation?
Please tick appropriate box.
Work Education

Recreation

Desford
Kirby Muxloe
Botcheston
Leicester
Hinckley
Market Bosworth
Other – please specify

Mode of Transport
What mode of transport do members of your household use regularly? Please tick all that apply
Car
Car Share
Motorbike
Taxi
School Bus
Public transport
Cycle
Walk
Road Network

Which roads do members of your household use regularly? Please tick all that apply
Peckleton Lane
Manor Road (B582)
Leicester Lane (B582)
Markfield Lane
A47
M1 North
M1 South
M69
M42
Other – please specify

4. Community Facilities & Services
Which community facilities & services do members of your household use? Please tick all that apply.
Leisure

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

Playground/play areas
Youth group, including uniformed organisations ?
Sport in Desford
Bosworth Academy
Allotments
Tropical Bird Garden
Retail

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

Food & Drink

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

Local shops
Post Office
Hairdressers

Café
Takeaway food shops
Pubs
Community Facilities

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

Desford Village Hall
Botcheston Village Hall
Church Centre
St Martin’s Church
Desford Free Church
Library
Sport in Desford
Cemetery
Childcare & Education
Nursery/playgroup
Child minder
Before & After School Care
Parent and Toddler Groups
Adult Learning
Bosworth Academy
Desford Community Primary School

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

If you think any of the community facilities & services could be improved, please let us know how

5. Health Services
Which health service facilities do you use? Please tick all that apply

Services

Daily Weekly Monthly Annually 0ccasionally Never

GP Surgery
GP Referral (SID)
Physiotherapy
Pharmacy
Dental Practice
Chiropractor
Where is your GP based?
Desford
Newbold Verdon
Leicester Forest East

Other please specify

6.

Shopping
Where do you go for your main grocery shop? Please tick all that apply
Within the parish
Fosse Park/Grove Park
Meridian
Hinckley
Coalville
Beaumont Leys
Newbold Verdon
Online/ home delivery

Other please specify

7. Traffic & Transport
Issues
Please rate what issues, if any, concern you most.
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
Issues

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Volume of traffic
High number of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV)
Air pollution caused by diesel emissions
Availability of Parking Spaces
Inconsiderate Parking causing obstructions
Speeding vehicles
Availability of public transport
Obstruction of pavements
Frequent damage to street furniture

Other – please specify and rate as above

Traffic & Transport Improvements
Please rate what improvements, if any, you would like to see.
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
Improvements

1

2

3

4

5

Please indicate specific locations

Additional parking
Better disabled access features
Improved road signage
Enforcement of speed limits
Maintenance of pavements
Road junctions
Installation of cycle paths
More frequent bus services / New
routes
One way streets
A bypass for Desford village
Safer pedestrian crossings
Lower speed limits
Speed reduction measures

Other – please specify and indicate specific locations

8. Employment
Please indicate how many people in your household are currently in employment, training or retired
Number
Work from home
Work within the parish
Work outside the parish
Are in Apprenticeship
Are in Training
Are looking for employment
Are not in employment
Are retired

9. Economy
Do you feel there is a need to support business development in the Parish such as:
Please tick all that apply
Yes No

Comments

To protect pubs against closure
Micro/small and start-up businesses
Development of light industry
Development of heavy industry
Diversification of rural and agriculture businesses in to other business areas
Work for young adults such as apprenticeships and work experience
Commercial development of tourism / conservation businesses
Retail outlets

Where in the parish should any business development take place?

10. Recreation
Recreational provision:
Are you aware of the existing recreational provision in the parish? If so what value do you ascribe to them
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
Aware
Yes
MacMillan Cancer Activity Club
Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club
Inclusive Club
Karate
Aerobics
Belly Dance
Tai Chi
Pilates
Tiny Tots Music & Movement
Three Villages Walking Group
Other – please specify

No

Importance to you /
your family
1

2

3

4

5

Importance to Parish
1

2

3

4

5

Recreational Facilities
Please rate what issues, if any, concern you most.
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
1

2

3

4

5

Protection of recreation areas from development
Increased recreational areas
More play equipment & facilities

Open Spaces
How do you rate the following?
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
1

2

3

Protection and enhancement of open spaces
Security of public open spaces
Easy access to the surrounding countryside
Protection and maintenance of footpaths, bridleways & green lanes
Clear information/signage about footpaths and bridleways
Replacement of stiles with kissing gates
Electric fences alongside footpaths to separate people and livestock
Provision and maintenance of pavements/footpaths
Provision of cycle paths
Litter picking
Anti-dog fouling public awareness campaign

What other recreational facilities would you like to see developed in the parish?

4

5

11. Sport Activities
Sports provision:
What value do you ascribe to the existing sports provision in the parish?
Please score from 1 to 5, where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
Importance to you/ your family
1

2

3

4

Importance to Parish
5

1

Tennis
Senior football: men
Senior football: women
Junior football: boys
Junior football: girls
Swimming
Bowls
Squash
Badminton
Running
Junior athletics
Fitness/Gym
Table tennis
Dance

What other sports facilities would you like to see developed in the parish

2

3

4

5

12. Heritage
How do you rate the following as essential characteristics of the parish?
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
1
Villages separated by fields and countryside
Retain the appearance and character of the Conservation Area & historic
buildings
New buildings to reflect the character of the surrounding area
Do you want gardens to be developed for housing
Find uses for redundant buildings to prevent them from falling into
disrepair
Working farms
Quality of Landscape approaching and within the parish

Other – please specify

13. Environment
Street Furniture (eg Bus shelters, Benches, Litter bins, Dog bins)
Is there sufficient street furniture in the parish?
Yes
No

If you answered no, what street furniture would you like to see installed and
where
Location
Bus shelters
Benches
Litter bins
Dog bins
Other – please specify

2

3

4

5

Amenities
How do you rate the following?
Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very Important

1

2

3

4

5

Provision of allotments
Planting flowers on grass verges
Trees & hedgerows
Community garden(s)
Sensory garden(s)
Wildlife areas
Desford in Bloom
Other – please specify

Flooding & Drainage
Are there any specific locations in the parish where regular flooding occurs?
(eg blocked drains)

Energy Consumption
Would you support the following?
Yes
Future development of large renewable energy
projects (e.g. wind turbines/solar farms)
Future development of small renewable energy
projects (e.g. rooftop solar panels)
Local campaign/project to encourage lower
energy consumption (and lower bills)
Investigate the possibility of a local cooperative
to consume and pay discounted prices for
energy generated by existing local renewable
energy sources (e.g. wind turbines, solar)

No

Comments / Suggested location

14. Anything else?
Please let us know if there are any additional or improved facilities, services or changes that you would
like to see in the parish, that have not been covered in this questionnaire?

Thank you for your time in completing this questionnaire.
Volunteers will be calling to collect it in the near future or you can leave at
the Parish Office, Desford Library, or Manor Farm Cottage, Botcheston
If you wish to enter the free prize draw please enter your name and
address:
Name
House Name / Number
Street
Village
Post code

If you are in need of a different home in this parish
please complete the following

MIDLAND RURAL HOUSING
(HINCKLEY & BOSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL)
HOUSING NEEDS SURVEY
and send it directly to Midlands Rural Housing using the
freepost envelope provided.

The Parish of Desford
Neighbourhood Plan
Questionnaire
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Residents Survey
1) Introduction
The Neighbourhood Plan process will provide residents, businesses, service providers and local
organisations with a unique opportunity to help guide development within the designated area,
plan the future delivery of local services and facilities, and ensure that the Parish of Desford
remains a vibrant and sustainable place to live, work, and do business.
To support the successful development of the Parish of Desford Neighbourhood Plan, the Rural
Community Council (Leicestershire & Rutland) supported the Neighbourhood Plan Working
Group to undertake a consultation with households in the designated area.

2) Survey Methodology
A questionnaire was developed by the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group. The final version of
the questionnaire (see Appendix 1) and the basis of this report, was delivered to all households
in the designated area for every person on the electoral register to complete. The questionnaire
was 20 sides of A4 in length including the instructions, guidance notes providing further
background and context and a map of the designated area. Those completing the Parish of
Desford Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire also had the opportunity to enter a free prize draw.
In addition, any residents in need of a home in the Parish were also able to complete a separate
Housing Needs Survey which was being facilitated by Midlands Rural Housing, with the support
of Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council.
A total of 1820 questionnaires were delivered to households in the designated area during March
2017 by members and volunteers of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group. Completed
questionnaires were collected week commencing 27th March 2017 by Working Group members.
Residents could also leave their completed questionnaires at the Parish Office, Desford Library
or Manor Farm Cottage, Botcheston.
Completed questionnaires were returned and then uploaded by volunteers of the Neighbourhood
Plan Working Group onto a survey software system for analysis by the Rural Community Council
(Leicestershire & Rutland).

3) Results
Response to the survey
The total number of completed Questionnaires returned and submitted onto the survey software
system was 627. This equates to a 34% response rate of the questionnaires distributed.
Presentation of the results
This report includes tables and charts which describe the results of the survey.
The tables show the number and percentage of respondents who selected each option. The
percentages are calculated as a proportion of the number of respondents to the survey as a
whole.
This report summarises the responses to the open text questions. A sample of the comments is
also included to illustrate the points being made. A full list of all the comments made is available
along with all other data in a separate excel spreadsheet.
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4) Summary
Life in the Parish of Desford
Describing your village:
The majority of respondents identified the Desford parish as being a Nice place to live.
Several comments reflected on how Desford parish is peaceful, friendly and nice, while others
identified Desford parish as losing its village feel and becoming more of a commuter village with less
people getting involved in community activities. Desford parish growing too rapidly and traffic density
were also highlighted as negative aspects, while local schools along with sports and recreational
facilities were seen as good.
Crime and anti-social behaviour:
The majority of respondents did not answer this question, but from those that did respond, the
majority felt that the village suffers from Crime, followed by Anti-social behaviour.
Although a small number of respondents stated that they did not identify any crime or anti-social
issues, the majority of the additional comments provided did highlight the need for a more visible
Police presence within the parish. Concern was also expressed in relation to the following issues,
listed here in order of popularity Burglaries - Speeding - Anti-Social behaviour - Street lights Dog fouling - Neighbourhood Watch - Litter - Traffic - Traffic Wardens & Motorists.
Housing
The majority of respondents indicated that they have lived in the parish for over 10 years, identified
‘Couple’ as the category best describing their household and that they live in a ‘House’ and identified
‘Own your own home outright’ as best describing their current accommodation.
The majority of respondents also indicated that there was no one in their household currently living
away, intending to return within the next 5 years and that there was no one currently living in their
household who needs to set up home separately in the parish over the next 5 years, but 31 of the
respondents did identify such a need.
Although the majority of respondents indicated that no former members of their household had left
the parish over the last 5 years, a smaller number of respondents did indicate that former household
members had left the parish, totalling 108 persons, the majority indicated ‘To take up employment
elsewhere’ as the main reason for leaving the parish, followed closely by ‘Marriage or separation’
and ‘To go to university or college’.
Only 20 of the respondents identified Lack of affordable housing as a reason for former household
members leaving the parish. Other reasons for members of the household leaving the parish
included: Death, Bought a house, Lodging, University, Moved in with partner.
The majority of respondents indicated that they feel there is sufficient housing in the parish. Those
that didn’t think there was sufficient housing in the parish identified a range of housing as being
needed in the parish, the top 5 of which include Bungalows, Affordable home, Homes for first time
buyers, Retirement homes/ elderly people – Sheltered accommodation and Council houses.
Although the majority stated ‘No more houses’ when asked ‘If additional housing development is
required within the parish, where do you think it should be? the following top 5 areas within the parish
were identified, in order of popularity, as places where housing development could go if additional
housing development is required, Re-developed land/ brownfield sites. Within or close to village.
Leicester Lane. Desford. Fields/ outskirts.
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Commuting
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household regularly commute to
Leicester for Work, to Desford for Education and to Leicester for Recreation.
In addition, the following top 5 locations were identified, in order of popularity, as places where
members of the household regularly commute.:
1. Coalville
2. Enderby
3. Coventry
4. Loughborough
5. Across Leicestershire
Mode of Transport:
The majority of respondents indicated that the mode of transport members of their household use
regularly is the Car. followed by Walking and Public transport.
Road Network:
The top 4 roads that household members use regularly is Leicester Lane (B582), the A47, Peckleton
Lane and Manor Road (B582).
In addition, the following were identified as other roads that members of the household use regularly.
The top 5 in order of popularity.
• Station Road
•
A46
•
Lindridge Lane
•
A5
•
Desford Road

Community Facilities and Services
Leisure:
Respondents indicated that members of their household never use the facilities listed. Those
households who did use the facilities identified ‘playground/play areas’ as the most used facility on a
daily and monthly basis, with ‘Sport in Desford’ the most used on a weekly basis and the ‘Tropical
Bird Garden’ the most used on an annual or occasional basis.
Retail:
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household use the ‘Local Shops’ and the
‘Post office’ on a weekly basis. The most used facility for retail is the ‘Local Shops’ and the least
used facility for retail is the ‘Hairdressers’
Food and Drink:
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Cafe’ and only
use the ‘Pubs’ and ‘Takeaway food shops ‘occasionally. The most used facility for food and drink are
the ‘Pubs’ and the least used facility for food and drink is the ‘Cafe’
Community Facilities:
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Cemetery’
‘Botcheston Village Hall’ - ‘Desford Free Church’ – ‘Sport in Desford’ – ‘The Church Centre and ‘St
Martins Church’. The most used community facility is the ‘Library’ and the least used community
facility is the ‘Cemetery’
Childcare & Education:
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the facilities listed.
Those households who did use the facilities identified ‘Bosworth Academy’ and ‘Desford Community
Primary School’ as the most used facility, with ‘Childminder’ as the least used.
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Health Services
The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Chiropractor’
followed by ‘GP Referral (SID)’ and ‘Physiotherapy’. The most used health service facility is the
‘Pharmacy’ followed by the ‘GP Surgery ‘
The majority of respondents identified ‘Desford’ as where their GP is based.
Shopping
The majority of respondents identified ‘Fosse Park/Grove Park’ as where they go for their main
grocery shop.
Traffic & Transport
Issues of concern:
The top 5 issues rated as, a very important issue that concerns them most, was ‘High number of
Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV)’ followed by ‘Speeding vehicles’ – ‘Volume of traffic’ – ‘Inconsiderate
parking’ and ‘Availability of public transport’ The top 2 issues rated as least important were ‘Frequent
damage to street furniture’ and ‘Availability of parking spaces’
Traffic & Transport Improvements:
The top 5 traffic and transport improvements that respondents rated as very important was
‘Enforcement of speed limits’ followed by ‘Speed reduction measures’ – ‘More frequent bus services /
New routes’ – ‘Lower speed limits’ and ‘Improved road signage’
The top 2 issues rated as least important were ‘One way streets’ and ‘A bypass for Desford village’
Employment
The majority of respondents indicated that they were retired. For those that indicated they were in
work, most of these are working outside of the parish. The majority of those working in the parish
are working from home.
Economy
The majority of respondents indicated their support protecting pubs against closure. Areas with the
least support included ‘Development of heavy industry’ – ‘Diversification of rural agriculture
businesses’ and ‘Development of light industry’
The following top 5 locations were identified in relation to where any business development should
take place:
• Existing sites
• Peckleton Industrial Site - existing location
• Outskirts of the parish
• No more / no where
• Brownfield sites
Recreation
The majority of respondents indicated that they were not aware of the existing recreational provision
in the parish. ‘The Three Villages Walking Group’ was the only provision respondents were most
aware of.
Respondents identified the ‘MacMillan Cancer Activity Club’ and the ‘Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club’
as being very important to the parish.
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The majority of respondents identified that the ‘Protection of recreation areas from development’ was
very important to the parish, followed by ‘Increased recreational areas’ and ‘More play equipment &
facilities’
The majority of respondents rated the ‘Protection and enhancement of open spaces’ as being very
important to the parish, while ‘Electric fences alongside footpaths to separate people and livestock’
was rated as the least important.
Sports Activities
The majority of respondents rated the existing sports provision in the parish as not important to them
or their family, but they did rate the provision as very important to the parish.
Heritage
The majority of respondents rated the ‘Villages separated by fields and countryside’ as being a very
important essential characteristic of the parish, followed by ‘Retain the appearance and character of
the Conservation Area & historic buildings’ The essential characteristic of the parish rated as not
important was ‘Do you want gardens to be developed for housing’
Environment
The majority of respondents indicated that there is enough street furniture (Bus shelters, benches,
litter bins etc.) in the parish. Those respondents that indicated that there was not enough street
furniture in the parish, wanted to see more ‘Dog bins’, followed by ‘Litter bins’, ‘Benches’ and ‘Bus
Shelters’
The top 5 amenities respondents rated were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trees and hedgerows
Desford in Bloom
Wildlife areas
Planting flowers on grass verge
Provision of allotments

The majority of respondents indicated that they would support a ‘Local campaign/project to
encourage lower energy consumption (and lower bills)’ in relation to Energy Consumption.
‘Future development of large renewable energy projects (e.g. wind turbines/solar farms)’ received
the least support from respondents.
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1. LIFE IN THE PARISH OF DESFORD
Q1.1 Which of the following best describes your village?
Please tick appropriate box
113 (19%)

Sought after location

424 (70%)

Nice place to live

95 (16%)

Balanced and varied population

212 (35%)

Friendly atmosphere/community spirit

Please add any other thoughts: 52 comments

The majority 424 (70%) of respondents identified Desford village as being a Nice place to live.
Please add any other thoughts:
52 additional comments were provided in relation to what best describes your village. Several
comments reflected on how Desford parish is peaceful, friendly and nice, while others identified
Desford parish as losing its village feel and becoming more of a commuter village with less people
getting involved in community activities. Desford parish growing too rapidly and traffic density were
also highlighted as negative aspects, while local schools along with sports and recreational facilities
were seen as good.
Example comments:
• Lovely and peaceful in a busy world
• Commuter village - lost village touch.!
• Sadly, many moving into the village do not get involved with the community
• Growing too quickly
• Too much through traffic
• Good schools and excellent sports and recreational facilities. Lots of community groups

Q1.2 Do you feel that your village suffers from any of the following?
Please tick appropriate box
135 (70%)

Crime

88 (46%)

Anti-social behaviour

If you ticked any of the boxes to question 1.2, what would you like to see happen to improve the
situation?
181 comments
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The majority of respondents did not answer this question, but from those that did respond, the
majority felt that the village suffers from Crime, followed by Anti-social behaviour.
What would you like to see happen to improve the situation?
Although a small number of respondents stated that they did not identify any crime or anti-social
issues, the majority of the 181 additional comments provided did highlight the need for a more visible
Police presence within the parish. Concern was also expressed in relation to the following issues,
listed here in order of popularity along with example comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burglaries - number of house and vehicle burglaries
Speeding - more control of speeding traffic through the village and installing speed cameras
Anti-Social behaviour - more police and council to take stricter action against anti-social
behaviour
Street lights - street lights dimmed rather than turned off overnight
Dog fouling - anti social behaviour - Dog fouling! Many more dog bins, occasional dog patrol
Neighbourhood Watch - an effective neighbourhood watch and police presence
Litter - more litter bins
Traffic - lorries/coaches abusing traffic regulations
Traffic Wardens - parking wardens as too much parking on double yellow lines
Motorists - HGV drivers breaking the law and drivers driving on the footpath to avoid speed
ramps should be prosecuted
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2. HOUSING
Q2.1 How long have you lived in this parish? Please tick appropriate box
45 (7%)

Less than 2 years

56 (9%)

2 - 5 years

67 (11%)

5 - 10 years

454 (73%)

Over 10 years

The majority 454 (73%) of respondents indicated that they have lived in the parish for over 10 years.
Q2.2 Which category best describes your household? Please tick appropriate box
131 (21%)

One person household

13 (2%)

Single parent family

159 (26%)

Two parent family

297 (48%)

Couple

22 (4%)

Other

Other - Please specify: 27 comments
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The majority 297 (48%) of respondents identified Couple as the category best describing their
household. The following descriptions, were also identified from the 27 additional comments:
• 4-person household
• 3-person household
• 2-person household
• Retired/ empty nesters
• Family household
• 3 generations
Q2.3 Please tick appropriate box Do you live in a:
498 (81%)

House

9 (2%)

Flat

111 (18%)

Bungalow

0 (0%)

Other

Other - please specify: 2 comments

The majority 498 (81%) of respondents identified that they lived in a House.
Other - please specify: 2 comments
•
More than one house owned in the Parish, one outright and one with a mortgage.
•
Terraced cottage.
Q2.4 Which of the following best describes your current accommodation?
Please tick appropriate box
409 (66%)

Own your own home outright

173 (28%)

Own your own home with a mortgage

19 (3%)

Renting from the council

9 (1%)

Renting from a housing association

1 (0.2%)

Shared ownership with a Housing Association

12 (2%)

Renting from a private landlord

1 (0.2%)

Living with parents or relatives

0 (0.0%)

In housing tied to your job

0 (0.0%)

Lodging with another household
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The majority 409 (66%) of respondents identified Own your own home outright as best describing
their current accommodation.
Q2.5 Please indicate all those currently living in your household Please tick appropriate box
Male
You
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5

277
(45%)
251
(51%)
102
(55%)
50
(50%)
18
(62%)
4
(40%)

Female Husband
337
(55%)
240
(49%)
83
(45%)
50
(50%)
11
(38%)
6
(60%)

9
(2%)
197
(40%)
2
(1%)
1
(1%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

Wife

Partner

Son

3
(1%)
180
(37%)
2
(1%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

1
(0.2%)
52
(11%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
10
(2%)
89
(48%)
45
(45%)
16
(55%)
2
(20%)

Daughter Relative
0
(0%)
10
(2%)
65
(35%)
39
(39%)
11
(38%)
6
(60%)

0
(0%)
6
(1%)
14
(8%)
7
(7%)
2
(7%)
2
(20%)

Lodger
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
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Q2.5.1 Is there anyone currently living away, intending to return to the household in
the coming 5 years?
18 (3%)

Yes

579 (97%)

No

The majority 579 (97%) of respondents indicated that there was no one in their household currently
living away, intending to return within the next 5 years.
Q2.5.2 Does anyone living with you now, need to set up home separately from you in
the parish, now or in the next 5 years?
31 (5.3%)

Yes

558 (94.7%)

No

The majority 558 (94.7%) of respondents indicated that there was no one currently living in their
household who needs to set up home separately in the parish over the next 5 years, but 31 (5.3%) of
respondents did identify such a need.
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Q2.5.3 Have any former members of your household left the parish over the last 5
years?
116 (20%)

Yes

479 (81%)

No

If Yes, how many people? 108 comments

The majority 479 (81%) of respondents indicated that no former members of their household had left
the parish over the last 5 years, whilst 116 (20%) of respondents did indicate that former household
members had left the parish.
If Yes, how many people?
From the additional 108 comments received, the following indicates how many people had left the
parish over the last 5 years:
• 1 former member of the household x 66
• 2 former members of the household x33
• 3 former members of the household x7
• 4 former members of the household x2
Total:108 persons
Q2.5.5 If yes, was this:
38 (33%)

To take up employment elsewhere

37 (32%)

Marriage or separation

20 (17%)

Due to lack of affordable housing

30 (26%)

To go to university or college

13 (11%)

Other

Other reason - please specify: 20 comments
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The majority 38 (33%) of respondents indicated ‘To take up employment elsewhere’ as the main
reason for leaving the parish, followed closely by ‘Marriage or separation’ and ‘To go to university or
college’.
Only 20 (17%) of respondents identified Lack of affordable housing as a reason for former household
members leaving the parish.
Other reason - please specify:
From the additional 20 comments received, the following were identified as key reasons for members
of the household leaving the parish:
• Death
• Bought a house
• Lodging
• University
• Moved in with partner
Q2.6 Do you feel there is sufficient housing in the parish?
493 (82%)

Yes

110 (18%)

No

If you answered No, what types of homes do you think are needed? 117 comments

The majority 493 (82%) of respondents indicated that they feel there is sufficient housing in the
parish.
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If you answered No, what types of homes do you think are needed?
From the 117 additional comments provided, the following types of homes were identified as being
needed in the parish, listed here in order of popularity:
• Bungalows
• Affordable homes
• Homes for first time buyers
• Retirement homes/ elderly people- Sheltered accommodation
• Council houses
• Family homes
• Smaller/ medium sized homes
• 3+ bedrooms
• Mix of homes
• Single occupancy homes
• Flats

Q2.7 If additional housing development is required within the parish, where do you
think it should be?
197 comments

Although the majority of the 197 comments stated ‘No more houses’ the following areas within the
parish were identified as places where housing development could go if additional housing
development is required. The areas are listed here in order of popularity:
• Re-developed land/ brownfield sites
• Within or close to village
• Leicester Lane
• Desford
• Fields/ outskirts
• Opposite/ near Bosworth Academy
• Opposite/ near caterpillar
• Bellway Estate/ Hunts Lane
• Peckleton Lane
• Near schools
• Near current/ already built areas
• Barns way area
• Botcheston area
• Lindridge Lane
• North/ East of village
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3. COMMUTING
Q3.1 Where do members of your household regularly commute, including education
and recreation? Please tick appropriate box
Work

Education

Recreation

Desford

79 (29%)

76 (27%)

202 (73%)

Kirby Muxloe

15 (16%)

3 (3%)

80 (83%)

Botcheston

8 (12%)

1 (2%)

58 (89%)

Leicester

141 (39%)

18 (5%)

266 (74%)

Hinckley

46 (22%)

2 (1%)

177 (84%)

Market Bosworth

15 (8%)

16 (9%)

160 (88%)

Other

56 (48%)

15 (13%)

60 (51%)

Other - please specify: 172 comments

Work:
The majority 141 (39%) of respondents indicated that members of their household regularly commute
to Leicester for Work.
Education:
The majority 76 (27%) of respondents indicated that members of their household regularly commute
to Desford for Education.
Recreation:
The majority 266 (74%) of respondents indicated that members of their household regularly commute
to Leicester for Recreation.
Other – please specify:
From the additional 172 comments received, the following were identified, in order of popularity, as
places where members of the household regularly commute. Please note that not all respondents
stated whether this was for work, education or recreation.
1. Coalville
2. Enderby
3. Coventry
4. Loughborough
5. Across Leicestershire
6. All over the country
7. Newbold Verdon
8. Earl Shilton
9. Derby
10. Ibstock

11. Nottingham
12. Barlestone
13. London
14. Birmingham
15. Bagworth
16. Groby
17. Leicester Forest East
18. Markfield
19. Thornton
20. Whetstone

21. Ratby
22. Warwick
23. Glenfield
24. Leamington
25. Blaby
26. Barwell
27. Atherstone
28. Ashby
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Mode of Transport:
Q3.1 What mode of transport do members of your household use regularly? Please tick
all that apply
583 (95%)

Car

14 (2%)

Car share

16 (3%)

Motorbike

21 (3%)

Taxi

23 (4%)

School bus

206 (34%)

Public transport

75 (12%)

Cycle

272 (44%)

Walk

The majority 583 (95%) of respondents indicated that the mode of transport members of their
household use regularly is the Car. followed by Walking 272 (44%) and Public transport 206 (34%)
Road Network:
Q3.3 Which roads do members of your household use regularly?
Please tick all that apply
455 (76%)

Peckleton Lane

442 (73%)

Manor Road (B582)

498 (83%)

Leicester Lane (B582)

302 (50%)

Markfield Lane

461 (77%)

A47

233 (39%)

M1 North

220 (37%)

M1 South

168 (28%)

M69

99 (16%)

M42

42 (7%)

Other

Other - please specify: 63 comments
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The top 4 roads that household members use regularly is Leicester Lane (B582), the A47, Peckleton
Lane and Manor Road (B582).
Other - please specify:
From the additional 63 comments received, the following were identified as other roads that
members of the household use regularly. This list shows the top 10 in order of popularity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station Road
A46
Lindridge Lane
A5
Desford Road
A50
M6
A6
A447
A444
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4. COMMUNITY FACILITIES & SERVICES
Q4.1

Which community facilities & services do members of your household use for
LEISURE? Please tick all that apply
Playground/play areas
Youth group, including
uniformed organisations
Sport in Desford
Bosworth Academy
Allotments
Tropical Bird Garden

Daily
36
(7%)
0
(0.0%)
13
(3%)
23
(5%)
15
(4%)
1
(0.2%)

Weekly
75
(15%)
36
(9%)
104
(22%)
68
(15%)
18
(4%)
1
(0.2%)

Monthly Annually Occasionally Never
33
3
133
206
(7%)
(0.6%)
(27%)
(42%)
6
0
8
367
(1%)
(0%)
(2%)
(88%)
20
5
102
232
(4%)
(1%)
(21%)
(49%)
9
0
60
284
(2%)
(0%)
(14%)
(64%)
2
1
6
378
(1%)
(0.2%)
(1%)
(90%)
6
34
208
217
(1%)
(7%)
(45%)
(47%)

The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the facilities listed.
Those households who did use the facilities identified ‘playground/play areas’ as the most used
facility on a daily and monthly basis, with ‘Sport in Desford’ the most used on a weekly basis and the
‘Tropical Bird Garden’ the most used on an annual or occasional basis.
Q4.2

Which community facilities & services do members of your household use for
RETAIL?
Local shops
Post Office
Hairdressers

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Annually

219
(36%)
25
(5%)
3
(1%)

304
(50%)
175
(32%)
11
(2%)

21
(4%)
157
(28%)
112
(23%)

1
(0.2%)
2
(0.4%)
1
(0.2%)

Occasionally Never
53
(9%)
173
(31%)
82
(17%)

5
(1%)
24
(4%)
271
(57%)
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The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household use the ‘Local Shops’ and the
‘Post office’ on a weekly basis. The most used facility for retail is the ‘Local Shops’ and the least
used facility for retail is the ‘Hairdressers
Q4.3

Which community facilities & services do members of your household use for
FOOD & DRINK?
Cafe
Takeaway food
shops
Pubs

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

6
(1%)
4
(1%)
7
(1%)

43
(8%)
60
(12%)
109
(20%)

41
(8%)
89
(17%)
88
(16%)

Annually Occasionally Never
2
(0.4%)
7
(1%)
7
(1%)

175
(34%)
228
(44%)
239
(43%)

251
(49%)
134
(26%)
102
(19%)

The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Cafe’ and only
use the ‘Pubs’ and ‘Takeaway food shops ‘occasionally. The most used facility for food and drink are
the ‘Pubs’ and the least used facility for food and drink is the ‘Cafe’
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Q4.4

Which community facilities & services do members of your household use for
COMMUNITY FACILITIES?
Daily
Desford Village Hall
Botcheston Village Hall
Church Centre
St Martin's Church
Desford Free Church
Library
Sport in Desford
Cemetery

0
(0%)
1
(0.2%)
1
(0.2%)
3
(1%)
8
(2%)
0
(0%)
10
(2%)
3
(1%)

Weekly Monthly Annually Occasionally Never
22
(4%)
17
(3%)
57
(11%)
36
(7%)
26
(5%)
43
(8%)
104
(21%)
20
(4%)

19
(4%)
25
(5%)
24
(5%)
20
(4%)
16
(3%)
69
(14%)
18
(4%)
17
(4%)

12
(2%)
9
(2%)
9
(2%)
31
(6%)
8
(2%)
12
(2%)
5
(1%)
7
(2%)

265
(53%)
109
(22%)
178
(36%)
183
(37%)
103
(22%)
208
(41%)
123
(25%)
48
(10%)

185
(37%)
337
(68%)
229
(46%)
224
(45%)
318
(66%)
177
(35%)
232
(47%)
378
(80%)

The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Cemetery’
‘Botcheston Village Hall’ - ‘Desford Free Church’ – ‘Sport in Desford’ – ‘The Church Centre and ‘St
Martins Church’. The most used community facility is the ‘Library’ and the least used community
facility is the ‘Cemetery’
Q4.5

Which community facilities & services do members of your household use for
CHILDCARE & EDUCATION?
Daily
Nursery/playgroup
Child minder
Before and After School
Care
Parent & Toddler Groups
Adult Learning
Bosworth Academy
Desford Community
Primary School

19
(4%)
2
(0.4%)
11
(2%)
4
(1%)
0
(0%)
30
(7%)
66
(14%)

Weekly Monthly Annually Occasionally Never
18
(4%)
8
(2%)
19
(4%)
19
(4%)
10
(2%)
23
(5%)
0
(0%)

1
(0.2%)
1
(0.2%)
0
(0%)
3
(1%)
0
(0%)
5
(1%)
0
(0%)

1
(0.2%)
2
(0.4%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

4
(1%)
0
(0%)
13
(3%)
6
(1%)
21
(5%)
25
(5%)
14
(3%)

422
(91%)
446
(97%)
422
(91%)
430
(93%)
428
(93%)
378
(82%)
382
(83%)
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The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the facilities listed.
Those households who did use the facilities identified ‘Bosworth Academy’ and ‘Desford Community
Primary School’ as the most used facility, with ‘Childminder’ as the least used.
Q4.6

If you think any of the community facilities and services could be improved,
please let us know how.
89 comments

Bus routes/ services/ improved public transport
•

A bus route to Hinckley direct from Desford. At the moment, you have to catch a bus going
in the opposite direction and then catch another
• A bus to a supermarket
• Bus service from Botcheston via Kirby Grange
• Bus service to Hinckley. Without a ar you have great difficulty accessing Hinckley. Buses
pass regularly along the A47 why can they not be diverted through Desford. Good for
Caterpillar and Desford residents
• Improved public transport
• No Sunday or Bank Holiday bus service - there is a need!!
• Don’t use the Post Office as much since it moved Need buses to Hinckley Fosse Park etc.
Village hall/ Church hall/ space
•
•

•
•
•
•

Do we need a village hall and church hall - could these be combined?
Insufficient space for people to congregate in venues (i.e. cafe) that aren't pubs. Could
create this space at the academy or other central locations (i.e. convert the library) to make
them better community hubs for more of the village!
Modernisation of the village hall and church centre
The church rooms could do with some TLC
For the church centre to have a lick of paint. I know much more people would hire it out if it
was given a bit of a face lift!!!
St Martin's Church could benefit from modernising, a larger family friendly
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Library
•
•
•
•
•

Absolutely imperative to retain the library. Even if staffed by volunteers. Vital too to keep
Desford & Botcheston Village halls to retain community spirit
Library needs to be open 5 whole days a week!
Library open longer hours
I don't agree with the county policy of not supporting the Library service
Funding repairs to Library and keeping Library open

Shops
•
•
•
•

Variety of shops Banking facilities
Shops- shopping centre like market Bosworth, Newbold, Kirby
The two shopping areas need to be smartened up
Also, more local shops
• Maybe an artisan/homemade bakery/flower/gift shop
Leisure facilities
•
•
•
•
•

Bosworth Swimming pool open to the public more often
A home ground for the Desford Football Club
More public swimming @ Bosworth Academy
In door bowls would be good at SID. Better changing rooms at Bosworth Academy
It would be nice for the baths to be improved

Pubs
•

It's a shame to have lost the pubs so that there is only one centrally, and that is focused on
food
• Make sure village pubs are kept as pubs
• More access to daytime opening at local pubs (Greyhound) and (Botcheston) Village Hall
for coffees/snacks, including Mondays
• More pubs & cafes. Huge lack of community spirit!!
Another café/deli
• Another café/deli
• Café
• It would be nice to have a cafe that is a little bigger
• Café would be great
Local green grocer/ butcher/ food stores
•
•

A local greengrocer/butcher
Desford needs a larger food store. The two co-ops stock almost identically. One larger
store would provide a greater range
• Having 2 Co-ops in the village is not good. There needs to be competition between
retailers to give customers a choice
Playground areas/ play areas
• Playground at back of Manor Road need dog mess sorting out, fines cameras don't really
know how to sort it, but it’s ridiculous how many times kids step in it
• Playgrounds need improving - addition of larger swings Skate park for older children would
be well used (similar to facility in Ratby)
• More groups / play areas for children and a toddler group
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Post Office
•

Cheap evening classes at Bosworth Academy Post Office more central Village Hall more
central
• We do not use the Post office facility in the village since we lost a "proper" post office. Will
travel to Kirby Muxloe now. Desford is fortunate to have the village and church centre as
meeting venues. The co-op at the top of Lindridge Lane is regularly used by us and has
staff who are very friendly and welcoming
• The vacant post office looks very sad the co-op is a real asset
Dog walking areas
•
•

•

Dog walking areas that are safe
Somewhere safe, enclosed and clean for dog walkers to exercise their dogs, where they
will be free from criticism and where their willingness to bag their dogs poo will be
recognised
I am a female dog walker and use the small park as it is safe for me and my dog, but feel
awkward as the children use it. Is there somewhere we could use that is both safe and
secure for me and my dog but doesn't impact on children?

Primary schools
•
•

Improvements are needed to Desford Primary school. More children are there but no new
toilets, no increase to assembly space/dinner halls, no increase to the size of the
playground or library. These extras are urgently neede
Primary school used to be hub of village but loss of Gala Day and other local school events
have diminished the community spirit

Car parking
•

More car parking near shops and village hall. Speed bumps Leicester Lane, Pedestrian
crossing (or Zebra Crossing) Leicester Lane near to Bluebell pub.
• More parking near co-ops
Restaurants/ Take Away
• Reasonable (good) quality restaurant
• Better quality take away
Youth Facilities
• More youth facilities
• More clubs for younger children
Public house
•

•

Public houses - Bluebell only really attracts regulars who wish to watch sport. Could be
improved with better restaurant facility. The village could attract visitors with an established
restaurant/public house
Sadly, there is only one public house to visit in the village, compared to when we first lived
here. Another would give better options

A directory of facilities available in village
•

A directory of what is available in the village i.e. activities and services - plumber,
electrician etc.

Adult learning
•

Adult learning is almost non-existent. classes for skills development for working residents
need to be increased. Classes/groups for retired and elderly need to be increased.
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Better gym facilities
• Better Gym facilities that have longer opening hours
Bridle path
• The Bridle path from Peckleton Lane in Desford to Peckleton is one of the most used
recreational resources in the Parish, used by walkers, cyclists, joggers, horse riders etc.
and should be better maintained, path clearance, tree pruning etc.
Better traffic management
• Better traffic management, Pedestrian crossing, and prevention of Illegal HGV incursion.
Office space
• More office space. (I am looking to rent a room in a new business)
Parks
• Extra park benches in Picards Park at the back of the park sunlight in the morning
• Improved playpark facilities for older children (teens) e.g. - skate park
Community Garden
• Community garden in central location - develop ground in front of library once run by
volunteers
5. HEALTH SERVICES
Q5

Which health service facilities do you use? Please tick all that apply
Daily
GP Surgery
GP Referral (SID)
Physiotherapy
Pharmacy
Dental Practice
Chiropractor

1
(0.2%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
4
(1%)
1
(0.2%)
1
(0.2%)

Weekly Monthly Annually Occasionally Never
23
(4%)
12
(3%)
2
(1%)
67
(12%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

162
(27%)
3
(1%)
5
(1%)
263
(47%)
19
(4%)
2
(1%)

37
(6%)
0
(0%)
1
(0.3%)
14
(3%)
187
(38%)
1
(0.2%)

304
(51%)
40
(10%)
52
(13%)
186
(33%)
90
(18%)
12
(3%)

67
(11%)
345
(86%)
330
(85%)
25
(5%)
194
(40%)
399
(96%)

The majority of respondents indicated that members of their household never use the ‘Chiropractor’
followed by ‘GP Referral (SID)’ and ‘Physiotherapy’. The most used health service facility is the
‘Pharmacy’ followed by the ‘GP Surgery ‘
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Q5.1

Where is your GP based?
385 (62%)

Desford

180 (29%)

Newbold Verdon

48 (8%)

Leicester Forest East

11 (2%)

Other

Other - please specify: 33 comments

The majority 385 (62%) of respondents identified ‘Desford’ as where their GP is based.
Other - please specify:
From the 33 additional comments received, the following locations were identified.
Hinckley
Kirby Muxloe
Leicester
Ratby
Birstall
Market Bosworth
Enderby
Coalville
Leeds

6. SHOPPING
Q6

Where do you go for your main grocery shop? Please tick all that apply
119 (19%)

Within the parish

378 (61%)

Fosse Park/Grove Park

114 (19%)

meridian

213 (35%)

Hinckley

77 (13%)

Coalville

103 (17%)

Beaumont Leys

27 (4%)

Newbold Verdon

123 (20%)

Online/home delivery

56 (9%)

Other

Other - please specify: 79 comments
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The majority 378 (61%) of respondents identified ‘Fosse Park/Grove Park’ as where they go for their
main grocery shop.
Other - please specify:
From the 79 additional comments received, the following locations were identified as other places
households go for their main grocery shop.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Glenfield
Leicester
Blaby
Earl Shilton
Loughborough
Ashby
Beaumont Leys
Blaby
Thurmaston

10. Coalville
11. Coventry
12. Emmaus Shopping
13. Enderby
14. Frog Island
15. Freemans Common
16. Hinckley
17. Leamington Spar

18. Lutterworth
19. Melton
20. Market Bosworth
21. Mountsorrel
22. Ratby
23. Wigston
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7. TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT
Q7.1

Please rate what issues, if any, concern you most. Please score from 1 to 5
where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
Volume of traffic
High number of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV)
Air pollution caused by diesel emissions
Availability of parking spaces
Inconsiderate parking, causing obstructions
Speeding vehicles
Availability of public transport
Obstruction of pavements
Frequent damage to street furniture
Other

1

2

3

4

5

18
(3%)
16
(3%)
50
(10%)
93
(18%)
40
(7%)
15
(3%)
64
(12%)
88
(17%)
93
(19%)
8
(5%)

27
(5%)
22
(4%)
77
(15%)
80
(16%)
45
(8%)
37
(7%)
61
(12%)
61
(12%)
90
(18%)
5
(3%)

94
(17%)
52
(1%)
127
(25%)
116
(23%)
79
(14%)
82
(15%)
125
(24%)
101
(20%)
109
(22%)
13
(8%)

101
(18%)
85
(15%)
84
(16%)
84
(16%)
100
(18%)
93
(17%)
90
(17%)
93
(18%)
85
(17%)
16
(10%)

324
(57%)
405
(70%)
179
(35%)
138
(27%)
289
(52%)
325
(59%)
192
(36%)
171
(33%)
116
(24%)
122
(74%)

Other - please specify: 152 comments

The top 5 issues rated as, a very important issue that concerns them most, was ‘High number of
Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV)’ followed by ‘Speeding vehicles’ – ‘Volume of traffic’ – ‘Inconsiderate
parking’ and ‘Availability of public transport’ The top 2 issues rated as least important were ‘Frequent
damage to street furniture’ and ‘Availability of parking spaces’
Other - please specify:
From the 152 additional comments received, the following issues were highlighted and are listed
here in order of popularity
1. Traffic Volume
7. Air Pollution
2. Parking
8. Cyclists
3. HGVs
9. Highway Code
4. Roads & Pavements
10. Speed Humps
5. Speeding
11. Speed Limits
6. Bus Service/Public Transport
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7. 2 TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENTS
Q7.2

Please rate what improvements, if any, you would like to see. please score from
1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
Additional parking
Better disabled access
Improved road signage
Enforcement of speed limits
Maintenance of pavements
Road junctions
Installation of cycle paths
More frequent bus services / New routes
One way streets
A bypass for Desford village
Safer pedestrian crossings
Lower speed limits
Speed reduction measures

1

2

3

4

5

112
(25%)
126
(31%)
92
(21%)
27
(5%)
52
(11%)
65
(16%)
137
(32%)
70
(15%)
202
(48%)
147
(31%)
63
(15%)
86
(19%)
84
(18%)

55
(12%)
82
(20%)
54
(12%)
31
(6%)
60
(13%)
56
(13%)
65
(15%)
67
(14%)
59
(14%)
49
(10%)
45
(11%)
55
(12%)
50
(11%)

96
(21%)
97
(24%)
67
(15%)
77
(15%)
128
(27%)
93
(22%)
75
(18%)
90
(19%)
54
(13%)
59
(13%)
101
(24%)
82
(18%)
69
(15%)

54
(12%)
45
(11%)
62
(14%)
100
(19%)
85
(18%)
67
(16%)
65
(15%)
76
(16%)
38
(9%)
46
(10%)
63
(15%)
59
(13%)
60
(13%)

135
(30%)
52
(13%)
171
(38%)
288
(55%)
142
(30%)
136
(33%)
86
(20%)
178
(37%)
65
(16%)
168
(36%)
156
(36%)
177
(39%)
205
(44%)

Additional parking

Better disabled access

Improved road signage
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Enforcement of speed limits

Maintenance of pavements

Road junctions

Installation of cycle paths

More frequent bus services / New routes

One way streets
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A bypass for Desford village

Safer pedestrian crossings

Lower speed limits

Speed reduction measures

The top 5 traffic and transport improvements that respondents rated as very important was
‘Enforcement of speed limits’ followed by ‘Speed reduction measures’ – ‘More frequent bus services /
New routes’ – ‘Lower speed limits’ and ‘Improved road signage’
The top 2 issues rated as least important were ‘One way streets’ and ‘A bypass for Desford village’
Additional parking - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 125 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Desford Main Street/village centre
At both Co-ops
Brownfield Sites
Bellway Site, Hunts Lane
Barns Lane
Caterpillar
Kirkby Road
Lindridge Lane

9. Village outskirts
10. Goulton Place
11. Near/around college
12. Near/around school
13. Near/around GP practise
14. Near/around Nursery
15. Pharmacy
16. Peckleton Lane
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Better disabled access features - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 29 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. Pavements
2. Pharmacy
3. Pavement parking

4. Co-op Stores
5. Shops
6. Parkstone Road

Improved road signage - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 134 comments received, the following locations were identified:
HGV / Caterpillar

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other/general

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Desford crossroads
All roads to Caterpillar/Neovia
On A47 for Caterpillar
A47, B582 Junction HGV's
Access to High Street - NO HGV
At all entrances to the village to
prevent HGVs from going the wrong
way
For HGVs around Peckleton Lane
To deter HGV vehicles near Co-op
and roundabout.
To prevent HGV's coming down
Kirkby Road
In places to prevent HGVs trying to
drive to CAT via Main Street.
Banning HGV's from estates.
Manor Road
Parkstone Road
High Street
Roundabout near library
Station Road
Cottage/Chapel Lane
Barns Way
Bosworth Academy

Enforcement of speed limits - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 162 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Manor Road
Peckleton Lane
Main Street
Botcheston
Leicester Lane
Markfield Lane
Station Road
Kirkby Road

9. All into village
10. Parkstone Road
11. High Street
12. Main routes through village
13. Newbold Road
14. Lindridge Lane
15. Hunts Lane
16. Newbold to Desford
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Maintenance of pavements - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 59 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. All over the parish
2. Main Street Botcheston
3. Station Road
4. Manor Road
5. Main Street Desford
6. High Street
7. Co-op
8. Kirkby Road
9. Leicester Lane
10. Centre, Desford roundabout

11. Markfield lane
12. Peckleton Lane
13. St. Martins
14. Parkstone Road
15. Newbold Road
16. Barns Way
17. Near the Pharmacy
18. Main Road by pub
19. Near Caterpillar

Road junctions - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 91 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. Peckleton Lane and Junction
2. High Street/High Street Junction
3. Roundabout centre of village
4. Kirkby Road to Holmfield Road
5. Newtown Unthank-need roundabout
6. Newtown Unthank T Junction
7. Manor Road
8. Desford Road/Lane
9. Botcheston Lane Junction
10. Dan’s Lane to A47
11. Junction with A47
12. Caterpillar

13. Outside Co-op
14. Main Street Desford
15. Markfield Lane/Main St Botcheston
16. Newbold Road
17. B582 turn to Bosworth
18. Cottage Lane
19. Hunts Lane
20. Manor Gardens
21. Maple Way
22. Parkstone Road
23. Station Road
24. St Martins Drive

Installation of cycle paths - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 45 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Everywhere through village
Leicester Lane
Main Roads
Manor Road
Peckleton Lane
Desford to Newbold
Desford to Kirby Muxloe
Station Road
To Caterpillar and Neovia

10. High Street / roundabout
11. Parkstone Road
12. Lane to Newtown Unthank
13. Co-op
14. Hunts Lane
15. Through Desford centre
16. Desford from rail crossing
17. B5380
18. Join up with public bridleway

More frequent bus services/New routes - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 104 comments received, the following services/routes were identified:
1. Sunday/Bank Holiday & Eve service
2. Service direct to Hinckley
3. Service direct to Fosse Park
4. Service to Coalville
5. To Leicester / return every 2 hours
6. Kirby
7. Botcheston
8. Beaumont leys
9. Dan’s Lane
10. Earl Shilton
11. Neovia

12. Evening service to Market Bosworth
13. Service to Loughborough
14. Service 153
15. Service 159
16. Ratby
17. Station Road
18. Parkstone Road
19. Markfield lane
20. Lindridge Lane
21. Glenfield hospital
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One way streets - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 61 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Main Street, Desford
High Street, Desford
Newbold Road
Through Desford
Church Lane
Station Road
Kirby Road

8. Leicester Lane
9. Peckleton Lane
10. Near School
11. Parkstone Road
12. Manor Road
13. Barns Way
14. Between Co-op and Post Office

A bypass for Desford village - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 55 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. Around caterpillar to stop HGV traffic
2. A447 to A47 via Brascote/Peckleton
3. Bosworth Academy out to Peckleton
Lane
4. Hunts Lane to Leicester/Peckleton
Lane

5. Leicester Lane & A47 as a bypass
6. Warehouse at Peckleton straight
through to A47
7. South of village
8. Not practical/Unlikely/Where?

Safer pedestrian crossings - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 97 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. Manor Road/for access to the primary
school
2. Near Bosworth Academy
3. Top of Peckleton Lane
4. High Street
5. Desford centre/Roundabout
6. Outside SID
7. Near Blue Bell Pub
8. Botcheston Road
9. Outside Co-op
10. Desford Lane

11. Holmfield Road
12. Kirkby Road
13. Parkstone Road
14. Near shops
15. Station Road
16. Topsham Nursery
17. Post Office
18. Junction of Peckleton Lane and
Grace Rd
19. Junction of Peckleton Lane and Kirby
Road and High Street Co-op

Lower speed limits - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 77 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Manor Road
Main Street
Peckleton Lane
Near Bosworth Academy and Primary
School
Around village centre
Botcheston
Main roads through village
Parkstone Road

9. Hunts Lane
10. Kirby Road
11. Lindridge Lane
12. Markfield Lane
13. Main Roads
14. Station Road
15. Residential side roads
16. Leicester lane
17. Holmfield Road
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Speed reduction measures - Please indicate specific locations for improvements
From the additional 130 comments received, the following locations were identified:
1. Peckelton Lane
2. Manor Road
3. Main Street
4. Station Road
5. Botcheston
6. Main roads where housing
7. Both schools/school hours
8. Parkstone Road
9. Newbold Road
10. Kirby Road
11. Leicester Lane
12. Hunts lane

13. High Street
14. Entering village
15. Lockymead Drive
16. St Martins Drive
17. At roundabouts
18. Topsham Nursery
19. SID
20. Markfield Lane
21. Lindridge Lane
22. Church lane
23. Holmfield Road
24. B582

Other - please specify and indicate specific locations
From the additional 97 comments received, the following top issues/locations were identified:
Parking
• Enforce parking restrictions especially by Co-op in High Street
• STOP parking on blind bend Newbold Rd/ Main Street
• Parking / speed near the school
• Enforcement of parking restrictions, Peckleton Lane from High Street to SID
• Main Street should have double yellow lines on one side to stop double parking
• Enforce Highway Code so that cars are not parked at junctions
Speed/Speeding
• Speed reduction measures and lower speed limits on Station Rd, Barns Way, outside
• Less Speed reduction measures
• Due to heavy and speeding traffic along Manor Rd, there is a need for additional
pedestrian refuges, one at the footpath crossing and bus stop near Manor Gardens and
one at Holmfield Rd. (NB the installation of a roundabout there would cut down the
speeding)
• Speeding through centre of village. Bypass needed - Please note all traffic comes through
the centre of the village from Mkt Bosworth, Barlestone, Newbold Verdon/Heat and Ibstock
area. This really is a very busy commuter route
• New traffic roundabout on Manor Road has been very badly designed - allows vehicles to
drive across without reducing speed!!
• The speed cushions on Main Street, Botcheston, are a joke and ineffective. Stand and
watch traffic on this road and it's proven
• Current speed limits on Kirkby Road total waste of time needs speed blocks before some
child gets killed during caterpillar speed run 3.30-5
• Speed reduction measures should NOT include humps
• 20mph limit in High Street, Main Street and Newbold Road Desford
• We live on the apex of Station Road / Leicester Lane (nearly 50 years). The junction does
not deter motorists from reaching 50+ mph as they go down Station Road
• As well as ridiculous 50mph limit for short distance past Hunts Lane cottages going down
to 30mph at large roundabout at new estate, the cars, vans etc. just speed over the
roundabout without reducing speed. They continue along Manor Road well above 30mph.
Continuous speeding of all types of traffic
• Speed management should ideally be via anti-speeding measures such as chicanes/
humps rather than income raising fines which have short lived effectiveness
• Speed reduction measures: Outside SID - The entrance to SID - an accident waiting to
happen (already a motorcyclist)
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Speed/Speeding
• The 30mph speed limit beyond SID on Peckleton Lane is consistently ignored and cars
travel at high speed starting making the SID junction extremely dangerous. Enforcement is
necessary: suggest speed bumps and electronic speed 'smileys'. In general: Most of
Desford seems to be regarded as a speed track
• Safety considerations and enforcement of near schools
• Speed tables are an irritation to those that live adjacent to them - lorries, trailers rattle
• Need crossings, humps etc. to SLOW traffic down and 20mph to discourage through traffic
Traffic
• Traffic relating to Caterpillar and Neovia should be directed onto A47 so avoiding our
village
• Prevention of Caterpillar traffic usage of Parkstone Rd as 'rat run'&/on avoidance of village
• Coming from Newbold Verdon traffic doesn't slow down but goes straight over the island
instead of round it
• Traffic calming measures/ signs on lower part of Station Road, Desford
• There’s a great need for major traffic calming at the junction of Peckleton Lane and Grace
Road /Parkstone Road
• Control of traffic on Peckleton Lane and rat runs especially at Neovia and Caterpillar
leaving/starting times Barring heavy vehicles
• Through traffic Manor Road/High Street/Leicester Lane and reverse has a very serious
speeding traffic problem. e.g. damage to railing on corner of Forest Rise
Signage
• Clearer signage to prevent HGVs going through Desford to get to Neovia & Caterpillar
• Signs to Caterpillar avoiding the village are LONG LONG overdue. No good telling the
drivers they can't go along High Street, they shouldn't have reached the village!!!
• Excessive signage can be an eyesore
• Signs indicating the actual speed of vehicles
• Better signs on Hinckley road to help foreign drivers to Caterpillar and stop them coming
into village and getting stuck
• Larger signage on A47 near Desford Crossroads to deter large vehicles turning into
Leicester Lane and hence into village blocking narrow roads e.g. Holmfield road, Parkstone
road, Kirkby road and High street
• "Improved" road signage rather than "increased" signage for HGV's & access to Neovia
HGV/Large vehicles
• Large vehicles coming into village by the old post office to get to Caterpillar are a hazard.
More signage at Desford Xrds would help stop this
• Physical HGV restriction into High Street
• Restrictions on HGV using the village centre.
• Direct lorries away from the village
• Height barrier to prevent HGV's going down High Street
• All HGV and delivery vehicles should access the village via Dan's Lane. Change post code
to assist
• Lots of HGVs over 7 tons come though Main Street. There will be a terrible accident one
day. As Main Street s conservation area, why do we have to put up with this. Could be
much improved!!!
• HGV vehicles that should not come down Peckleton Lane - DO!!!
• HGV's ignore the weight restriction signs. We regularly see 6 axle vehicles come up Station
Road, down Leicester Lane and back up Station Road, their sat navs obviously unfit for
purpose
Pavements
• Pavement to Desford Crossroads.
• Pavements in village are a total disgrace.
• Footpath to Desford from Desford cross roads as there is a lot school children walking from
Desford cross roads
• A path extended from where it stops at factory to crown crest on Desford Lane to Kirby
Muxloe & Ratby. This would encourage people to walk, run or cycle more. It is currently
very dangerous to walk/run on the road from Desford to Kirby Muxloe & Ratby
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Peckleton Lane
• Measures to stop parking on the corner Peckleton Land? High Street near co-op. Stop
parking on pavement on Peckleton Lane
• Peckleton Lane - A47 traffic lights For HGV's but provision for local traffic to access village
• Put speed restriction /humps/ chicane on Peckleton Lane
PublicTransport
• Public transport into Kirby Grange where many residents are non-drivers and sometimes
limited physically
• Passenger Railway Service (Leicester - Coalville)
• Why can’t the 159-bus come to Desford from Newbold
School/College
• When the children walk to school they have to cross at the Desford roundabout which is
very busy and not a safe place to cross
• Especially important to allow children to walk to primary school
Co-op
• The Co-op delivery vans are almost obliged to park on double yellow lines at the top of
Peckleton Lane
• Restrictions on deliveries to Co-Op on High Street between 8am and 7pm to ease traffic
problems. Encourage all traffic including employees to access Caterpillar & Peckleton
Common via A47
Hazards
• Bus stop after large roundabout Manor Road/Hunts Lane is very badly positioned. In the
morning if it waits (sometimes 5 minutes) traffic backs up and cannot overtake due to
oncoming traffic. It is dangerous
• Dangerous farm access on Bend/hill - Leicester Lane near Bosworth academy roundabout
Grass Verges
• Grass verges to be cut past the first lamp post on Markfield Lane, to at least the last house
before the golf course, heading towards Thornton
CCTV
• CCTV at mini roundabout high street
• The Parish Council should install a CCTV on High St to trap HGVs using it illegally
• Put cameras in the village and work with H&BBC to profit share the proceeds, helping to
develop the community further (EG Desford in bloom, cycle path expansion plan)
Markfield Lane
Hunts Lane
• Hunts Lane - We have had numerous crashes and also walls fencing porch and windows
smashed in. this causes great distress. Traffic is horrendous now with 2 new estates
either end - trying to cross road to cars is terrifying outside Hunts Lane cottages
• Roundabout at Hunts Lane Houses
Junctions
• The junction of Maple Way and Manor Road near the Bellway Estate is not wide enough for
two-way traffic. The corner could be widened
• The junction with High Street at Peckleton Lane is currently overwhelmed with traffic and
congestion causing obstruction and dangerous conditions for pedestrians crossing
Leicester Lane
• Leicester Lane very dangerous in the dip near the school - speeding and overtaking
inappropriately. I have seen many cars in hedges here
Manor Road
• Pedestrian crossings on Manor Road
• Pedestrian controlled traffic lights for crossing Manor Road during hours of heavy traffic
Botcheston
• A bypass for Botcheston Enforce weight restriction to include council vehicles
Tractor
• Excessive Tractor / Trailer traffic into Preston's farm contract hire business, Leicester Lane,
(Near Pesto) Pedestrian access between housing developments eg Grace Rd
Road Maintenance
• Maintenance of roads, in particular Main Street. Maintenance of Chapel Lane, Cottage
Lane and jitty to park
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Character of Village
• Any improvements should retain character of village. We have too many awkward minroundabouts & signage clutter etc.
One Way
• One way system around village would be advantageous
Neovia
• Size of Neovia expansion - could be smaller and needs its own transport policy to reduce
expected traffic
Mini Island
• Mini island at the Zebra crossing or lights. This is impossible to cross at peak times and
you are relying on the goodwill of some drivers
Main Street
• Main Street is terrible for speeding motorists
Lighting
• Improved lighting on footpaths
Kirby Road
• Kirkby Road speed bumps - better/clearer identification
8. EMPLOYMENT
Q8

Please indicate how many people in your household are currently in employment,
training or retired
1
Work from home
Work within the parish
Work outside the parish
Are in apprenticeship
Are in training
Are looking for employment
Are not in employment
Are retired

2

61
13
(81%) (17%)
54
11
(83%) (17%)
136 114
(52%) (43%)
6
0
100% (0%)
12
2
(86%) (14%)
10
0
100% (0%)
20
6
(74%) (22%)
166 189
(47%) (53%)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
(1%)
0
(0%)
10
(4%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1
(4%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
3
(1%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

10
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
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The majority of respondents indicated that they were retired. For those that indicated they were in
work, most of these are working outside of the parish. The majority of those working in the parish
are working from home.
9. ECONOMY
Q9.1 Do you feel there is a need to support business development in the parish such
as:
Yes

No

To protect pubs against closure

448 (84%)

87 (16%)

Micro/small and start-up businesses

353 (78%)

98 (22%)

Development of light industry

220 (49%)

234 (52%)

Development of heavy industry

44 (10%)

403 (90%)

Diversification of rural and agriculture businesses
into other business areas
Work for young adults such as apprenticeships
and work experience
Commercial development of tourism /
conservation businesses
Retail outlets

160 (40%)

240 (60%)

422 (85%)

75 (15%)

218 (53%)

195 (47%)

250 (55%)

207 (45%)

The majority of respondents indicated their support protecting pubs against closure. Areas with the
least support included ‘Development of heavy industry’ – ‘Diversification of rural agriculture
businesses’ and ‘Development of light industry’
Comments: Key issues and comments
Pub
• Now down to one pub per village
• Pub is the hub of the community/sense of community
• Only 1 pub so need protection
• Pub - Very important to raise the profile of the village
• Another pub needed
• Protect pubs - Too late now
Retail Outlets/Shops
• Better supermarket
• A supermarket at Desford
• Aldi or Lidl
• Larger Co-op
• If there was a supermarket, bakery, greengrocer, butcher we would use them
• Retail outlets needed are DIY and motor accessories
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• Small business start-up - Butchers shop / Deli
• We need little shops
• Would like to see community use /shop at the pub
• Retail outlets - Barns way
• Shops in the centre - Desford has no heart
• Shops/Pubs can be built on spare ground within the estates in the village
• Put shops on new build estates
• Retail outlets - Already 3 shops and 3 Co-ops in Desford
• No retail outlets - have Fosse Park/ Already surrounded by businesses, no need for more
Rural and agricultural businesses
• Diversification of rural and agriculture businesses into other business areas - important to
support local agriculture
• Diversification of rural and agriculture - solar / wind farms. Former tube mills site - large
expanse of unused concrete - could be used for light industrial units & start ups
• Diversification of rural and ag. bus - Needs Strict regulation, can lead to scrap yards not
good idea!!
• Agriculture businesses - huge vehicles are a MENACE
Heavy Industry
• Heavy industry - There is enough
• Development of heavy industry - Neovia - over development
• Neovia plans are too large for infrastructure
• Possibly develop heavy industry
• Start-up businesses, and development of light / heavy industry
Employment
• Dev light industry - to offer employment / Apprentice / work experience - To motivate,
encourage and retain community
• To improve local employment Rural and agricultural - farming is an important activity
• Existing industrial parks, more permanent job security at local OEM's maintaining existing
business, encouragement of apprenticeships and graduate schemes, links from industry to
local schools/college
• Apprenticeships only at Caterpillar/Neovia
• Development of light and heavy industry and apprenticeships- Employment opportunities
• Opportunities for young people
• Work for young adults - current businesses only
• Work for young people - Where possible
Location
• Could any ground around the Caterpillar area be used ?
• Around Caterpillar or Desford tubes
• In the existing industrial estates
• Use existing buildings where possible. Use existing light industry on outskirts of village
• Anywhere that is not on green belt land
Tourism
• Commercial development of tourism / conservation businesses?
• Tourist Accommodation - link up with Market Bosworth and Countryside Support existing
businesses e.g. Coffee Shop/Deli
Traffic
• Heavy traffic to existing sites already causing damage & danger.
• Diversification of rural and ag. businesses - we are a rural area Retail outlets - Traffic
problem
• Diversification of rural and agriculture businesses into other business areas - increase
traffic
Post Office building
• A new business in the old Post Office Building
• Useful and appropriate, retail outlets would be very welcome! The old post office is an
eyesore, remaining empty in the centre of the village
• The old post office needs something. - used to be a focal point.
• Great shame the old post office closed and unused.
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Other
• 12 retail outlets closed in last 50 years
• I need an office to rent
• By reducing business rates
Q9.2 Where in the parish should any business development take place?
155 comments

From the additional 155 comments received, the following locations were identified in relation to
where any business development should take place:
1. Existing sites
2. Peckleton Industrial Site - existing
location
3. Outskirts of the parish
4. No more / no where
5. Brownfield sites
6. Caterpillar / Neovia
7. Newtown Unthank
8. Central point for retail - have a centre
9. Merrylees
10. Suitable/available locations-nonobtrusive – traffic impact
11. Outside Desford
12. Old Post Office building
13. Adjacent to A47
14. Away from housing

15. Desford Hall
16. Leicester Lane
17. Lindridge Lane
18. New business park
19. Tubes
20. Station Road
21. SID
22. Farms/farm buildings
23. Along railway towards Botcheston
24. Old railway station
25. North of B582
26. Shops on Bellway estate
27. Newbold side of Desford
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10. RECREATION
Recreational Provision:
Q10.1 Are you aware of the existing recreational provision in the parish?
Yes

No

MacMillan Cancer Activity Club

98 (19%)

Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club

250 (47.6%)

275 (52.4%)

Inclusive Club

414 (81%)

28 (5.7%)

460 (94.3%)

Karate

166 (33.9%)

324 (66.1%)

Aerobics

186 (37.7%)

308 (62.3%)

Belly Dance

132 (26.9%)

358 (73.1%)

Tai Chi

109 (22.5%)

376 (77.5%)

Pilates

168 (34.1%)

324 (65.9%)

Tiny Tots Music & Movement

191 (39.1%)

298 (60.9%)

Three Villages Walking Group

358 (70.1%)

153 (29.9%)

The majority of respondents indicated that they were not aware of the existing recreational provision
in the parish. ‘The Three Villages Walking Group’ was the only provision respondents were most
aware of.
From the additional 58 comments received, the following recreational provision/activity was
highlighted:
1. Tennis
2. Swimming
3. History Society
4. Scouts/Cubs & Guides/Brownies
5. Men’s Group
6. Inclusive Club
7. Zumba
8. Running
9. Coffee & Chat
10. Church
11. Desford Good Neighbour Scheme
12. Bowls
13. Football
14. Toddler Group
15. Wine Circle

16. Women’s Group
17. Yoga
18. Youth Groups
19. Village Hall Films
20. Village Quiz
21. Squash Club
22. Slimming World
23. Netball
24. Lunch Club
25. Mature Movers
26. Knitting Group
27. Dance
28. Clay shooting
29. Cycling
30. Allotments
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Q10.1a Importance to you / your family
1

2

3

4

5

Macmillan Cancer Activity Club

150 (51%) 29 (10%)

58 (20%)

21 (7%)

39 (13%)

Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club

165 (49%) 41 (12%)

54 (16%)

37 (11%)

43 (13%)

Inclusive Club

184 (77%)

19 (8%)

25 (10%)

5 (2%)

7 (3%)

Karate

239 (81%)

20 (7%)

21 (7%)

7 (2%)

10 (3%)

Aerobics

186 (61%) 43 (14%)

42 (14%)

19 (6%)

16 (5%)

Belly Dance

240 (84%)

21 (7%)

15 (5%)

5 (2%)

4 (1%)

Tai Chi

217 (75%)

19 (7%)

27 (9%)

14 (5%)

11 (4%)

Pilates

187 (62%) 32 (11%)

39 (13%)

23 (8%)

20 (7%)

Tiny Tots Music & Movement

221 (73%)

16 (5%)

25 (8%)

17 (6%)

22 (7%)

Three Villages Walking Group

168 (49%) 39 (11%)

64 (18%)

40 (12%)

31 (9%)

The majority of respondents indicated that all the recreational provision listed was not important to
them and their family.
From the additional 40 comments received, the following recreational provision/activity was
highlighted:
1. Zumba
2. Swimming
3. Tennis
4. Scouts/Guiding
5. History Group
6. Coffee & Chat
7. Church/Chapel
8. Football
9. Allotments
10. Running
11. Yoga
12. Youth Groups
13. Wine Circle
14. Women’s Group

15. Village Quiz
16. Villages walking group
17. Tuesday lunch
18. Squash
19. Swimming world
20. Men’s Group
21. Living hands
22. Mature movers
23. Inclusive Club
24. Good Neighbours Scheme
25. Dance School
26. Craft
27. Bowls
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Q10.1b Importance to parish
MacMillan Cancer Activity Club

1

2

3

4

5

3 (1%)

7 (2%)

57 (17%)

62 (19%)

201 (61%)

Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club

4 (1%)

4 (1%)

65 (18%)

82 (23%)

199 (56%)

Inclusive Club

21 (8%)

13 (5%)

78 (31%)

43 (17%)

99 (39%)

Karate

25 (8%)

20 (6%)

109 (35%)

54 (17%)

104 (33%)

Aerobics

17 (5%)

14 (4%)

116 (37%)

53 (17%)

117 (37%)

Belly Dance

59 (20%) 31 (10%)

94 (31%)

33 (11%)

85 (28%)

Tai Chi

34 (11%)

27 (9%)

104 (34%)

39 (13%)

101 (33%)

Pilates

17 (5%)

23 (7%)

111 (35%)

47 (15%)

119 (38%)

Tiny Tots Music & Movement

9 (3%)

6 (2%)

79 (25%)

68 (22%)

155 (49%)

Three Villages Walking Group

7 (2%)

7 (2%)

81 (23%)

87 (24%)

174 (49%)

Respondents identified the ‘MacMillan Cancer Activity Club’ and the ‘Over Fifties Fun & Fitness Club’
as being very important to the parish.
From the additional 39 comments received, the following recreational provision/activity was
highlighted:
1. Tennis
2. Scouts /Cubs
3. Swimming Club
4. History Society
5. Guides
6. Zumba
7. Coffee & Chat
8. Men’s Group
9. Village walking Group
10. Lunch Club
11. Football
12. Church/Chapel/Church Groups
13. Allotments
14. Brownies
15. Bowls
16. Clay Shooting

17. Crafts
18. Dance School
19. Desford Good Neighbour Scheme
20. Inclusive Club
21. Knitting
22. Living hands
23. Mature Movers
24. Squash Club
25. Slimmer’s World
26. St. Martins Saturday
27. Toddler Group
28. Village Quiz
29. Wine Circle
30. Youth Group
31. Women’s Group
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Recreational Facilities:
Q10.2 Please rate what issues, if any, concern you most. Please score from 1 to 5
where 1 is not important and 5 is very important.
Protection of recreation areas from
development
Increased recreational areas
More play equipment & facilities

1

2

3

4

5

9
(2%)
55
(11%)
62
(12%)

2
(0.3%)
54
(11%)
62
(12%)

16
(3%)
148
(29%)
144
(28%)

53
(9%)
61
(12%)
74
(15%)

503
(86%)
191
(38%)
170
(33%)

The majority of respondents identified that the ‘Protection of recreation areas from development’ was
very important to the parish, followed by ‘Increased recreational areas’ and ‘More play equipment &
facilities’
Open Spaces:
Q10.3 How do you rate the following? Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not
important and 5 is very important
Protection and enhancement of open
spaces
Security of public open spaces
Easy access to the surrounding countryside
Protection and maintenance of footpaths,
bridleways & green lanes
Clear information/signage about footpaths
and bridleways
Replacement of stiles with kissing gates
Electric fences alongside footpaths to
separate people and livestock
Provision and maintenance of
pavements/footpaths
Provision of cycle paths
Litter picking
Anti-dog fouling public awareness campaign

1

2

3

4

5

3
(1%)
4
(1%)
8
(1%)
5
(1%)
11
(2%)
58
(11%)
100
(19%)
5
(1%)
90
(17%)
4
(1%)
8
(1%)

6
(1%)
15
(3%)
9
(2%)
5
(1%)
20
(4%)
59
(11%)
94
(17%)
29
(5%)
69
(13%)
16
(3%)
12
(2%)

36
(6%)
61
(11%)
49
(9%)
43
(7%)
68
(12%)
151
(27%)
157
(29%)
94
(16%)
148
(27%)
98
(17%)
57
(10%)

61
(11%)
87
(16%)
103
(18%)
100
(17%)
118
(21%)
83
(15%)
64
(12%)
124
(22%)
84
(15%)
139
(24%)
81
(14%)

477
(82%)
396
(70%)
401
(70%)
438
(74%)
351
(62%)
201
(36%)
126
(23%)
323
(56%)
153
(28%)
317
(55%)
434
(73%)
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Protection and enhancement of open spaces

Security of public open spaces

Easy access to the surrounding countryside

Protection and maintenance of footpaths, bridleways & green lanes

Clear information/signage about footpaths and bridleways

Replacement of stiles with kissing gates
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Electric fences alongside footpaths to separate people and livestock

Provision and maintenance of pavements/footpaths

Provision of cycle paths

Litter picking

Anti-dog fouling public awareness campaign

The majority of respondents rated the ‘Protection and enhancement of open spaces’ as being very
important to the parish, while ‘Electric fences alongside footpaths to separate people and livestock’
was rated as the least important.
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Q10.4 What other recreational facilities would you like to see developed in the parish?
76 comments

From the additional 76 comments received, respondents identified the following recreational facilities
that they would like to see developed within the parish:
1. Gym facilities and exercise
equipment
2. Skate/Bike Park
3. Youth Facilities
4. Seating for older/disabled people
5. BMX Track
6. Basketball area
7. Community Garden
8. Better access for footpaths
9. Better access to swimming pool
10. Cricket Pitch for Sunday matches
11. Disability exercise group
12. Horse riding
13. Entertainment/social events

14. HIT Class
15. Keep fit
16. Netball Court
17. Park improvement next to Primary
School
18. Picnic areas
19. Pilates class
20. Running Track
21. Quiz evenings
22. Tea dances
23. Tennis courts
24. Dog walking area
25. Woodland areas

11. SPORTS ACTIVITIES
Q11.1 What value do you ascribe to the existing sports provision in the parish? Please
score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
Importance to you / your family
Tennis
Senior football: men
Senior football: women
Junior football: boys
Junior football: girls
Swimming
Bowls
Squash
Badminton
Running
Junior athletics
Fitness/Gym
Table tennis
Dance

1

2

3

4

5

249
(57%)
315
(75%)
331
(78%)
290
(68%)
299
(71%)
158
(35%)
290
(66%)
294
(69%)
271
(64%)
249
(58%)
285
(68%)
188
(42%)
292
(69%)
271
(62%)

42
(10%)
25
(6%)
23
(6%)
20
(5%)
22
(5%)
25
(6%)
24
(6%)
38
(9%)
41
(10%)
29
(7%)
21
(5%)
30
(7%)
30
(7%)
26
(6%)

59
(14%)
50
(12%)
42
(10%)
39
(9%)
44
(10%)
88
(19%)
60
(14%)
54
(13%)
64
(15%)
68
(16%)
50
(12%)
92
(21%)
59
(14%)
62
(14%)

22
(5%)
11
(3%)
8
(2%)
19
(4%)
17
(4%)
60
(13%)
27
(6%)
13
(3%)
20
(5%)
32
(8%)
22
(5%)
56
(13%)
18
(4%)
28
(6%)

63
(15%)
22
(5%)
18
(4%)
60
(14%)
41
(10%)
124
(27%)
36
(8%)
25
(6%)
31
(7%)
51
(12%)
43
(10%)
80
(18%)
27
(6%)
48
(11%)
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Tennis

Senior football: men

Senior football: women

Junior football: boys

Junior football: girls

Swimming

49

Bowls

Squash

Badminton

Running

Junior athletics

Fitness/Gym

50

Table tennis

Dance

The majority of respondents rated the existing sports provision in the parish as not important to them
or their family.
Q11.1a Importance to parish
Tennis
Senior football: men
Senior football: women
Junior football: boys
Junior football: girls
Swimming
Bowls
Squash
Badminton
Running
Junior athletics
Fitness/gym
Table tennis
Dance

1

2

3

4

5

8
(2%)
10
(2%)
13
(3%)
5
(1%)
7
(2%)
4
(1%)
9
(2%)
15
(3%)
12
(3%)
12
(3%)
9
(2%)
3
(1%)
18
(4%)
19
(4%)

19
(4%)
17
(4%)
26
(6%)
10
(2%)
12
(3%)
8
(2%)
15
(3%)
24
(6%)
24
(5%)
13
(3%)
11
(2%)
12
(3%)
29
(7%)
20
(5%)

91
(20%)
107
(24%)
107
(24%)
76
(17%)
85
(19%)
71
(15%)
102
(23%)
114
(26%)
110
(25%)
98
(22%)
91
(20%)
79
(17%)
104
(23%)
101
(23%)

99
(22%)
98
(22%)
90
(20%)
102
(22%)
94
(21%)
95
(20%)
98
(22%)
81
(19%)
89
(20%)
91
(20%)
99
(22%)
105
(23%)
86
(19%)
87
(20%)

233
(52%)
213
(48%)
207
(47%)
264
(58%)
258
(57%)
289
(62%)
225
(50%)
205
(47%)
208
(47%)
233
(52%)
239
(53%)
259
(57%)
209
(47%)
218
(49%)
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Tennis

Senior football: men

Senior football: women

Junior football: boys

Junior football: girls

Swimming
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Bowls

Squash

Badminton

Running

Junior athletics

Fitness/gym

53

Table tennis

Dance

The majority of respondents rated the existing sports provision as very important to the parish.
Q11.1b

What other sports facilities would you like to see developed in the parish
75 comments

From the additional 75 comments received, respondents identified the following sports facilities that
they would like to see developed in the parish:
1. Netball
2. Gym facilities
3. Cricket
4. Cycling
5. Basketball court
6. Football pitches
7. Yoga
8. Skate/BMX park
9. Swimming pool-better access
10. Rugby
11. Golf
12. Walking

13. Gymnastics
14. Table tennis
15. Running track
16. Rifle/pistol ranges
17. Games club
18. Fishing
19. Dancing
20. Pilates
21. Indoor bowls
22. Clubbercise
23. Archery
24. Slimming world
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12. HERITAGE
Q12 How do you rate the following as essential characteristics of the parish? Please
score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not important and 5 is very important
Villages separated by fields and countryside
Retain the appearance and character of the
Conservation Area & historic buildings
New buildings to reflect the character of the
surrounding area
Do you want gardens to be developed for
housing
Find uses for redundant buildings to prevent
them from falling into disrepair
Working farms
Quality of landscape approaching and within the
parish

1

2

3

4

5

7
(1%)
6
(1%)
24
(4%)
276
(53%)
12
(2%)
17
(3%)
6
(1%)

3
(0.5%)
8
(1%)
22
(4%)
48
(9%)
18
(3%)
18
(3%)
11
(2%)

28
(5%)
27
(5%)
77
(13%)
95
(18%)
65
(11%)
64
(11%)
59
(10%)

58
(10%)
77
(13%)
115
(20%)
31
(6%)
119
(21%)
116
(20%)
111
(20%)

497
(84%)
466
(80%)
335
(59%)
71
(14%)
361
(63%)
355
(62%)
383
(67%)

The majority of respondents rated the ‘Villages separated by fields and countryside’ as being a very
important essential characteristic of the parish, followed by ‘Retain the appearance and character of
the Conservation Area & historic buildings’ The essential characteristic of the parish rated as not
important was ‘Do you want gardens to be developed for housing’
Other - please specify:
From the additional 89 comments received, respondents identified the following issues:
1. Do not want gardens to be developed
9. Sculpture-village enhancement
for housing
10. Keep villages separate
2. Find uses for redundant buildings
11. Maintain historic character of the
3. New housing to be in keeping with
village
surroundings
12. Gardens are important
4. No new housing
13. Maintain green belt areas
5. Well insulated and efficient new
14. Preservation of medieval field system
housing
15. Gardens developed: Acceptable
6. Landscape and landscape approach
within parameters
to villages
16. Quality shops
7. More trees
8. Wildflower planting
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13. ENVIRONMENT
Q13.1

Is there sufficient street furniture in the parish? (e.g. Bus shelters, Benches,
Litter bins, Dog bins)
393 (67%)

Yes

197 (33%)

No

The majority of respondents indicated that there is enough street furniture (Bus shelters, benches,
litter bins etc.) in the parish.
Q13.1a If you answered no, what street furniture would you like to see installed?
32 (17%)

Bus shelters

81 (43%)

Benches

97 (52%)

Litter bins

137 (73%)

Dog bins

Other - please specify: 37 comments

Those respondents that indicated that there was not enough street furniture in the parish, wanted to
see more ‘Dog bins’, followed by ‘Litter bins’, ‘Benches’ and ‘Bus Shelters’
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From the additional 37 comments received, respondents identified the following street furniture that
they would like to see installed:
Dog Bins
• Dog bins at Hamble Cose/ Burley Close Footpath
• Dog Bins - Markfield Lane
• Dog Bins – around the estates
• Regular emptying of dog bins
Benches
•
By Bellway entrance
• Green spaces in village
• Park near Littlefield Lane
Bus Shelters
•
Seating in current bus shelters
• Shelter on Holmfield Rd for High School students?
HGV
•
HGV access signs Speed limited interactive signs
Street Lights
• Lights keeping on at night
Notice boards
• Village notice board on Markfield Lane/Hunts Close
• Parish Council Noticeboard
• A more secure way for noticeboards (not just pins)
Security
• More security to prevent vandalism-CCTV/ prosecutions
Signage
• 30 MPH repeat signs on all roads into Desford
• More road signs to protect village from HGV traffic
Q13.1b Please let us know where would you like to see any street furniture installed
and what this is.
154 comments

Alley ways
Available space
Bosworth Academy
Botcheston Road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Along alleyways
Dog bins - more prevalent around alleyways
Benches - where available space
(more height for disabled to sit)
Bosworth academy Dog bins
Benches outside Bosworth College
Litter bins - Botcheston Rd
Bus shelters - Botcheston could do with a nice oak stop
Benches in Botcheston More dog bins More litter bins
Bus shelter on Main Street Botcheston, outside pub I see
some bins full to overflowing.
Dog bins - Botcheston Main Street
Dog bins west end of Main Street Botcheston
Botcheston play area - the bench is tucked away in a shady
part of the park. It needs to be more central to the play
equipment
Bus shelter - corner Botcheston Road and Desford Road
Dog bins - Botcheston Main Street
Bench at Botcheston corner bus stop
Dog bins - near public footpath on Botcheston.
Dog bins - Botcheston
Decorative signage for Botcheston entry points
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Benches

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Benches along flat path and around Desford village
Benches- more seated area
Benches - around village and recreation grounds
Benches: Grass area twigden estate, Bellway Estate
Benches, , Outside Cafe
More benches
Benches - hill sides
Bigger bins
Litter Bins - wherever there is a large footfall, schools, the
square etc
Occupation Lane Litter bins - All Jittys.
Bins need to be emptied on a regular basis, particularly in
summer
Litter bins - at the busier junctions
Dog bins - around village & bridleways
More Dog bins on Caterpillar bridlepath
Litter bins on bridle path

Caterpillar

•
•
•
•
•
•

Proper bus shelters with seating, all locations.
All bus shelters should be enclosed ideally
Bus shelters with seats
Bus shelters: Improved with sides and seats Benches
Bus shelter - at all bus stops, preferably vandal proof
Benches along Caterpillar walk

Co-op

•

Litter bins - particularly outside Coop on

Church

•

Dog bins behind the church

Desford

•

Bus shelters on Deford Road, Benches more between NV
and Desford Litter bins more between NV and Desford Dog
bins more between NV and Desford
Litter bins - Desford Lane
Dog bins at end of Lane from Desford to Kirkby
Mallory/Peckleton
Desford Bridleway - dog bins
Would be nice to have a bench on the triangular walk,
Desford - Peckleton - on track from top of Archers Lane Desford.
Benches in Desford
Bus shelters - Manor Road Litter bins-from outside the
Desford Primary School along St Martins Drive
Benches - at playpark near Primary School Dog bins - on the
new Bellway estate
Dog bins: 1 bin only at one end of Bridle Path - nothing in
Peckleton.
Dog bins- Throughout the village
Dog bins - require more
Dog bins - along popular dog walking routes, the
footpath/bridleway at rear of Catarpillar
Dog bins near public footpaths.
More Dog bins in dog walking areas
Occupation Lane Dog bins - All Jittys.
Dog bins adjacent to litter bins
Dog bins need to be emptied on a regular basis, particularly
in summer
The ones we have need emptying more often - dog
Dog bins where appropriate

Bins

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bridleways

Bus shelters

•
•
•
•

Desford Primary School

•
•
•

Dog bins

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Estate

•
•
•

Green spaces/ open
spaces

•
•

Hazel Street

•
•
•
•

High street

•
•
•
•

Leicester lane

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Road

•

Main street

•
•
•

Manor Road

•
•

Kirkby

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litter bins on estate roads Dog bins - all streets should have
one.
Bus Shelters - all stops Litter bins and dog bins - on council
estates
Litter bins and dog bins - New estate on Hunts Lane and
Local roads
Dog bins - All green spaces/recreation/walk areas
Benches to look at countryside or greenery Maybe need
more benches for older people walking to and from shops
More benches could be a welcome addition on open spaces
Benches - on green spaces around the village
Benches - Greenary
Litter bins and dog bins - Hazel Street
Benches, Litter bins and dog bins - High Street
Litter bins and dog bins - High Street
Litter bins - More on high street between, between High
Street.
Street light needed on Forest Way alleyway between Drovers
Way & High Street
Benches in Kirkby Road Park.
Benches outside Kirby Lane
Dog bins - Kirby Grange
No Dog bins from Kirby Lane to Desford.
Don’t seem to have sufficient. Dog bins - Kirby Rd
Dog bins Kirby Grange
Benches - Kirkby Rd Peckleton Lane
Benches Hills Peckleton Lane, Kirkby Road
Litter bins - halfway along Kirkby Road
Benches: Kirkby Road play area
Benches along public footpaths e.g. Kirkby Road
Benches - top of Leicester Lane
Benches, Litter Bins and Dog Bins along main Rd through
Desford.
Main Street - Dog bins
Benches- Main Street
Benches, Litter bins and dog bins - Main Street
Benches on Manor Road
Benches & Litter bins - both sides of manor road near old
post office.
Bus shelters - Manor road (old PO)
Dog bins - Manor Road
Bus shelters - Improved protection - Manor Road
Bus shelters with seats on Manor Road Benches
Don’t seem to have sufficient. Dog bins - Manor Rd.
Litter Bins and Dog Bins: Manor Road
Bus shelters - Manor Road/Gardens Benches - Manor Road
slip road verge Litter bins - near garages on Holmfield
Road/St Martins Drive
Benches- Manor Road
Bus shelter - Manor Road
Litter and dog bins on Manor Road
Bus shelters - badly positioned Manor Road/Hunts Lane
needs a layby Dog bins by the jitties, dog foul is terrible
Benches, Litter bins and dog bins - Manor Rd,
Bus shelter - Manor Road
Litter bins and dog bins - Manor Rd
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•
•
•

Neovia

•

Newbold Road

Newtown Unthank

•
•
•
•
•
•

Benches - Manor Rd
Manor Road Bus shelters
Litter bins - Markfield Lane, Botcheston Rd, Desford Lane,
Station Rd
Dog bins - Markfield Lane, Botcheston Main Street
Dog bins - near public footpath on Markfield Lane,
Botcheston.
Benches on Markfield Lane
Dog bins on Markfield Lane where public footpaths reach the
road
Dog bins - Markfield Lane Bridlepath between Thornton and
Ratby (cycle route)
Benches/litter bins throughout the parish Dog bins - on
Markfield Lane
Litter bins: The path by Neovia Dog bins: More of these
everywhere
Newbold Road - Dog bins
Bench at the top of Newbold Road
Benches- Newbold Road
Shelter on bus stop to Newbold
Litter bins- Newbold Road
Benches outside Newtown Unthank

Oak Road

•

Litter bins and dog bins - Oak Rd

Peckleton Lane

•
•
•
•

Dog bins - Peckleton Lane
Benches - Peckleton Lane
Litter bins and dog bins - Peckleton Lane towards Caterpillar
Dog bins halfway on Bridleway from Peckleton Lane to
Peckleton village.
Dog bins - Bridleway off Peckleton Lane towards Peckleton
Benches Hills Peckleton Lane
Dog bins - Peckleton Lane - Same side as the footpath
Bus shelters at College Benches on walkway to Peckleton
Litter bins outside all public places of use Dog bins between
Kirkby Lane and Peckleton
Not sure where they are so assume not enough! More bins
needed on Peckleton Lane
Bus shelters at all bus stops Benches - Kirkby
Road/Peckleton Lane junction area Dog bins - at end of
bridlepath from Peckleton Lane
Litter bins: Desford Dog bins: Bydale (hard to read and so
may not be correct) footpath in Desford, Peckleton
Benches – playing fields, playgrounds
Benches - playing area
Dog bins - playing
Benches/Litter bins - play areas
Dog bins - play area by school need more
Benches -parks
Benches - near parks
Near schools Dog bins - all dog walking areas
Dog bins - near primary school
Dog bins by the infant school.
Litter bins outside Primary School
Benches - shops
Dog bins - shop areas
Litter Bins – shops

Markfield Road

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Playing fields/
playgrounds/ parks

Schools

Shops

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Signs
Station Road

•
•
•
•

St Martins Drive

•
•

The grove

•
•
•
•

Village

•
•
•
•
•
•
Park
Parkstone Road

Station Road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litter bins perhaps on routes to and from Takeaway and
Food shops
Benches - near shops
Clearer signs
Dog bins - Station Road
Benches: top of Station Road
Dog bins along Station Road
Litter bins- No bins from the top of Station Road to
Poundstretcher (TI Tubes) layby
Dog bins - St Martins Drive
Dog bins - where the entrance between the new estate and
St Martins drive
Litter bins and dog bins - St Martins Drive
Benches and litter bins - The grove
Benches in old village
Litter bins around village near to shops and schools Dog bins
around village
Benches - play areas/recreation areas Litter bins Throughout village
Litter/Dog bins throughout the village
Benches dotted around village Litter bins near college
Benches - Burrough (near Paintball site0 Dog bins - At the
Burroughs
Dog bins -On street/road junctions
Benches, litter bins, dog bins - around suitable areas in the
village.
Dog bins - the park at Kirkby Road
Benches – Parks
Litter bins: Parkstone Road, St Martins Drive
Benches - new state near cemetery Litter bins - Parkstone
Rd, New housing estates
Litter bins on Station Road Desford.
Dog bins on Station Road and Towpath to Peckleton.
Litter bins and dog bins on Station Road, Desford.
Litter bins - Station Rd
Benches - Station Road

Amenities:
Q13.2

How do you rate the following? Please score from 1 to 5 where 1 is not
important and 5 is very important
Provision of allotments
Planting flowers on grass verges
Trees and hedgerows
Community garden(s)
Sensory garden(s)
Wildlife areas
Desford in Bloom

1

2

3

4

66
(12%)
22
(4%)
9
(2%)
31
(6%)
56
(11%)
16
(3%)
26
(5%)

44
(8%)
36
(6%)
15
(3%)
54
(10%)
76
(14%)
19
(3%)
23
(4%)

130
(23%)
153
(26%)
97
(17%)
171
(31%)
184
(35%)
116
(21%)
114
(20%)

109
(19%)
144
(25%)
148
(26%)
125
(23%)
103
(19%)
133
(24%)
116
(20%)

5
212
(38%)
228
(39%)
305
(53%)
168
(31%)
114
(21%)
280
(50%)
305
(52%)

Other - please specify: 27 comments
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The top 5 amenities respondents rated were:
6. Trees and hedgerows
7. Desford in Bloom
8. Wildlife areas
9. Planting flowers on grass verges
10. Provision of allotments
Other - please specify: 27 comments
From the additional 27 comments received, respondents identified the following issues:
Botcheston

•
•

Botcheston in Bloom?
It is important that Botcheston are not neglected when considering
this

Christmas time

•

Desford in bloom

•

Feel that more could be done around xmas time to liven up the
village
Unfortunately Desford in Bloom and others on list are not present in
Newtown Unthank
Desford in bloom is Excellent
Desford in bloom made a massive much needed improvement to
the village last year. It should be supported and encouraged.
Desford in Bloom - Great addition to Desford looks and community
spirit
Desford in Bloom had 2 ticks!
Lovely display of daffodils Well done to all those involved in
Desford in Bloom
Desford in bloom should be all over Desford including council
estate.
Desford In Bloom - Wonderful asset to the village.
Desford in Bloom should include all the village
Desford in bloom was poor in the first year and a waste of money.
Desford in Bloom in 2016 made a huge impact on the streets used,
I would like to see this expanded
Beautiful daffodils on manor road.
On a positive note, the daffodils in Botcheston and Newtown
Unthank look beautiful

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Flowers

•
•

Neovia dev

•

Development of Neovia will ruin the area surrounding

Open garden

•

Love the Open Gardens experience - brilliant for bringing
community together
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Planting flowers on
grass verges

•
•
•
•
•

Showing intertest

•

Sustainable

•

Wildlife areas

•
•
•

Other

It would be nice if the grass verges looked nice
To Plant flowers on grass verges you need to move the cars first.
Rather than spend on grounds maintenance some grass verges
could be sown as meadow flowers
Better maintenance of grass and hedges around village
Grassed areas - shouldn’t allow parking on them eg, outside the
library.
Individuals could show more interest in their immediate
surroundings, e.g. do a bit of weeding!
Environmental projects must be sustainable and not just for short
term show
The wildlife area, sensory garden, community garden and planting
flowers on grass verges - with limited funds these items are not
essential. Would be great if funds allowed
We must maintain our open spaces for wildlife and leisure and
aesthetics.
Peace is an important amenity, any new development should
continue to give us this

Flooding & Drainage:
Q13.3

please let us know if there are any specific locations in the parish where
regular flooding occurs (e.g. blocked drains)
193 comments

From the additional 193 comments received, respondents identified the following locations where
flooding occurs in the parish:
Bellway estate

•

Bellway estate : blocked drains - water collects on road.

Bosworth
Academy

•

B582 at the bottom of the Bosworth Academy playing fields.

Botcheston Road

•
•

Junction of Botcheston Rd
In heavy rain the road floods at the Botcheston turn and further
along the same road approaching Kirby Muxloe
Botcheston Main Street/Markfield Lane Berrington Close,
Botcheston
Botcheston Road - Bufton Lodge area - drains regularly blocked
after heavy rain
Botcheston to Thornton
Botcheston Road prone to flooding when weather really bad. Has
been blocked previously
Botcheston Cross Roads Newtown Unthank
Botcheston village at the bottom of Markfield Lane
Botcheston Road always floods between Markfield Lane and
Station Road
Road between Botcheston and Merrylees. Traffic is driving up on
to the grass verge to get by flood
The drains opposite Botcheston Village Hall
Improved in last 3 years but road into east of Botcheston can still
flood and Botcheston Lane.
Bufton Lodge area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Bufton Lodge area

•

Church/ Church
Lane

•
•
•
•

Church Lane, leaves cause blockage.
Corner Church Lane / Main Street
There are often large puddles at the end of the jitty near the Free
Church.
Top of Church Lane
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•
•
•

Co-op

•

Desford

•
•

Church Lane drain at rear entrance to the church
Church Lane often water logged
Church Lane - street corner by church wall opposite the war
memorial. Most of the flooding problems are caused by blocked
drains in the road
Outside Co-op - Pedestrians regularly splashed by motor traffic

Desford tubes

•

Bottom of Desford Lane before Kirby.
Along Desford Lane, approaching Kirby Muxloe from Newtown
Unthank, across Rothley Brook
Level crossing at edge of Desford Village between Desford &
Botcheston
Road outside former Desford Tubes.

Dentist

•

Outside dentist - Pedestrians regularly splashed by motor traffic

Fields

•

Fields near Barons Park

Grace road

•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular flooding Grace Road Junction
At the end of Grace Road.
Corner of Peckleton Lane and Grace Road
Junction of Grace Road
Grace Road Entrance
Grace Road. Sewage flooding into street and gardens after heavy
rainfall
Bottom of Grace Rd
Grace Rd junction still has huge puddles after rain
Grace Rd Junction (Blocked drains)
Grace Road - close it its junction with Peckleton Lane
Junction of Grace Road Grace Road - sewage spill
Where Grace Road meets Peckleton Lane Corner of Leicester
Lane about 300 yards from Bosworth College
High Street Junction of Grace Road
High St bus stop!
Crossing of High Street by old Post Office
Hunts Lane we have to ring to get drains unblocked.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

High street
Hunts lane
Kirby
Leicester Lane/
Road

Lindridge lane

Main Street

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road leading to Kirby Muxloe (Desford Lane?)
Between Kirby Muxloe & Newtown Unthank.
Along Leicester Lane.
Leicester Lane [Snow]
Leicester Lane Drains Blocked
Leicester Lane, i.e. past the college and on first bend
Leicester Road. Roundabout
Top of Lindridge Lane out C0-op (sewers?)
Newtown Unthank Lindridge Lane
Lindridge Lane (between Birdland and Linwood Cottage). Drains
are regularly silted up and cause flooding
Merrylees end of Lindridge Lane
Station Road Lindridge Lane
Junction of Markfield Lane and Botcheston Rd and Main Street
Main Street Botcheston going out to Merry lees (Moores Farm)
Main Street Botcheston
On Botcheston Main Street at bottom of hill outside White
Cottage(myhome) and Foxhollow. Drains need clearing here
please
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•

Manor gardens

•

YES. A twin culvert at the bottom of Main Street., Botcheston
requires replacing with a single 2m x 1m box culvert to prevent
flooding of Newtown Unthank
Main Street/Church Lane - street corner by church wall opposite
the war memorial. Most of the flooding problems are caused by
blocked drains in the road
Main Street junction in Botcheston
Main St (outside Church)
Corner of Main Street
On the corner of Main Street
The drains opposite Main Street
Main Street Bottom Station Road Kirby Muxloe (near fields on
bend)
Manor Gardens entrance to No 14 at Footpath approach.

Manor road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Down Manor Road on the uneven side (numbers) on the footpath.
Manor Road Desford.
Service road off manor road.
Slip Road - Manor Road
Manor Road service road Bends on Leicester Lane
Junction of Markfield Lane
Bottom of Markfield Lane
Markfield Lane junction with Main Street Botcheston
Junction Markfield Lane
Markfield Lane regularly floods in Botcheston
Cross road Botcheston and Markfield Lane
Junction Markfield Lane/Desford Lane
Newbold Rd
Bottom of dip going out of Desford towards Newbold.
Between Kirby Muxloe & Newtown Unthank.

Newtown Unthank

•
•
•

Newtown Unthank-Botcheston
Newtown Unthank corner
Level crossing Newtown Unthank

Parkston Road

•

Parkston Road

Peckleton Lane

•
•

Peckleton lane - regularly flooded drains
Peckleton Lane- Drains are often blocked, going from village up
towards Neovia
Junction of Peckleton Lane
The hollow in Peckleton Lane
Peckleton Lane on the hill between Grace Road & High Street
Peckleton Lane Sweage due to over-capacity / pumping
1/2 way down Peckleton Lane (drain) Junction of Peckleton Lane
and Grace Road (no drain)
The junction of Peckleton Lane and Grace Road has an incorrectly
sited drain, so water floods across half the width of Grace Road,
even when it’s been raining moderately
Peckleton Lane junction. Sewage flooding into street and gardens
after heavy rainfall
Peckleton Lane outside Caterpillar
Many issues with the drain along Peckleton Lane, going back
several years
Road drain outside 25 Peckleton Lane Desford - Water runs from
the grid, down the hill towards Grace Rd. This has been looked
into BUT still after 3 years has not been solved
By Ratby turn
Road leading to Ratby (Desford Lane?)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Markfield Lane

Newbold road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ratby

•
•
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•
•
Ringwood Close

•

Station road

•
•
•

On corner opposite turn to Ratby from Newtown Unthank and
onward to Kirby Muxloe. on way to Merrylees
Ratby Lane (Newtown Unthank to Kirby Muxloe) when heavy rain
runs off fields
Ringwood Close

Newtown Unthank

•

Bottom of Station Road near the mill
Station Road Railway Line
Station Rd (bottom of hill). All the drains are full of silt. Leicester
Lane. Where brook crosses under road. Drains need cleaning out
regularly. We have rung the council several times to get them
cleaned
Station Rd@ railway line and Lindridge Lane
(Station Road) Drains are not cleaned out anymore, so all are full
of dead leaves and foliage. This causes flooding down drives
Bus stop prior to Station Road / Leicester Lane
Lower part of Station Road (just across from the Lancaster Arms
pub) in the 'dip'.
St Martins Drive Corner of Rowan Way/Beech Way - blocked
drains!
St Martins Drive just before turning left into Willow Street. The
manhole cover rises on water gushes out every time we have
heavy rain. Been doing it for years
Newtown Unthank

Oak Road

•

Bottom of Oak Road?

Pub

•

At bus stop down from Bluebell Pub

•

Yes if very heavy rainfall;1. on road from greyhound pub to
Merrylees 2.

•

Back and front gardens in Willow Street when rain is heavy and
lasting
Willow street junction of Hazel street, floating on pavement.

•
•
•
•
St Martins Drive

•
•

Willow street

•

Energy Consumption:
Q13.4 Would you support the following?
Future development of large renewable energy projects (e.g. wind
turbines/solar farms)
Future development of small renewable energy projects (e.g. rooftop solar
panels)
Local campaign/project to encourage lower energy consumption (and lower
bills)
Investigate the possibility of a local cooperative to consume and pay
discounted prices for energy generated by existing local renewable energy
sources (e.g. wind turbines, solar)
Comments / suggested locations? 132

Yes

No

237
(44%)
424
(77%)
464
(86%)
380
(74%)

308
(57%)
130
(24%)
78
(14%)
135
(26%)
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The majority of respondents indicated that they would support a ‘Local campaign/project to
encourage lower energy consumption (and lower bills)’ in relation to Energy Consumption.
‘Future development of large renewable energy projects (e.g. wind turbines/solar farms)’ received
the least support from respondents.
From the additional 132 comments received, the following comments / locations were identified:
Future development of large renewable energy projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well away from Housing
How large and where?
Any of the surrounding area
Desford now has enough of these on the skyline
Definitely NO!
Large energy projects if at appropriate site, not too close to housing.
Spare land around caterpillar Not in heritage area Not visible to housing
Provided not within proximity of housing and are properly landscaped
Depends how close they are to housing
Not near schools
Depends on location
Location- Do not want Green landscape to be spoilt by a wind turbine. Put them along the
M1 stretch
Location-Lindridge Lane / Merrylees
Location- Cat /Tubes sites
Only if not a blot on the landscape
If it was instead of houses being built on the land
Solar - yes Wind turbines -no Location dependent
Ban all wind turbines. Solar fields acceptable
Yes if sensibly located in fields away from housing
Provided impact on environment and local people is not severe
I am pro renewable energy but I think that it needs to be done in a way that it doesn't
directly affect or impact on
As long as it is not too close to Desford village
Already enough to blot the landscape
Depends on how ugly it would be!
Depends on where
Pro this but where?
Appropriate size and location
Needs very careful planning
Not in view of the village
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Prefer solar farms but not wind turbines
Solar YES. Turbines NO
NOT Wind Turbines, maybe solar
I can see 5 wind turbines from my house now!
Don’t find turbines or solar panels offensive to view. Happy to see fields used
The turbines must not be in sight lines of the church spire!!!
Health risks associated with wind turbine syndrome
Solar farms only
Within reason
In moderation
Have enough
Already have solar farms outside our parish
Limited scale and ensuring rights of way
There is already enough i.e. several turbines and solar farm
Eye sores!
Our parish has its fair share!
We do think that currently there are enough turbines in Desford
To an extent but must not be too obtrusive.
Solar Farms only for large renewable energy NOT wind turbines
Solar farms to be screened from view
Solar panels should be allowed in conservation area
Future development of solar farms is acceptable if not too close to village
No more turbines. Solar farms maybe.
Solar farms to have landscaping to minimise visual impact
Solar panels on all buildings e.g. library Fuel co operative
Would consider solar panels if government funded
Yes to Solar, No to Wind turbines
Only solar
Only solar farms as less obtrusive - if space available
Perhaps solar farms are less intrusive than turbines.
Why don't new houses have solar panels fitted as standard
Too many turbines already Personal solar panels are discreet
Enough WT in area now however solar farms could be considered Renewable energy on
all public buildings where possible
Expand the solar farms opposite factory in Newton Unthank and Wind turbines on Kirkby
road by Sherecles Farm
Large Solar Farms - YES Large Wind turbines – NO
Solar farms are probably less obtrusive than turbines
Solar Farms Yes Wind Turbines NO
Solar farms windmills may cause eyesore
For any new large industrial unit, it should be investigated whether it would be feasible to
put solar panels on the roof. I am in favour of putting solar panels on (already unsightly)
warehouses rather than in fields
Future development of wind turbines is acceptable if not too close to village
We should not be blotting the landscape with "triffids" that don't work half the time and have
to be switched off in high winds
Already have enough in village
Not turbines
Too many wind turbines already in Desford now. Renewable energy should be paid for by
the homeowner not the council
We have sufficient wind turbines and solar farms
We now have sufficient solar farms
Think there is enough nearby now
We already have too many wind turbines and solar farms
Several in area already
We have done our part for the large renewable energy projects.
Wind turbines and solar farms should not be intrusive
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Already have solar panels on our roof!
If sensibly managed - by a farmer in an unobtrusive field
Planning used on industrial buildings to ensure all have solar roofing
Any house or business premises
Possibly but only if they are aesthetically complimentary to the village
House panels are an eyesore and detract from the look/quality of the village
Only if not seen from the road. Not in conservation area
For new housing
Renewable energy project at Bosworth Academy property
They look silly and are ineffective
Small renewable energy anywhere but conservation area
Depends on Cost
Rooftop solar panels - Library?
Solar panels only
If in keeping with current development
Provided impact on environment and local people is not severe
Yes, to solar panels on rooftops
Encourage all renewable energy projects on small scale. Great for community
development
Local campaign/project to encourage lower energy consumption (and lower bills)
•

Could subsidize house holders for renewable energy projects Education of lower energy
consumption Interested in co-operative
• Lower energy consumption: Anyone who might take note is surely already aware - no point
in duplication of national
• More emphasis on reduction of energy usage would be preferable. Better quality of new
build housing
• Awareness is always good
• Energy consumption campaign - Library, shops, notice boards etc.
• Energy consumption project - Not worth it, smart meters are coming to everyone
• This was tried once before I believe
• Support for adoption of lower energy technologies
• Support for residential adoption of renewable energy services
• Surely all consumers are aware of this
• Every street light should be LED
• Energy consumption campaign - no internet, TV, Radio already doing this
Investigate the possibility of a local cooperative to consume and pay discounted prices for
energy generated by existing local renewable energy sources (e.g. wind turbines, solar)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grants for individual houses
Would need to be convinced
Only if viable
Local Co-operative - Could be interesting
Desford has a lot of wind turbines and solar farms within the parish. Householders need to
have access to grants to support these projects. Not sure how this could be done though. A
good idea to at least look at the possibility
The parish should invest in these schemes (co-operatives) and pass on savings to
consumers who sign up. Where turbines etc. are sited on parish land, then the parish
should reap the reward as they affect all
Small renewable energy, lower energy consumption, local cooperative - These have got to
be the way forward for the future of the planet
Wind turbines, solar). For both, they have been proven to damage other communities
Not sure how! Investigate the possibility of a local cooperative to consume and pay
discounted prices for energy generated by existing local renewable energy sources (e.g.
wind turbines, solar) - If we have wind/solar installation, then we should have reduced
electricity charges
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Large renewable energy - Yes but ONLY if this was for the benefit of the local people as a
co-operative venture
Local co-operative - Not turbines
For solar only
Not wind turbines though
Renewable energy - I think they look ugly. If hidden
Renewable energy either large or small – depends
Don't believe in anthropogenic Climate Change

14. ANYTHING ELSE?
Traffic
• Quality of life in the village has been affected by the substantial increase in traffic and by
the negative attitudes of some Parish councillors to trying something different
• My main concern in Desford is the heavy traffic, the village is used as a rat run and at times
it is almost impossible to cross Manor Rd and High Street
• Main concern is the increased traffic & noise that will occur with extension of Caterpillar /
Neovia in the village. It is being built too close to the village
• Far too much traffic and no safe areas to cross
• As a family, we are very concerned about the increased level of traffic new housing has
already brought to the village. When Caterpillar create their big new building this will
increase further
• From what I have witnessed nearly all traffic coming into the village from Caterpillar
speeds! Thus, putting the children and people walking to SID in danger! This needs to be
addressed urgently before a young or old life is taken! Pollution! Caterpillar has to many
lights at night time on, we have had to have reduced lighting, they need to be enforced to
do as their lighting is causing air pollution in the village! With what is happening in Desford
it will soon become a village no-one will want to live in! Just how safe are our children and
us when we walk around it. Caterpillars traffic causes chaos! Air pollution and dangerous
roads!!
• Traffic conditions in Peckleton Lane are horrendous at times and the junction with High
Street impossible. Ideally the co-op should be re-sited. The post office is now too far away
from the village centre and should not have been removed from what was an ideal position
• Something has to be done to stop the traffic through the village at peak times (shift
changes at Caterpillar et al, primary school opening and closing times. The volume of traffic
coupled with the unreasonable parking in dangerous positions is becoming a real hazard to
village residents and especially children of primary school age. The horrendous risks
motorists take at the junction of Peckleton lane / Kirby Road opposite the Co-Op shop is
accidents waiting to happen. The same is true in Parkstone Road where the volume of
traffic trying to avoid the junction of Peckleton Lane at the Co-Op, coupled with the volume
of parking makes the Kirby Road/ Parkstone Road very dangerous especially with many
young children running about. Parkstone Road should be blocked off to stop it being used
as a 'rat run'
• It would be lovely of the main centre near the library could attract shops and facilities for
locals to use. It would also be great if traffic could be reduced through the main centre and
be more pedestrian friendly
• Traffic it is only a matter of time before there is a serious accident involving children at start
/ finish time. Since the academy took Yr 7 + there is now a lot more children walking
approx. 35 kids per year group primary has 7 year groups approx. 240 college has 7 year
groups approx. 240 over 500 kids
• I would like to see no through traffic coming through the lovely conservation area (Main
Street) of our lovely village
• More diversions for heavy traffic from through village
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We are extremely concerned, however, with the speed of the traffic through the village.
(Station Road and outside Bosworth Academy).
Need to stop traffic from Caterpillar using Kirkby Road to avoid using Peckleton Lane, in
direction from the Primary School down towards High Street. Very dangerous as they
come at high speed and have caused accidents at the junction by Peckleton Lane and the
shops
Slow the traffic from Botcheston junction to Markfield Slow the traffic through Botcheston
on Markfield Lane I would love Botcheston to have more investment in the actual village I
think we get left out
Traffic generated by Caterpillar including lorries and the cars of employees travelling to and
from work are a blight on Desford. Maybe a new road should be considered to free the
village of this problem which is at best inconvenient and at worst plain dangerous
To keep village free of traffic make it NO left turn out of Cat or Neovia!!
My biggest issue is the volume of traffic going/coming from Cat and Neovia. the junction
onto Peckleton Lane near the co-op is very bad
Traffic lights and/or pedestrian crossing at the top of Peckleton Lane
Pedestrian crossings at all points of crossing on the mini island in the centre of the village.
This is very tricky o cross at peak times, especially for children
The forthcoming development of Neovia is of great concern to those of us living in the
village of Desford. Air pollution will increase phenomenally, as will the noise and traffic
going to and from the site. The construction work alone will be the cause of much traffic
which we do not need. The 'Parish ' and 'Borough' councils have a responsibility to the
residents which they cannot abdicate for the sake of keeping the 'Developers ' happy
Re traffic and transport - Also obstruction of pavements and dangerous parking at the
bottom of Grace road, Desford, by Nursery staff employed by
This is all very well, but the local environment will be adversely affected by the Neovia
expansion. Increased village traffic, noise and light pollution will make the village far less
attractive and cost more to maintain
An area of seperation (Green belt) between Desford and Caterpillar. Traffic 'Rat run' Parkstone Rd, at times when Caterpillar employees leave work. This coincides with
Children walking home from primary school amongst other times. Traffic calming / Speed
bumps or Pedestrian crossing needed near Grace Road junction of Peckleton Lane as
dangerous for mums with prams and small children due to speeding traffic and heavy traffic
at Caterpillar employee leaving times. Staff of Topsham nursery are parking on
pavements on Grace Road
I am concerned that as the village has developed additional pressure is placed on the
infrastructure, particularly GP's and schools. There is also the increase in traffic
REGRET the approval of the Neovia project as it can only be detrimental to the village
environment. No real provision to deal with additional traffic generated or integrated plan to
enable staff to travel by public transport which could also benefit local residents
Double yellow lines outside Co-op High Street are regularly ignored, causing blockages
and delays to traffic, especially with Caterpillar through traffic. No point in not enforcing the
abuse of yellow lines, they are for good reason. Ensure the "basics" are capable of being
implemented and life is made much more acceptable for those that already observe the
above!
We have lived here for 21 years. The village has changed a lot. It has lost its identity, over
development, increased traffic and loss of amenities such as closure of pubs and restricted
library service, shops etc.
Right hand turning out of Caterpillar and NEOVIA Only. At shift change the amount of traffic
coming through the village is more than we can cope with
Traffic - one way system around village would keep traffic moving and stop
I am unsure what this questionnaire will bring to Desford taking into account that despite
village protest the planning application for Neovia was approved. That application /
subsequent building/traffic in Desford will lower the tone of the village and the extra traffic
within the village & boundary will be a nightmare; this is a major accident waiting to
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happen. More thought should have been put to that proposal and the people whose lives
will be disrupted - stand in Parkstone Road at 4.30pm to see the disruption already caused
to those residents then multiply by 6!!! At least!
At the moment Desford is a very pleasant place to live. It is a sizeable community with all
the essential services that we need. However, the volume of traffic (including heavy lorries)
has increased enormously in the fifteen years that I have lived here. If this increases
anymore this will ruin Desford. Please no more housing as this increases the volume of
traffic and anymore will put an intolerable strain on the services here. The one area where I
think there is a lack of provision is the bus service in the evenings and on Sundays. At 81
years old I am finding it increasingly difficult to go out at night or at the weekend
Our biggest concern is the volume of traffic entering the village and parked cars. Specific
locations like Peckleton Lane, Kirkby Road, Newbold Road and main Street are particularly
congested. With the new factory being built, this has the potential to increase the amount of
traffic further. I am not referring to lorries, but staff who will travel to and from work
Trying to get from Lindridge Lane to the old Post Office junction is a nightmare due to
parked cars. Traffic on Lindridge Lane travels far too fast for a country lane. Could do with
speed restrictions but would folks obey them? I doubt it! A camera or two would be better.
A minibus service to Hinckley would be useful, maybe once or twice a week
Zebra crossing / increased safety features in Desford Centre

HGV/Lorries
• HGV's are still continuing to access Caterpillar & Neovia via High Street and Peckleton
Lane and I think it is only a matter of time before there is a fatality or serious damage to the
older properties in High Street. I am disappointed that the borough council seem to only
pay lip service to the problem and have agreed to the proposed new Warehouse which will
only increase the volume. Signage is not enough; more radical systems need to be put in
place
• HGV weight restrictions. Most local people are aware of the issues but the "AUTHORITY"
are invisible, so inconsiderate individuals continue the abuse.
• HGV's cause hold ups
• HGV's driving past Co-op on High Street and into Peckleton Lane is dangerous and holds
up traffic. Caterpillar should take more responsibility and put signs up in different
languages. If it continues action should be taken against Caterpillar and Haulage
Companies!!! Outdoor fitness/gym equipment on Kirkby Road Park. Speed bumps along
Manor Road to slow
• My main concern are HGV's travelling along Kirkby Road past the school
• More signage to deter HGVs coming into the village and causing havoc. Needs clearer
signs on A47
• The HGVs trying to get down Peckleton Lane from the village is increasing, every time I
come into the village one is damaging bollards and pavements!! This also needs to be
taken more seriously before someone is killed!
• We can expect extensive damage from Neovia HGVs coming through the village
• Also, we are concerned about the number of HGV's that travel through the village. There
needs to be clearer signs saying 'NO HGV's' at Desford crossroads or directing people
away from Peckleton Lane leading through the village. There are serious accidents waiting
to happen and something needs to be done to address these issues
• Urgent attention required to the issue of HGV lorries within the village!!
• HGVs are regularly to be seen on Main St, Botcheston, but with no police presence this will
obviously continue
• Use/install narrow bollards to prevent HGV access 10. Much clearer HGV signage
generally 11. Much clearer HGV signage within Neovia eg in European languages,
including satnav instructions
• Ensure Newbold Verdon signage is not directing people (HGVs) to Neovia through Desford
• The problems with HGVs using our narrow streets en-route to or from the Caterpillar
Tractor site, has been well documented, as has the illegal parking of motor vehicles on
these narrow roads. The combination of these can, and often does, result in vehicles being
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unable to move. Enforcement has been extremely lax, if there has been any. Perhaps the
Local Authority should look at the Leicester City 'model'. Their scheme is enforced and, as
a result, self-financing. They even make a tidy profit.
We now see alarming numbers of HGV vehicles entering and leaving Caterpillar on a daily
basis??
As mentioned HGVs banned from High Street one way systems Speed
My main concern over the next couple of years is the volume of traffic that the new
NEOVIA building will create. I think that all related traffic - HGV's and employee’s cars
should be directed away from the village, if a bypass is not a consideration then I propose
the following
Make High street one way - No entry from the old P.O. end which would stop all HGV's that
are following Sat Nav to get to CAT/NEOVIA
Just better signage needed for HGV's so that they do not come through the
Speed bumps - Manor Road - Leicester Lane Roundabout very dangerous
More emphasis needs to be put on the restriction of HGV vehicles. They should not be
using Main St and High St as through routes Parkstone Road is still being used by
speeding Caterpillar/Neovia commuters
Prevent further development of warehousing at Peckleton, towards Desford. Weight limit on
Peckleton Lane to restrict HGVs
Large lorries attempting to get to or away from Caterpillar often cause major problems as
they struggle to navigate hopelessly inadequate roads. A new road, or at least much
clearer signage, would help to improve things
Also, lorries that still come through village. Lorries that block roads delivering to Co-ops
(should come at set times which are at night)
We also have a lot of trucks & juggernauts coming down Main St. The weight limits are
being ignored. I've photographed huge Italian trucks coming down here, Arla tankers etc.
\phoned L.A. & no action is being taken to stop. We have white lines across our driveway
as visibility is impossible when cars & vans are parked there. However, the GP surgery

Parking
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Prevent parking on Newbold Road. Encourage parking at rear of properties
Inconsiderate parking in vicinity of School particularly at road junctions. Parking outside of
the Co-op on the double yellow lines opposite the junction of Peckleton Lane. In 30 years,
I have never seen this parking restrictions enforced. It is especially difficult at school
leaving & start times as these coincide to start and leaving times at Caterpillar. The
problem will only be exacerbated with the proposed development at Caterpillar
Lorries in the village - remove dangerous table junction Peckleton Lane Camera parking
fines for those parking on double yellow lines junction of high street Peckleton lane causes major traffic problems Some private hedges on pavements overgrown blocking
pavements e.g. lower Peckleton Lane, Station Road, Road near the Primary school, Kirkby
Lane Tidy up dilapidated house on High Street - looks dreadful - needs bringing in keeping
The nursery in the Chapel and everyday parking people ignore the white lines and
therefore don't think of the dangers to us f trying to get out whilst not being able to see if
anyone's coming. Double yellow lines would be safer
Employ a litter warden and impose fines on litterers. Parking Spaces marked out on High
St. car park. Is this a shopper’s car park or a resident’s car park?
Lots of work vans parked on St Martin's Drive, but I don't know what can be done about
this. Parental parking at Desford Primary School is an issue - it just gets worse and worse
I feel that more enforcement of illegal parking outside the co-op is needed. It is not just
delivery lorries that park there it is often able bodied people in cars. Crossing the road
there on foot can be very dangerous
Removal of rails on Jitty between Bedford Close and Hamble Close to allow mobility
scooter / wheelchair access. Parking for village hall and residents of Lower part of village
to alleviate street parking
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Cars parking on pavements should be prosecuted. Why are there so many unoccupied and
empty houses in the village - blocking new residents? E.g. Burley Close, Kirkby Rd are just
examples.
Extend the double yellow lines outside the co-op /Principals on High Street. Stop delivery
vehicles attending co-op during 7-9am - the inconsiderate private car parking combined
with delivery vehicles cause long queues
Stop vehicles parking on grass verges. If any future residential developments are
permitted, then consideration should be given to relocate the Doctor's surgery out of Main
Street. Parking here is very difficult and congestion exacerbated by delivery& farm vehicles
Enforcement of o parking on High St Enforcement / action of large vehicles
Street parking can be an issue and in some cases obstructive - junction of Suffolk Way/
Parkstone Road
Parents should be educated to use Kirby Road car park for school drop offs/ collections,
rather than parking on Parkstone Road etc. (The pavement from the Primary School does
need to be widened for safety) Pavement parking is now a severe problem, affecting
young, old and physically impaired. It needs to be addressed, especially at the village end
of the busy Peckleton Lane
Parking on Peckleton Lane becoming a problem particularly when Caterpillar finish work
e.g. 3pm Why not demolish the bungalow next to the Pharmacy and put Peckleton Lane
through to Manor Road with traffic lights? Then stop

Lighting
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Improved Street lighting in all areas of the village. Extended on times during hours of
darkness
Street lighting - low level, along path between High St and Drovers Way
All night street lighting
Additional street lighting is needed at; 1. junction of walkway by car park/Manor Road 2.
By old people’s bungalows on St Martins Drive 3. Oxford Road/St Martins Drive junction
Rather than spending on 'upgrading' street furniture etc. E.g. as long as street light
provides light- no need to spend on 'conservation version'- nobody really notices them
anyway
Street lighting Specifically Botcheston Road, Newtown Unthank, where the pavement
crosses from one side of the road to the other (on a sharp bend!). Street lighting here is
very poor, almost non-existent, and the pavement extremely narrow. This pavement is
used frequently by pupils (11+) walking to Bosworth Academy as well as numerous others.
Please consider
Street lighting- New street lights installed in Oxford Road do not spread enough light, if they
are low energy why is there is a need to switch off for part of the night? Garages at St.
Martin’s end of Oxford Road and Warwick Close are an eyesore and desperately need
smartening up.
Home security and street lighting with many areas within Desford the street lights go out at
Midnight (Winter times). Anybody walking around the village find themselves walking into
black holes in many of the close's off Parkstone Rd and I am sure many other parts of
Desford, having had our home broken into I feel the lights going out was a contributing
factor. Question - Would just one light on in these close's help protect homes? I think YES
IT WOULD. Please can you consider these extra lights which I feel will help to reduce the
risk of homes being broken into. "Do we know how many home's in Desford were broken
into in 2016?"
Having waited for years for new lights to be fitted along Station Rd these now go out a night
and we are back to a very dark road.
Replacement of Street lamps from LED to Heritage in the conservation area (Church
Lane). Better management of the tress in the Church yard in Church Lane
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Desford is desperate for speed restrictions on Manor Road and Leicester Lane. Drivers
who love to speed, and have a couldn't care less attitude because it’s not their village,
plague the roads day and night. Foreign drivers who haven’t a clue where Caterpillar and
Neovia are. These serial offenders cannot speak English and have destroyed many village
road signs. These offenders need to be punished and banned from entering the village.
Ultimately the road systems and infrastructure needs to be totally upgraded before people
are injured or killed
Cars regularly speed through village & estate
Take the chicane away from High Street, opposite old post office. Delivery vehicles are
allowed access but restricting the manoeuvrability causes chaos around the very tight
corner - it’s no wonder properties are being damaged
Enforcement of weight restrictions and speed limit in Main Street as many large vehicles go
through the village, quite often during the night and early mornings. Many vehicles are
breaking the speed limit but speed checks do not seem to be done
I would like to see Botcheston set as its own parish. I suspect that receipts from
Botcheston are spent in Desford village on the majority - where are our flowers etc. Facility
wise, all we have is a village hall and a small rec ground that I do not see any children use,
no shops, no library, no doctor - only lots of speeding cars passing through to elsewhere
The residents of Parkstone Road are subjected to a seemingly endless stream of speeding
cars as the shift ends at Caterpillar on a daily basis and many of these drivers are on the
phone! I fear that sooner or later a serious accident will occur if something isn't done
Speed camera on Manor Road 5. Do we need both a village hall and church hall - combine
and reduce costs?
It would then create an upper and lower Parkstone road and residents wouldn't have to put
up with a lot of speeding through traffic
Speed restriction signs moving near S bend on Markfield Lane Forest Hill garage being
made aware that sometimes their cars cause problems by jutting out into road
There is also a disregard for speed, with many vehicles driving recklessly around the
village. The new roundabout near the Bellway estate is very dangerous. There are frequent
incidents of cars entering the roundabout at speed without checking. I have witnessed
many near misses and episodes of road rage. If you cross the road past the roundabout
towards Newbold Verdon, the signage obscures your view looking left down Manor Road.
Today there were children playing in the centre of the roundabout waving to car drivers. I
would like to see speed calming measures, including speed restrictions and electronic
signage to alert drivers
Speed limit along Hunts Lane towards Newbold the 30 MPH extended past allotment site
and cemetery and reduced to 40 MPH
Concern over the spreading of travelling people from Barlestone towards us i.e. near
Bagworth Heath woods. Concern over increased burnt out vehicles.
Also, the Caterpillar rat run down Peckleton Lane, along Parkstone Road & Kirkby Road the drivers drive far too quickly and aggressively!
The lorries that come up Manor Rd and cars are going too fast.

Transport
•

•

•

The termination of the buses (public transport) on Sundays and Bank Holidays has been a
massive loss to the village. Even if 2 buses a day ran in service, this would benefit this
village
Transport depended upon Gibson’s buses both for school and Dixie GS & Leicester
shopping. Hicnkley was an unknown quantity for me. The proliferation over the use of cars
has ruined so many areas today
An improved bus service for Sundays/Bank Holidays. A bus that leaves town later than
10.20pm on Fridays/Saturdays. The 158 is a regular route on all days of week, why is
Desford, Newbold, Barlestone so neglected? I feel we have 'played' into bus companies
hands as use of car is now an obvious alternative to public transport
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We need to encourage use of public transport by having good services
How are they coping with shopping, transport etc. Are they isolated/members of a group
etc?
Buses on a Sunday to Leicester
A new bus shelter, maybe an oak replacement instead of our brick one
People from Newbold have a bus service to Hinckley or Coalville but Desford WHY?
A frequent bus service runs from Leicester to Hinckley and Coventry along the A47 why
have no plans been made for this to divert to Caterpillar/Neovia plant and possibly the
village. To save car journeys provision of a discount supermarket Lidl/Aldi could be
encouraged within a radius of 3 to 4 miles would be very good

Shops
•
•

•

•
•
•

Chinese take away Variety of shops (small)
We see one of the main problems with Desford, as a village and community, is not having
an accessible centre/focal point i.e. shops, cafes etc. in the centre with adequate parking.
Many people and cars (and lorries!!) pass through the village but don't stop as there is not
the facilities or parking
Community shop with easier access at Botcheston. Currently we have to drive to purchase
any food provisions and it would be ideal if there was a local shop selling basic food e.g.
milk, eggs, bread - that we could walk to.
More shops, more doctors. Another supermarket would be nice? As the village expands
surely, we need more amenities for the families.?
Our co-ops can furnish all our day to day needs at a competitive price
Café

Housing
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There have been many housing developments within the last 20 years which do change
the character of the village. Facilities don’t seem to have expanded accordingly,
threatening that new residents become a dormitory population and don’t settle into village
life. Surely, we have enough houses
Desford has more than provided its share of development for housing, large scale res
should be denied Focus should be on providing additional facilities
Too many houses have been built in Desford which has not improved the village
atmosphere. Numerous reports of vandalism and unsociable behaviour on the Bellway
Estate. Market Bosworth has escaped any major building projects etc. just because it has
tourism aspects there. Doctor's surgery is absolutely overwhelmed to the point where noone can get an appointment at short notice let alone get through on the phone. Quicker to
actually go into reception to book one.
No more new housing - Good use of old Post office rather than it sitting empty
When the new houses were built, why was there no provision for extra shops & Amenities
to cover extra people in the village?
We NEED affordable homes for young people and opportunities for older folk to downsize
to single level living
The development of Bellway is unfortunate and particularly upsetting that the builders
haven't invested more into the fabric, service and resources of the village
If any new houses are built it would be good if they were bungalows. Older residents who
live in houses could move to a bungalow and still remain in their village. Most existing
bungalows are council owned for rent and not purchase. However, Desford does not have
sufficient services to support or warrant further building of housing in parish. -Namely
schools and health
We need to retain our green belt, farms, farm land and restrict house building to a bare
minimum or we will merge into other villages.
Please no more housing have lived here 30+ years and have seen 6 developments. Our
community cannot sustain anymore
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The proposed Neovia expansion bringing a major Global Warehouse into Desford Village is
a disaster for the community. The warehouse will cause more harm than good, devalue
properties by giving Desford the feel of an industrial and warehousing park with ancillary
housing. Given that planning permission has been granted all that can be done is a
damage limitation exercise and this involves making it impossible (instead of merely
difficult) to drive through the village
Upset about the new Neovia development lack of consultation. Road system will not cope.
The reasons for wanting to live in Desford are being eroded
Having been born in Peckleton Lane and now living in it I object strongly to the proposed
extensions at Neovia. Remembering the old airfield during the war years we approved the
then reasonable acquisition by Caterpillar and its environs which at first seemed a good
outcome
Noise from Caterpillar/Neovia plant all night i.e. lorries/machinery beeping, grinding, motor
etc.
Make Parkstone Drive a Cul-de-Sac so that employees at CAT/NEOVIA cannot use it as a
rat run. They wouldn't be able to join Kirkby road
All large trucks should go from Caterpillar/ the new Neovia project to the A47
The elderly and disabled find it very hard to walk on the pavements due to the camber,
especially in main Street near to the surgery and also in Kirkby Road near the school. I am
told that it is hard to use Motability scooters on these pavements too.
I am against ad hoc wind turbines as there already sufficient around the village and these
attract from a rural landscape. Any business development e.g. caterpillar/neovia should be
in keeping with the character of the village and be of an appropriate scale i.e. not
dominating the landscape. Where development does take place this should be properly
landscaped and the impact disguised by soil banks, tree planting etc.

Pavement and Footpaths
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

New footpath out of village on Leicester Lane up to the restaurant / crossroads
The pavement down my side of Manor Road is disgusting. There is only room for 1 person
to walk along it and most times it is muddy and wet. A lot of this is due to people parking on
the grass verge. It would be better to remove the grass verge and tarmac it. Then it
wouldn’t need mowing. I would like some council members to walk down the road
especially when it’s raining. For saying this is the main road through a lovely village it’s
disgraceful.
Local rights of way across fields should be free from the threat of intimidating livestock,
electric fences. Exercising of horses destroying pathways, e.g. fields from Desford to
Botcheston, often a quagmire
Protect the bridle path near caterpillar Something to improve Peckleton Lane/High Street
junction, either double yellow lines or one way
Never the less the huge expansion, destruction of tree areas and the re-siting of the bridle
way will be environmental vandalism. The whole site will become too dominant for the
village
It is almost impossible to walk safely from Desford to Merrylees . Desford crossroads Enderby
Footpaths to other villages e.g. Botcheston to Kirby A roundabout or traffic
Being a lady of 88 years’ recreation facilities are beyond me. I've been given a walking aid
and I find the pavements are terrible. Can something be done
Kirby Muxloe (after Crown Crest) Paths frequently end on the edge of the village. Whilst
there is a good network of off road footpaths, it would be a big improvement to be able to
use roadside footpaths, especially in winter when off roads can be very muddy.
Some of the footpaths appearing on O.S. maps for the area seem to have disappearedespecially in the area of Kirkby Mallory/ Peckleton
The road could be blocked off at Norfolk road leaving a footpath for pedestrians
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People are encouraged to leave the car at home and walk/cycle - this is not possible on
Leicester Lane where we live. The road is far too dangerous. A
Cut back hedges and / or widen pavements outside Desford Primary School, and
pavement between school and recreation ground. NOT Wide enough for pushchairs,
wheelchairs or parent & child to walk side by side. Ensure residents cut back hedges to
their boundary to avoid narrowing of pavements. Examples: 27 Peckleton Lane and
houses between primary school and Parkstone Rd Junction. I am sure there are many
more !.
Footpath along Leicester Lane into the village, road currently too busy to walk along.
Sometimes children do walk along Leicester lane to Bosworth College

Parish
•
•

•
•

•

Please transfer Barons Close Kirby Muxloe to Kirby Muxloe Parish as I am fed up of driving
to Desford to vote. Events in Desford are not relevant to Kirby Muxloe
Believe this is an excellent move to improve the dialogue between the Parish Council and
the community. It would be great if this wasn't just a one off but linked to an overall
strategy to improve the quality of life of parishioners in the future. This could be done in a
variety of ways, including a "community forum" or panel that meets on a semi regular basis.
An annual survey would also help provide detailed metrics to support the measurement
and evaluation of progress against the strategy for taking Desford forward (e.g. a vision
2020 approach). I would be happy to help support this in future if required. (Name and
phone number supplied ).
I would like the Parish Council to consider the VALUE of things not just the COST.
Can the parish enforce the correct and proper reinstatement of roads when they have been
dug up and poorly reinstated by the profit making "private utility" companies. I'm fed up of
smashing my car to bits on bad repairs, especially when gas, electricity, phone, water etc.
are making huge profits. Don't see why my council tax should pay - means I'm paying
twice
We have a lovely parish with lovely surrounding countryside and we must maintain our
views However, people need appropriate housing for THEIR needs not just for profit, which
must be built close to existing development

Library
•
•
•

•
•
•

Don't close library
The loss of the library are very sad losses to the village. Hopefully other community
resources won’t follow the same course
Really hope the Library does not close - it is a treasured facility for parishioners without
own transport and to be encouraged for families with young children. It was purpose built
since we came to Desford and it would be a shame if it was then sold for any other facility
or purpose
Library - We want to keep library going and believe it's really important for village
Ensure library remains open
Better use of the library for social/ recreational activities in order to keep it open and
functional

Litter
•
•
•

There needs to be something said to the football teams that use the pitches
I have never seen a litter warden in Barons Close
There is constant mess left behind by members of the football teams and their supporters,
after each football game on the park adjacent to the school. Could whoever takes the
bookings for each game in form the organisers, it is their responsibility to clear up after
each game
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A skip in the village for 1x day monthly to collect small items that cannot be put into wheelie
bins. (e.g. saucepans, toasters, kettles, spades). A use for the previous post office building
- maybe a florist/plant shop.

Dogs and Dog Walkers/ Dog Fouling
•
•

People with dogs who allow them to be in their gardens barking for long lengths of time
Restrictions should be made upon dog walkers who use the Pickard Recreational Area.
Some of the play equipment is outside the gated area, dogs should be on leads
• The small park needs to be dog free - children need to be able to play without fear from
dogs knocking them over
• I also think that dogs should be banned from all play areas such as parks and recreation
grounds
• The jitties in Desford are not being cleaned or weeded. This is leading to dog walkers
leaving plastic bags of dog mess in these areas with other rubbish - NOT GOOD ENOUGH
!!!
• We have lived in Desford for 45 years and we love it. The main down side is
• Dog mess on the park. I am a dog owner and always clear. Went this
• Please Please PLEASE can something be done to stop people leaving dog Poo
• More Dog poo bins are urgently needed
• Dog poo continues to be a problem - my toddler ended up with it over her hands in in her
mouth!
• Designated area for dog walkers that they can look after / maintain themselves
Post Office
• Retain post Office
• The loss of post office are very sad losses to the village. Hopefully other community
resources won’t follow the same course
• The Desford Post Office could have very easily stayed at the same location. However,
greed of the landlords forced a part and vital service to this village to end forever
• Desford is a beautiful village. However, High Street is bare, especially after the Post office
was forced to close and re-locate
Police Presence
• Some police involvement to stop people parking on the pavement in front of the co-op &
notice board Graffiti clean-up Worries about the increased number of burglaries and the
lack of response from the police
• More village police are required to get the local people to feel comfortable in their homes
especially when taking into account the burglar rates over the past 15 months - not
something to brag about !!
Allotments
• I/we love living in Desford and have become part of the local community. We are members
of the allotment and are very active allotment gardeners and pleased to see they are very
popular with local people, as there is only half a plot available as I write this
• It would be really useful to have more secure storage at the allotments that
• We are fortunate to have a popular allotment association
Notice Board
• Markfield Lane, Botcheston - Can we have a notice board at the end of Hunts Close?
Never get to know what is happening locally. As we don’t get local free paper and some
residents are unable to walk to Village hall to see that notice board
• The residents at the end of Markfield Lane in Botcheston feel a bit isolated from the rest of
the village. It would be nice to have a notice board informing us of village events and a
copy of one or more local newspapers - Thornton
Groups and Clubs
• Better advertising of local groups and clubs. Unless you are in the know it is difficult to find
out what is going on in the village. According to your questions there are a number of
recreational groups and classes which we know nothing about. Perhaps the Parish Council
could be more pro-active in advertising what is going on in and around the Parish; The
village community
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There are social groups for diverse interest and a variety of musical entertainment and craft
interests on different occasions. Desford is a great place to live and bring up families.
Signage
• Vintage iron road name signs in Botcheston. Adult exercise equipment in
• A village sign/plaque as the other villages have one
• The Desford sign sited at the top of Station Road and Leicester Lane would be better sited
outside the old Post Office. At the moment, you see it as you go out of the village, surely it
would be better to see it as you come into the Village
Smaller Businesses
• I think the village really lacks in smaller businesses offering such thinks like a butcher and
florist. I most certainly would use local businesses like this if they were in the village
Christmas Lights
• Christmas lights etc. Improve the appearance Better or more activities on
• We feel the village could have more decorations at Christmas though the tree festival is
well done
• Permanent Christmas tree planted
Smoke Free Zone
• I would like Desford to be a smoke free zone. My life is made a misery by people lighting
bonfires especially in the summer months. I live in Stewards Court and am surrounded by
houses all intent on burning their rubbish so I cannot have my windows open or sit in my
garden
Village Hall
• The village hall is too far from the village centre. It needs to be more central and used for
more functions. Fewer and fewer people have an affinity with the churches so we need a
non-religious space for community functions near the village centre. Is there a youth club in
the village other than Scouts/Guides? one is needed Post Office is now too far from the
village centre Lighting needed on the alleyway (Forest Way) between the B582 and
• It's in a central location, within walkable distance for most of the villagers, whereas SID,
Village Hall are not. Older people may have problems getting to these venues for events
and activities. Perhaps a volunteer driving scheme that is well advertised would be
beneficial
Community
• I have lived in Desford since 1932 where I was born, apart from National Service and when
first married I lived in Kirby Muxloe for 12 years. In the war years and for some time after
there was little if any communication between the Free Church and the Parish Church. The
village was much smaller and the community spirit was much better, everyone knew
everyone else, today it is so difficult for passers-by to utter good morning
• Community spirit is good - both from the 2 churches and other community groups
Broadband
• Fibre optic broadband to all houses
Open Spaces
• We NEED attractive open spaces We NEED green space between the neighbouring
villages
Leisure facilities/play areas
• School swimming pool (Desford College) to be more accessible to public
• Bigger Gym
• SID is an asset and I think we have schools to be proud of. We are fortunate to have 2
play areas
• We need a fence around the play area at the large park in Desford. It can be a busy road
and car park - children run out and to keep dogs out
Other
•
•
•

I was born in the village 58 years ago, and I never thought I would be thinking about
leaving it. My parents live in the village, my brother used to but moved recently because
too many houses being built, so moved somewhere quieter.
Stop roadside 'monuments' decorated with lights, toys and plastic items
Roadside memorials should be cleared away after one month and only flowers should be
left (without cellophane)
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Trees in the Parish need pruning on a regular basis - especially surrounding recreation
ground as some of the trees are diseased and lots of branches keep breaking off. Sooner
or later an adult or child may get injured
Why does it appear that local people do not have any say on the decisions taken. Why do
Cat/developer, whoever, get whatever they want. Illegal parking, speeding, total disregard
I love Desford - remember change is not always for the better - we can enhance things but
to build and expand means only one thing - the village will change and not for the better.
We don't have to slavishly follow guidelines all
We moved here over two years ago, a love where we are, so can't thank you enough. It is a
great part of Leicester to live & we are staying for good.
The area around the telephone exchange on St Martin's Drive is not very attractive, nor is
the new pathway through to the new housing estate
I feel Desford has had enough changes and it would be such a shame to lose any more of
its characteristics and appearance as a village. No more new housing - please - no more
developments of any kind. It’s a lovely, nice
Think we are well serviced in Desford at present - shame PO had to close - but thankful we
still have facility in local store
We must resist further/piecemeal development in Desford otherwise we will
The village needs a vision - are we aiming to grow into a town or remain a village? a rural
village. The village could have a business code of conduct or standards, voluntarily signed
up to, where businesses help keep their immediate open and small green spaces
maintained and planted? I am concerned that infrastructure e.g. GP & schools can't
support the housing growth. Do we have a "virtual village hub" online directory, self-service
approach for voluntary organisations and groups, moderated by parish council - would
promote community. Use natural mole repellent 8. Wild flower verges and roundabouts?
Community competition on suggestion for old post office - or turn it into accommodation.
Update bus stops & could we re-install a red phone box and house a defibrillator in it?.
Maintain Manor Road roundabout. Ensure pub is supported and remains at the heart of
the village - pub landscaping Just a few of my ideas!
I don't find Desford a friendly place. I came from a village not many miles away and the
difference is astounding. The village itself is ok, feel safe, don't mind walking about on my
own. I have noticed that people from the new estate are friendlier than the long-standing
village people.
An advantage of living in Desford at the moment is the beautiful countryside that is a short
distance away such as Thornton Reservoir. Plus areas for short walks by Caterpillar and
Peckleton, bridle path walks to Botcheston etc When driving out of the village the
surrounding fields, trees, hedgerows, farm animals all make it a joy. So, whereas new
development can be good don't let it impinge on the loss of valuable natural land that can
never be reclaimed back
More roadside planting, shrubs and spring bulbs on Main Street A nice welcome for when
people drive through Botcheston, Kilby have decorative large gates at each entrance
We arrived in Desford in 1979 and have loved living here ever since! The facilities in the
village are excellent, especially for families and young people with so much going on. A
big thank you to the Parish Council who work so hard and to everyone involved in Desford
in bloom - the village looked wonderful last summer
Map of walking / cycle routes between villages/ surrounding areas distributed to
households
Something to be done to stop vehicles stopping on grass verge on Markfield Lane, to use it
as a toilet (approx. 8 times daily); opposite housing not pleasant to witness when sitting
eating
Create a more pleasing and welcoming part for the centre of Desford. IE A square
Stopping of cyclists riding up and down jittys. SIGNS are ignored
We don't have anything in the village for adults with severe learning
Ensuring that the new estate and properties are included within activities such as Desford
in bloom and open gardens. Also, supporting the sure start centre should be a priority for
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the Parish Council. It is widely regarded as one of the best facilities in the area for new
mums and a recent news article suggested they are being reviewed
The village has seen sufficient development in recent years, it is a pity this has coincided
with the closure of pubs, shops etc., but I guess this reflects many villages up and down the
country
Overall, I feel we have a lovely village. As stated earlier feel disappointed at lack of
pubs/restaurants in the village. Also, mentioned that Desford lacks Xmas spirit compared to
other villages locally, i.e. Glenfield, Ratby and Kirby
Street cleaning is almost non-existent, particularly in conservation area, High Street etc.
and homeowners need to look beyond their own property, boundaries and litter pick,
particularly on public footpaths (local council are a lost cause) Hanging baskets are great
but not when the property hangs on it unkempt and poorly maintained e.g. old hardware
shop on High Street Dog fouling in particular is rampant, with regular identifiable culprits,
doing it year in year out
There has been a noticeable decline in environmental issues over the last few years.
Footpaths, hedges, hedgerows and road cleaning standards are far lower
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Rural Community Council (Leicestershire & Rutland)
Charity No. 1077645 Company No. 3665974

T: (0116) 266 2905
E: info@ruralcc.org.uk
W: www.ruralcc.org.uk
Community House,
133, Loughborough Road,
Leicester, LE4 5LQ

DESFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
CONSULTATION STATEMENT
APPENDIX 4 Consultations,
Responses, Comments, Actions

Desford Neighbourhood Plan Pre-submission Consultation
Representor
Resident 1

Policy/
Paragraph etc
General
Comments

Resident 1

General
Comments

Resident 2

General
Comments

Resident 3

General
Comments

Representation

Draft Response

Traffic management - Traffic comes by at speed from
the bottom of Revies up before the corner which makes
it dangerous, we can’t get out sometimes as we can’t
see down the road
Housing - We live on the end of Botcheston, more
housing would mean more traffic and the bend is a
blind spot going to Bagworth. We are almost on the
bend. We don’t want more traffic or housing.

Noted.

My main concern is lack of a walking path into our
lovely village. I personally always have to drive for
every trip due to the lack of this. Trying to be
environmentally friendly surely is our main importance?
I see people, mainly school children, walking, which is
not ideal.
As a resident of Forest View, I would like to register my
concern re Polebrook House, it is increasingly derelict
and presents an increasing fire risk etc to all who live
near and in the residential home.

Noted. As a Rural Hamlet
there is limited likelihood
of new housing in
Botcheston over the Plan
period.
Noted. The NP supports
the maintenance,
upgrading and where
possible extension of the
pedestrian footpath
network.
Noted. This is not
something that the NP can
address through a policy.
Community Action F1
recognises the issue.

Proposed Revision
to Desford NP
None.

None.

None

None

None

Resident 4

General
Comments

Resident 5

General
Comments

We are very impressed by the Neighbourhood Plan and
realise how much time and effort has been expended
on its completion.
I am concerned about the development of the houses,
no extra amenities and a village that can’t cope!
Anything to help the village would be amazing!
Thank you for all the hard work, planning and thought
that has produced this plan. I feel the residential
developments are inevitable and because of where I
live will affect me and as it will always affect some more

Thank you for this
comment.

Noted. The housing target
is set by HBBC and the NP
cannot promote fewer
dwellings than this.
Noted thanks.

None

None

Policy T1 acknowledges
this issue and Community
1

Resident 6

General
Comments

Resident 7

General
Comments

Resident 8

General
Comments

Resident 9

General
Comments

than others!! But I feel very strongly that ‘speed
calming’ measures need to be developed to make these
developments safe and workable, Station Road is only
one example.
Having read through the plan I must congratulate the
team who must have spent many hours on this work.
My concern is a footpath. For some time I have seen
students walking along Leicester Lane to Bosworth
College. There is a footpath from Desford Crossroads
on the left-hand side of the road, it then crosses to the
right-hand side then stops, leaving pedestrians to have
to walk either on the road or the grass verge. Would it
be possible for the path to continue into the village
(some time ago a similar path was constructed from
Desford to Newbold Verdon). This is a busy road and I
know residents who would like to be able to walk into
the village and not get the car out for each trip.
In respect to the proposed building on Peckelton Lane I
would be very much against this as it would be opposite
the car park for 450 cars 24/7 going to be there. It
would create an enormous amount of traffic on
Pecklelton Lane without the infrastructure to sustain it.
Very good layout and all clear in points made. We are
fortunate to have such facilities in the village – want to
preserve character.
Generally happy with the plan. Ideally would not want
‘any’ more houses, so have to accept a minimum. Not
sure policies on traffic will help the ongoing problems.
Housing and traffic, especially speeding and HGV’s using
weight restricted roads are a major issue.
Congratulations to the team concerned! A lot of work
and thought has obviously gone into the plan and
policies so far and in my view the plan/policies have
captured the essence of the village past present and
future. Only one omission perhaps? The need for
recycling facilities to be Widley available/accessible and
promoted in the village.

Action T1 seeks to work
with others to identify
improvements.

None

Noted. The NP supports
the maintenance,
upgrading and where
possible extension of the
pedestrian footpath
network (especially policy
T3).

None

Noted.

None

The NP promotes
development off Barns
Way
Noted.

None

Noted. Thanks.
Recycling facilities are
more of a community
action rather than a
planning policy – this will
be added

We will introduce a
community action
‘the PC will pursue
the potential for
recycling facilities to
be made available in
the Parish’.
2

Resident 10

General
Comments

Environment
Agency 11

General
Comments

Highways
England 12

General
Comments

Whilst I appreciate and support the need for affordable
housing in the village, I fear that the infrastructure will
be stretched too far unless addressed. Roads, sewers,
amenities etc all need upgrading before further
development takes place.
Thank you for consulting us on the Pre-submission
version of the plan. I have reviewed the plan and
associated documentation. I am in support of the plan
as written and have no further comments to make.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Presubmission version of the Desford Neighbourhood Plan
which has been produced for public consultation and
covers the Plan period 2018-2036. The document
provides a vision for the future of the area and sets out
a number of key objectives and planning policies which
will be used to help determine planning applications.
Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary
of State for Transport as strategic highway company
under the provisions of Infrastructure Act 2015 and is
the highway authority, traffic authority and street
authority for the Strategic Road Network (SRN). It is our
role to maintain the safe and efficient operation of the
SRN whilst acting as a delivery partner to national
economic growth. In relation to the Desford
neighbourhood Plan, our principal interest is in
safeguarding the Mi and A46 which lie less than 2 miles
to the east and the M69 which routes 4 miles south of
the Plan area respectively.
We understand that a Neighbourhood Plan is required
to be in conformity with relevant national and Boroughwide planning policies. Accordingly, the
Neighbourhood Plan for the parish of Desford has been
prepared in conformity with the adopted Hinckley &
Bosworth Core Strategy (2006-2026) and emerging
Local Plan (2016-2036) and this is acknowledged within
the document.
The Local Plan sets out an agreed housing need of 9,460

Noted. These issues will be
addressed at planning
application stage.

None

Noted. Thanks.

None

Noted.

None

3

The Coal
Authority 13

General
Comments

dwellings to be delivered between 2011 and 2036. The
Parish of Desford is expected to provide a minimum of
163 dwellings in the Plan period, of which 73 dwellings
were completed by 2018. According to the
Neighbourhood Plan, a development site to the east of
the settlement boundary at Land off Barns Way has
been identified to accommodate a further 70 dwellings,
whilst small scale windfall development will also be
supported for sites of up to five dwellings.
Due to the small-scale development growth being
proposed, it is not considered that there will be any
impacts on the operation of the SRN.
We have no further comments to provide and trust that
the above is useful in the progression of the Desford
Neighbourhood Plan.
Thank you for the notification of the 9th November 2018
consulting the Coal Authority on the above NDP.
The Coal Authority is a non-departmental public body
which works to protect the public and the environment
in coal mining areas. Our statutory role in the planning
system is to provide advice about new development in
the coalfield areas and also protect coal resources from
unnecessary sterilisation by encouraging their
extraction, where practical, prior to the permanent
surface development commencing.
As you will be aware the Neighbourhood Plan area lies
within the current defined coalfield.
According to the Coal Authority Development High Risk
Area Plans, there are recorded risks from past coal
mining activity in the form of two mine entries.
We note that the Neighbourhood Plan allocates a site
for future housing development, however, this site is
not in the area where recorded mine entries are
present. On this basis we have no specific comments to
make.
In accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning
(General ) Regulations 2012 (as amended) please

Noted.

None

4

Historic
England 14

General
Comments

continue to consult The Coal Authority on planning
matters using the specific email address of
planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk
The Coal Authority wishes the Neighbourhood Plan
team every success with the preparation of the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Thank you for consulting Historic England about your
Noted
Neighbourhood Plan.
The area covered by your Neighbourhood Plan
encompasses Desford Conservation Area and includes a
number of important designated heritage assets
including scheduled monument Moated site 440m
south west of Lindridge Fields Farm and Grade ll* listed
building the Church of St Martin. In line with national
planning policy, it will be important that the strategy for
this area safeguards those elements which contribute
to the significance of these assets so that they can be
enjoyed by future generations of the area.
If you have not already done so, we would recommend
that you speak to the planning and conservation team
at Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council together with
the staff at Leicestershire County Council archaeological
advisory service who look after the Historic
Environment Record. They should be able to provide
details of the designated heritage assets in the area
together with locally-important buildings,
archaeological remains and landscapes. Some Historic
Environmental Records may also be available on-line via
the Heritage Gateway (www.heritagegateway.org.uk).
It may also be useful to involve local voluntary groups
such as the local Civic Society or local historic groups in
the production of your Neighbourhood Plan.
Historic England has produced advice which your
community might find helpful in helping to identify
what it is about your area which makes it distinctive and
how you might go about ensuring that the character of
the area is retained. These can be found at:-

None

5

Sport England
15

General
Comments

https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/planmaking/improve-your-neighbourhood/
You may also find the advice in “Planning for the
Environment at the Neighbourhood Level” useful. This
has been produced by Historic England, Natural
England, the Environment Agency and the Forestry
Commission. As well as giving ideas on how you might
improve your local environment, it also contains some
useful further sources of information. This can be
downloaded from:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/2014032808
4622/http://cdn.environmentagency.gov.yk/LIT_6524_7da381.pdf
If you envisage including new housing allocations in
your plan, we refer you to our published advice
available on our website, “Housing Allocations in Local
Plans” as this relates equally to neighbourhood
planning. This can be found at
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/publications/historic-environment-and-siteallocations-in-local-plans/heag074-he-and-siteallocation-local-plans.pdf/
If you have any queries about this matter or would like
to discuss anything further, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the above
neighbourhood plan.
Government planning policy, within the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), identifies how the
planning system can play an important role in
facilitating social interaction and creating healthy,
inclusive communities. Encouraging communities to
become more physically active through walking, cycling,
informal recreation and formal sport plays an important
part in this process. Providing enough sports facilities of
the right quality and type in the right places is vital to

This general advice, nonspecific to the Desford
Neighbourhood Plan, is
noted.

None

The NP addresses sports
facilities in policies H1, F1,
F2, and Community
facilities Env 1, Env 4 and
F1

6

achieving this aim. This means that positive planning for
sport, protection from the unnecessary loss of sports
facilities, along with an integrated approach to
providing new housing and employment land with
community facilities is important.
It is essential therefore that the neighbourhood plan
reflects and complies with national planning policy for
sport as set out in the NPPF with particular reference to
Pars 96 and 97. It is also important to be aware of Sport
England’s statutory consultee role in protecting playing
fields and the presumption against the loss of playing
field land. Sport England’s playing fields policy is set out
in our Playing Fields Policy and Guidance document.
http://www.sportengland.org/playingfieldspolicy
Sport England provides guidance on developing
planning policy for sport and further information can be
found via the link below. Vital to the development and
implementation of planning policy is the evidence base
on which it is founded.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilitiesplanning/planning-for-sport/forward-planning/
Sport England works with local authorities to ensure
their Local Plan is underpinned by robust and up to date
evidence. In line with Par 97 of the NPPF, this takes the
form of assessments of need and strategies for indoor
and outdoor sports facilities. A neighbourhood planning
body should look to see if the relevant local authority
has prepared a playing pitch strategy or other
indoor/outdoor sports facility strategy. If it has then this
could provide useful evidence for the neighbourhood
plan and save the neighbourhood planning body time
and resources gathering their own evidence. It is
important that a neighbourhood plan reflects the
recommendations and actions set out in any such
7

strategies, including those which may specifically relate
to the neighbourhood area, and that any local
investment opportunities, such as the Community
Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support their
delivery.
Where such evidence does not already exist then
relevant planning policies in a neighbourhood plan
should be based on a proportionate assessment of the
need for sporting provision in its area. Developed in
consultation with the local sporting and wider
community any assessment should be used to provide
key recommendations and deliverable actions. These
should set out what provision is required to ensure the
current and future needs of the community for sport
can be met and, in turn, be able to support the
development and implementation of planning policies.
Sport England’s guidance on assessing needs may help
with such work.
http://www.sportengland.org/planningtoolsandguidanc
e
If new or improved sports facilities are proposed Sport
England recommend you ensure they are fit for purpose
and designed in accordance with our design guidance
notes.
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/toolsguidance/design-and-cost-guidance/
Any new housing developments will generate additional
demand for sport. If existing sports facilities do not
have the capacity to absorb the additional demand,
then planning policies should look to ensure that new
sports facilities, or improvements to existing sports
facilities, are secured and delivered. Proposed actions
to meet the demand should accord with any approved
local plan or neighbourhood plan policy for social
8

infrastructure, along with priorities resulting from any
assessment of need, or set out in any playing pitch or
other indoor and/or outdoor sports facility strategy that
the local authority has in place.
In line with the Government’s NPPF (including Section
8) and its Planning Practice Guidance (Health and
wellbeing section), links below, consideration should
also be given to how any new development, especially
for new housing, will provide opportunities for people
to lead healthy lifestyles and create healthy
communities. Sport England’s Active Design guidance
can be used to help with this when developing planning
policies and developing or assessing individual
proposals.
Active Design, which includes a model planning policy,
provides ten principles to help ensure the design and
layout of development encourages and promotes
participation in sport and physical activity. The
guidance, and its accompanying checklist, could also be
used at the evidence gathering stage of developing a
neighbourhood plan to help undertake an assessment
of how the design and layout of the area currently
enables people to lead active lifestyles and what could
be improved.
NPPF Section 8:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policyframework/8-promoting-healthy-communities
PPG Health and wellbeing section:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/health-and-wellbeing
Sport England’s Active Design Guidance:
https://www.sportengland.org/activedesign
9

(Please note: this response relates to Sport England’s
planning function only. It is not associated with our
funding role or any grant application/award that may
relate to the site.)
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If you need any further advice, please do not hesitate to
contact Sport England
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our
statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for
the benefit of present and future generations, thereby
contributing to sustainable development.
Natural England is a statutory consultee in
neighbourhood planning and must be consulted on
draft neighbourhood development plans by the
Parish/Town Councils or Neighbourhood Forums where
they consider our interests would be affected by the
proposals made.
Natural England does not have any specific comments
on this draft neighbourhood plan. However, we refer
you to the attached annex which covers the issues and
opportunities that should be considered when
preparing a Neighbourhood Plan.
For clarification of any points in this letter, please
contact me on 02080261940. For any further
consultations on your plan, please contact:
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk
A list of natural environment resources are provided.
The Magic1 website will provide you with much of the
nationally held natural environment data for your plan
area. The most relevant layers for you to consider are:
Agricultural Land Classification, Ancient Woodland,
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Local Nature
Reserves, National Parks (England), National Trails,
Priority Habitat Inventory, public rights of way (on the
Ordnance Survey base map) and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (including their impact risk zones).

Noted.

None

Noted

None
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Local Environmental Record Centres may hold
additional information.
Links to following information were provided: Priority
habitats are those habitats of particular importance for
nature conservation. Most of these will be mapped
either as Sites of Special Scientific Interest, on the
Magic website or as Local Wildlife Sites. Your local
planning authority should be able to supply you with
the locations of Local Wildlife Sites.
National Character Areas (NCAs) divide England into
159 distinct natural areas. Each character area is
defined by a unique combination of landscape,
biodiversity, geodiversity and cultural and economic
activity. NCA profiles contain descriptions of the area
and statements of environmental opportunity, which
may be useful to inform proposals in your plan.
There may also be a local landscape character
assessment covering your area. This is a tool to help
understand the character and local distinctiveness of
the landscape and identify the features that give it a
sense of place.
If your neighbourhood planning area is within or
adjacent to a National Park or Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB), the relevant National
Park/AONB Management Plan for the area will set out
useful information about the protected landscape. You
can access the plans on from the relevant National Park
Authority or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
website.
General mapped information on soil types and
Agricultural Land Classification is available (under
’landscape’) on the Magic5 website and also from the
LandIS website6, which contains more information
about obtaining soil data.
Natural Environmental Issues to Consider: - The
National Planning Policy Framework7 sets out national
planning policy on protecting and enhancing the natural

Noted.

None

Noted. The NP has
significant environmental
protection policies

None
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environment. Planning Practice Guidance8 sets out
supporting guidance.
Your local planning authority should be able to provide
you with further advice on the potential impacts of your
plan or order on the natural environment and the need
for any environmental assessments.
Landscape
Your plans or orders may present opportunities to
protect and enhance locally valued landscapes. You may
want to consider identifying distinctive local landscape
features or characteristics such as ponds, woodland or
dry-stone walls and think about how any new
development proposals can respect and enhance local
landscape character and distinctiveness.
If you are proposing development within or close to a
protected landscape (National Park or Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty) or other sensitive location,
we recommend that you carry out a landscape
assessment of the proposal. Landscape assessments can
help you to choose the most appropriate sites for
development and help to avoid or minimise impacts of
development on the landscape through careful siting,
design and landscaping.
Some proposals can have an adverse impact on
designated wildlife sites or other priority habitats (listed
here9), such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest or
Ancient woodland10. If there are likely to be any
adverse impacts you’ll need to think about how such
impacts can be avoided, mitigated or, as a last resort,
compensated for. You’ll also want to consider whether
any proposals might affect priority species (listed
here11) or protected species.
If you are proposing development, you should seek to
use areas of poorer quality agricultural land in
preference to that of a higher quality in line with
National Planning Policy Framework para 112. For more
information, see our publication Agricultural Land

Noted.

None

Noted

None
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Classification: protecting the best and most versatile
agricultural land13.
Your plan offers opportunities to enhance your local
environment. If you are setting out policies on new
development or proposing sites for development, you
may wish to consider identifying what environmental
features you want to be retained or enhanced or new
features you would like to see created as part of any
new development. Examples might include:
• Providing a new footpath through the new
development to link into existing rights of way.
• Restoring a neglected hedgerow.
• Creating a new pond as an attractive feature on the
site.
• Planting trees characteristic to the local area to make
a positive contribution to the local landscape.
• Using native plants in landscaping schemes for better
nectar and seed sources for bees and birds.
• Incorporating swift boxes or bat boxes into the design
of new buildings.
• Think about how lighting can be best managed to
encourage wildlife.
• Adding a green roof to new buildings
You may also want to consider enhancing your local
area in other ways, for example by:
• Setting out in your plan how you would like to
implement elements of a wider Green Infrastructure
Strategy (if one exists) in your community.
Assessing needs for accessible greenspace and setting
out proposals to address any deficiencies or enhance
provision.
• Identifying green areas of particular importance for
special protection through Local Green Space
designation (see Planning Practice Guidance on this 14).
• Managing existing (and new) public spaces to be more
wildlife friendly (e.g. by sowing wild flower strips in less
used parts of parks, changing hedge cutting timings and

Noted

None

Noted

None
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frequency).
• Planting additional street trees.
• Identifying any improvements to the existing public
right of way network, e.g. cutting back hedges,
improving the surface, clearing litter or installing kissing
gates) or extending the network to create missing links.
• Restoring neglected environmental features (e.g.
coppicing a prominent hedge that is in poor condition
or clearing away an eyesore).
The plans seem very comprehensive and positive.

I think this is an excellent document and I can see how
much research and thought has gone into it.
Keep up the good work; it is nice to know that people
care about the residents of the Desford parish. I tried
to tick the box below, but could not find the tick, and
therefore used an x instead. Thank you.
Key considerations for me are;
 Infrastructure to support the parish needs
improving based on the current population
(School, Medical Centre etc). Any future
developments must add to the infrastructure
and meet the overall vision of the parish.
 Fully agree with the Barnes Way site for
development as first choice
 The development must be primarily 1 or 2
bedded houses/apartments
 Transportation is a major issue both traffic and
lack/reduced public transport provision
Overall a comprehensive document that has clearly
taken a lot of input to complete. I am in agreement
with the plan.
On the whole, the plan has all aspects affecting Desford
covered with a view to continuing and improving

Noted. Many thanks.

None

Thanks for this comment.

None

Thank you. Comment
noted.

None

Noted. Thanks.

None

The infrastructure
requirements are
referenced within the NP
as are issues relating to
housing mix and
transportation issues are
addressed in a specific
section.

Noted, thank you.

None
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residents’ lives and environment
Many thanks to the Neighbourhood Plan team for all
their hard work in producing this clear and lucid
document.
They are to be congratulated for their perseverance in
completing this mammoth task. We must ensure that
future development does in fact take all the
recommendations into account.
While I support the plan in general, I do not support (1)
being restricted on the repairs I can make to my
property, or having those repairs become prohibitively
expensive,

Noted and thank you for
this comment.

None

The designation as a nondesignated heritage asset is
seen as being an important
reflection of the character
of the village. We will
explain the implications n
greater detail in the NP
itself and hope to
demonstrate that the
designation is of benefit to
the owner.

Text to be added to
the NP describing
the implications of
the designation.

and (2) the reopening of the railway line.

It was considered that the
benefits of opening the
railway line outweigh the
disadvantages.

None

All development will be
subject to ordinary
planning application
processes.
Noted. The NP has been
clear about the level of
development taking place,
but will offer the
opportunity to shape and
control that development
in the future.
Noted. We are sorry that

None

Resident 25

General
Comments

Additional developments must be subject to
consultation and should take into account PEAK traffic
flows, a problem in Desford

Resident 26

General
Comments

Resident 27

General

Perhaps the question ‘ Is Desford a nice place to live?’
should be replaced with ’Do you wish to see Desford
develop into a small town?’
The plan needs to be more transparent about
current/proposed development in and around the
village of Desford, so the community gets a clearer
picture of what it is facing.
The plan would be fine if no-one in the Parish ever had

None

None
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Severn Trent
Water 30

General
Comments
General
Comments

General
Comments

to go anywhere. This is perhaps reflected in the
demographic of the (well meaning) people who have
put the plan together. Younger people may well be
attracted by the new development, but they will be
quickly disappointed by the traffic backed up as they try
to leave their estate in rush hour.
I can see that the Parish Council has tried to mitigate
the problem by pursuing the idea of a railway station,
but without any guarantee of this coming to fruition,
the plan presents a gloomy picture for villagers of
working age.
Congratulations on a very comprehensive report, I
really enjoyed reading it.
The plan is very well considered and constructed.
Thank you to the committee for all their time and
expertise to address all the views identified in the vision
for 2036
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your
consultation. Severn Trent are not aware of any current
or anticipated capacity issues within this section of our
network. We would therefore not raise any objection to
the allocation of the proposed development site off
Barns way Desford, provided that surface water is
directed to a sustainable outfall (i.e. watercourse), a
watercourse is indicated to be located to the south of
the development site and therefore it would be
anticipated that flows would be directed toward the
watercourse.
A detailed assessment for network capacity has not
been undertaken at this time and it is therefore
recommended that Severn Trent are consulted further
as the likelihood of development increases.
Please keep us informed when your plans are further
developed when we will be able to offer more detailed
comments and advice.
For your information we have set out some general
guidelines that may be useful to you.

you take this view.
Development will happen
with or without a NP but
this document gives us the
opportunity to mitigate
against the impact of that
development and to help
protect the most important
local features.

Thank you. Noted.

None

Noted. Thank you for this
comment.

None

These general comments
are noted.

None
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Position Statement As a water company we have an
obligation to provide water supplies and sewage
treatment capacity for future development. It is
important for us to work collaboratively with Local
Planning Authorities to provide relevant assessments of
the impacts of future developments. For outline
proposals we are able to provide general comments.
Once detailed developments and site-specific locations
are confirmed by local councils, we are able to provide
more specific comments and modelling of the network
if required. For most developments we do not foresee
any particular issues. Where we consider there may be
an issue we would discuss in further detail with the
Local Planning Authority. We will complete any
necessary improvements to provide additional capacity
once we have sufficient confidence that a development
will go ahead. We do this to avoid making investments
on speculative developments to minimise customer
bills.
Sewage Strategy Once detailed plans are available, and
we have modelled the additional capacity, in areas
where sufficient capacity is not currently available, and
we have sufficient confidence that developments will
be built, we will complete necessary improvements to
provide the capacity. We will ensure that our assets
have no adverse effect on the environment and that we
provide appropriate levels of treatment at each of our
sewage treatment works.
Surface Water and Sewer Flooding We expect surface
water to be managed in line with the Government’s
Water Strategy, Future Water. The strategy sets out a
vision for more effective management of surface water
to deal with the dual pressures of climate change and
housing development. Surface water needs to be
managed sustainably. For new developments we would
not expect surface water to be conveyed to our foul or
combined sewage system and, where practicable, we
17

support the removal of surface water already
connected to foul or combined sewer.
We believe that greater emphasis needs to be paid to
consequences of extreme rainfall. In the past, even
outside of the flood plain, some properties have been
built in natural drainage paths. We request that
developers providing sewers on new developments
should safely accommodate floods which exceed the
design capacity of the sewers.
To encourage developers to consider sustainable
drainage, Severn Trent currently offer a 100% discount
on the sewerage infrastructure charge if there is no
surface water connection and a 75% discount if there is
a surface water connection via a sustainable drainage
system. More details can be found on our website
https://www.stwater.co.uk/building-anddeveloping/regulations-and-forms/application-formsandguidance/infrastructure-charges/
Water Quality Good quality river water and
groundwater is vital for provision of good quality
drinking water. We work closely with the Environment
Agency and local farmers to ensure that water quality
of supplies are not impacted by our or others
operations. The Environment Agency’s Source
Protection Zone (SPZ) and Safe Guarding Zone policy
should provide guidance on development. Any
proposals should take into account the principles of the
Water Framework Directive and River Basin
Management Plan for the Severn River basin unit as
prepared by the Environment Agency.
Water Supply When specific detail of planned
development location and sizes are available a sitespecific assessment of the capacity of our water supply
network could be made. Any assessment will involve
carrying out a network analysis exercise to investigate
any potential impacts.
We would not anticipate capacity problems within the
18

Leicestershire

General

urban areas of our network, any issues can be
addressed through reinforcing our network. However,
the ability to support significant development in the
rural areas is likely to have a greater impact and require
greater reinforcement to accommodate greater
demands.
Water Efficiency Part G of Building Regulations specify
that new homes must consume no more than 125 litres
of water per person per day. We recommend that you
consider taking an approach of installing specifically
designed water efficient fittings in all areas of the
property rather than focus on the overall consumption
of the property. This should help to achieve a lower
overall consumption than the maximum volume
specified in the Building Regulations.
We recommend that in all cases you consider:
 Single flush siphontoilet cistern and those with a flush
volume of 4 litres.  Showers designed to operate
efficiently and with a maximum flow rate of 8 litres per
minute.  Hand wash basin taps with low flow rates of 4
litres or less.  Water butts for external use in
properties with gardens.
To further encourage developers to act sustainably
Severn Trent currently offer a 100% discount on the
clean water infrastructure charge if properties are built
so consumption per person is 110 litres per person per
day or less. More details can be found on our website
https://www.stwater.co.uk/building-anddeveloping/regulations-and-forms/application-formsandguidance/infrastructure-charges/
We would encourage you to impose the expectation on
developers that properties are built to the optional
requirement in Building Regulations of 110 litres of
water per person per day.
We hope this information has been useful to you and
we look forward in hearing from you in the near future.
Leicestershire County Council is supportive of the
These general comments

None
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Neighbourhood plan process and welcome being
included in this consultation.
Highways: The County Council recognises that residents
may have concerns about traffic conditions in their local
area, which they feel may be exacerbated by increased
traffic due to population, economic and development
growth.

are noted.

Like very many local authorities, the County Council’s
budgets are under severe pressure. It must therefore
prioritise where it focuses its reducing resources and
increasingly limited funds. In practice, this means that
the County Highway Authority (CHA), in general,
prioritises its resources on measures that deliver the
greatest benefit to Leicestershire’s residents,
businesses and road users in terms of road safety,
network management and maintenance. Given this, it is
likely that highway measures associated with any new
development would need to be fully funded from third
party funding, such as via Section 278 or 106 (S106)
developer contributions. I should emphasise that the
CHA is generally no longer in a position to accept any
financial risk relating to/make good any possible
shortfall in developer funding.
To be eligible for S106 contributions proposals must
fulfil various legal criteria. Measures must also directly
mitigate the impact of the development e.g. they
should ensure that the development does not make the
existing highway conditions any worse if considered to
have a severe residual impact. They cannot
unfortunately be sought to address existing problems.
Where potential S106 measures would require future
maintenance, which would be paid for from the County
Council’s funds, the measures would also need to be
assessed against the County Council’s other priorities
and as such may not be maintained by the County
20

Council or will require maintenance funding to be
provided as a commuted sum.
With regard to public transport, securing S106
contributions for public transport services will normally
focus on larger developments, where there is a more
realistic prospect of services being commercially viable
once the contributions have stopped i.e. they would be
able to operate without being supported from public
funding.

Leicestershire
County
Council 31

General
Comments

The current financial climate means that the CHA has
extremely limited funding available to undertake minor
highway improvements. Where there may be the
prospect of third-party funding to deliver a scheme, the
County Council will still normally expect the scheme to
comply with prevailing relevant national and local
policies and guidance, both in terms of its justification
and its design; the Council will also expect future
maintenance costs to be covered by the third-party
funding. Where any measures are proposed that would
affect speed limits, on-street parking restrictions or
other Traffic Regulation Orders (be that to address
existing problems or in connection with a development
proposal), their implementation would be subject to
available resources, the availability of full funding and
the satisfactory completion of all necessary Statutory
Procedures.
Flood Risk Management: The County Council are fully
aware of flooding that has occurred within
Leicestershire and its impact on residential properties
resulting in concerns relating to new developments. LCC
in our role as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA)
undertake investigations into flooding, review consent
applications to undertake works on ordinary
watercourses and carry out enforcement where lack of
maintenance or unconsented works has resulted in a

These general comments
are noted.

None
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flood risk. In April 2015 the LLFA also became a
statutory consultee on major planning applications in
relation to surface water drainage and have a duty to
review planning applications to ensure that the onsite
drainage systems are designed in accordance with
current legislation and guidance. The LLFA also ensures
that flood risk to the site is accounted for when
designing a drainage solution.
The LLFA is not able to: • Prevent development where
development sites are at low risk of flooding or can
demonstrate appropriate flood risk mitigation. • Use
existing flood risk to adjacent land to prevent
development. • Require development to resolve
existing flood risk.
When considering flood risk within the development of
a neighbourhood plan, the LLFA would recommend
consideration of the following points: • Locating
development outside of river (fluvial) flood risk (Flood
Map for Planning (Rivers and Sea).
• Locating development outside of surface water
(pluvial) flood risk (Risk of Flooding from Surface Water
map). • Locating development outside of any
groundwater flood risk by considering any local
knowledge of groundwater flooding. • How potential
SuDS features may be incorporated into the
development to enhance the local amenity, water
quality and biodiversity of the site as well as manage
surface water runoff. • Watercourses and land drainage
should be protected within new developments to
prevent an increase in flood risk.
All development will be required to restrict the
discharge and retain surface water on site in line with
current government policies. This should be undertaken
through the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems
22

(SuDS). Appropriate space allocation for SuDS features
should be included within development sites when
considering the housing density to ensure that the
potential site will not limit the ability for good SuDS
design to be carried out. Consideration should also be
given to blue green corridors and how they could be
used to improve the bio-diversity and amenity of new
developments, including benefits to surrounding areas.
Often ordinary watercourses and land drainage features
(including streams, culverts and ditches) form part of
development sites. The LLFA recommend that existing
watercourses and land drainage (including
watercourses that form the site boundary) are retained
as open features along their original flow path and are
retained in public open space to ensure that access for
maintenance can be achieved. This should also be
considered when looking at housing densities within the
plan to ensure that these features can be retained.
LCC, in its role as LLFA will not support proposals
contrary to LCC policies.
For further information it is suggested reference is
made to
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national
-planning-policy-framework--2
https://www.parliament.uk/documents/commonsvoteoffice/December%202014/18%20December/6.%20DCL
G-sustainable-drainage-systems.pdf
and https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-andcoastal-change
Flood risk mapping is readily available for public use at
the links below. The LLFA also holds information
relating to historic flooding within Leicestershire that
can be used to inform development proposals.
Risk of flooding from surface water map:
https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long23

term-flood-risk/map
Flood map for planning (rivers and sea): https://floodmap-for-planning.service.gov.uk/
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Planning:
Developer Contributions: If there is no specific policy on
Section 106 developer contributions/planning
obligations within the draft Neighbourhood Plan, it
would be prudent to consider the inclusion of a
developer contributions/planning obligations policy,
along similar lines to those shown for example in the
Draft North Kilworth NP and the draft Great Glen NP
albeit adapted to the circumstances of your community.
This would in general be consistent with the relevant
District Council’s local plan or its policy on planning
obligations in order to mitigate the impacts of new
development and enable appropriate local
infrastructure and service provision in accordance with
the relevant legislation and regulations, where
applicable.
Mineral & Waste Planning: The County Council is the
Minerals and Waste Planning Authority; this means the
council prepares the planning policy for minerals and
waste development and also makes decisions on
mineral and waste development.

These general comments
are noted.

None

Both of the policies
referred to here were
deleted by the Examiner
and became community
actions.

These general comments
are noted.

None

Although neighbourhood plans cannot include policies
that cover minerals and waste development, it may be
the case that your neighbourhood contains an existing
or planned minerals or waste site. The County Council
can provide information on these operations or any
future development planned for your neighbourhood.
You should also be aware of Mineral Consultation
Areas, contained within the adopted Minerals Local
Plan and Mineral and Waste Safeguarding proposed in
the new
24

https://www.leicestershire.gov.uk/environment-andplanning/waste-and-recycling/maps-of-minerals-andwaste-sites-in-leicestershire
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These proposed safeguarding areas and existing
Mineral Consultation Areas are there to ensure that
non-waste and nonminerals development takes place in
a way that does not negatively affect mineral resources
or waste operations. The County Council can provide
guidance on this if your neighbourhood plan is
allocating development in these areas or if any
proposed neighbourhood plan policies may impact on
minerals and waste provision.
Education: Whereby housing allocations or preferred
housing developments form part of a Neighbourhood
Plan the Local Authority will look to the availability of
school places within a two-mile (primary) and three
mile (secondary) distance from the development. If
there are not sufficient places, then a claim for Section
106 funding will be requested to provide those places.

These general comments
are noted.

None

Policy H4 addresses the
issue of an ageing
population by supporting
the delivery of suitable
homes.

None

It is recognised that it may not always be possible or
appropriate to extend a local school to meet the needs
of a development, or the size of a development would
yield a new school. However, in the changing
educational landscape, the Council retains a statutory
duty to ensure that sufficient places are available in
good schools within its area, for every child of school
age whose parents wish them to have one.
Property: Strategic Property Services: No comment at
this time.
Adult Social: Care It is suggested that reference is made
to recognising a significant growth in the older
population and that development seeks to include
bungalows etc of differing tenures to accommodate the
increase. This would be in line with the draft Adult
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Social Care Accommodation Strategy for older people
which promotes that people should plan ahead for their
later life, including considering downsizing, but
recognising that people’s choices are often limited by
the lack of suitable local options.
Environment: With regard to the environment and in
line with the Governments advice, Leicestershire
County Council (LCC) would like to see Neighbourhood
Plans cover all aspects of the natural environment
including climate change, the landscape, biodiversity,
ecosystems, green infrastructure as well as soils,
brownfield sites and agricultural land.
Climate Change: The County Council through its
Environment Strategy and Carbon Reduction Strategy is
committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in
Leicestershire and increasing Leicestershire’s resilience
to the predicted changes in climate. Neighbourhood
Plans should in as far as possible seek to contribute to
and support a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
and increasing the county’s resilience to climate
change.
Landscape: The County Council would like to see the
inclusion of a local landscape assessment taking into
account Natural England’s Landscape character areas;
LCC’s Landscape and Woodland Strategy and the Local
District/Borough Council landscape character
assessments. We would recommend that
Neighbourhood Plans should also consider the street
scene and public realm within their communities,
further advice can be found in the latest ‘Streets for All
East Midlands ’ Advisory Document (2006) published by
English Heritage.
Biodiversity: The Natural Environment and
Communities Act 2006 places a duty on all public
authorities in England and Wales to have regard, in the
exercise of their duties, to the purpose of conserving
biodiversity. The National Planning Policy Framework

These general comments
are noted. The NP contains
several policies seeking
environmental protections.

None

These general comments
are noted.

None.

Policy Env 7 addresses
renewable energy
infrastructure.

These general comments
are noted. The NP contains
several policies seeking
environmental protections.

Noted

Noted. Policy Env 3 and
Community Action Env 2
support such measures.

None
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(NPPF) clearly outlines the importance of sustainable
development alongside the core principle that planning
should contribute to conserving and enhancing the
natural environment and reducing pollution.
Neighbourhood Plans should therefore seek to work in
partnership with other agencies to develop and deliver
a strategic approach to protecting and improving the
natural environment based on local evidence and
priorities. Each Neighbourhood Plan should consider
the impact of potential development on enhancing
biodiversity and habitat connectivity such as hedgerows
and greenways. The Leicestershire and Rutland
Environmental Records Centre (LRERC) can provide a
summary of wildlife information for your
Neighbourhood Plan area. This will include a map
showing nationally important sites (e.g. Sites of Special
Scientific Interest); locally designated Wildlife Sites;
locations of badger setts, great crested newt breeding
ponds and bat roosts; and a list of records of protected
and priority Biodiversity Action Plan species. These are
all a material consideration in the planning process. If
there has been a recent Habitat Survey of your plan
area, this will also be included. LRERC is unable to carry
out habitat surveys on request from a Parish Council,
although it may be possible to add it into a future
survey programme. Contact:
planningecology@leics.gov.uk, or phone 0116 305 4108
Green Infrastructure: Green infrastructure (GI) is a
network of multi-functional green space, urban and
rural, which is capable of delivering a wide range of
environmental and quality of life benefits for local
communities, (NPPF definition). As a network, GI
includes parks, open spaces, playing fields, woodlands,
street trees, cemeteries/churchyards allotments and
private gardens as well as streams, rivers, canals and
other water bodies and features such as green roofs
and living walls. The NPPF places the duty on local
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authorities to plan positively for a strategic network of
GI which can deliver a range of planning policies
including: building a strong, competitive economy;
creating a sense of place and promote good design;
promoting healthier communities by providing greater
opportunities for recreation and mental and physical
health benefits; meeting the challenges of climate
change and flood risk; increasing biodiversity and
conserving and enhancing the natural environment.
Looking at the existing provision of GI networks within a
community can influence the plan for creating &
enhancing new networks and this assessment can then
be used to inform CIL (Community Infrastructure Levy)
schedules, enabling communities to potentially benefit
from this source of funding.
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Neighbourhood Plan groups have the opportunity to
plan GI networks at a local scale to maximise benefits
for their community and in doing so they should ensure
that their Neighbourhood Plan is reflective of the
relevant Local Authority Green Infrastructure strategy.
Through the Neighbourhood Plan and discussions with
the Local Authority Planning teams and potential
Developers communities are well placed to influence
the delivery of local scale GI networks.
Brownfield, Soils and Agricultural Land: The NPPF
encourages the effective use of brownfield land for
development, provided that it is not of high
environmental/ecological value. Neighbourhood
planning groups should check with DEFRA if their
neighbourhood planning area includes brownfield sites.
Where information is lacking as to the ecological value
of these sites then the Neighbourhood Plan could
include policies that ensure such survey work should be
carried out to assess the ecological value of a
brownfield site before development decisions are
taken. Soils are an essential finite resource on which
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important ecosystem services such as food production,
are dependent on. They therefore should be enhanced
in value and protected from adverse effects of
unacceptable levels of pollution. Within the
governments “Safeguarding our Soils” strategy, DEFRA
have produced a code of practice for the sustainable
use of soils on construction sites which could be helpful
to neighbourhood planning groups in preparing
environmental policies.
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High quality agricultural soils should, where possible be
protected from development and where a large area of
agricultural land is identified for development then
planning should consider using the poorer quality areas
in preference to the higher quality areas.
Neighbourhood planning groups should consider
mapping agricultural land classification within their plan
to enable informed decisions to be made in the future.
Natural England can provide further information and
Agricultural Land classification.
Impact of Development on Civic Amenity
Infrastructure: Neighbourhood planning groups should
remain mindful of the interaction between new
development applications in a district area and the
Leicestershire County Council. The County’s Waste
Management team considers proposed developments
on a case by case basis and when it is identified that a
proposed development will have a detrimental effect
on the local civic amenity infrastructure then
appropriate projects to increase the capacity to off-set
the impact have to be initiated. Contributions to fund
these projects are requested in accordance with
Leicestershire’s Planning Obligations Policy and the
Community Infrastructure Legislation Regulations.
Communities: Consideration of community facilities is a
positive facet of Neighbourhood Plans that reflects the
importance of these facilities within communities and

Noted

None

Such issues feature heavily
in the NP.

None
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can proactively protect and develop facilities to meet
the needs of people in local communities.
Neighbourhood Plans provide an opportunity to;
1. Carry out and report on a review of community
facilities, groups and allotments and their importance
with your community. 2. Set out policies that seek to; •
protect and retain these existing facilities, • support
the independent development of new facilities, and, •
identify and protect Assets of Community Value and
provide support for any existing or future designations.
3. Identify and support potential community projects
that could be progressed.
You are encouraged to consider and respond to all
aspect’s community resources as part of the
Neighbourhood Planning process. Further information,
guidance and examples of policies and supporting
information is available at
http://www.leicestershirecommunities.org.uk/np/usefu
l-information
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Economic Development: We would recommend
including economic development aspirations with your
Plan, outlining what the community currently values
and whether they are open to new development of
small businesses etc.
Superfast Broadband: High speed broadband is critical
for businesses and for access to services, many of which
are now online by default. Having a superfast
broadband connection is no longer merely desirable but
is an essential requirement in ordinary daily life. All
new developments (including community facilities)
should have access to superfast broadband (of at least
30Mbps) Developers should take active steps to
incorporate superfast broadband at the pre-planning
phase and should engage with telecoms providers to

Noted

None

Employment policies are
contained in section 9

None
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ensure superfast broadband is available as soon as build
on the development is complete. Developers are only
responsible for putting in place broadband
infrastructure for developments of 30+ properties.
Consideration for developers to make provision in all
new houses regardless of the size of development
should be considered.
Equalities: While we cannot comment in detail on
plans, you may wish to ask stakeholders to bear the
Council’s Equality Strategy 2016-2020 in mind when
taking your Neighbourhood Plan forward through the
relevant procedures, particularly for engagement and
consultation work. A copy of the strategy can be view
at:
https://www.leicestershire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/fi
eld/pdf/2017/1/30/equality-strategy2016-2020.pdf
This letter provides Gladman Developments Ltd
(Gladman) representations in response to the draft
version of the Desford Neighbourhood Plan (DNP)
under Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012. This letter seeks to
highlight the issues with the plan as currently presented
and its relationship with national and local planning
policy. Gladman has considerable experience in
neighbourhood planning, having been involved in the
process during the preparation of numerous plans
across the country, it is from this experience that these
representations are prepared.
Legal Requirements
Before a neighbourhood plan can proceed to
referendum it must be tested against a set of basic
conditions set out in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4b of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).
The basic conditions that the DNP must meet are as
follows:
(a) Having regard to national policies and advice

Noted. The NP has been
drafted to comply with
human rights regulations
and has been inclusive.

None

This general legal context is
noted.

None
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contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State,
it is appropriate to make the order.
(d) The making of the order contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development.
(e) The making of the order is in general conformity
with the strategic policies contained in the
development plan for the area of the authority (or any
part of that area).
(f) The making of the order does not breach, and is
otherwise compatible with, EU obligations.
Revised National Planning Policy Framework
On the 24th July 2018, the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government published the
revised National Planning Policy Framework. The first
revision since 2012, it implements 85 reforms
announced previously through the Housing White
Paper.
Paragraph 214 of the revised Framework makes clear
that the policies of the previous Framework will apply
for the purpose of examining plans where they are
submitted on or before 24th January 2019. Given the
date of this consultation, Submission will occur after
this date, and the comments below reflect the
relationship between Neighbourhood Plans and the
National Planning Policy Framework adopted in 2018.
National Planning Policy Framework and Planning
Practice Guidance
The National Planning Policy Framework (the
Framework) sets out the Government’s planning
policies for England and how these are expected to be
applied. In doing so it sets out the requirements for the
preparation of neighbourhood plans to be in conformity
with the strategic priorities for the wider area and the
role they play in delivering sustainable development to
meet development needs.
At the heart of the Framework is a presumption in
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favour of sustainable development, which should be
seen as a golden thread through plan-making and
decision-taking. This means that plan makers should
positively seek opportunities to meet the development
needs of their area and Local Plans should meet
objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to
adapt to rapid change. This requirement is applicable to
neighbourhood plans.
The recent Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) updates
make clear that neighbourhood plans should conform
to national policy requirements and take account of and
most up-to-date evidence of housing needs in order to
assist the Council in delivering sustainable
development, a neighbourhood plan basic condition.
The application of the presumption in favour of
sustainable development will have implications for how
communities engage with neighbourhood planning.
Paragraph 16 of the Framework makes clear that
Qualifying Bodies preparing neighbourhood plans
should develop plans that support strategic
development needs set out in Local Plans, including
policies for housing development and plan positively to
support local development.
Paragraph 17 further makes clear that neighbourhood
plans should set out a clear and positive vision for the
future of the area and policies contained in those plans
should provide a practical framework within which
decisions on planning applications can be made with a
high degree of predictability and efficiency.
Neighbourhood plans should seek to proactively drive
and support sustainable economic development to
deliver the homes, jobs and thriving local places that
the country needs, whilst responding positively to the
wider opportunities for growth.
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Paragraph 184 of the Framework makes clear that local
planning authorities will need to clearly set out their
strategic policies to ensure that an up-to-date Local
Plan is in place as quickly as possible. The
Neighbourhood Plan should ensure that it is aligned
with the strategic needs and priorities of the wider area
and plan positively to support the delivery of
sustainable growth opportunities.
Planning Practice Guidance
It is clear from the requirements of the Framework that
neighbourhood plans should be prepared in conformity
with the strategic requirements of the wider area as
confirmed in an adopted development plan. The
Framework requirements have now been
supplemented by the publication of Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG).
On 11th February 2016, the Secretary of State (SoS)
published a series of updates to the neighbourhood
planning chapter of the PPG. In summary, these update
a number of component parts of the evidence base that
are required to support an emerging neighbourhood
plan.
On 19th May 2016, the Secretary of State published a
further set of updates to the neighbourhood planning
PPG, providing clarity on the measures a qualifying
body should take to review the contents of a
neighbourhood plan where the policy evidence base
becomes less robust. As such it is considered that
where a qualifying body intends to undertake a review
of the neighbourhood plan, it should include a policy
relating to this intention which includes a detailed
explanation outlining the qualifying body’s anticipated
timescales in this regard.
Further, the PPG makes clear that neighbourhood plans
34
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should not contain policies restricting housing
development in settlements or preventing other
settlements from being expanded. It is with that in
mind that Gladman has reservations regarding the
DNP’s ability to meet basic condition (a) and this will be
discussed in greater detail throughout this response.
Relationship to Local Plan
To meet the requirements of the Framework and
Neighbourhood Plan Basic Conditions, neighbourhood
plans should conform to the strategic policy
requirements set out in the adopted Development Plan.
That relevant to the preparation of the DNP is the
Hinckley and Bosworth Local Plan, which is made up of
the Core Strategy DPD and the Site Allocations &
Development Management Policies DPD. The Core
Strategy determined that Hinckley & Bosworth would
be required to deliver 9,000 homes between 2006 and
2026.

Noted

None

Noted.

None

To meet the requirements of the Framework the
Council is reviewing the Core Strategy and is currently
consulting on the New directions for Growth document.
It is therefore important that the DNP provides
flexibility to ensure that the policies contained in the
DNP are not overridden upon the adoption of any
future Local Plan; as section 38(5) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states:
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‘if to any extent, a policy contained in a development
plan for an area conflicts with another policy in the
development plan the conflict must be resolved in
favour of the policy which is contained in the last
document to be adopted, approached, or published (as
the case may be).’
Conclusions
Gladman recognises the role of neighbourhood plans as
a tool for local people to shape the development of

We disagree with the issue
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their local community. However, it is clear from
national guidance that these must be consistent with
national planning policy and the strategic requirements
for the wider authority area. Through this consultation
response, Gladman has sought to clarify the relation of
the DNP as currently proposed with the requirements
of national planning policy and the strategic policies for
the wider area.

of conformity with national
policy and guidance. The
NP has to have regard to
national policy and
guidance through the HBBC
Core Strategy and the NPPF
(2018).

Gladman is concerned that the plan in its current form
does not comply with basic condition (a). The plan does
not conform with national policy and guidance.
Gladman hopes you have found these representations
helpful and constructive. If you have any questions do
not hesitate to contact me or one of the Gladman team.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan for Desford. Overall, we found the
Plan easy to understand and logical in the analysis and
recommendations proposed for the village.
The Neighbourhood Plan rightly refers to Desford being
a popular and thriving village. While this is the case it
does not mention or recognise the down side of this in
the sense of the implications this has for the school and
academy in the village and medical facilities/services.
The provision of Section 106 funding to reflect the
impact this makes on public amenities has not been
fully appreciated.
I would like to congratulate all who have been involved
in the Neighbourhood Plan, it is obvious a lot of work
has gone into its preparation.
I write on behalf of my client Rosconn Strategic Land in
respect of the above consultation. My clients welcome
the preparation of the Desford Neighbourhood Plan
2018-2036 and support its intention to facilitate
appropriate and sustainable development in the Parish
in order to meet the needs and aspirations of the
community when and where it is required.

The Plan does conform.

Noted. Thank you.

None

Thank you for this
comment. The Plan does
recognise the impact of
development on
infrastructure and seeks to
safeguard and improve the
situation where possible.

None

Thank you for this
comment.

None

Noted

None
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You will be aware that Rosconn control the land off
Barns Way, Desford, that is proposed to be allocated for
the development of around 70 dwellings in the
Neighbourhood Plan under Policy H2. The proposed
allocation of the site is very much welcomed as it
provides an ideal opportunity to deliver the required
mix of market and affordable housing needed in the
area. Consequently, they are committed to working
together with the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
(NPWG) and wider community to ensure its delivery.
In that light, Rosconn have carefully considered the
policies and proposals within the Pre-Submission
Neighbourhood Plan and have asked me to make the
following comments on their behalf.
Rosconn very much welcome and support the
preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan and its Vision
and aspirations as set out in the Pre-Submission Draft.
Indeed, they are keen to work positively and proactively
with the NPWG, Parish Council and Borough Council to
support, as appropriate, its further evolution to refine
the vision for the land off Barns Way, to ensure the
delivery of a new development of the highest quality
that reflects the specific needs and aspirations of the
local community.

Pegasus Group
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I trust that the comments are clear, but should you
have any queries in respect of the matters raised, then
please do not hesitate to contact me.
This representation is made by Pegasus Group, on
behalf of Davidsons Developments Ltd (hereafter
referred to as ‘Davidsons’), to respond to the Desford
Neighbourhood Development Plan Pre-Submission
Document (hereafter referred to as ‘the NDP’). This
representation is made in relation to Land off Kirkby

Noted.

None
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Road (Ashfield Farm), Desford (see Site Location Plan at
Appendix 1).

App2
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The site is referred to as Site Reference AS210 & AS211
in the NDP.
Davidsons are grateful for the opportunity to make
representations in respect of the NDP which is currently
at Regulation 14 (Pre-Submission) stage and are
supportive of the proactive approach the Desford NDP
Working Group has taken in engaging in the planning
process in a manner which seeks to identify and deliver
the aspirations of the local community.
These representations are framed in the context of the
basic conditions relevant to the preparation of a
Neighbourhood Plan:
➢ Having regard to national policies and advice
contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State it
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is appropriate to make the neighbourhood plan;
➢ The ‘making’ of the neighbourhood plan contributes
to the achievement of sustainable development;
➢ The ‘making’ of the neighbourhood plan is in general
conformity with the strategic policies contained in the
development plan for the area of the authority (or any
part of that area);
➢ The ‘making’ of a neighbourhood plan does not
breach, and is otherwise compatible with EU
obligations; and
➢ Prescribed conditions are met in relation to the
neighbourhood plan and prescribed matters have been
complied with in connection with the proposal for the
neighbourhood plan.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall Davidsons Developments Ltd (Davidsons) object
to the Desford Pre-Submission Neighbourhood
Development Plan Document (NDP) as currently
drafted. Davidsons consider that the NDP as currently
drafted does not meet the basic conditions relevant to
the preparation of a NDP.
Davidsons has significant concerns in relation to how
the housing need for Desford over the NDP plan period
has been derived. There is a lack of evidence needed to
provide the transparency behind the housing need
identified for Desford and whilst the method employed
follows that contained within the NPPF, the housing
need identified by the NDP from this method appears
incorrect, significantly understating the actual need.
Davidsons also object to the NDP’s proposal to phase
the delivery of the allocated site(s) from 2026 as there
is a clear and pressing need for housing now.

None
The identification of
housing need was
established based on
consultations with HBBC. It
is recognised that this may
change and the Plan will
take into account of the
most up to date evidence
of need prior to
submission, and be
reviewed as necessary.
The Vision will be amended
to reference 2018

Change to be made
as indicated.

Furthermore, the NDP should be in general conformity
with Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council’s (HBBC)
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emerging Local Plan, both in terms of the plan period
and housing need. Davidsons has made representations
to the HBBC Local Plan Review setting out that the
correct housing need for the Borough should be based
on the Government’s standard method, the approach
set out in the NPPF. The standard method results in an
increase in the housing need for the Borough and in
turn would result in an increase in the number of
dwellings Desford would need to deliver through the
NDP. It is therefore critical that the NDP is aligned to
the Local Plan Review to ensure that these needs are
met. Davidsons consider that the NDP is not currently
aligned to the Local Plan Review with some significant
inconsistencies that need to be addressed and clarified.
There is an inconsistency with regards to the current
settlement boundary as defined in the NDP. The
settlement boundary does not currently fully take into
account the new Bellway development to the west of
the village. The settlement boundary should be
amended accordingly to include all of this new
development.

Agreed. The Settlement
Boundary will be amended
to take this into account

Settlement Boundary
to be extended.

Davidsons developments raise significant concerns with
regards to the NDP Site Selection Assessment (SSA).
Concerns are raised specifically in relation to the
methodology employed, the scoring of Site AS210 and
AS211 Land at Kirkby Road (Ashfield Farm) and also Site
AS203, the Barns Way extension site.

The SSA process has passed
examination in every NP
with which it has been
used (over 10). It has been
considered robust and
comprehensive by
examiners where they have
made comment.

None

When the site at Kirkby Road is correctly assessed
through the SSA process Davidsons consider it is the
best and most sustainable site to be allocated for
residential development in the village. The rescoring for
Kirkby Road is also based on evidence and technical
assessments of the site and therefore can be
considered to be robust, more so than the scoring for
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other sites which appear to not be scored in the
knowledge of such evidence and assessments. The
allocation of Kirkby Road for 120 dwellings in the NDP
would therefore be justified and sound as there are no
technical or environmental constraints preventing
residential development coming forward on this site.
This is evidenced through the previous 2014 application
and the Officer’s assessment for 120 dwellings on this
site. Furthermore, considering the likely increase in
housing needs for the Borough and the Parish the
allocation of a larger site to meet such needs provides
greater certainty and is a more positive approach,
rather than identifying smaller sites and relying upon
windfall sites to deliver such needs.
Davidsons has reviewed the scoring of all sites in the
SSA process and raise significant concerns with regards
to the inconsistent scoring on the same criteria for
different sites. This is particularly evident with regards
to the scoring for the Barns Way extension site.
Furthermore, Davidsons raise significant concern with
regards to the scoring of Barns Way in the SSA,
particularly in relation to its impact on the wider
landscape and the apparent inability to achieve a safe
vehicular and pedestrian access into the site. The NDP’s
allocation of the site in the absence of a technical
assessment regarding highways and access and
landscape and visual matters is therefore unsound. The
NDP itself is inconsistent with regards to the preferred
allocation of the Barns Way site given that the NDP
goes on to identify that one of the most highly valued
views in the village covers the Barns Way site and under
such circumstances where there is an adverse impact,
such development proposals would be refused.
It is clear from the SSA and evidence available that the
proposed allocation of Barns Way for 90 dwellings is
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based on no robust evidence, lack of technical
assessment and there is therefore no guarantee that
any development would be viable or deliverable. On
this basis the site at Barns Way cannot be considered to
be the most sustainable site in Desford, particularly
given that the site at Kirkby Road is clearly deliverable
with no constraints precluding residential development.
Davidsons therefore object to the proposed allocation
of Barns Way for residential development.
This representation has set out how the site at Kirkby
Road, Desford, is suitable, achievable and available for
development. The site is therefore deliverable, in the
context of paragraph 67 of the NPPF. Davidsons intend
to continue the promotion of the site through the
process of the emerging Hinckley and Bosworth Local
Plan Review.
Davidsons welcome the opportunity to comment on the
Desford Pre-Submission NDP. However, Davidsons has
several significant concerns and objections to the Plan
as currently drafted and consider that it does not meet
the basic conditions for a NDP, notably that the PreSubmission NDP as currently drafted:
➢ Does not have regard to national policies and advice
contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State;
➢ Does not contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development;
➢ Is not in general conformity with the strategic
policies contained in the development plan for Hinckley
and Bosworth;
Davidsons hope that these comments will be taken on
board by the NDP Working Group in drafting the
Submission version of the NDP and look forward to an
ongoing dialogue with both the NDP Working Group
and Parish Council in developing the NDP.
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Neovia Logistics (Desford) Ltd (“Neovia”) notes the
points made in the Forward to the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan regarding the reason given for the
Parish Council’s decision to prepare a neighbourhood
plan.

Noted

None

Neovia is of the view that preparing the plan in advance
of the emerging district wide local plan and only
recently agreed Leicester and Leicestershire Strategic
Growth Plan (“Strategic Growth Plan”) is not the best
approach.

The Local Plan will not be
adopted for several years.
To wait until then would
represent bad practice.
Planning Practice Guidance
is clear that NPs can come
forward in advance of
emerging Local Plans. PPG
says ‘They can be
developed before or at the
same time as the local
planning authority is
producing its Local Plan.
(Paragraph: 009 Reference
ID: 41-009-20160211).

None

Once finally approved and published, the Strategic
Growth Strategy will set target levels of growth in new
housing and employment land and floorspace that
should be followed by the district councils in future
years, which in turn will be delivered through
development and implementation strategies that will
be set through their own local plans.
Having contributed significantly to the formulation of
the Strategic Growth Strategy, the Local Planning
Authority for Desford and the surrounding areas,
Hinckley & Bosworth Council (“LPA”), is now engaged in
formulating a new local plan for the district. Thus far it
has undertaken early stage consultation, through
workshops, on growth levels and related options which
fed into work on the Strategic Growth Strategy, and
more recently consulted on scope, issues and options
related to options for delivering development across
the plan period.
Recent meetings with the LPA confirm that is still some
way off deciding how and where required growth will
be directed. Indeed, in the early part of 2019 it will be
consulting further on likely levels of growth in new
housing and employment land that will need to be
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planned for, and as part of this process will be
undertaking a further call-for-sites exercise.
Neovia, can see why the Parish might want to take
responsibility for the future planning of Desford, but
until the new district wide local plan has progressed
further it is of the view that the current draft of the
Neighbourhood Plan has to be regarded as premature.
A better approach would be for the plan to be
suspended pending further work on the district wide
local plan.
A further general but important point that Neovia
would make is linked to the extent of the boundary of
the Parish. This is as depicted on the plan to follow:
Desford Parish boundary map as shown in Draft NP
The parish boundary is long established and the reasons
for its current alignment and extent is routed in history.

The Settlement Boundary
in the NP has used the
HBBC settlement boundary
for Desford as its starting
point, updating the HBBC
boundary. This has been
done to maximise the
alignment with the Local
Plan.

None

While this might be the case, from the plan it can be
seen that the parish boundary extends further south of
the village than the proposed settlement boundary that
is proposed in the draft neighbourhood plan. This is
proposed to run tightly around the main developed
area of the settlement.
This has to be regarded as surprising when immediately
south of the main urban area of the settlement lies a
major employment zone. This comprises the existing
operational estate of two key business - Neovia and
Caterpillar. The employment zone is allocated for
employment use / development in the adopted local
plan.
The existing operations and related developments of
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these two businesses are closely associated with
Desford. They are also clearly connected to it. Yet the
neighbourhood plan largely ignores them.
It is the view of Neovia that the neighbourhood plan
should take account of the existing employment zone.
It should also have regard to the future development
needs of the two companies. Connected to this it
should give consideration to the opportunities offered
by land in their control, particularly that controlled by
Neovia since this includes a considerable amount of
undeveloped land located roughly west of the existing
employment zone.
However, an issue for the parish council linked to the
points made above is the fact that the boundary of the
Parish Council runs through the existing employment
complex, effectively severing and splitting it between
Desford and Peckleton Parish Councils. Clearly, it
would have made sense had there been the
opportunity for the two councils to combine for the
purposes of producing a plan. However, we understand
that Peckleton Parish Council declined the opportunity.
Nevertheless, there is still the need for the plan
proposed by Desford Parish Council to properly take
account of the employment uses located south of it.

The Desford NP cannot
have an impact on
development outside of
the neighbourhood area.

None

Noted. We will confirm in
the NP the value and local
importance of Neovia,
Caterpiller and Pound
Stretcher.

Change to be made
as indicated in the
section on the Vision
and Section 9,
Employment.

A key point that Neovia wishes to make, which is
associated with this, is the fact that given uncertainties
surrounding its development needs over the short to
long term future, linked to its existing customer base,
the company is currently not in a position whereby it
can take a decision on whether to progress the
proposed C2 Building. This is a scheme that has been
through planning and still benefits from a resolution to
grant planning permission for the scheme.
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Because of this and given the need to continue the
process of planning for its future, which is doubly
important given increasing competition in the logistics
sector, Neovia has been considering different options
for its land, including land currently allocated and
operational, other land allocated for development along
with other land in its control which is unallocated and
undeveloped.
This exercise has confirmed that there are several
development options that could be considered for this
land, but the currently favoured option involves not
progressing the planned C2 Building and instead using
this land for a mix of uses including employment,
residential and village services and complementing this
with further residential, employment and villages
services on undeveloped land, which could also include
elements of wider and much needed new bypass for
the settlement. This could be planned and promoted as
part of a wider village/urban extension project, an
initiative that Neovia is currently considering in
conjunction with the LPA.

DPP Planning
34

General
Comments
Page 11
A Plan for our

This initiative, which Neovia has been forced to
consider and has been developing over the course of
2018, is still in the early stages of evolution, and the
company would welcome the opportunity to discuss it
in greater detail with the Parish Council, and work with
it so it can be assimilated into the neighbourhood plan,
albeit once the emerging district wide has progressed
further, which is linked to earlier comments about
issues associated with prematurity.
Neovia feels that the vision should confirm and reflect
the role of Desford in the wider district of Hinckley &
Bosworth. The settlement is regarded as relatively
important in terms of the local settlement hierarchy
and as such makes a noteworthy contribution to the

Noted

None
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Parish
Chapter 3

district.
We are surprised that the vision makes no reference to
Neovia or Caterpillar, which is a point set out in greater
detail in the comments on Forward. They are major
and very important local employers and organisations
that contribute significantly to the economic wellbeing
of the settlement and wider district.

This will be addressed as
per the response above.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Reflecting the points made in connection with the
Forward, we would reiterate that the plan is running in
front of the emerging district wide local plan, and as
such it has to be regarded as premature. But also
linked to this point, the vision talks about allocating
sites for development, and in so doing this will make for
a sustainable Desford. However, the level of
development being planned for is very low, deliberately
low in our view, and way below what the settlement
can and needs to sustain in order to be able to operate
as a sustainable settlement – we do not regard Desford
as fully sustainable in its current form.

Comments noted. The level
of development is one that
the community can
support.

None

But in any case, until such time as the emerging local
plan sets housing and employment land requirements
for the whole district, and identifies how and where this
growth can best be met, which will be through a
development and delivery strategy, any neighbourhood
plans have to be regarded as being premature and
effectively outside the development plan process that is
currently being followed at a district wide level.
Setting aside the general points and criticisms made
above, the steps set out to deliver the vision are not
seen to offer the potential to deliver a distinct, quality
and sustainable Desford. We say this by reference to
the fact that, as we have already said, the level of new
development being planned for is very low and ignores

None
This issue about the NP
being premature is not
accepted, and with Local
Plans being subject to
review every 5 years, is
unsustainable.

It is precisely because of
the extent of free land
offering the potential for
large scale development
that the NP is needed now!

None
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the land with obvious potential for larger scale but
planned growth like that owed by Neovia (covered in
comments on Forward). And while the other points
listed under points b) to e) are commendable, they, in
isolation, won’t deliver a sustainable settlement.
Linked to the reference in point d) about the desire to
reduce traffic, we are surprised that no mention is
made of the potential to create a bypass, which is a
possible initiative that would be supported by the local
community and could be part delivered by Neovia.

With regard to relevant planning contexts, we would
question the suggestion that the plan is in general
conformity with the LPA local plan since the emerging
plan it is still being prepared and won’t reach a
meaningful stage until the middle part of 2019.
A general point we would also make is that the draft
plan in its current form largely ignores the general prodevelopment tenor of NPPF (July 2018), particularly
with regard to housing and employment. With regard
to housing, the NPPF confirms that the Government’s
key objective continues to be to significantly boost the
supply of homes, which in practical terms means that a
sufficient amount and variety of land needs to be
identified and promoted for housing where it is needed
and can be delivered and without unnecessary delays.
By reference to comments made about the Forward,
Desford, and land around it, offers considerable
potential for the delivery of a substantial number of
new dwellings, yet this potential is not considered in
the draft neighbourhood plan.

A bypass may be welcomed
by the community but the
volume of housing required
to fund it would not be.

None

The NP is required to be in
general conformity with
the existing development
plan, not the emerging
one.

None

The NP will meet the Basic
Conditions if it provides for
the minimum housing
requirement as greed with
the local planning
authority.

Noted – however the NP
has a strong section on
employment which
supports economic growth
in appropriate
circumstances.

None

None

Regarding employment, which reflects the importance
of Neovia and Caterpillar to Desford, NPPF confirms
49
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Headings

DPP Planning
34

General
Comments
Page 14
Housing and
the built
environment
Chapter 4

that planning policies and decisions should help create
the conditions in which businesses can invest, expand
and adapt. Significant weight should be placed on the
need to support economic growth and productivity,
taking into account both local business needs and wider
opportunities for development. The approach taken
should allow each area to build on its strengths, counter
any weaknesses and address the challenges of the
future. This is particularly important where Britain can
be a global leader in driving innovation, and in areas
with high levels of productivity, which should be able to
capitalise on their performance and potential. This is
not reflected in the draft neighbourhood plan which in
Neovia’s opinion largely ignores two of the settlement’s
biggest assets – Neovia and Caterpillar.
The heading for sections “Housing and the Built
Environment” and “Environment” are perhaps a bit
ambiguous and there is some cross over in content.
Should the structure and/or titles be considered in
more detail?
We would disagree with the statement that ‘the village
has experienced substantial growth.’ Desford has
experienced incremental growth at a relatively low level
when compared to that experienced by other
settlements in the district which have grown
substantially. This is surprising when one considers the
potential offered by the settlement for much higher
levels of growth by reference to the ready-made
sources of good quality local employment provided by
Neovia and Caterpillar.

Agree - will say ‘the natural
and historic environment.

Amendment to be
made as indicated.

There has been a total of
None.
217 residential site
completions in Desford
since 2006. We believe that
this constitutes substantial
growth.

Desford is a key rural centre for a reason, i.e., the
current range and level of facilities it provides, and
these plus the high levels of employment provided by
Neovia and Caterpillar, add weight to the view the
village could and should support much higher levels of
growth than that advocated through the
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neighbourhood plan.
The emerging local plan hasn’t progressed far enough
to be given any weight in the context of the parameters
it sets for future growth up to 2036; indeed, setting
aside some technical documents/elements of emerging
evidence base, on as all that has been consulted on is a
report on scope issues and options. Housing and
employment land requirements/growth figures are not
yet cast in stone, and the Leicester and Leicestershire
Strategic Growth Plan (“LLSGP”) has only just been
approved.
While there might have been discussions with the LPA
on housing numbers, no figure discussed can be
regarded as a final or agreed position. This is by
reference to the fact that the new NPPF requires an
approach to be followed that is different from that set
out in the old NPPF, i.e., OAN etc., but which appears to
be the approach followed by the Parish Council in the
draft neighbourhood plan.

Noted – however it is a
requirement that emerging
NPs use the latest evidence
of housing need, which is
what we have done.

The minimum housing
target is that published by
HBBC, and it is that figure
that the NP is required to
satisfy.

None

None

It should also be noted that the standard methodology
to be followed and as introduced by the new NPPF has
until very recently been open to consultation, i.e., it is
not yet fixed. This guidance is unlikely to be set until
the first quarter of 2019.

Noted

None

Added to this it is our understanding that the LPA
intends to re-consult on housing and employment land
requirements associated with the emerging district
wide local plan in the early part of 2019, which is as a
consequence of the standard methodology remaining
unfixed as matters stand today.

We disagree with this
opinion. Housing numbers
have been subject to
change over the past 5
years and many
neighbourhood plans have
come forward during this
time and continue to do so.

None

The effect of this is that the neighbourhood plan has to
be regarded as premature, a position that will prevail
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until such time as the contexts for the wider district are
set through the evidence base supporting the emerging
district wide local plan.
The suggested settlement boundary has been drawn
very tightly and ignores opportunities for new
development. There is also the issue we would suggest
that the new plan has been prepared in isolation of
Peckleton Parish. We say this because it is widely
recognised that the village of Desford includes the
industrial complexes operated independently by Neovia
and Caterpillar, but a large part of the wider complex
falls within the parish Peckleton. As such the proposed
neighbourhood plan does but has to ignore a large part
of probably the biggest current asset of the village of
Desford. This can’t be regarded as good practice in the
context of the future planning of the area. This is a
fundamental flaw with the plan, especially when one
considers that the land controlled by Neovia includes a
substantial amount of brownfield land, areas of land
that area already subject to development proposals
including proposals that already have planning
permission (resolution to grant) and other land that is
undeveloped by adjoining its developed land which
offer considerable scope for expansion.

GVA
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General
Comments

The settlement boundary as proposed to be defined by
Parish Council ignores the ability to better link the
village with employment land/uses located directly
south of it.
Overall, Neovia has considerable concerns regarding the
approach followed in the plan for defining a settlement
boundary for the settlement which it sees as
fundamentally flawed.
GVA is planning advisor to Jelson Ltd (‘Jelson’) and is
instructed by it to make representations in respect of
the Pre-submission version of the Desford

The Settlement Boundary
updates the existing HBBC
one so cannot be said to be
inappropriate.

Noted

The NP has indeed been
prepared in isolation of
Peckleton as it is outside
the designated area.

None

Noted. We do not share
this opinion.

None

Noted

None
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Neighbourhood Plan (‘DNP’). Jelson is a Leicester-based
housebuilder that has been delivering homes and
creating communities in the County for over 100 years.
We apologise for not having engaged in the preparation
of the plan before new but Jelson has only very recently
acquired an interest in land in the Area, at Hunts Road.
We trust that, although quite late in the day, our
representations will be given appropriate consideration.

A further round of site
assessments is to be
undertaken.

NP changes to be
considered once the
site assessment work
has concluded.

Jelson’s Interest
We append to this letter a location plan which shows
the land now controlled by Jelson. The land lies to the
immediate south of Hunts Lane and to the west of
Gables Close and Lockeymead Drive, on the western
side of the settlement. The site extends to 4.19 ha and
so has the ability to accommodate something in the
order of 80 – 100 dwellings.
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The site comprises a single large field. It is flat and easy
to develop. Mature hedges and the occasional mature
tree mark the sites boundaries but there are no trees,
hedges or other landscape features within the site
itself. The land is entirely within Flood Zone 1 (and so is
at low risk of flooding), does not fall within an
important view corridor, does not form part of the
setting of a heritage asset and has no particular
environmental quality, other than that associated with
its agricultural use. There are bus stops on Hunts Lane,
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just outside where the site would be accessed, and the
centre of the settlement is easily accessible, as is
Leicester to the east.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

General
Comments

Development on this site would, in our view, make a
logical extension to the village.
Neighbourhood plans are not required to meet the
tests of soundness which local plans and other
development plan documents must meet. Instead, in
order for them to be able to be put to referendum, they
must meet the ‘basic conditions’ set out in paragraph
8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990. Those relevant to neighbourhood plans are as
follows:

This general context is
noted.

None

(a). having regard to national policies and advice
contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State it
is appropriate to make the order (or neighbourhood
plan).
(d). the making of the order (or neighbourhood plan)
contributes to the achievement of sustainable
development.
(e). the making of the order (or neighbourhood plan) is
in general conformity with the strategic policies
contained in the development plan for the area of the
authority (or any part of that area).
(f). the making of the order (or neighbourhood plan)
does not breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU
obligations.
(g). prescribed conditions are met in relation to the
Order (or plan) and prescribed matters have been
complied with in connection with the proposal for the
order (or neighbourhood plan).
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This consultation response aims to highlight where
policies of the Desford NDP require modification in
order to be in full conformity with the basic conditions.
Points (f) and (g) above relate to certain obligations
which plans must adhere to, primarily in relation to
habitats and environmental impacts. Some plans
require a Strategic Environmental Assessment and/or a
Habitat Regulations Assessment. Desford NDP have
undertaken a screening and have determined a full SEA
will completed to comply with this basic condition.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 4

Pegasus Group
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Page 11
A Vision for
2036

Page 7,8 and 9

Comments are provided below on the NDP policies
which aim to ensure that the policies in their final form
are workable and can be implemented to their full
effect, ensuring that they contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development.
The clarity of the Designated Area Map in Figure 1 is
poor.

We will replace this with a
higher definition version

Change to be made
as indicated.

Cut down the information on the census, and only leave
in the essential information needed for the policies in
this plan. Potentially put into a tabular format for easy
reading. Any extra information not vital to the plan can
be placed in a topic paper or briefing note in the
additional information/appendices.

This opinion is noted.

None

The NDP currently proposes to cover the period 2018 to
2036. In order to achieve the vision of the NDP, one of
the criteria will be to allocate sites for measured,
proportionate, timely and sustainable development
from 2026 to 2036 in a sensibly phased manner, with
the aspiration that smaller, opportunity sites will come
forward from the start of the NDP period.

Agreed – this will be taken
out.

On balance we will keep
the chapter as it is as we
believe that it is
proportionate

Change to be made
as indicated.
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It is not clear why the NDP seeks to implement a phased
approach to the delivery of the allocated sites from
2026. It is important to highlight that the identified
housing needs for the whole of Hinckley and Bosworth
Borough as set out in the emerging Local Plan Review
are current needs and should be addressed from the
start of the plan period. If an allocated site is considered
deliverable, then there is no reason why that site
should be phased to come forward after 2026 when
there is a clear and pressing need for development to
come forward now to meet such needs of the Borough
and neighbourhood areas. Where sites can be relied
upon to deliver such needs then there should be no
need for a reliance upon windfall sites.

Resident 23

Page 12 c

Resident 23

Page 12 e

Davidsons therefore consider that this phased approach
to the delivery of allocated sites to be deleted from the
NDP vision.
Whilst I agree that Conservation Areas are important I
am concerned that restrictions may be applied which
interfere with modern necessities such as heat
conservation in the form of double glazing and use of
renewable energy such as solar panels. Therefore
‘enhancing the character and appeal of the existing
Conservation Area’ must, in my opinion, take account of
the use of modern materials/methods etc which
enhance the wellbeing of modern living and protection
of the planet.
The recent proposed reduction in public transport is a
concern. Our Plan must support a level of public
transport which allows the rural population to access
facilities in Leicester and Hinckley, provides easy access
to work and education at appropriate times and does
not make for rural isolation for those without their own
transport.

Agreed – this is reflected in
policy H6 d).

None

Noted – this is highlighted
on page 12 as a means of
delivering the vision We
will add in a community
action

Community Action to
be added ‘The PC
will work with
Leicestershire
Highways to
maintain and where
possible improve the
bus service through
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Desford’.
Resident 23

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
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Page 13

Page 14

Housing:
I would encourage the use of the term ‘Single Level
Living’ rather than specifying ‘Bungalows’. This allows
for a wider choice of solutions for provision for
particularly the elderly. A restriction of 2 storeys could
be applied to such provision.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

We need facilities for residential provision for the
elderly in Desford where there are plenty of facilities.
The facility at Kirby Grange is isolating for residents
without their own transport.

Agreed

Will add in support
for a supported living
complex to meet the
needs of an ageing
population.

We need opportunities for older people in larger
properties to vacate these but be provided for within
Desford.

This is an aim of policy H4.

None

Parking is a huge problem which the Plan has tried to
address in part. I feel it is worth trying to have one-way
systems along High Street approaching Peckleton Lane
and along Main Street as trials which could be reversed
if the predicted problems elsewhere do actually occur.

Noted. We cannot
prescribe actions such as
this without Highways
support.

None

I am concerned about access to the Barns Charity Fields. Noted.
If the proposed building project opposite Barns Way
takes place. Access to this must be preserved.

None

First para, second sentence reads “HBBC has
ascertained it to be in the High/Medium range of
Market Interest from developers…”.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted. The reference will
be changed to ‘high’ as
described.

In the HBBC Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment methodology Desford is listed
as a Key Rural Centre (as per the Core Strategy), and
therefore ‘High’ market interest for housing
development, as below:
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Page 14
Housing need
and provision

The Pre-Submission NDP states that the consultation
version of the new Hinckley and Bosworth Borough
Council (HBBC) Local Plan uses the Leicestershire and
Leicester Housing and Economic Development Needs
Assessment (HEDNA) report as its base for calculating
need with the Local Plan noting that the agreed housing
need between 2011 and 2036 is for a Borough wide
provision of 9,460 dwellings to be delivered.

Noted.
The housing target for
Desford is as published by
HBBC. The description in
the NP is there to provide
context.

None

It is not clear how the housing need figure of 9,460
dwellings has been derived (whether this be over a 20year period 2016 to 2036). The emerging Local Plan
Scope Issues and Options Consultation sets out the
objectively assessed housing need for the Borough as a
minimum of 454 dwellings per year between 2011 and
2036 which is derived from the Leicestershire and
Leicester HEDNA. This amounts to a total of 11,350
dwellings over that period. Much more clarity needs to
be provided on this matter.
The NDP states that a target provision for Desford has
been negotiated with HBBC and agreed as a minimum
of 163 units to be provided in the Parish between 2016
and 2036. This figure is understood to be based on the
proportion of the population of Desford as a proportion
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of the Borough as a whole as set out in paragraph 1.2 of
Appendix D2 to the NDP (Site Selection Framework
Assessment and Outcome). This approach, in principle,
is consistent with paragraph 66 of the NPPF 2018 which
sets out how housing requirements for neighbourhood
areas should be derived. However, if this approach is
utilised then the calculations contained within the NDP
do not appear to be correct.
As explained in the NDP the 2011 Census estimated a
population of 3,930 residents in Desford Parish. The
population of Hinckley and Bosworth Borough recorded
in the 2011 Census was 105,078 residents. The Parish of
Desford therefore represents 3.74% of the Borough’s
total population. If the housing need for Desford is
based on the proportion of the Borough as a whole,
then this does not amount to a total of 163 units. If
assuming the figure of 9,460 dwellings 2016 to 2036 to
be delivered across HBBC is right, then 3.74% equates
to 354 dwellings. Across a longer period 2011 to 2036,
the figure for Desford would be greater at 424 units.
Whilst the 163 figure is expressed as a minimum, the
NDP should therefore be transparent as to how the
total housing need figure of 163 units has been derived
if based on the proportion of the Parish to the Borough
as there is clearly a mismatch here.
Paragraph 1.2 of Appendix D2 to the NDP sets out that,
with dwellings completed, planning permissions already
granted and with a substantial site allocation the NDP
aims to deliver 238 units by 2036. It also states that this
is explained fully in the NDP text, however there
appears to be no reference or calculation in the NDP
which sets out how this figure of 238 has been derived.
This appears inconsistent with the target of 163 units in
the NDP and is therefore a further issue which should
be clarified as a matter of importance.
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Through the revised National Planning Policy
Framework 2018 (NPPF) the Government has
introduced a new standard method to derive housing
needs for Local Authority areas. The standard method
applies where a Local Authority is currently reviewing
their housing need, such as HBBC. Based on the latest
standard method, from 2018 the housing need for
HBBC is 468 dwellings per annum (2014 based sub
national household projections with latest affordability
ratios applied). This increases to 569 dwellings per
annum if the more recent 2016 based sub national
household projections are applied, however note that
the use of the 2016 based sub national household
projections in the standard method is currently under
review from the Government. It is however clear from
the raw data that the housing needs in HBBC are
increasing from that contained within the HEDNA and
adopted Core Strategy.
On this basis, rather than utilising the figure from the
HEDNA, HBBC should be basing housing needs on the
standard method as part of preparing their new Local
Plan. Davidsons has been making representations to the
HBBC Local Plan Review process on this basis. The figure
in the NDP needs to reflect the uplift in the Borough’s
housing need from the standard method.

This point needs to be
taken up with HBBC. The
NP has to base its housing
target on figures produced
by the local planning
authority.

The NDP currently makes provision for a minimum of an
additional 90 residential units to be delivered by 2036
on the basis that a total of 73 net units were completed
between 2016 and 2018. As explained, the provision for
a minimum of an additional 90 residential units is
currently based on a figure that understates the actual
total housing need for Desford Parish. Under the
circumstance of using the proportional approach giving
a total need for Desford of 354 dwellings (2016 and

We have discussed possibly
considering a reserve site
to provide a stronger
buffer?

None
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2036) then there would be a residual need for 264
dwellings to be met through the NDP.
It is important that the NDP is aligned and in general
conformity with the emerging HBBC Local Plan Review
and therefore the residual figure to be delivered
through the NDP should be aligned to the Local Plan
period and also the housing need figure for the Borough
that is to be identified in the emerging Local Plan. When
utilising the method to calculate housing needs of
neighbourhood areas as endorsed in paragraph 66 of
the NPPF this will likely further increase the residual
housing need figure for Desford.
Davidsons welcome the NDP’s intention to identify
additional sites for housing development in locations
that are deliverable, developable and most acceptable
to the local community. Davidsons support the
intention to review the NDP following an increase in the
housing target for the Parish being required in a review
of the Local Plan by HBBC or the failure of a housing
commitment in the Parish to be developed. However, it
is crucial that the NDP is aligned and in general
conformity with the emerging HBBC Local Plan from the
start in relation to both housing need and the plan
period.

Noted

None

Notwithstanding the strategic matter on housing need
and whether the standard method should be employed
for the purposes of identifying Borough-wide housing
needs, there are currently some significant
inconsistencies with regards to the identified housing
need for Desford in the NDP. These inconsistencies
need to be addressed before the NDP can be
progressed any further. Such matters are critical to the
strategy of the NDP and the allocation of sites to meet
such needs.

The identification of
housing need in Desford
has been undertaken by
HBBC. The Parish has taken
this figure as it must, so
any issues to do with the
methodology are best
addressed to HBBC.

None
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General
comments on
the plan

Most of the housing developments around the village
over the last 15 years have predominantly been of
relatively expensive houses.
There is a need for some truly affordable houses, also
bungalows. These were identified when housing need
surveys have been conducted. However, the
developers do not want to build this type of
accommodation as they make less profit. It is
important to ensure that all future developments are
forced to build this type of property. Could a penalty
clause be included to ensure that agreed plans are
carried out and not amended part way through the
project?
A definition of affordable would be useful. What one
person considers affordable another may consider
expensive. Perhaps a multiple of the average wage
could be used.
The second to last para on page 15 states “Historical
Land Registry data suggests that about 5 dwellings per
annum have been provided by windfall sites in the
parish and this delivery mechanism is expected to yield
a similar result over the seventeen years of this plan.”
As discussed in a meeting with Desford and Your Locale
(Fri 4 January 2019) colleagues at HBBC will be doing
calculations on historical delivery of housing and
commitments/completions, and whether this is
expected to carry on in the future. HBBC will be in
contact with Desford NDP group regarding this in the
near future.
Structure – make sure the plan is structured clearly,
with clear sections. For example, a potential structure
could be as follows:

Thank you for this
comment.
Policy H4 introduces a
None
requirement to provide a
mix of housing to meet
local need – this will need
to be followed unless the
developer can demonstrate
otherwise.

A definition of affordable
housing is provided on
page 20

None

Noted

None

Thank you for this
comment but we feel that
the present structure
works well.

None

•Introduction to the Neighbourhood Plan
-Neighbourhood Plan area
-Brief background to the area and the NDP group
-Timeline up to now
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•Consultation
•A plan for our parish
•Housing and the Built Environment
-Settlement Boundary
-Housing need and provision
-Housing Allocation (and Reserve Sites)
-Windfall Site Development
-Affordable Housing
-Housing Mix
•Development and Design (see earlier comments on
the Design Policy)
•Natural Environment
-Introduction to natural environment, i.e. landscape
character, brief geology/geography/topography etc.
-Environmental characteristics of the plan area
-Existing designations
-Environmental inventory of Desford Parish
-Environmental Protections
-Local Green Spaces
-Sites of Environmental Significance
-Important Open Spaces
-Safeguarding Important Views
-Biodiversity and Wildlife Corridors
•Historic Environment (see Paul Grundy’s comments
below for more info)
-Ridge and Furrow
-Heritage Assets
-Designated Heritage Assets
•Community Facilities
-Existing Community Facilities
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-New or Improved Community Facilities
•Transport and Renewable Energy
-Traffic Management
-Desford Railway Station
-Footpaths/Bridleways/Cycle Routes and Dog Walking
-Electric Vehicles
-Renewable Energy
•Employment, Leisure/Tourism and Infrastructure
-Existing Employment Uses
-New Employment Opportunities
-Home Working
-Farm Diversification
-Tourism
-Broadband & Mobile connections
•

Monitoring and Review

Please make sure all maps are clear and high-resolution,
if needed make maps a full page so smaller details can
clearly be seen.

Resident 27

Pages
15-16
Para 62

This para states that the Parish Council has agreed that
163 additional properties will be built between 2016
and 2036, of which 73 have already been completed.
The para also states that an expected five properties
per annum will be built on windfall sites each year up to
2036. This would equate to 85 new houses, leaving a
shortage of just five against target. Why, then, is the
Barns Way extension needed?
The proposed Cerda development will provide 80
homes if approved. It is difficult to tell whether this is
within the Parish but having received communications

Full-size maps are available
on the DNP website as
supporting documents and there is a textbox on
1st page of the Env chapter
pointing this out
Thank you for this
comment.

None

None

The housing target is a
minimum target. It is
accepted good practice to
exceed this level of housing
required so that the parish
remains protected in the
event that additional
housing is needed over the
Plan period or existing
65
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Hinckley &
Bosworth

Page 16, 1st
para

Page 16, 2nd
para

from them I assume it is. I also therefore assume that if
this development is approved, Barns Way will no longer
be needed?

commitments are not
delivered

Whilst this para states that the agreed number of new
homes will be 163, Appendix D2 states that the Parish
Council has agreed to build 238. Why is this not
reflected in the main body of the consultation
document? Has the target been pared back to 163
total? If not, please could the Parish Council fully and
transparently explain what the benefit to the parish is
of overachieving our target?
1st line states “…and the Local Enterprise Partnership
(LLEP) have commissioned a Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment…”. This is a completed
document, re-word to reflect this.

Agreed. The figure will be
changed in Appendix D2 to
163.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

“…a non-statutory growth plan for Leicester and
Leicestershire…” – give this it’s full title as it is now a
completed plan: ‘Strategic Growth Plan Leicester and
Leicestershire’.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

‘Leicester Housing Market Assessment (2017)’ – Page
16 1st para. What document is this referring to? Is it the
Leicester & Leicestershire Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment or a different
document? It is acknowledged that Leicester City will
likely have unmet housing need, but this isn’t a
document that I recognise. Re-consider this, as this
reference isn’t clear.

Rewording to be made

Change to be made
as indicated.

Also, as referred to below the HEDNA is now not the
most up to date evidence on housing need and the plan
should now refer to the standard methodology and the
housing delivery test.
The 2nd para on page 16 which starts ‘The consultation
version of the new HBBC local plan uses the HEDNA

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

The wording will be
amended as described.

Change to be made
as indicated.
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Borough
Council 36

report as its base for calculating need’ needs to be
redrafted as it is currently confusing and a little
misleading.
Firstly, it is unclear what this sentence is referring to:
‘consultation version of the new HBBC local plan uses
the HEDNA report as its base for calculating need’. The
borough have not established a housing need for its
emerging local plan; the latest consultation documents
have been looking at the strategy for housing growth,
and are not in a position to determine housing need as
yet.

The housing target was
agreed with the Borough
Council as an interim figure
pending further change.

In any event the HEDNA is now out of date in terms of
calculating housing need as the Government have set
out the standard methodology approach to housing
need. Using the standard method (using 2014 based
projections) gives the borough a housing need of
around 473 dwellings per year. The minimum figure of
163 dwellings has not been agreed with the borough
council. The borough was asked to provide a figure for
the purposes of the Desford NDP as requested by the
NDP group, in relation to NPPF (2018) para 66. A heavily
caveated draft figure was provided however this should
not be seen as an agreed figure – this is clear in the
briefing note provided to the NDP group (appendix 1 of
this report). It is unlikely that the borough will be able
to set out a reliable figure for NDPs until:
•
the outcomes of the government consultation
on the standard methodology is complete;
•
the level of unmet need arising from Leicester
which may need to be accommodated in the borough is
better understood; and
•
a strategy for housing growth for the borough is
established through the emerging local plan.
I would advise the para is rewritten to be clearer on the
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current position as explained above. A suggested
wording could be as follows:
‘The Government have recently introduced the
Standard Methodology for assessing housing need. This
currently gives the borough an annual housing need of
around 473 dwellings per year (or 9,460 dwellings
between 2016 and 2036). However, in advance of the
Hinckley and Bosworth Local Plan there are
uncertainties in establishing housing requirement
figures for Neighbourhood Plans. A draft indicative
figure of 163 dwellings over the period 2016-2036 was
provided by the borough. It is acknowledged that this is
a draft figure at this time and the full scale of housing
requirement which may need to be accommodated in
the area covered by the Desford NDP over the period
2016-2036 will only be fully established once the
Hinckley and Bosworth Local Plan Review has reached a
sufficiently advanced stage. In the meantime, a guide
figure of a minimum of 163 dwellings will be used for
the neighbourhood plan.

Resident 21

Resident 26

Policy H1
page 17

Policy H1

A review of the neighbourhood plan may be necessary
if it is not sufficiently flexible to respond to a changing
housing requirement established through the borough
wide local plan.’
“Land outside the defined Settlement Boundary will be
treated as open countryside, where development will be
carefully controlled in line with local and national
strategic planning policies”

Thank you for this
comment.

None

Once the Plan is made, it
will carry significant weight
amongst other
development plan
documents.

How much influence can the Plan have over ensuring
that there remains an acceptable area of separation
between the Settlement Boundary and any
development beyond whether it be industrial, Domestic
or Residential?
Settlement Boundary – it is a concern that the boundary Noted. Desford will have to
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can be moved around at will and may move again if the
Plan is to be reviewed on a 5 year cycle there has to be
a saturation point?

Resident 27

Policy H1

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 17

Gladman
Developments
Ltd 32

Policy H1

The shape of the new settlement boundary is ludicrous
and is clearly just an attempt to shoehorn in the Barns
Way development. Why is that particular piece of field
not open countryside but the neighbouring land (or
similar fields on the perimeter of Desford) is?!
Expand on how you’ve extended the settlement
boundary. As highlighted by a neighbourhood plan
examiner in recent examinations, Neighbourhood Plans
must clearly set out where settlement boundaries have
changed and how. Perhaps highlighting what
methodology was used to determine the new
boundary. See HBBC’s Settlement Boundary Revision
Topic Paper as an example methodology.
This section highlights the key issues that Gladman
would like to raise with regards to the content of the
DNP as currently proposed. It is considered that some
policies do not reflect the requirements of national
policy and guidance, Gladman have therefore sought to
recommend a series of modifications to the plan to
ensure compliance with the basic conditions.
Policy H1 identifies a settlement boundary for
Desborough and states that land outside of this defined
area, will be treated as open countryside, where
development will be carefully controlled.

deliver the housing
required by the Borough
Council. The settlement
boundary helps to guide
this development to the
most appropriate locations.
The settlement boundary
None
incorporates the housing
allocation as stated on
page 17. To have excluded
it would have been odd.
The methodology was to
None
take HBBCs settlement
boundary and update it –
this is described on pages
16/17. We were not
starting with a blank sheet
of paper.
Noted. We disagree with
this opinion.

None

If the NP did not have a
settlement boundary, there
would still be one as the
Local plan includes one.
It is within the range of
options for an NP to have a
settlement boundary, and
many do.

Gladman object to the use of settlement boundaries if
these preclude otherwise sustainable development
from coming forward. The Framework is clear that
sustainable development should proceed. Use of
settlement limits to arbitrarily restrict suitable
development from coming forward on the edge of
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DPP Planning
34

Policy H1
Settlement
Boundary
Page 17

settlements does not accord with the positive approach
to growth required by the Framework and is contrary to
basic condition (a).
As currently drafted this is considered to be an overly
restrictive approach and provides no flexibility to reflect
the circumstances upon which the DNP is being
prepared. Greater flexibility is required in this policy
and Gladman suggest that additional sites adjacent to
the settlement boundary should be considered as
appropriate.
For the reasons given above, this policy, by reference to
the fact it ignores the employment allocation and wider
industrial complex lying immediately to the south of
Desford, cannot be regarded as supportable or
sustainable.
The boundary needs to be redrawn and the policy
redrafted to properly reflect the position on the ground,
committed developments and the potential for growth
on adjoining land.

GVA
35

Policy H1

These matters are also covered though comments on
Forward, which also deals with the issue that the
current parish boundary splits the Neovia/Caterpillar
complex.
We note that, in preparing the DNP, consideration has
been given to whether the Plan should allocate land for
housing development and that some 15 site options
have been appraised. This has resulted in the Presubmission Plan proposing a single housing allocation at
Barns Way. The DNP indicates that Barns Way site is
capable of accommodating 70 dwellings which is 20
dwellings short of what the plan says is required. The
balance is, we understand, to be delivered by way of
‘windfalls’.
We have reviewed the site selection work completed by
the Working Group and have applied the assessment

Noted. We disagree with
this opinion.

None

The Settlement Boundary
has closely followed that of
HBBC who have also
chosen to exclude the
employment area.

Noted.

None

The SSA process applied a
consistent scoring system
across all available sites,
and scoring one in isolation
is misleading.
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criteria and scoring matrix to the Jelson land, to see
how it compares with the Plan’s proposed site
allocation at Barns Way. The results of that exercise are
shown below:

On the basis of the above, the site scores Green 14. It is
also available now; offers a suitable location for
development; and is achievable, having a realistic
prospect of delivering housing within five years.
Therefore, when compared against the other 15 sites
assessed in the DNP, this would make it the most
sustainable and least environmentally damaging, even
when taken at a worst-case scenario.
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Notwithstanding the fact that the Working Group has
scored the Barns Way site Green 12 we note that it
forms part of an Important View and development
there would, on the face of it, be at odds with Draft
Policy ENV6 which seeks to safeguard such views.
In the light of the above, we consider that the Barns
Way allocation should be removed from the DNP and
replaced by our client’s land at Hunts Lane.
Accordingly, our representations request an
amendment to Draft Policies H2 (Residential Site
Allocation) and H1 (Settlement Boundary).
Alternatively, consideration should be given to
identifying the Hunts Lane site as a Reserve Site i.e. a
site that will be preferred for development in the event
that either the Barns Way site does not deliver, or the
need for development in the settlement increases.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Policy H1
page 17

We would very much welcome the opportunity to
discuss the Hunts Lane site with the Working Group and
other members of the Parish Council as appropriate and
then to develop proposals for the site with you, on a
collaborative basis. If a meeting would be of interest,
please do not hesitate to get in touch. We intend to
supplement these representations with further
information on the site and the development of it in
due course.
Change terminology to ‘settlement boundary’ in this
policy and throughout document – keep consistent to
avoid confusion.
What do you mean by “new sporting or recreational
facilities close or adjacent to the Settlement Boundary”
? The word ‘close’ would be a hard point to argue. How
close is close – close could mean 5 metres or 5km.

Agreed. The term
‘settlement boundary’ to
be used.

Change to be made
as indicated.

This form of words has
passed examination
elsewhere. It will be
determined according to
the size and nature of the
facility.

None
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Policy H1

Settlement
Boundary

What do you mean by “where they respect the shape
and form of Desford”. What is the ‘shape and form’ of
Desford? Suggest re-wording to ‘character’.
The proposed approach to meeting the identified
housing needs within the Neighbourhood Plan Area at
Desford, which is recognised as a sustainable
settlement “with excellent access to existing services
and facilities” (as set out in the preamble to Policy H1)
is supported. Indeed, as a “Key Rural Centre”, Desford
is an important population and service centre in the
Borough that is well related to Leicester and has been
recognised as an entirely appropriate and sustainable
focus for growth in the Borough Council’s adopted Core
Strategy. Indeed, it is apparent from the Borough
Council’s ongoing New Directions for Growth
Consultation Paper, that the settlement’s role in that
respect will continue.
Rosconn, therefore, support the proposed redefinition
of the settlement boundary at Desford to facilitate the
further sustainable growth of the village in order to
meet the currently identified development needs;
specifically, by including the land off Barns Way within
the redefined settlement limits (as set out in Figure 2).
The NDP includes a settlement boundary map at Figure
2. This settlement boundary map is based on the
settlement boundary for Desford as contained within
the HBBC Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD (2016). However, the NDP
seeks to update this to reflect the proposed NDP
residential allocation at Barns Way (which is reflected
on the settlement boundary in Figure 2 of the NDP).

Agreed
Noted

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.
None

Change to be made
as indicated.

Whilst the inclusion of any proposed residential
allocation within the settlement boundary is supported
it is considered that the settlement boundary as shown
in Figure 2 of the NDP needs to be amended to reflect
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the correct extent of new development to the west of
the village. Housing development is currently being
delivered by Bellway Homes off Lockeymead Drive, at
Shericles Way and Bluebell Green, adjacent to the
western edge of the settlement. The entirety of this
new development needs to be included within the
settlement boundary and reflected in Figure 2
accordingly.

Resident 26

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 18

Page 18

Page 18
2nd para

Draft Policy H1 of the NDP should also make provision
that where the NDP is reviewed under the circumstance
of increasing housing needs in the Borough or the
failure of a housing commitment in the Parish to be
developed, that the defined settlement boundary
would also be subject to review under such
circumstances.
The Settlement Boundary appears incorrect it does not
show all the Bellway phases, particularly the new
affordable housing – it is also slightly misleading as it
does not consider/reflect current housing applications
i.e. Peckleton Lane proposals which could further
extend the boundary
Figure 2 Settlement Boundary map – would be useful
having this as a full-page landscape map to see
intricacies of the settlement boundary.

This is unnecessary. The
whole Plan will be subject
to review should
circumstances change ….
Including the settlement
boundary.

None

As above

Change to be made
as indicated
None

All maps will be supplied as
high resolution versions
when submitted.

None

As the HBBC Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment (SHELAA) was only published in
December 2018, I presume the Desford NDP assessed
the sites that were in the 2014 SHLAA. The 2nd para
states “As HBBC recently completed a call for sites and
a SHELAA evaluation report (of both housing and
economic development sites) in spring 2018…”

Noted – however
additional sites are being
considered through the
latest completed SHLAA.

Change to be made
as indicated.

It is inappropriate to
include applications that
are not yet determined.

I suggest re-wording to the following: “HBBC completed
three call-for-sites between 2016 and 2018. As a result
of these call-for-sites the SHELAA was published in
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December 2018. Due to the timing of the publication of
the SHELAA and the Neighbourhood Plan wanting to
progress to site assessment stage, the Desford
Neighbourhood Plan group agreed to assess the fifteen
potential sites that had come forward for the 2014
SHLAA. Site assessment work was undertaken in [insert
month and year+ (Appendix D2)”

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 18
4th para

Page 18 and
SSA
methodology

The wording above will then make it clear where the
sites have come from, and why you are only assessing
those sites, as opposed to sites that have come forward
since then in further HBBC call for sites.
Last para of page 18 states that the completion of the
SSA process meant you are allocating Barns Way for
residential development. This process also allowed you
to have a list of ‘reserve sites’ or other alternative sites
for if the Barns Way site wasn’t to come forward for any
reason.
Reserve sites also allow you to have a say in what sites
may be allocated in the future if a larger housing need
is determined. Reserve sites give the Local Authority a
good idea of what sites the NDP have assessed as good
alternative sites, and this would come into
consideration when/if allocating through the Local Plan
process if a higher need is determined. What are your
thoughts on identifying reserve sites to help cater for
potential future growth and help in the instance of a
future review of the NDP.
Make clear what the SSA process actually is. Is it a
Sustainability Appraisal, or is it a SHLAA, or is it neither?
Helen Nightingale, Principal Planning Officer (Major
Projects), has provided comments on this separate to
this report, these will be sent alongside this report
during Regulation 14 Pre-submission consultation.

To discuss … depends to an
extent on the final housing
target required by HBBC ….

Noted. The SSA process has
passed examination each
time it has been presented.
Will incorporate amends in
subsequent assessments.

None

(H. Nightingale comments Included in Appendix D2 &
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D3 in red)
To go alongside this, HN also provided the following
comments:

Resident 37

Page 18

Pegasus Group
51

Housing
Allocations

In your methodology you need to show in an appendix
or footnote on how you have scored against each
category as you would have needed a consistent
approach from all site assessors (a crib sheet), assuming
you didn’t just use one assessor. By showing your
workings and evidence also removes the probability of
challenges from developers, particularly regarding
those criterion relating to heritage assets, protected
species, highway matters, landscape issues, drainage
and contamination, by demonstrating it’s a local
evaluation rather than a professional assessment.
To obliterate the magnificent and far reaching ancient
views available from Barns Way/Leicester Lane by
constructing housing is severely detrimental to the
environment and character of Desford village. The
ever-changing vista throughout the different seasons of
the year is uplifting and is one of the main reasons I
chose to live in Desford. To remove this tremendous
asset would help to make Desford just another small
featureless town.
Davidsons support the intention of the NDP Working
Group to allocate specific housing sites in Desford to
meet the housing needs of both the Parish and
Borough. The NDP Working Groups invitations to meet
with various developers and land promoters was also
welcomed by Davidsons as part of the preparation of
the Pre-Submission NDP.

The methodology indicates
the approach to the
green/amber/red scoring
matrix.

None

Noted. The NP has to find
space for the housing
required up to 2036 and
this site was judged to be
the most suitable of those
available. We do realise
that it will not be favoured
by all.

None

Noted.

None

The SSA process applied a
consistent scoring system
across all available sites
and the Barns Way site was
judged to be the most
suitable.

The NDP Working Group has undertaken a Strategic
Sustainability Assessment (SSA) of the potential
residential development sites in Desford. The purpose
of this assessment is to identify the most sustainable
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and least environmentally damaging site(s) to be
allocated for future housing growth.
As a result of the SSA process, the NDP Working Group
consider that the land off Barns Way known as the
Barns Way extension site in the NDP (Site Ref AS203)
should be allocated for residential development.
Davidsons therefore object to this proposed allocation
as set out in Policy H2 of the NDP due to several
concerns with the SSA criteria and scoring. This is
explained below.
Methodology
The methodology employed by the NDP Working Group
in the SSA employs a traffic light scoring system. Each
site has been assessed against 29 scoring criteria. Whilst
a traffic light system does provide a level of
understanding of which sites score better, it is
somewhat simplistic as it does not take into account the
variance in the different criteria as some criteria are
considered to have more of a constraint/impact on
residential development than others. Therefore,
Davidsons consider that a better approach would be to
weight each of the criteria when scoring each site, this
would provide a more accurate assessment in
identifying the most suitable and sustainable sites.
Furthermore, Davidsons consider that the inclusion of
some criteria is not appropriate. This includes site
capacity as it is not clear why a site which has a larger
capacity of more than 50 dwellings should
automatically score red. Site capacity does not
automatically render a site less sustainable. There may
be larger sites that can deliver the housing need of the
Parish in more suitable and sustainable locations. On
this basis a larger site may be better and as such the
criteria does not correctly reflect this. In addition, there
is a history of sites over 50 dwellings that have come
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forward in Desford. As such this criterion should be
deleted.

Resident 38

Policy H2

Davidsons has considered each of the SSA site
assessments and raise several concerns and comments
particularly in relation to the assessment for Land off
Kirkby Road (Ashfield Farm) and the Barns Way
extension site. See Appendix D3 section
Agree that Barns Way is the only large area that is
sensible to build on. Traffic will not go through the
village to it or, as in others, go down Peckleton Lane or
past the Desford Primary School.
There is much emphasis on starter and affordable
homes, however there are many village people in large
homes that cannot ‘downsize’ as there is a lack of
smaller ‘bungalow’ type houses.

Resident 19

Policy H2

Resident 26

Policy H2

New housing is necessary, but it is not just schools that
should get ‘106’ money. Doctors surgery and
community buildings will be under pressure.
Although the prospect of more housing development in
the village worries me in terms of its impact on existing
services, especially the surgery, you have identified a
need for specific groups of people. I can see how the
demands of the Local Authority plan have had to be
adhered to whilst considering all aspects of the
community. The proposed Barns Way site would
minimise disruption to the village centre and hopefully
not contribute too much to the flow of traffic through
it.
Residential site allocation has to be proportional and
Desford is starting to suffer the effects of over
development both on its roads, in its schools,
environmentally and socially and no amount of
measures to reduce the impact will stop the overall
negative effect it has on residents.

Noted, thanks.

None

Policy H4 on housing mix
identifies bungalows as
being needed in the mix.
The comment about
infrastructure is noted and
will be addressed at
application stage.

Noted. Thanks for this
comment.

None

Noted

None
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Residential
site allocation
Page 19

Is this really enforceable? Surely a private developer
will take this on and won’t ultimately care who they sell
to?
This isn’t really the point. The number of additional
cars this development will bring, plus the new estate at
Lubbesthorpe, plus the proposed logistics hub at
Desford crossroads will mean that villagers commuting
to and from Leicester will have an even longer journey.
I don’t fancy spending more than my current 45-50
minutes getting into work. If Desford wants to exist as
a little bubble /retirement village then this
development is a great way to go about it.
Neovia question the sense in allocating the land at
Barns Way when there are other options that make
better sense for a wide range of planning reasons. For
example, land owned by Neovia, including brownfield
land, offers scope for a range of uses / development
types, including new housing and facilities for the
village, accessed off Peckleton Lane. This also provides
the potential for a link road to be built northwards to
connect with the B582, thus creating a bypass for the
village, and land running west of the existing settlement
boundary provides the potential for new housing to
contribute towards some of the costs of such an
initiative.

It is enforceable with rental
units, not home ownership
properties.
Noted. The site was
deemed to be the most
suitable of all available
sites.

None

Noted.

None

None

The conditions attached to
the allocation have been
agreed with the developer.

In addition, but by reference to the specifics of the draft
policy, we have concerns that the policy is overly
detailed, restrictive and takes no account of market
conditions and related matters. A key issue is that the
policy ignores viability related factors that could see
proposed developments rendered unviable. Indeed,
not only does the policy seek 40% affordable, it also
sets out other requirements which add to cost and
which confirm that additional contributions towards a
wide range of projects will be sought. In our experience
this approach means that developments won’t stack up
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Policy H2
page 19

financially and therefore won’t proceed, which is
contrary to NPPF, but perhaps this is the intention.
Re-word policy to state “a minimum of 70 dwellings” –
best practice.

Criteria a – this is in line with HBBC Local Plan Policy
(Core Strategy Policy 15), so is this needed in the NDP
policy? Suggest removing as it’s a duplication of current
policy.
Criteria d and e – these are optional requirements in
the 2016 Building Regulations, therefore it would be
unreasonable to ask for this in a policy, and developers
may challenge this.
•
•
•

‘About’ allows for flexibility
and has been proposed by
examiners elsewhere.

None

Will keep it in to reinforce
the need.

None

These criteria have been
agreed by the developer,
so they should be kept in.

None

M4 (2) – Accessible adaptable dwellings
M4 (3) – Wheelchair user dwellings
In the Building Regulations it states “The

provisions of Section (X) apply only where a planning
condition requires compliance with optional
requirement M4 (2) / M4 (3)…”
My Community states “It is important that targets,
standards or requirements for extra information or
funding do not impose unreasonable burdens on
applicants or make it impossible for them to bring
forward viable development.”
Suggest moving these criteria to the supporting text and
change wording to “the provision of X will be
encouraged”. Make sure this well evidenced and/or
cross reference; is there a demand/need for these types
of homes, if so, how does this equate to 5% of 100
dwellings for each type?
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Reference optional technical housing standards,
adaptable standards and Design for Life criteria.
The NPPG states:
“Can local planning authorities require accessibility,
adaptability and wheelchair standards in new
dwellings?
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear
that local planning authorities should plan to create
safe, accessible environments and promote inclusion
and community cohesion. This includes buildings and
their surrounding spaces. Local planning authorities
should take account of evidence that demonstrates a
clear need for housing for people with specific housing
needs and plan to meet this need.
Paragraph: 005 Reference ID: 56-005-20150327.
Revision date: 27 03 2015”
Criteria g – Comments from the Strategic Housing and
Enabling Officer, Valerie Bunting.
Where you refer to discounted market housing, could
you please qualify this, either by stating “available in
perpetuity” or by “as set out in NPPF as affordable
housing”. Straight discounted open market sale for the
first sale only is not an affordable housing product and
therefore will not meet the affordable housing
obligation.
Criteria h – this is a statement and not needed in policy.
Please remove.
Criteria j – Have you spoken to the County
Council/Highways regarding this? Have they had an
input into this part of the Policy? If so, evidence would
be required. This does not need to be a policy
requirement, as adequate access provision is discussed
at application stage with the Highways authorities.
Policy can’t suggest a location for new infrastructure as

Agreed. Will remove
‘discounted market
housing’ from the
requirement.

Change to be made
as indicated.

We will amend the policy
to require this as a
condition.

Change to be made
as indicated.

The criterion says subject
to Highways approval – so
will keep.

None
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this is the highways authority’s job to determine.
Criteria k – “Priority will be given to dwellings of 3
bedrooms or fewer”. Why? What evidence supports
this? Not a flexible criteria. Move to Housing Mix, so
that the requirement applies to all development
proposals, not just the housing allocation Policy H2.
Refer to the HEDNA.

This is in the housing mix
policy too. Keeping it here
adds emphasis. The
evidence is in the narrative
prior to Policy H4 – we will
provide a cross-reference

Change to be made
as indicated.

This has been agreed with
developer – will keep and

Change to be made
as indicated.

Criteria l – This is a statement and not needed in Policy,
please remove.
I would suggest instead including supporting text with a
list of community priorities for infrastructure
provisions/community facilities for which developer
contributions are required or could be delivered by
other funding streams. This could take the form of a
‘Community Action’. This will then cover any
development sites that come forward, not just your
housing allocation at Barns Way.
My Community suggests wording along the lines of:
•“Financial contributions will be required, as
appropriate, from each developer to mitigate the
impact of the development on essential infrastructure
such as …”
•“Financial contributions will be required, as
appropriate, from each developer to fund additional
services within the village (list services), in line with …”
•“Community priorities for financial contributions
towards local facilities as a result of new development
include…”
•Remember it is important that targets, standards or
requirements for extra information or funding do not
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impose unreasonable burdens on applicants or make it
impossible for them to bring forward viable
development.
Criteria m – Can’t ask for this in policy, please remove.

explain in text.

Barns Way for obvious reasons of access. Peckleton
Lane ridiculous. Barns Way access sensible.
As stated, Rosconn very much welcome the proposed
allocation of the land at Barns Way for residential
development within Policy H2. The site is included in
the Borough Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA), which concludes
that it is suitable, available and achievable, and
therefore, developable with regard to the requirements
of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Indeed, as well as being relatively unconstrained, the
site has clear merit in terms of its relationship to the
village form and the services and facilities within.

Noted. Thanks

None

Noted. Thank you for this
helpful clarification

None

The site capacity will be
changed to 80.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Following pre-application consultation with the
Borough Council and other key stakeholders, Rosconn
are now preparing an outline planning application for
the site that will be submitted to the Borough Council
shortly. The intention of the application’s submission
(and determination in due course) is to support the next
stages of the Neighbourhood Plan’s preparation by
clearly demonstrating the site’s deliverability and ability
to meet the aims and objectives set out for the
development in the Neighbourhood Plan’s policies.
Indeed, the assessment work undertaken to inform the
preparation of the planning application has already
demonstrated that the site is relatively unconstrained
with limited landscape, ecological and heritage interest.
It is a greenfield site, but has no other specific
environmental designations, and does not lie within an
area at risk of flooding. Indeed, there are no known
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insurmountable technical or environmental constraints
to development that cannot be appropriately mitigated.
A Masterplan for the site’s development has also been
prepared (enclosed) that demonstrates its suitability
and capacity for residential development. These
scheme proposals have evolved through an iterative
exercise that has taken into account the requirements
of the various technical and environmental assessments
undertaken, as well as best urban and landscape design
practice. Consequently, the Masterplan proposals
would deliver a high-quality housing development that
is well related to the built form of Desford, respects its
relationship with the countryside, and uses the site in
an effective and efficient manner. It is clear that the
proposed development can realise the specific policy
requirements set out in Policy H2 of the Neighbourhood
Plan, but also those within Policies H4 and H5 (subject
to the clarification and refinements set out below in
relation to the affordable housing mix and housing
standards) and Policy H6 in relation to Housing Design.
The particular merits of the site and the emerging
development proposals are, therefore, as follows:
• The allocation site is able to deliver around 80
dwellings in a location that would contribute to a
sustainable pattern of future development and make an
important contribution to meeting the identified local
market and affordable housing needs, ensuring the
vitality of the community, but also the wider Borough
and Housing Market Needs, within the plan period.
• The provision of a range of house types, sizes and
tenures that reflects the requirements of Policies H2
and H4 in the Neighbourhood Plan would provide
housing opportunity and choice for local people and
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ensure the creation of a mixed and cohesive community
that is representative of the local population and its
needs.
• The provision of 40% of the dwellings as affordable
housing in an appropriate mix to reflect the
requirements of Policies H2 and H3 in the
Neighbourhood Plan would allow those on lower
incomes or concealed families to remain in or return to
the area.
• An appropriate and safe vehicular access to the
development can be provided from Barns Way that
would have limited impact on the operation of the local
highways network and the development form can be
used to create an enhanced gateway into the village.
• The development also provides the opportunity to
improve pedestrian links into the village that will
integrate the development with the existing
community, encourage active travel, and provide quick
and convenient access to bus services via the bus stops
that are located nearby. Pedestrian connections into
the surrounding countryside would also be retained.
•The site is extremely well located in terms of its
sustainable access to the services and facilities within
the village. Bosworth Academy, a secondary school
with significant sports and recreation facilities and a day
nursery, is located to the immediate south of the site.
The other facilities in the village, notably the retail
provision, Post Office, medical centre and primary
school, are located within convenient walking distance.
The development would, therefore, directly support the
long-term vitality of these services, reflecting the
aspirations set out in Neighbourhood Plan Policy F1,
and ensure that Desford remains a sustainable
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settlement in the long term.
• A substantial area of public open space is proposed
within the Masterplan. Notably the built development
would be set back from the eastern edge to provide a
naturalistic parkland edge that incorporates footpaths,
sustainable urban drainage features (SUDS), an
equipped children’s play area and opportunities for
informal recreation. This type of provision in this
locality reflects the specific needs of the local
community as set out in the recent studies undertaken
by the Borough Council.
• The public open space would provide an easily
accessible place for people to meet, relax and play
aiding the health and well-being of residents and the
wider community, encouraging social interaction and
creating a sense of identity and ownership within the
development
• The Masterplan also demonstrates that the
hedgerows and trees around the site can be retained in
the development and supplemented with substantial
tree planting on the site to reflect and enhance the
local landscape character. This would integrate the
proposed development into the countryside by
softening the existing settlement edge (in accordance
with Policy H6). Furthermore, the building
arrangements, public open space provision and
landscaping will ensure that the “Key View” as set out in
Policy ENV6 will be retained.
• Indeed, the retention of the existing landscape
features, proposed tree planting and provision of SUDS,
would also provide notable ecological benefits by
creating new habitats and enhancing the quality of the
existing habitats improving the biodiversity in the site.
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Furthermore, new energy efficient homes would
minimise the use of natural resources.
• The construction process would result in new job
creation and economic activity supporting local
businesses and the new development would result in an
increase in local spend supporting shops and services
within the village.
The work undertaken by Rosconn clearly supports the
conclusions of the NPWG’s own assessment of the
development opportunities at Desford that identifies
the land off Barns Way as the most appropriate future
residential development site in the Neighbourhood Plan
Area; located in a sustainable location that
complements the existing urban form, that is well
connected to local facilities and public services, and has
a limited impact on the environment. Indeed, the
detailed work that has now been undertaken indicates
that the scoring of a number of the indicators in the
Strategic Sustainability Assessment in relation to the
site could be improved (e.g. landscape, heritage, vehicle
access and pedestrian access) resulting in an even
higher final score.

Pegasus Group

Policy H2

The land off Barns Way is, therefore, an entirely
appropriate and sustainable location for future
development and is a realisable opportunity that will
make a significant contribution to meeting the current
market and affordable housing needs of the area, as
well as address the policy requirements as set out in
Policy H2 (subject to the clarification and refinements
set out below in relation to the affordable housing mix
and housing standards). Policy H2 is, therefore, very
much supported in principle and in its aspirations for
the proposed development.
In light of the SSA assessments Davidsons object to

These comments are

None
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51

Policy H2 and the proposed allocation for residential
development off Barns Way in Desford for around 70
units.
The methodology for the SSA should be amended and
the Kirkby Road and Barns Way sites should be
reassessed in light of the comments made. (see
Appendix D3 section of this paper) Upon a
reassessment of each of these sites against the criteria
in the SSA it is clear that the Kirkby Road site scores
better than the Barns Way extension site and, on this
basis, the proposed allocation for Barns Way is unsound
as it is not the most sustainable or suitable site for
residential development in Desford. The NDP therefore
currently fails against the basic conditions, notably that
it does not contribute to achieving sustainable
development.

noted.
In relation to the
statement that the Barns
Way site may not be
sustainable, the HBBC
SHELAA concludes that it is
‘suitable, available and
achievable, and therefore,
developable’.
In relation to the lack of
technical information, this
is not a requirement in a
NP which needs to offer
proportionate evidence in
support of its policies,
which this NP does.

Furthermore, the allocation of Barns Way appears to be
based on the absence of any technical information or
assessments. Notably there are clear outstanding issues
regarding how a safe vehicular access can be achieved
into the site along with issues achieving a safe
pedestrian access. There is a lot of uncertainty on how
this can be delivered in the absence of any agreement
or discussions held with the local Highway Authority.
Part (j) of Policy H2 as worded in the NDP currently
requires a new vehicular access to be built on the
junction of Barns Way, subject to Highway Authority
approval. Davidsons raise serious concern that there is
no certainty that this can be achieved at all rendering
the proposed allocation as potentially unviable and
undeliverable. Policy H2 is therefore unjustified and
unsound.
In contrast, Davidsons has demonstrated that a safe
and suitable access arrangement, as agreed with the
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local Highway Authority, can be achieved for residential
development at the site at Kirkby Road (as shown on
the Illustrative Masterplan Appendix 2). The Highways
Authority and local Planning Officers have previously
agreed to this access arrangement and raised no
objection to it in the previous planning application.
Note that when the 2014 application for 120 dwellings
was refused by HBBC, there were no reasons for refusal
relating to highway matters. The application was
refused because Officers considered that it would, at
the time, conflict with the spatial distribution of growth
as identified in the Core Strategy, no housing need at
that time, being located outside the settlement
boundary and its impact upon the rural character and
setting of the village (however the rural character and
setting has now changed due to the recent Bellway
development adjacent to the site).

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 20
figure 3

Page 21
Para 2 & 3

Davidsons consider that Land off Barns Way should not
be allocated for residential housing development. In
light of the amended SSA assessment Davidsons
consider that the site at Kirkby Road should be
allocated for residential development for around 120
units as it is best placed and the most sustainable site to
appropriately meet Desford’s future housing needs up
to 2036. Figure 3 of the NDP should also be amended
accordingly.
Residential allocation map – a zoomed in map of the
site would be welcomed, there’s already a map of the
village as a whole earlier in the document.
Comments from the Strategic Housing and Enabling
Officer, Valerie Bunting.
Paragraph 2 on page 21 concerns me. I’m not sure in
any case whether a Neighbourhood Plan can properly
stray into the territory of allocation of existing
affordable housing. In any case, I think there are

High resolution versions of
the maps will be available
as appendices.

None

Noted.

None

The policy is intended to
apply to the letting and
reletting of new
development, not on all
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problems with saying that “the solution is to agree a
local connection policy within the Neighbourhood Plan.
This will apply to the affordable residential units of all
tenures developed in the Parish, as well as for social
and affordable rented re-lets in the Parish.”
The council has statutory duties relating to the
allocation of affordable housing, which include a
requirement to consider people in the “reasonable
preference” categories. Ring fencing every vacancy for a
local connection in the first instance would leave us
open to challenge as not meeting our statutory duties
and would conflict with the council’s Housing Allocation
Policy, which is where policy is set, rather than through
land use policies.

Resident 19

Policy H3

Gladman
Developments
Ltd 32

Policy H3

Para 3 – this isn’t planning, more a housing related issue
that will be actioned by the Local Authority.
Although the prospect of more housing development in
the village worries me in terms of its impact on existing
services, especially the surgery, you have identified a
need for specific groups of people. I can see how the
demands of the Local Authority plan have had to be
adhered to whilst considering all aspects of the
community. The proposed Barns Way site would
minimise disruption to the village centre and hopefully
not contribute too much to the flow of traffic through
it.
§63 of NPPF2 stipulates that affordable housing (AH)
should not be sought for non-major residential
developments, outside designated rural areas (within
which a threshold below 5 units may apply). It should
be noted that the Neighbourhood Plan area has not
been expressly designated as rural by the Secretary of
State under s157 of the Housing Act 1985. The DNP
attempt to require AH on developments over 4 units is
not only mathematically awkward, but also conflicts

affordable housing across
the Parish.
The policy says ‘The
provision of affordable
homes for people with a
local connection will be
supported’ which is a
policy which has passed
examination in many
neighbourhood plans …..

Noted. Thank you for this
comment.

None

Agreed. The threshold will
be changed to 10

Change to be made
as indicated.
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with national policy in NPPF2.
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Policy H3
Affordable
Housing
Page 21

Policy H3
page 21

Policy H3

Furthermore, no evidence is provided to demonstrate
that this policy has been viability tested at such a low
level of market housing. An alternative solution could
entail a more liberal exceptions policy that allows an
element of market housing to come forward in the
open countryside, so as to increase the viability of
affordable housing.
This policy, in our view is unsustainable as 40% is
probably too high a proportion to request, but in any
case, no requirement for providing affordable should be
promoted until a development proposal for new
housing has been tested for viability. This type of
exercise will demonstrate whether a development is
capable of sustaining provision of affordable units.
The policy as drafted also means that there will be the
prospect that developers will, out of choice, promote
small schemes under 4 units so as to duck the need to
consider providing affordable, but again this might be
the intention of this policy.
Comments from the Strategic Housing and Enabling
Officer, Valerie Bunting.
Policy H3 will need to be amended as it doesn’t accord
with national policy which has overridden the Core
Strategy. So, we can’t ask for affordable housing on
sites of 4 dwellings or more as the guidance has set a
minimum of 10 units before the obligation triggers.
Policy states “…will be high quality affordable housing”.
What does ‘high quality’ mean? Subjective term.
Rosconn are entirely supportive of the aspiration to
ensure the delivery of additional “much needed”
affordable housing in the Neighbourhood Plan area, in
an appropriate mix that reflects the national and
Borough planning policy requirements and the

Agreed. The threshold will
be changed to 10

Change to be made
as indicated.

Agreed. The threshold will
be changed to 10 based on
the 2018 NPPF.

Change to be made
as indicated.

The quality will be
measured against the
design criteria in policy H6
Need agreement prior to
the NP being submitted ….

None
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established local needs. The specific aims and
requirements as set out in Policy H3 are, therefore,
welcomed.

Resident 19

Policy H4

Resident 29

Policy H4

There does, however, seem to be some inconsistency
between the tenure mix requirements set out in Policy
H2 that relates to the land off Barns Way specifically
and the subsequent explanatory text that relates to
Policy H3, and also the mix proposed by the Borough
Council through the pre-application consultation.
Rosconn are, therefore, keen to discuss this matter
further with both the NPWG / Parish Council and
Borough Council to ensure that the shared aspirations
for the proposed development are fully realised.
Although the prospect of more housing development in
the village worries me in terms of its impact on existing
services, especially the surgery, you have identified a
need for specific groups of people. I can see how the
demands of the Local Authority plan have had to be
adhered to whilst considering all aspects of the
community. The proposed Barns Way site would
minimise disruption to the village centre and hopefully
not contribute too much to the flow of traffic through
it.
A property which lends itself to development is
Polebrook House which has been vacant for many years
and is falling into total disrepair due to lack of attention.
It is surrounded by overgrown trees and shrubs and is
used as a dumping site for waste materials.

Noted. Thanks.

None

Noted.

None

Community Action F1 seeks
to progress this issue.
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Fires are lit to burn waste in close proximity to the
building i.e. 15 – 20 feet away from the front doors
which are already in a charred state from arson
attempts several years ago.
There is potential for a very dangerous situation
because of the close proximity of the bungalow and to
the nursing home itself (to which it is attached) with no
access for emergency services should a fire occur.
The building itself has huge potential as a beautiful
property and would lend itself to conversion as
residential apartments. The external façade i.e. the
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ornamental brickwork, should be maintained and the
workmanship appreciated.
The roof needs attention as the Jackdaws have invaded
the holes in the roof and use the roof space for nesting
purposes. Numbers increase annually, and the large
flock is becoming a menace by taking food left out in
the neighbouring gardens for smaller birds.
There is always the added fear of vermin within a
disused property.
This is a historic building from which 56 boys served and
died for their country during the Great War. It should
be restored to its former glory to serve the community
and act as a memorial to those who lost their lives for
us.

Gladman
Developments

Policy H4

Whilst Gladman note the housing mix proposed
through this policy it should be recognised that housing

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.
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Policy H4
page 22

needs do change over time. We suggest wording is
added to the policy to allow flexibility for changing
needs. Gladman suggest adding the wording ‘This
should be evidenced through an up to date assessment’
to this policy.
An assessment should be made at the time of any
planning application to consider the most appropriate
mix of house types, but this should also be subject to
viability testing to ensure there is prospect the mix of
house types that might be needed, can and will be
delivered.
Second para – repetition from allocation Policy H2.
Comments as per above.

Viability testing will feature
in any planning application.

None

Will add in ‘where possible’
to the criterion relating to
mobility standards.

Change to be made
as indicated.

These are optional requirements in the 2016 Building
Regulations, therefore it would be unreasonable to ask
for this in a policy, and developers may challenge this.
•
M4 (2) – Accessible adaptable dwellings
•
M4 (3) – Wheelchair user dwellings
•
In the Building Regulations it states “The
provisions of Section (X) apply only where a planning
condition requires compliance with optional
requirement M4 (2) / M4 (3)…”
My Community states “It is important that targets,
standards or requirements for extra information or
funding do not impose unreasonable burdens on
applicants or make it impossible for them to bring
forward viable development.”
Suggest moving these criteria to the supporting text,
and change wording to “the provision of X will be
encouraged”. Make sure this well evidenced and/or
cross reference; is there a demand/need for these types
of homes, if so, how does this equate to 5% of 100
dwellings for each type?
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Reference optional technical housing standards,
adaptable standards and Design for Life criteria.
The NPPG states:
“Can local planning authorities require accessibility,
adaptability and wheelchair standards in new
dwellings?
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear
that local planning authorities should plan to create
safe, accessible environments and promote inclusion
and community cohesion. This includes buildings and
their surrounding spaces. Local planning authorities
should take account of evidence that demonstrates a
clear need for housing for people with specific housing
needs and plan to meet this need.
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Policy H4

Paragraph: 005 Reference ID: 56-005-20150327.
Revision date: 27 03 2015”
Rosconn are also entirely supportive of the requirement
to provide a wide choice of homes as set out in Policy
H4 to support a sustainable, mixed and inclusive
community.

Noted.

None

However, whilst the intent of Policy H4 (and Policy H2)
in relation to the accessibility requirements is
supported, Rosconn would welcome further discussions
with the NPWG / Parish Council and Borough Council to
ensure that they appropriately reflect the requirements
of the NPPF in terms of the evidence of need for the
proportion of provision sought. Moreover, it is
understood that national policy only allows the
requirements of Part M(3) to be applied to affordable
housing where the local authority is responsible for
allocating or nominating a person to live in those
dwellings.
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Policy H4

Policy H4 of the NDP sets out that housing development
proposals of under 10 dwellings should provide a
mixture of housing types specifically to meet identified
local needs. It goes on to state that the provision of
dwellings of 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms and of homes suitable
for older people including bungalows will be supported.

Noted.

None

The housing mix has been
Incorporated to balance
out the housing stock and
is an important way of
meeting housing need.

Davidsons encourage the need for a mixture of housing
types specifically to meet local needs, particularly the
provision of smaller properties and bungalows for older
persons. However, Davidsons raise concern that such
policy requirements on smaller sites (under 10
dwellings) is somewhat onerous to small and medium
sized developers, likely to result in small sites being
unviable and remaining undeveloped over the long
term. As such, this increases the risk of this much
needed housing never coming forward.

Pegasus Group
51

Windfall Site
Development

Rather Davidsons consider that a larger site, such as
that at Kirkby Road provides the opportunity for a good
mix of housing types to be delivered in a wellintegrated and well-designed development, without
rendering the site unviable. A larger site provides much
more certainty that these housing needs can be
delivered. Davidsons has put forward an Illustrative
Masterplan (Appendix 2) which is based on a housing
mix in line with HBBC’s requirements, whilst also
allowing for the provision of bungalows in line with the
Local Plan. Davidsons are committed to working with
the local community to seek to deliver much needed
accommodation, such as more bungalows in Desford
for older people.
The NDP includes a policy covering windfall site
development. Policy H5 states that small residential
proposes for infill and redevelopment sites for up to
five units will be supported, subject to it being within
the settlement boundary amongst other criteria.

Noted.

None

The comment on windfall
sites is misinformed.
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Davidsons support the need to encourage the
redevelopment of brownfield and derelict sites within
the settlement boundary, however the NDP currently
relies upon such sites to come forward in order to
achieve the total housing need for the Parish as agreed
with HBBC. Davidsons object to this approach as it is
not considered appropriate or best practice to make an
allowance for windfall sites in the NDP supply as there
is no certainty or guarantee that these sites will come
forward. This is particularly an issue if the housing
needs for Desford increase due to increased needs
across the Borough.
A better and more positive approach would be to
allocate the most sustainable site(s) in Desford to meet
all of the identified housing need (if the most
sustainable site has the capacity to do so) and if any
windfall sites do come forward this would only add to
the supply of housing in the Parish and in HBBC, an
approach encouraged in the NPPF where local
authorities should be seeking to boost the supply of
housing.

DPP Planning
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Policy H5
Windfall Site
development
Page 23

As mentioned, Davidsons consider that the site at
Kirkby Road is the most sustainable site in Desford and
should be allocated accordingly for residential
development for up to 120 dwellings.
Windfall sites can play an important role in delivering
new development. However, the plan as drafted and by
reference to this policy only reflects the role of small
sites. We would suggest that there may be larger
development opportunities which offer the potential to
contribute towards local and district wide development
needs which should be accommodated by reference to
this policy.

Planning Practice Guidance
was updated in September
2019 in include an
allowance for windfall in
housing requirements.
Paragraph: 097 Reference
ID: 41-097-20180913 says
‘For example, a
neighbourhood housing
requirement of 50 units
could be met through 2
sites allocated for 20
housing units and a policy
for a windfall allowance of
10 units’.

Noted. We believe that the
windfall policy meets the
requirements of the Parish
in conjunction with the site
allocation.

As such the policy needs to be amended to reflect this.
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para 23

This will require reference to ‘small’ and ‘up to 5 units’
to be removed from the policy. We would also suggest
that an additional criterion be added which confirms
that development outside of the settlement boundary
might be considered supportable if the development
would deliver a range of benefits and new facilities for
the village and be justified by reference to other
material considerations.
Restricting windfall development to sites of five or
fewer developments would not comply with the NPPFs
aim to boost housing supply.

Noted – we will remove
reference to numbers …..

Change to be made
as indicated.

Limits to development should be replaced by
‘settlement boundary’.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated

Criteria c – “Respects the shape and form”. What does
shape mean? Explain or re-word.

Will change to ‘character’

Change to be made
as indicated

Criteria d – Reword to “Retains and enhances … where
possible”

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated

Criteria e and f – Repetition of ‘amenity’ – what do you
mean by this? Suggest removing and/or referring to
SADMP Policy DM10.

It means the benefit
enjoyed from physical
external space
which is part of the private
home
Noted.

None

The reference to a limit to the size of development
should be removed from the policy. Also, this may
impact on the number of windfalls coming forward as
referred to on page 15 (as in comments above). The
reference to restricted gap is unnecessary (and is not a
common terminology in planning).

Severn Trent
Water 30

Policy H6

Severn Trent are supportive of bullet point’s f and h
within Policy H6: Housing Design
“f) Development should incorporate sustainable design
and construction techniques to meet high standards for
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energy and water efficiency, including the use of
renewable and low carbon energy technology, such as
high levels of thermal efficiency, water butts,
photovoltaic cells and ground heat source pumps as
appropriate; ensuring running costs are manageable; …
h) Development should incorporate sustainable
drainage systems with maintenance regimes to
minimise vulnerability to flooding and climate change;
ensure appropriate provision for the storage of waste,
recyclable materials and rain water for use in gardens”
Severn Trent would also encourage a reference to the
Drainage Hierarchy within Planning Practice Guidance
(Paragraph 80) to ensure that where possible, surface
water is directed towards infiltration or watercourses
before considering the use of the sewerage system.
We regard this policy as overly detailed and restrictive
and have fears that its effect will be to stymie
development as it could well render some
developments unviable.

We will add this in as a
clause

Change to be made
as indicated.

The policy says that
development ‘should …’
and is not therefore overly
prescriptive.

None

We would also question the objective that new
development enhances and enforces local
distinctiveness.
Desford has grown incrementally over many years.
Built development ranges from cottages to modern
house types and commercial and employment buildings
date from the second world war to the present day, but
the village has no distinct character.
It is reasonable to suggest that new development
should generally be of a good quality, and in the
conservation area it should and will need to satisfy
other relevant requirements, both set by legislation and
policy, but elsewhere there should be a greater degree
of flexibility applied when new development proposals
are considered.
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Policy H6
page 23 & 24

The policy refers to development proposals of
commercial properties and housing but is called
Housing Design. Potentially move into a new section of
the plan that looks at design in general, and therefore
can apply to all forms of development, not just housing
or in particular the Barns Way site allocation. See
HBBC’s Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD for an example.

Agreed. Will retitle the
section ‘Housing and the
Built Environment’ to cover
all development.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Criteria a – second section of the criteria from “should
clearly show within a Design and Access Statement…”
etc should be removed, this is not needed, you should
address these matters in your design policy.

Noted. Will change to
‘where appropriate’

Change to be made
as indicated.

Criteria b – Guidance does not have minimum parking
spaces for residential developments. Recent appeals
have shown the inspector disregarding neighbourhood
plans that have too restrictive parking policies and that
do not refer to the relevant guidance. See Leicestershire
County Council Design Guide.

This policy reflects LCC
design guide.

None

Criteria c – “All new housing should continue to reflect
the character…”. Last sentence of criteria c is not always
applicable, and not necessarily considered a housing
design element, potentially an ecology issue. Please
remove.

This is why the criterion
says ‘should’. It will only
apply where appropriate.

None

Criteria e – “rural wooden fencing” and “brick/stone
wall of rural design”, what do you mean by rural? Hard
to define, subjective term without examples or
evidence.

Noted. Will remove ‘rural’
and ‘rural design’.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Criteria f – consider changing this to a ‘Renewable
energy’ policy so it applies to all forms of development.

There IS a renewable
energy policy

None

Criteria g – this is not planning and cannot be enforced
through this process. Please remove.

It is advisory and helpful to
developers.

None
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Pages 25, 26,
27, 28, and 29

Criteria h – This is repeating the Local Plan, please
remove or move to supporting text.

It is to be retained to
reinforce its importance.

Criteria I – In conflict with the NPPF, please review or
remove.

It is advisory and not
mandatory and has
featured in a number of
NPs

None

None

Criteria j – This should be in an ecology policy, not a
housing design policy. Amend to say, “Properties should
have built in facilities for wildlife where applicable, for
example, bee bricks and swift boxes.”
Rosconn support the policy aspirations and
requirements as set out in Policy H6, albeit it is noted
that the Neighbourhood Plan should seek to rely on
standards set through Building Regulations in relation
to water and energy efficiency.
Page 25 – The orange box and it’s supporting text in the
paragraph before; I’m not sure whether this is needed,
or if it’s clear what you’re trying to explain. Perhaps it
would be clearer to keep the text in the paragraph and
move the orange box and your calculations to a
supporting evidence base document or appendices, i.e.
Appendix E Environmental Inventory.

Agreed. Will add in ‘where
appropriate’

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted

None

This is a matter of style.
We will retain it.

None

Pages 25, 26, 27 and 28. Reduce the length of this
section in the plan or create a topic paper outside of
the main plan for supporting information. Make
reference to HBBC’s Landscape Character Assessment,
and Landscape Sensitivity Assessment (2017). These are
the latest documents on landscape in our evidence base
and look at the area in a more local view (rather than
the National Character Areas referred to at the top of
page 28). In the LCA & LSA Desford is included in
Landscape Character Area D, the Newbold and Desford

This is a matter of style –
we will keep the section as
it is. We will add reference
to the character
assessment study.

Change to be made
as indicated.
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Rolling Farmland. This includes some detailed local
evidence of geography, geology, topography, landscape
character, and in turn it’s sensitivity to development.
Page 29 – Cross reference to NPPF 2018 (see comment
below). Make clear how you have scored each criteria,
for example it’s good how you have separated each
score in the ‘notes’ part of Proximity/Local.
Make sure to use the technical terms used in the NPPF,
for example for “Bounded” I presume you are referring
to criteria C in para 100 of the NPPF (2018) in that a LGS
site “is not an extensive tract of land”. Use the same
terminology for transparency and clarity for the reader.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 28 and
38

Remember that some of the scoring criteria you have
used for LGS is subjective, for example beauty, special
to community and tranquillity. You’ve stated that you
need to give justification, but where is that coming
from? What evidence have you used? Community
questionnaire perhaps? Be absolutely clear on how and
why you’ve have scored in such a way, and reflect this
in Appendix F.
There are now 19 listed buildings in the Parish following
the recent listing of the Desford War Memorial so the
text needs updating on these pages. The
neighbourhood plan lists these heritage assets for
reference in Appendix H2 although this appendix is not
particularly coherent. I would suggest this appendix is
updated to include the content in the attached table
and that the appendix is renamed to “Appendix H2
Designated Heritage Assets”. In the table I have
included the optional link to the designation description
contained on the Historic England website.

The reference to the NPPF
is made on page 28

None

This is correct. The scoring
system introduces an
element of comparison and
evidence that would not
otherwise be available
without this approach.

None

Agreed – appendix to be
updated as indicated.
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Resident 26

Page 32

Heritage Assets (provided in PDF format above, and can
be sent as image file to NDP group if required)
The idea that the visual impact of the 70 new build
houses off Barns Way built on a greenfield site adjacent
to open countryside can be reduced through clever
design is unrealistic it will forever change the innate
character of this part of the village – the mix of houses
i.e. small affordable is also out of character with this
part of the village – the Plan states that new
development should reflect the character of the
existing it cannot do that in this location.

Noted. Any large-scale
development will have an
impact, but the NP helps to
mitigate this impact.

None

The location of the housing off Barns Way will
significantly increase congestion/the number of car
journeys through the village particularly with regard to
children travelling to the Primary School, this site is not
sustainable as it is not in walking distance of the villages
main services i.e. Post Office, Primary School etc.
Access to Barns Charity Fields needs to be addressed.
‘Desford is a nice place to live’ – Desford has had its fair
share of housing development over the years it soon
won’t be considered a nice place to live anymore due to
is size which will lead to loss of cohesion.
The development of the fields adjacent to Barns Way
and the decision to include them within the Settlement
Boundary primarily for development will lead to the
104

DPP Planning
34

Environment
Chapter 5

loss of more open countryside in a predominantly rural
parish thus compromising its character and also the
environment both for the community and wildlife.
Neovia considers that in many ways this chapter paints
an overly enthusiastic picture of the environment of the
village and the land that surrounds it. In reality, while
not suggesting that the area is poor in quality or
enjoyed or appreciated by those that live in Desford,
the true nature of the character of the environment is
average and typical of this part of Leicestershire. Had
this not been the case then the area, by reference to
the historic structure plan and other statutory
development plans, would have attracted a relevant
designation, for example, AONB or AGLV. In essence,
the land in and around Desford is average and typical.
In Neovia’s view the neighbourhood plan tries to paint
the picture it is very different and special and, by
reference to this, is therefore unsuitable for
development.
While there are some areas of land that have previously
been identified as being of value as biodiversity sites
and local wildlife sites, these, by and large, are located
north, north east and north west of the village, and
reflect the nature of that area as opposed to the area
mainly to the south, which in part is linked to the nature
of that area and uses that took place there historically
and presently, for example, former RAF Desford and
now the Neovia/Caterpillar complex.
But the key point being made is that the chapter should
reflect that much of the surrounding area comprises
land/environment of average quality.
This same point applies to important views, none of
which can be regarded as important in a national or
regional context, and as such are only significant when

Noted. The chapter
represents an attempt to
identify and protect the
locally important
environmental aspects of
the Parish.

None

The NP adds a level of local
detail to that provided by
HBBC, LCC and national
assessments/records. All
sites were evaluated for
their environmental
significance in the context
of Desford NP Area: the
absence of e.g. nationally
important wildlife does not
downgrade the local
significance of the sites
identified.

Indeed. That’s why the
identified sites are
significant in the local
context.
The policy describes them
as ‘locally important and
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Gladman
Developments
Ltd 32

Policy ENV1

considered at a very local level, i.e., village centric. This
isn’t but should be reflected in the plan.
This policy seeks to designate four parcels of land as
Local Green Space (LGS). In order to designate land as
LGS the Parish Council must ensure that it is able to
demonstrate robust evidence to meet national policy
requirements as set out in the Framework. The
Framework makes clear at §99 that the role of local
communities seeking to designate land as LGS should be
consistent with the local planning of sustainable
development.
§99 states that: ‘The designation of land as Local Green
Space through local and neighbourhood plans allows
communities to identify and protect green areas of
particular importance to them. Designating land as
Local Green Space should be consistent with the local
planning of sustainable development and complement
investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential
services. Local Green Spaces should only be designated
when a plan is prepared or updated and be capable of
enduring beyond the end of the plan period.’
Further guidance is provided at §100 which sets out
three tests that must be met for the designation of LGS
and states that: ‘The Local Green Space designation
should only be used where the green space is: a) in
reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds
a particular local significance, for example because of its
beauty, historic significance, recreational value
(including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of
its wildlife; and c) local in character and is not an
extensive tract of land.’
The requirements of the Framework are supplemented
by the advice and guidance contained in the PPG.
Gladman note §007 of the PPG8 which states,

valued views’
Noted.

None

The identification of three
parcels of land for LGS
designation is entirely
appropriate and meets the
criteria established in the
NPPF.
The acknowledged
presence of an evidence
base for these designations
is welcomed.
The issue of ‘large tract of
land’ is also noted,
however the size of the
Barns Charity Fields at
8.79ha has been shown in
other examined NPs not
constitute an ‘extensive
tract of land’.
The Examiner for
Hungarton NP said ‘The
size of a potential LGS is
not limited by strict area
measurements, and the
definition of 'extensive
tract of land' has
connotations of unclear
boundaries and no unifying
features or visual
reference’. The LGS in
question was 9.97 ha in a
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‘Designating any Local Green Space will need to be
consistent with local planning for sustainable
development in the area. In particular, plans must
identify sufficient land in suitable locations to meet
identified development needs and the Local Green Space
designation should not be used in a way that
undermines this aim of plan making.’
Gladman further note §015 of the PPG (ID37-015) which
states, ‘§100 of the National Planning Policy Framework
is clear that Local Green Space designation should only
be used where the green area concerned is not an
extensive tract of land. Consequently, blanket
designation of open countryside adjacent to
settlements will not be appropriate. In particular,
designation should not be proposed as a ‘back door’
way to try to achieve what would amount to a new area
of Green Belt by another name.’1
Designation of LGS should not be used as a mechanism
to designate new areas of Green Belt (or similar), as the
designation of Green Belt is inherently different and
must meet a set of stringent tests for its allocation
(§135 to 139 of the Framework). Gladman do not
believe the DNP supporting evidence is sufficiently
robust to justify the proposed allocation of land to the
rear of Station Road (site 167 ‘Barns Charity Fields’) as
LGS. The issue of whether LGS meets the criteria for
designation has been explored in a number of
Examiner’s Reports across the country and we highlight
the following decisions:

village of only 121 houses.
LGS designations have
been made on land over
16ha.
The key phrase in the NPPF
is “There are no hard and
fast rules about how big a
LGS can be … *para 100+.
It is clear that LGS
designation should only be
used where the ‘… area
covered is not an extensive
tract of land. Consequently
blanket designation of
open countryside would
not be appropriate … [e.g.]
as a back door way to
[protect] what would
amount to a new area of
Green Belt by another
name.”
This interpretation is
clearly about invalidating
land areas an order of
magnitude larger than that
in question here.

The Seldlescombe Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Repo
rt2 recommended the deletion of an LGS
measuring approximately 4.5ha as it was found to be an
extensive tract of land.
The Oakley and Deane Neighbourhood Plan Examiners R
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eport3 recommended the deletion of an LGS
measuring approximately 5ha and also found this area t
o be not local in character. Thereby failing to
meet 2 of the 3 tests for LGS designation
The Alrewas Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s Report4 id
entifies both proposed LGS sites ‘in relation
to the overall size of the Alrewas Village’ to be extensive
tracts of land. The Examiner in this instance
recommended the deletion of the proposed LGSs which
measured approximately 2.4ha and 3.7ha
Highlighted through a number of Examiner’s Reports
set out above and other ‘made’ neighbourhood plans, it
is considered that land to the rear of Station Road has
not been designated in accordance with national policy
and guidance and subsequently is not in accordance
with the basic conditions.
Whilst the Parish Council have sought to undertake
some form of evidence base it does not overcome the
failure to meet the specific policy requirements set out
above with regards to the scale of land to be designated
and therefore the proposed designation of land to the
rear of Station Road. This land is not a recreational area
and has no public access. In terms of meeting the
second test there is no evidence base to support that
this field is ‘demonstrably special to a local community.’
In relation to its beauty, it is not of any particular scenic
quality. The designation of ‘Barns Charity Fields’ has
not been made in accordance with basic conditions (a)
and (d). Gladman therefore recommend that Site 167
be deleted as an LGS in its entirety.
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough

Page 33

BAP Species locations have been identified on Figure 7.
Check with Leicestershire County Council Ecology
Department that this map does not breach data

No protected species’
identities or precise
locations are identified on

None
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Council 36
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Local Green
Spaces, page
30, 31, 32, and
33
Policy ENV1
Protection of
Local Green
Space

confidentiality as some BAP species are protected and
their locations should not be disclosed to the public.
First paragraph of the Local Green Spaces section, page
30, states “103 were identified as having notable
environmental (natural, historical and/or cultural)
features.” How were these identified and why?
Evidence behind the decisions is key, refer to
appendices if needed.

the map.
The process is described on
page 28 and references to
the environmental
inventory made there.

None

Fourth para on page 30, why does a site need to score
75% of more of the maximum score? Why is 75%
significant?

This threshold has been set
at a level that signifies the
most special locally. A
scored assessment method
must set numeric
thresholds.

None

It means places enjoyed by
people.

None

We will update the NP to
reference the 2018 NPPF.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted – however the
existing HBBC designations
carry less weight.

None

Fourth para on page 30 states “will ensure that these
most important places in Desford’s natural and human
environment are protected for future generations”.
What do you mean by ‘human environment’?
Cross check LGS criteria and make reference to the new
NPPF 2018. As you will be submitting after January
2019, the plan will need to be in conformity with NPPF
2018.
The two smaller sites you have identified as LGS are
already covered by Local Plan designations, i.e. Open
Space, Sports and Recreation Facility. Site 301 St
Martin’s Churchyard is also a designated community
facility. See Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD, page 46 to see settlement
map for Desford. This means that the sites will be
protected via Local Plan policies already. The majority
of the larger site, site 167 Barns Charity Fields is a
designated Local Wildlife Site, again with a recognised
National level of protection. Why does it need a further
designation of LGS, which will have the same (if not
heavier) protection than Green Belt? If you want to
keep the LGS designations, then you need to clearly

NPs are able to designate
local areas that are special
to the community as LGS
and the community has
taken this opportunity.
The existing designations
are inadequate – and the
purpose of designating
them as LGS is to highlight
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evidence why you have come to this decision and why
such a strong policy is needed at these sites.

their local significance in
addition to any protection
from inappropriate
development.

The LGS table is poorly presented – very unclear which
scores and photo belong to which designation. You
could have a separate table for each site perhaps or
make clear at the beginning of each page the scoring
criteria, the scores and leave the photos separate after
the table. Please amend so that it’s clearer for the
reader.

We believe that the table is
sufficiently clear.

Policy ENV1 states “…will not be permitted other than
in very special circumstances”. What are these
circumstances? This is a very inflexible policy.

This is intended to be
inflexible and represents a
form of words that has
passed examination in
numerous other NPs. It is
also consistent with the
wording used in relation to
other statutorily protected
sites and features (SSSI,
Scheduled Monument,
etc.) in the relevant
legislation
No protected species have
been identified on the map
(see above)

None

None

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 33

BAP Species locations have been identified on Figure 7.
Check with Leicestershire County Council Ecology
Department that this map does not breach data
confidentiality as some BAP species are protected and
their locations should not be disclosed to the public.
From recent advice I believe that rough locations of
Badger setts and birds is reasonable to disclose,

None
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however it is always worth checking before the final
plan is prepared.
Policy ENV2: Protection of other sites and features of
environmental significance. I would advise you rename
this policy, it’s not clear what you are referring to by
‘other sites’. Perhaps rename to ‘Protection of sites &
features of environmental significance’.

The policy has passed
examination elsewhere and
has been understood.

None

In relation to this you refer to figure 8 in the policy, but
I believe it is meant to refer to figure 7 on page 33,
please amend.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

I would recommend splitting up natural and historic
environment into two sections. This will make it clearer
for the reader. I have included a recommended
structure in the last section of these comments.

It is considered that the
different colours clarify the
differences sufficiently.

None

You can include a map with both natural environment
and historic environment (currently figure 7) in the
appendices.

TN & AM
Scarratt 50

Page 33
Fig 7 map

Historic Environment Sites and Local Heritage Assets /
Potential Listing of Properties.
Whilst we recognise the importance of protecting local
assets of historic importance, we feel that some
designations which have been made on land we own,
and therefore affect us, are incorrect, illogical and not
justified. We have read the draft Local Plan with
interest and confusion. Consequently, we comment as
follows:272 – Moat – This is fine and acceptable, we
understand the historic importance of this site (map on
page 33).

All maps will be
reproduced in high
resolution in the
appendices.

The purpose of the policy is
not to prevent
development but to ensure
that any locally important
features are taken into
account should planning
Application be submitted.

None

Changes to be made
as indicated.

We have reviewed the
information that you have
provided and made the
amendments that you have
proposed.
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257 – Colliery – Again, this is noted and accepted given
its history relating to the village (map on page 33).
There are a large number of sites of environmental
significance identified within the draft document, 12 of
which are sited on our land (figure 7, page 33). Some of
the designations are peculiar, some of the descriptions
are incorrect, and I would suggest that in fact given the
detail identified for some areas, there are significant
other areas which have been completely omitted / not
assessed at all. Much of the assessment seems to be
very subjective leading to inaccuracies and
inconsistency, many of which appear to be adjacent to
footpaths or bridleways. We comment specifically as
follows:250 – it states this is arable land, when in fact this is
grazed grassland with some trees either side of the
brook.
255 – this is an arable field with telegraph poles. This is
no different to any other arable field, of which there are
hundreds not mentioned, therefore I don’t understand
the significance?
220 – this is described as overgrown pasture with
hedges, bushes and trees and open parking to private
property. This is incorrect, this parcel highlighted is in
fact arable land currently in a temporary grass ley.
221 – this is arable land. This is no different to any
other arable field, therefore I don’t understand the
significance? The small wooded area is not highlighted.
This parcel has an agricultural building already erected
upon it, erected in recent years. To include this area in
any further protection as stated on page 34 is
112

inappropriate.
271 – this is simply an arable field, again no different to
any other arable field, but is adjacent to a footpath,
possibly the only reason it has perhaps been identified?
274 + 276 – these are arable fields, again no different to
any other arable field, therefore we are confused by the
significance?
275 – this is described as pasture when in fact it is
simply an arable field currently in a temporary grass ley,
again incorrect and no justification for its significance?
Lindridge Lane Wildlife Corridor – this wildlife corridor
appears fine, although simply a hedge against the road,
but the question would be why has this been included
as a wildlife corridor when other hedgerows giving the
same function have not?
There appears to be no mention or inclusion of
Lindridge Wood, which is in the same field parcel as the
colliery mentioned at 257 above. Surely, woodland is of
environmental significance?
We find the inclusion of some of the above sites rather
strange) particularly the arable fields), when in fact
there are hundreds of arable fields not included. These
need to be re-considered and removed in many cases.
There is a large swathe of grassland not included
(probably covering an area of up to 300 acres) located
North to South either side of Rothley brook and railway,
some of which has been farmed extensively and some
formally in environmental stewardship for many years.
I would suggest that the exclusion of these areas means
that the document is not sufficiently comprehensive
and as a result is an inaccurate representation of the
113

farmland within the parish.

DPP Planning
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Policy ENV 2
Protection of
other sites and
features of
environmental
significance,
page 34

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 34

TN & AM
Scarratt 50

Policy Env 2

We look forward to hearing from you in order to
resolve the above matters. Thank you for considering
our response.
The policy should also add that developments will be
regarded as acceptable where they might affect a site
of environmental significance, but a replacement site /
area of comparable significance is proposed.

First para in Important Open Spaces refers to the HBBC
PPG17 study of 2010. There has been an updated study
since then, the Open Space, Sport and Recreational
Facilities Study (2016). Cross reference your
information with this study to ensure information and
typologies are correct.
Last sentence on page 34 states “These sites’ value, as
open space within and close to the built-up areas and as
formal or informal community assets, is recognised in
this Policy and Community Action”. What Policy is this
referring to? There is only Community Action ENV1. In
the Neighbourhood Plan you can designate open spaces
if you have the evidence to support it.
This policy states the need to protect all of the sites
listed in the historic and environmental inventory.
Given the comments and objections and explanations
given above, we object to some of the site designations
being included for the reasons explained.

This is not so …. The policy
does not refer to, for
example, an area of
general open space that
could be replaced
elsewhere. It is intended to
protect the identified
environmental (historic or
natural: habitats and
species) features that are
specific to that location
and cannot be re-created
elsewhere.
We will reference this
study and amend the
narrative as necessary.

None

The policy had previously
been removed – the
narrative will be amended
to reflect this.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted. The purpose of the
policy is not to prevent
development but to ensure
that any locally important
features are taken into

None

Change to be made
as indicated.
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account should planning
Application be submitted.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 35

The maps in Figure 8 are not very clear; can’t easily
identify where some sites are in relation to the village,
especially the top five maps.

Page 37

First para on page 37 refers to the NPPF 2012, please
amend to reflect NPPF 2018. Section 15 of NPPF 2018 in
particular is a key resource for biodiversity and the
natural environment.
Third para in Policy ENV3 states “Where a development
proposal will adversely affect a protected species, an
appropriate and suitable survey will be undertaken…”.
This cannot be asked for in Policy, please move to the
supporting text, or remove.

Policy ENV3
page 37

The last para of Policy ENV3, “The plan designates a
wildlife corridor…” This is a statement, not policy.
Change to supporting text between Policy ENV3 and
Community Action ENV2.

DPP Planning
34

Policy ENV3
Biodiversity
General
Page 37

The policy should confirm that providing compensatory
provision is an appropriate approach. Indeed, this often
provides an enhanced level of provision. As such this
option should not be reflected in the policy as ‘a last

We hope this explains the
situation.
High resolution versions of
the maps will be available
in the submission version
of the NP.
All references to the NPPF
2012 will be updated to
2018.

None

Change to be made
as indicated.

This policy wording has
passed examination and
will be retained.

None

Noted. To add
‘Development which is
approved in the Plan area
will be expected to protect
and enhance wildlife
corridors and other
potential habitat links,
including natural ponds. It
should not create barriers
to the permeability of the
landscape for wildlife in
general, or fragment
populations of species of
conservation concern’ to
the policy
Agreed. To add
‘Development proposals
that cannot avoid (through,
for example, locating to an

Change to be made
as indicated.

Change to be made
as indicated.
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resort;’ it should be given the same status as the other
options, i.e., alternative site or mitigation.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 38

Hinckley &
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Borough
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Page 38

Resident 27
DPP Planning
34

Policy ENV4
Policy ENV4
Ridge and
Furrow
Page 38
Page 39 Local
Heritage List

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

The heading “Buildings and structures of local
significance” is confusing as this section includes
information on listed buildings (which are a statutory
national designation), scheduled monuments (again a
national designation which has been referred to within
the listed buildings section), and then the local heritage
list. I would recommend that the title of this section is
renamed to “Heritage Assets”, and the listed buildings
section is renamed to “Designated Heritage Assets” (as
to cover both listed buildings and scheduled
monuments). Renaming these elements and retaining
the title “Local Heritage List” will ensure this section of
the document has an appropriate structure.
Remove the reference to “by Historic England” in
defining setting. In most cases it is the local planning
authority who will determine whether a development
proposal will impact the setting of a heritage asset. It
will be sensible to end the sentence with “as defined,
on a case by case basis.”
This would be very welcome.
We would question whether this policy is justifiable and
supported by reference to the quality and nature of the
asset and by reference to guidance on the topic.
This list has been devised via joint working between the
Neighbourhood Plan Group and the Borough Council.
Identification of local heritage assets has been based on
the Borough Council’s adopted selection criteria
(attached), this includes a range of values that could

alternative site with less
harmful impacts),
adequately mitigate, or, as
a last resort, compensate
for, the loss of a nationally
or locally identified site of
biodiversity value will not
be supported’
Agreed.

Change to be made
as indicated.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted
Noted. The narrative prior
to the policy describes the
local importance of ridge
and furrow.
Agreed

None
None

Change to be made
as indicated.
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warrant inclusion, so the statement “that are
considered to be of local significance for architectural,
historical or social reasons” is too narrow. I would
suggest that the paragraph is worded along the lines of

TN & AM
Scarratt 50

Page 39

“The Neighbourhood Plan identifies a number of other
buildings and structures in the Parish that are
considered to be local heritage assets. The reasons why
these local heritage assets are significant is varied,
often going beyond historical or architectural interest
and demonstrating a range of values that contribute to
the distinctiveness and heritage of the Parish. These
assets have been identified based upon the Borough
Council’s adopted selection criteria (contained within
Appendix XX) and their inclusion here records them in
the planning system as non-designated heritage assets
(Descriptions in Appendix H1)”.
As you can see I would suggest that the selection
criteria document is included as an appendix and
referred to in the main document, so the public is
aware of how these local heritage assets have been
identified and designated.
On page 39, two of our properties have been identified
as Local Heritage Assets; these are Lindridge Lodge and
Lindridge Hall Farm. We have read the sections relating
to these designations in the Draft document, as well as
the individual letters received by ourselves relating to
these specific properties. Firstly, with regards to both
properties, we do not understand the logic for their
inclusion in such a status. Lindridge Lodge has been
altered through multiple extensions over the years and
is now largely a modern property, therefore seems
rather illogical and un-justified. With respect to
Lindridge Hall Farm, we assume you refer to the house
itself, although there is no clarity over what property
you are referring to. The house and adjoining buildings
again have had various improvements made over the

See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP

None
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Page 39
Figure 11

years. We run a family farming business. By nature,
such a designation, we understand that via Article 4
Direction, our permitted development rights could be
removed. These are essential rights for us, for example,
to erect farm buildings under a certain size which we
have used in the past. Furthermore, any other
restrictions which could develop in the future from such
a designation now could be detrimental to our business,
as well as adding significant costs. As you may or may
not appreciate, farming is an incredibly volatile
business, and at present is hugely exposed to no trade
deal and therefore collapse of export markets post
BREXT, and the removal of subsidies which have now
been set out in the draft Agriculture Bill. We will lose a
significant proportion of our profit per annum from
subsidy removal alone, regardless of the effect on
trade. If we assume that the government pursues a
cheap food policy which has been apparent for the past
50 years, then it is essential we retain flexibility to
invest in our business where necessary to develop
further efficiency gains, or indeed if opportunities arise
possibly diversify to replace such income. The
document states such support for farming businesses
on page 57. As a result of all these factors we strongly
object to both these designations and kindly ask that
these are removed.
This map show both designated (listed buildings and
conservation area) and non-designated buildings and
structures within the Parish, therefore the title of the
figure should be amended to “Heritage Assets within
the Parish” or “Heritage Assets (designated and nondesignated) within the Parish” or another similar title. I
did provide this plan for the Group, I apologise in that I
had not included the scheduled monument at Lindridge
on the plan, so an updated plan is attached.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.
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Policy ENV5
Page 39

Hinckley &
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Borough
Council 36

Appendix H1
Desford Parish
local heritage
assets

Resident 24

Local Heritage

Heritage Assets (provided in PDF format above, and can
be sent as image file to NDP group if required)
The name of this policy should be simplified to “Local
Heritage Assets” as it has been established that these
assets can be identified on more than just historical and
architectural interest as currently stated in the name of
the policy.
This lists the local heritage assets within Desford Parish,
but it appears an earlier working version is included on
the Desford Neighbourhood Plan website as content to
be confirmed is highlighted in yellow. Attached is the
final version of the list agreed by the Neighbourhood
Planning Group and the Borough Council and this
should replace the current version of Appendix H1 on
the website.
I would like to object to the inclusion as a local heritage

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted. The correct
appendix will be
incorporated.

Change to be made
as indicated.

The designation reflects
119

Asset Station
House, Station
Road

asset until I can understand the financial and legal
impact this change would make to myself as a home
owner.
I would also like to understand the financial support
and commitment the parish will put aside annually to
support.
It is my intention to make Station House my long-term
home, and to retain its current character. It’s character
is what caused me to purchase the property and I will
not be changing its character. Due to age and condition
of the property, a number of works are required to
maintain it as a liveable property for the next couple of
decades. I have had a number of quotes to repair the
property and depending on the materials chosen the
repairs can be prohibitively expensive. In order to
secure the future of my property I need to have
maximum control over the repairs I need to make, and
an Article 4 Direction, could remove such control.

Resident 25

Page 40

Resident 33

Page 40

Also, with the supporting plans from the local parish to
re-open the line and the potential impact to the
property which may affect the standard of living
associated with this property and the potential changes
required to the property due to the proximity of the
railway line.
I have no objections to the Stud Farm Complex being
included in the list of Local Heritage Assets subject to
the rest of the complex being included.

The Plan identifies our house (Linwood Cottage)
becoming a heritage Asset of Local Significance. We are
not sure exactly why our house has been designated as
such, other than it being originally built in 1906 as the
house for the chauffeur of the Lindridge Estate. If this is

the importance of the
building locally. It affords
some weight in the
planning system to prevent
inappropriate development
on the building or by
others impacting on its
setting.
It affords less weight than
that which would be
provided through being
within a conservation area.
See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP

None

See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP
See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP

None

None
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Resident 26

The
Greyhound
41

Local Heritage
Asset Listing

the case, we are not sure why Lyndale (now a cattery)
has not been similarly designated as it was originally the
Gardner’s cottage for the Lindridge Estate.
There are only 8 important views left around Desford
(many already lost to development) to be safeguarded
in order to protect the rural setting of Desford and its
relationship with the countryside. The proposed
housing allocation on Barns Way will obliterate View 4 –
this is a critical ancient vista that can be seen from the
road – its loss will significantly alter the character of
Desford. The Plan states that its intention is to
‘maintain essential character of the Parish and the
approaches to it and protect visual amenity’ the loss of
this view contradicts this statement. There will be
significant loss of visual amenity.
The Greyhound, Botcheston – Potential Heritage Asset
Listing
I write following receiving a letter from Desford Parish
Council regarding looking to make The Greyhound a
Local Heritage Asset. I have also spoken to Paul Grundy
– Conservation Officer at Hinckley & Bosworth Borough
Council to understand the implications/restrictions on
the building/our business.

Noted.

Change to be made
as indicated

We will move the site line
to beyond the
development.

See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP

None

As you may well be aware, The Greyhound has been
struggling over the past seven years to maintain a good
tenant (4 within 7 years) to provide good standards
/food for the local community and surrounding
residents. In August 2018 we purchased the pub from
Marston on a freehold basis and had since renovated
the interior to try and complete with local competition.
Our main concern regarding listing the asset is
removing our permitted development rights to upkeep
the exterior, adding costs to run planning applications
and delay in timescales.
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Over the next few years we intend to replace all wood
windows with like for like plastic and extend the
property to the rear to increase the ability to serve
more covers (people). Having such a listing may impact
on our ability to make alterations all at, make quick
decisions and complete works around quitter trading
periods.

Resident 42

Local Heritage
Asset Listing

Resident 43

Local Heritage
Asset Listing

In our opinion the building has been altered and
extensions added to the rear of the property that have
changed its appearance to be listed as a Local Heritage
Asset. Having lived in Botcheston most of my life, I can
reassure you that we care for the property and intend
to look after the appearance to maximise customer
visits. However, I remain concerned that listing the
property will prevent changes being allowed that make
our offer competitive and impacts on the future
profitability of the Public House.
We are writing in reply to your recent letter advising we
are to be included in the Local Heritage Asset listing.
Please note that we DO NOT wish our property to be
included and would ask that you remove us from your
listing. Thank you
I note that our house is listed as a heritage asset.
Whilst I am happy with that, the information you have
is incorrect.
The house was built in its original form in the early 18th
C and not mid-19th and is depicted on a map of 1725.

See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP
See response to resident
34 above. We will keep the
proposed designations and
explain their implications
better in the NP

None

None

More vitally, it has never been and is not now, in
anyway commercial since we purchased it in 2011.
Please remove this inaccuracy and the comments about
it being a livery yard on receipt. It is, and has been
since purchase, a private home for our own horses. It is
imperative that this removed as it could have serious
tax or rates implications.
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It is disappointing, that despite having Chaired the
Parish Council for several years and being known to all
involved, I was not approached prior to putting this
inaccurate information into the public domain.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Pegasus Group
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I look forward to receiving confirmation that this has
been done.
I do not see the need for this community action as it
duplicates policy ENV 5.

Community
Action ENV3
Other Heritage
Assets
Page 41
Page 41
Safeguarding Important Views. See HBBC’s Landscape
Character Assessment and Landscape Sensitivity
Assessment (2017) for evidence on important views and
landscape features.
Safeguarding
The NDP identifies a number of highly-valued views
important
across the parish and towards Desford village from the
views
surrounding countryside. These views have been
identified by local residents and are represented on
Figure 12 of the NDP.

Community Action Env 3 is
to be deleted

Change to be made
as indicated.

Noted

None

We will move the site line
to beyond the
development.

View 4, which is from Barns Way along the track
crossing the fields 168.1 and 163 towards Charity fields,
looking north east, east and south east, runs straight
through the centre of the proposed residential
allocation identified in Policy H2 of the NDP. The
proposed allocation would essentially completely alter
this ‘highly valued’ view.
In spite of the findings of the consultation into
preparing the NDP, in proposing to allocate the Barns
Way site the NDP seems to ignore that this site contains
one of the most highly valued views to local people. No
assessment is made regarding this in the SSA.
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Policy ENV6 of the NDP as currently worded, states that
development that adversely affects the identified
locally important and valued views will not be
supported unless the proposal includes effective sitespecific mitigation measures. It is unclear how
residential development on the land off Barns Way
would not adversely affect this identified locally
important and valued view. The evidence base to the
NDP appears to contain no Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment of development on the Barns Way site and
therefore its proposed allocation for residential
development in Policy H2, in light of the identified
important view and the requirements of Policy ENV6 is
inconsistent, contradictory and unsound.
Gladman
Developments
Ltd 32

Policy ENV6

This policy identifies 8 ‘important’ views which the plan
makers consider are important for the setting of
Desborough and seeks for development and would not
support development proposals adversely affecting
them. Gladman suggests that this is a subjective issue
and the policy does not provide support for a decision
maker to apply the policy predictably and with
confidence.

Noted.

Identified views must ensure that they demonstrate a
physical attribute elevating a view’s importance beyond
simply being a nice view of open countryside. The
evidence base to support the policy does little to
indicate why these views should be protected, other
than providing a nice view of the surrounding fields.
Gladman consider that to be valued, a view would need
to have some form of physical attribute. This policy
must allow a decision maker to come to a view as to
whether particular locations contain physical attributes
that would ‘take it out of the ordinary’ rather than
selecting views which may not have any landscape
significance and are based solely on community

The evidence base in
neighbourhood plans
needs to be proportionate.
The information provided
in the NP from the
descriptions of the views to
images of the views
themselves is considered
sufficient to justify the
policy, which does not
prevent development but
ensures mitigation.

None

Desborough is a different
parish – we suspect that
much of the submission is a
standard ‘cut and paste’
from other NP comments.
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DPP Planning
34

Policy ENV6
Safeguarding
Important
Views
Page 42

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Policy ENV6
Page 42

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 42

Policy ENV7
page 43

support. Gladman therefore suggest this element of the
policy is deleted.
We would question whether this policy is supportable
and needs to be included. The land around Desford is
not identified as having a high or unique landscape
quality or being of a distinctiveness profile.

It is of local importance
and significance

None

These are adapted from
standard Ordnance Survey
viewpoint symbols, with
the ‘rays’ representing the
direction and spread of the
panorama, the numbered
dot being the viewpoint.

None

We believe that the
location of this policy, in
the environment section, is
appropriate.
Wellbeing is a standard
description of general
health

None

Second para beginning “Developers will be responsible
for…” can’t be asked for in policy, and should be
removed, or moved to the supporting text.

Change to say ‘will be
supported by appropriate
…’

Change to be made
as indicated.

Third para highlights that wind turbine development

To reflect that it is a

None

As such, while views are available from and into the
village from publicly accessible points, it is the
representor’s stance that the views are not worthy of
recording or protection as this places a higher than
justified profile on the view in question and related
land.
Figure 12 on page 42 – the symbols could be
misleading, for example the extent of the symbols
reaching out only so far could mean the important view
stops where the symbol stops. Are the views looking
inwards to the village, or are they looking outwards
towards the countryside? This map could be
interpreted in a very different way than intended,
explain the map and symbols. Or you could change the
symbols or reflect the extent of the view in a clearer
way, just be wary of the way a developer could
interpret this map.
Renewable Energy generation – I suggest moving this
section into a separate section or combining with
transport for example. See comments at the end
regarding potential structure changes.
Criteria a states “adverse impact on… wellbeing…”
What do you mean by wellbeing? Very subjective and
different for everyone.

None
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proposals will be generally acceptable if the turbine tip
height is less than 50 metres, and the proposal is for no
more than one turbine. Why? Why these criteria?

residential rather than a
commercial scale.

The policy also lists “The land is also used for other
purposes” – this is not always possible, remove or
amend. “Low-level noise generated does not interfere
with residential homes” – again this is repetition
throughout the document of impacts on amenity.
Please review.

The policy says ‘generally
acceptable’ so is not a
requirement.

None

Large scale reflects
commercial rather than
domestic.

None

It is useful to keep the
policy wording in case this
is a potential issue.

None

‘Being considered on its
own merits’ allows no
room for shaping of the
policy. The policy in the
draft NP provides the
control needed.
It is because the site is
outside of the
neighbourhood area that
this is a community action
and there is no policy.

None

Policy F1 seeks to protect
existing facilities.

None

The policy states “Large scale solar energy generation
development proposals will…” How big is large scale?
Subjective term.

DPP Planning
34

Policy ENV 7
Renewable
Energy
Infrastructure
Page 43

DPP Planning
34

Community
Action ENV 4
page 44

DPP Planning
34

Chapter 6
Community
Facilities
page 45

Reflection/glare is not present on solar farms, as the
panels are matte, and the purpose of the panels are to
absorb the light.
This policy is overly prescriptive and places too many
restrictions on the form, profile and type of renewable
energy infrastructure that might be supported. A less
restrictive policy approach, and one that better reflects
relevant guidance, should be followed, including that
each proposal will be considered on its merits.
We are surprised at the inclusion of this and reference
to the proposed C2 building. Although it is Neovia’s
view that the Neovia and Caterpillar complex should be
covered in the plan, which necessitates also including
the parish of Peckleton, this is not the case at present.
As matters stand now the Neovia complex is wholly out
with the plan. Should matters change in future this
policy might be appropriate, albeit in further discussion
with Neovia given its key role in delivery.
Neovia concur with the general sentiments expressed
through the draft plan that community facilities are an
important feature of any settlement, certainly one that
pitches itself as sustainable.

None

The community are aware
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While Desford has a range of facilities and services, and
this has contributed to securing its status as a
designated key rural centre in the local settlement
hierarchy, the range of facilities and services it is
currently able to offer in Neovia’s view can be regarded
as inadequate when compared to the size of the
settlement and its population.
While the chapter, and by reference to Policy F2,
expresses support for the provision of new facilities,
neither really get to grips with what is needed, how
such facilities might be procured and what is needed to
deliver and sustain them, which in Neovia’s view is a
failing. Indeed, it is somewhat ironic that Policy F2,
which seeks the provision of new or improved
community facilities, requires a range of criteria to be
satisfied before a proposal can be regarded as
supportable.

that significant additional
facilities will only be
achievable with equally
significant new housing
numbers.
Without the latter, which is
not a requirement to
meeting the Borough’s
housing target, a detailed
analysis of potential
additional facilities is
unnecessary.

Surely a better approach would be to work out what is
needed and to work with partners that have the ability
to deliver new facilities and services and in a way that
satisfies the broad aims of Policy F2.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Page 45

In this regard Neovia is of the view that the best way to
see new facilities provided is to include them as part of
a well-planned new scheme that forms part of a wider
mixed-use development initiative. This is an initiative
that Neovia would support and it is in its gift to deliver
such an initiative on land it controls. This is covered in
more detail through its comments on Forward.
Last para states “deficiency is noted in green space and
play provision” – check this is still correct in the latest
Open Space, Sport and Recreational Facilities Study
2016.

This has been checked.
Deficiency is now identified
as being in all measured
typologies except
allotments

None
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Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Policy F1
page 46

This policy has a reference, F1, but no name like the
others have, for example it could be called Policy F1
Existing Community Facilities.
The HBBC Local Plan Policy, DM25, in the Site
Allocations & Development Management Policies DPD,
is a stronger policy. Amend to be more locally specific,
without weakening the Local Plan policy.

Resident 27

Policy F1c

DPP Planning
34

Policy F1
Community
Facilities
Page 46

Resident 28

Community
Action F1

For example, you could amend to refer to Local Plan
Policy DM25, and then designate some of the
community facilities that haven’t been identified in the
Local Plan.
I don’t believe that pubs and restaurants are
community amenities and facilities in quite the same
way as, say the Library. This is another example of this
Plan appealing to those who just want to live in the
Desford bubble. We can all survive perfectly well
without pubs and restaurants, and if they aren’t making
money, this is a sure sign that the demand isn’t there.
Focus on fewer things which are closer to ‘core
business’
This policy is unsupportable by reference to NPPF.
Where a use might close or be considered for closure or
caused to be closed through a development proposal
due to lack of economic viability or other reason
including that there is otherwise no need or justification
for the continued use of a local facility, the market will
take the lead in defining a new use or redevelopment
option for the facility, albeit controlled through
planning. It is not acceptable to seek to resist a
proposal simply because it might result in the closure of
a facility if it can otherwise be demonstrated to be
acceptable in planning terms.
My comments relate to Polebrook House/Desford Boys
School.

A Policy name will be
added.

Change to be made
as indicated.

The policy wording is
considered to be sufficient
and appropriate to
safeguard local facilities.

One of the conditions in
the policy (F1 c)) is about
financial viability.
The view expressed within
the Plan is to recognise the
importance of pubs and
restaurants, even though
they are different to other
facilities.
This view point is noted.
The policy reflects that
within the Core Strategy
and is an important
reinforcement of locally
important facilities.

Noted. Will say ‘potential
danger’.

None

None

Change to be made
as indicated.
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DPP Planning
34

Policy F2
New or
improved
community
facilities
Page 47

My property shares a boundary with the school. Since
moving here 12 years ago the school building has been
left to deteriorate and subject to vandalism. The
grounds are not maintained, and trees overhang my
property which I have twice paid to have lopped back to
the boundary. On one occasion vandals started a fire in
the building which was put out by the fire brigade.
Should this happen again the flames would very quickly
spread to the trees and my property. Your report notes
that the school is in poor repair, but it should also note
that it is a danger to surrounding properties.
As already set out in Neovia’s comments on chapter 6,
while Policy F2 expresses support for the provision of
new facilities, the policy doesn’t really get to grips with
what is needed, how such facilities might be procured
and what is needed to deliver and sustain them, which
in Neovia’s view is a failing. Indeed, it is somewhat
ironic that Policy F2, which seeks the provision of new
or improved community facilities, requires a range of
criteria to be satisfied before a proposal can be
regarded as supportable.

Noted.

None

The potential for significant
new development is not
something supported by
the NP, even if it brings
with it additional facilities.

Surely a better approach would be to work out what is
needed and to work with partners that have the ability
to deliver new facilities and services and in a way that
satisfies the broad aims of Policy F2.
In this regard Neovia is of the view that the best way to
see new facilities provided is to include them as part of
a well-planned new scheme that forms part of a wider
mixed-use development initiative. This is an initiative
that Neovia would support and it is in its gift to deliver
such an initiative on land it controls (as covered through
its comments on Forward). Neovia is surprised this
policy does not go further and actively encourages the
provision of certain types of further facilities and
specific proposals for the village since current provision,
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Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Desford
Striders
Running Club
18
Resident 33

Policy F2
page 47

Chapter 8
Transport
page 48
Chapter 8

by reference to current levels of population, can be
regarded as inadequate.
Critiera b – “unacceptable traffic movements” what do
you mean by this? Subjective terms. For example, you
could talk about highway safety instead.
Look at Leicestershire County Council Design Guide, and
Highways policies for traffic and parking elements.
Either refer to these, or HBBC’s.
Excessive speeds on Peckelton Lane and Dans Lane,
Desford. This is a real problem with both the entrance
and exit from Sport in Desford (SID). There is a real
possibility of an accident with people using SID on foot.
The majority of our comments are related to Transport
issues, particularly transport and traffic travelling on
Lindridge Lane which don’t get mentioned in the Plan.
There is no reference to the development and planned
expansion of the Merrylees Industrial Estate which has
seen a significant increase in the volume and size of
vehicles using Lindridge Lane over the past 5 – 10 years.
This is compounded by Lindridge Lane being used as a
short cut / “rat run” particularly for traffic travelling to
and from Caterpillar and the A47 at its junction with
Peckleton Lane. The staggered shift work patterns
developed by Caterpillar now mean there is a significant
increase in vehicles using Lindridge Lane between 6am
and 9am and 3pm to 5pm.

Agreed

Change to ‘Highway
safety’.

Noted

None

Noted Thank you for these
comments.

None

The NP can only tackle
transport related issues
that arise as a consequence
of new development. This
it seeks to do in Policy T1.
Community Action T1 seeks
to improve the existing
situation through dialogue
with partners.

Over the past 5 – 10 years there has been a significant
increase in the number of lorries and transit vans using
Lindridge Lane. The development of Merrylees
Industrial Estate and its proposed expansion and the
expansion of the brickworks at Bagworth Heath will
mean more vehicles using Lindridge Lane as a short cut.
The speed of traffic using Lindridge Lane is dangerous.
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Chapter 8
Transport
Page 48

Following a fatal accident on Lindridge Lane
approximately 10 years ago, I took a petition to
Hinckley & Bosworth Council from residents of
Lindridge Lane requesting that 30mph speed limit be
extended to reduce the speed of traffic coming in and
out of the village and the danger of drivers driving too
fast at the sharp bend in the road near to the old
Sewage Works. Councillors at Hinckley & Bosworth
Council claimed that speed and volume checks of traffic
had been carried out and showed that the speed of
traffic was not a problem.
The issues identified in this chapter are typical of
problems facing many similar settlements, including
older street patterns, roads with poor horizontal
alignment, congestion, vehicle/pedestrian conflicts,
levels of traffic, impacts of larger/HGV traffic and
vehicle speeds.

Noted.

None

Many of the problems identified above, can, least to a
degree, be addressed by dedicated schemes which
involve relatively minor investments, but the key issue,
which is how to reduce cross traffic movements
through the village along the B582 route, requires a
greater intervention in the form of a new bypass.
However, such an initiative would cost a considerable
sum of money and there is little likelihood in these days
of economic constraint that such an initiative could be
funded solely from the public purse. Instead, such an
initiative could only proceed should it be paid for
through other means, the most obvious of which is that
the costs of such a route be paid for through new
development.
The nature of the route required, i.e. length and general
profile, means that the development would need to be
substantial. An option in this regard that Neovia is keen
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to discuss further with the Parish Council involves use of
its current operational facility and related land plus
undeveloped land to the west of this but which is also
controlled by Neovia. This, coupled with other land
immediately west of the settlement, could see a new
route established west and south of Desford, linking
with the improved section of Peckleton Lane. This
would provide east to west bound traffic with an
alternative, better quality and faster, route from a point
west of Desford to the junction of the B582 with the
A47 south east of the settlement.

Resident 38

Resident 40

Chapter 8

Transport
page 48

Such an initiative could be delivered through a planned
mixed-use development initiative, largely on land
controlled by Neovia. This is covered in its comments
on Forward.
Much emphasis on High Street and Manor Road.
Speeding and parking along Main Street is a problem –
one way system Lindridge Lane to Library required.

As emphasised in the preface to this section the heavy
traffic volume through the village on the B582 is a
major concern to all residents of Desford and although
steps can be taken to ameliorate the effects of through
traffic, realistically the only permanent solution is to
provide a bypass around the village between Leicester
Lane and Hunts Lane (Manor Road).
It is realised that financing this project under the
current financial conditions would be extremely
challenging however this should not exclude the aim of
providing this in our long-term vision in our
Neighbourhood Plan and should be considered when
reviewing any planning application for development.

The NP cannot propose
solutions without the
agreement of the Highways
Authority.

None

Community Action T1 seeks
to progress this.
Noted. Thanks.
None
Policy T1 does what it can,
but your proposed solution
is not something that is
land-use based so cannot
be a NP policy.
This may be something
that the PC picks up
outside of the NP
processes.
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A special levy on Council rates on all properties in
Desford village ring fenced specifically for such a
purpose could in the long term (20 – 30years) provide
the required basis for just such a development to e
undertaken in conjunction with the Leicestershire
County Council.
I apologies for not having raised this in committee at an
earlier stage however it has only been whilst
considering the planning application for the Peckleton
Lane development that this solution dawned on me.
Resident 46

Chapter 8
Transport

Traffic congestion in the village has increased
significantly in recent years. With future developments
planned at Neovia and housing developments in
Desford, currently off Peckleton Lane, and the
surrounding villages the congestion will increase. This
causes problems with air pollution when traffic queues
at junctions and pedestrians having to wait to cross
roads. Larger vehicles have difficulty in keeping in their
lane in certain parts of the village.
One way to overcome these problems, most probably
the only way, would be to have a bypass.

The traffic from the proposed development on
Peckleton Lane could avoid the centre of the village if a
road was built between Peckleton Lane and Leicester
Lane. This would also provide access for future
developments in Desford while avoiding the congestion
in the village centre and give easier access to traffic
heading for the M1, M69 and Leicester.

Thank you for this
comment.

None

The construction of a
bypass would require
potentially several
thousand new homes and
may not be something that
the wider community
would support given the
comments about keeping
Desford as a village.
This is outside of the scope
of this NP as it relates to an
existing application.

A bypass from the B582 to the east of the village
starting near the allotments and initially taking a
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southerly direction and then turning west to join the
road described above from Peckelton Lane to Leicester
Lane.
Inconsiderate parking is also a problem in High Street,
more enforcement may help reduce this.
It is obvious if you travel along Dans Lane at times when
Caterpillar and/or Neovia staff are leaving that there is
a need for traffic lights at the junction with the A47.
The queues can stretch back for several hundred
meters.
Public transport is an important service for many
people and this must be protected. The recent
reduction in service to and from Leicester means that it
is more difficult for some to get to their jobs. Can a
dialogue be opened with the parties concerned, Arriva,
County Council and local representatives to try to
prevent changes being made at short notice.

Landmark
Planning Ltd
Crown
Crest/Poundst
retcher PLC 17
Resident 22

Page 49
Para 5

Policy T1

To encourage cycling safe cycling routes are needed as
the roads around Desford are not currently wide
enough to ensure that there is room for motor vehicles
and cyclists to comfortably use the roads at the same
time.
Crown Crest / Poundstretcher UK acknowledge that
there is an issue re overnight parking of lorries awaiting
an access to their site on Desford Lane. The company
wishes to work with the community to resolve this
issue.
Traffic
Continued consultation needed. Speeding traffic
though village (Manor Road) needs to be addressed.
Mobile traffic camera vans only effective whilst at side
of road. Volume of HGV’s excessive. Need permanent
traffic calming measures – bumps, static cameras.

Noted. Enforcement is not
an NP issue.
Noted.

This will be a matter for the
Parish Council.

Policy T3 seeks to address
this.

Noted

None

Noted. Community Action
T1 seeks to achieve this …..

None
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Resident 25

Policy T1
Page 51

DPP Planning
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Policy T1
Traffic
Management
and
Community
Action T1
Page 51

Resident 27

Policy T1a

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36

Policy T1
page 51

There is NO access to the village for pedestrians from
the houses along Leicester Lane apart from walking
along the dangerous B582 or along the footpaths over
the fields which become muddy and slippery after any
rain. Children living along the road are cut off from
schools without transport. Considering the traffic at
peak times, a cycle path would attract use from cyclists
not wanting to cycle around the bends.
Neovia has no issue with Policy T1 in the context of its
objectives but does ask why the policy does not go
further. This is by reference to the fact that Neovia is
aware of local community concerns regarding the
impact of east - west bound traffic on the centre of
Desford, and the long-held view that the settlement
would benefit from a by-pass. Neovia has the potential
to contribute towards this objective. This would be
through planned development on land in its control
(covered through comments on Forward).
I understand the Health and Safety aspect of the plan
and agree that traffic though the villages is a bad thing,
especially when traffic is of an appropriate size and
nature. However, the Parish Council should also be
aware of its responsibilities regarding road use between
villages. Commuting is a huge issue for villagers of
working age and some aspects of the plan do not
support those of us who have to travel by road.
Policy T1, criteria a states “Be designed to minimise
additional traffic generation and movement through
the villages” – why and how?

Criteria b – see comments on Policy H6 regarding the
Leicestershire County Council Design Guide and parking
standards.

Noted. Policy T3 seeks to
address this.

None

This comment is noted and
addressed in previous
responses.

None

Noted. The Plan has sought
to improve the situation
for road users as well as
those using other forms of
transport.

None

This might be to do with
the location of the
development, the provision
of travel packs provision of
footpath improvements
etc.

None

Policy H6 is in line with LCC
design standards.
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Resident 44

Policy T1
Page 51

The houses along Leicester Lane have no footpath
access to the village. Being retired, and having lost my
driving licence on medical grounds, I find it difficult to
participate in community/village activities.
A footpath/cycle path would connect all people in
properties in Leicester Lane with village services
(Doctors/Dentists etc) likewise a cyclist from the village
to join up with the A47 to Leicester.

Resident 33

Community
Action T1
page 51

Children living in these houses, such as our neighbours
would be able to walk to school. At the same time,
consideration could be given to rectifying the camber
on dangerous bends into the village, which have caused
numerous deaths.
We welcome the reference in the Neighbourhood Plan
to the Parish Council encouraging community speed
watch schemes and mobile vehicle activation signs. We
would ask that both actions be included as priority for
the Parish Council to adopt in Lindridge Lane.

Thank you for these
comments.

None

The NP does what it can in
promoting footpaths and
has a community action to
progress matters outside of
the planning system.

Thank you for this
comment.

None

We also welcome the reference to upgrading and
expanding the network of footpaths in the village and
would ask that Lindridge Lane is a priority area for the
expansion of the public footpath system. The footpath
on Lindridge Lane currently ends at Tropical Birdland.
This means that people walking up and down Lindridge
Lane have to walk on a narrow grass verge and risk
being injured by traffic travelling too fast, particularly
on the sharp bend in the road opposite to the old
Sewage Works.
I mow the verges on Lindridge Lane from Linwood
Cottage to the bend in the road opposite the old
Sewage Works and from Linwood Cottage to The
Meadows and have to take extreme and caution to
offset the risks and effects of vehicles travelling at
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excessive high speeds from the village to Merrylees.
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Policy T2
Desford
Railway
Station
Page 52
Page 52-4

Within the village centre of Desford vehicles are able to
park on both sides of Main Street and Newbold Road.
The Co-op store at the junction of Newbold Road and
Lindridge Lane brings articulated lorries delivering food,
milk and bread along with a steady flow of customers
using the Co-op and parking on Newbold Road. The
road system in the centre of the village would easily
lend itself to being a one way traffic system, starting
either at the mini roundabout at Main Street or the
larger roundabout at Newbold Road (off the B582).
Good if Desford station was utilised for public transport.
Good for the environment so far, but people will still
drive through the village to get to the station.
This is of huge importance to me if I am to remain a
Desford resident. Road travel into Leicester is
unbearable and the introduction of a train service into
the City would be massively beneficial. Given my
comments above about the negative impact of any
proposed development to the east of the village, the
railway line is the only thing that would keep me here
should the Barns Way extension come to fruition.
I wonder how realistic the proposal is? It would be
interesting if the Parish Council could provide more
detailed information about it, including an honest
assessment of the likelihood of delivering the Policy?
To me, the proposed level of development in the Parish
can only work if supported by the railway line.
Neovia supports the reopening of the former Desford
Station on the old Burton to Leicester Railway line
which is now only used for goods traffic.

Footpaths/bridleways/cycle routes/dog walking.
I am an active member of the Coalville Ramblers group;

Noted

None

Noted. Thanks.

None

More detail about the
Barns Way development
will be available as the
proposal moves to
planning application stage.

Noted.

None

Noted. Thank you for
taking the trouble to read
and comment on the NP.
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the group being part of the wider Ramblers Association.
I have recently taken on the role of Footpath Officer,
which covers the area of North West Leicestershire, and
Desford is covered by the Hinckley Group, I do have a
vested interest as I am a resident of Desford village and
know that walks of various Rambler groups bring
people to the village, and their pubs, via their walks.

Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Resident 20

Policy T3
page 52

T3 Section C

Having read the 61-page Desford Neighbourhood Plan, I
am pleased to see that footpaths are recognised
positively for a variety of reasons, and I am hopeful that
these will continue to be maintained. I do have a
suggestion with regard to the use of footpaths which I
have explained below. (T3 Section C)
Policy T3 Footpaths, Bridleways and Cycle Routes – this
shouldn’t be a policy, instead make this a community
action.
Provide an improved and more extensive footpath
network to support exercise and leisure for Desford
Parish residents and visitors.
Figure 13 shows the rights of way within the parish of
Desford and I can see that there are footpaths between
the three main villages of Desford, Botcheston and
Peckleton.
It would be nice to see the main path between each of
the villages being upgraded to gravel type surface, or
other, that prevents mud, thus allowing people access
without the need for specialist footwear. These paths
could also be upgraded in such as away that makes
them more accessible for people with disabilities. This
idea could also include the path to Kirby Muxloe.

This needs to be a policy to
give it weight in the
planning system.

None

Thank you for this
comment.

None

The NP can only promote
enhancements to the
footpath network where it
relates to new
development, however the
PC will no doubt look
forward to discussing this
matter with you further
through the course of your
role as footpath officer.

This would allow the paths to be used by people
walking to and from work for example, or even dare I
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say, for social activities like walking to any of the village
pubs on a summer’s day or evening, or winter for that
matter. I have on occasions walked to the Pesto
restaurant for a coffee or a pint but have found the
Greyhound and the Lancaster pubs to be less accessible,
not wanting to walk on the roadside.

Resident 25
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page 53
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Policy T4
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Chapter 9
Employment,
page 54

The implementation of this idea would also allow more
people to enjoy the important views outlined in Policy
Environment 6: Safeguarding Important Views, see
pages 41-3 of the plan.
This omits the Bridleway from opposite Stud Farm,
amongst others.
In regard to the Electric Vehicles section:
It would be useful to seek clarification on whether the
reference to ‘installation in a permanent parking area’
in the third paragraph is referring to areas on/off
highway or both?
Policy T4 is very specific, and inflexible. Does the policy
mean that every building/dwelling will be required to
have a electric car charging point? Or can there be a
shared point? Make this policy more flexible; do not
impose unreasonable burdens on applicants or make it
impossible for them to bring forward viable
development, we need deliverable, sustainable
schemes to come forward.
We suggest that the first part of the Policy is less
specific and more aligned to wording within the
National Planning Policy Framework, i.e. Housing and
commercial developments should be located and
designed where practical to incorporate facilities for
charging and plug-in and other ultra-low emission
vehicles.
Neovia is very surprised and disappointed that so little
is made of the existing Neovia and Caterpillar complex,
since in employment terms these facilities, offer
considerable levels of local employment and assist, by

Noted. Will add this in.

Change to be made
as indicated

This refers to public
parking.

Will add in ‘where
appropriate?’.

Change to be made
as indicated

Noted. This is to be
addressed through the use
of ‘where appropriate’.

We will strengthen the
reference to these
important local employers.

Change to be made
as indicated
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Policy E1
Existing
Employment
Use
Page 55

some margin, in sustaining the village. Without them,
local people would have no access to good quality jobs
and would have to travel much further in search of
employment. Indeed, they are so important that
Neovia is of the view they should underpin the plan’s
vision, development strategy and be given considerable
weight in terms of their potential to deliver a
sustainable Desford into the long-term future.
In the Plan where are the sites for employment. Are
these to be identified in the same way as sites for
housing?

Neovia is surprised that neither the pre-amble nor the
justification to this policy refers to the current Neovia
and Caterpillar operations, which collectively represent
a major employment use. Indeed, the current uses,
both in terms of extent and employment provided, are
amongst the largest facilities of this nature in the whole
county, and many local people are employed there.
Surely, any employment strategy and related policies
should reflect this fact?
As an aside, Neovia has concerns that the policy does
not reflect or give weight to the fact that often older
employment premises are of an age and profile that
makes them unattractive or unsuitable for use as
employment premises. And connected with this they
are often beyond their economic life as costs associated
with improving such buddings far outstrip returns that
might be secured.
Also, the policy suggests that a time period of 6 months
should elapse before an existing employment use /
building can be considered for another use. This is not
appropriate since there will be instances when

No there are no specific
allocations. The policy E2
itself describes the
circumstances where
planning applications are
to be determined.
Noted. We will address
this.

None

This timescale reflects the
need to demonstrate that
employment is no longer
viable.

None

Change to be made
as indicated
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Policy E2
New business
and
employment
and
Community
Action T1,
Page 55

Policy E2

promoting an alternative use in a shorter period would
deliver other benefits.
This policy is weaker than DM19 in HBBC’s Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies
DPD. Amend Policy E1 to be locally specific or amend to
reflect DM19.
The company agree with the approach re supporting
new employment possibilities but consider that the
policy wording lacks clarity. Clause a says that there are
only exceptional circumstances for employment
development where development is outside planned
limits to development boundaries or it is small scale
appropriate to a countryside location. However, the
largest possibilities for employment opportunities in
Desford Parish are, in effect, rehearsed in clause b of
the same policy: namely in existing buildings or areas of
previously developed land outside the planned limits to
development. The Crowncrest / Poundstretcher being
an obvious example.
Perhaps clause b should be combined with clause a to
give all the alternative appropriate locations for
employment opportunities so that expanding
employment opportunities at the company’s site is not
excluded by clause a.
It is inconceivable that this policy should ignore the
existing combined Neovia and Caterpillar industrial
complexes given their importance as centres of
employment excellence and given the high levels of
good quality employment provided by both companies.
This is by reference to the fact that although the policy
is directed at new business and employment uses /
development, which are seen as potentially helpful, this
only applies if they are within the settlement boundary,
which itself is a nonsense as the planned settlement
boundary ignores the Neovia/Caterpillar complex.
This element of the neighbourhood plan requires a

The policy is considered to
be locally relevant.

None

Agreed.

Change to be made
as indicated.

The policy will say ‘...fall
within the boundary of
planned settlement
boundary for the village of
Desford, unless it relates to
small scale leisure or
tourism activities, or other
forms of
commercial/employment
related development
appropriate to a
countryside location or
there are exceptional
circumstances, or are sited
in existing buildings or on
areas of previously
developed land’
We will strengthen the
reference to these
important local employers.

Change to be made
as indicated.
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Policy E3
pages 56 and
57

radical rethink and re-pitching to properly reflect these
existing uses, including their importance, their need to
adapt and expand and the potential offered by Neovia
owned land for complementary and new developments
and uses (covered through comments on Forward).
Criteria a – change ‘limits to development’ to
settlement boundary to be consistent with the rest of
the document.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

Criteria a states “…or other forms of
commercial/employment related development
appropriate to a countryside location or there are
exceptional circumstances.” This is very vague and is
open to interpretation. Be specific, use evidence.

This relates to Planning
Policy note 7 ‘sustainable
development in rural
areas’.

None

Criteria d – “Not involve the loss of dwellings” – Why is
this a requirement?

To avoid residential units
being converted to
employment use and
harming residential
amenity.

None

Criteria e – this is too prescriptive and inflexible. For
example, you could amend to involve potential
mitigation measures.

The concern is noted
however this policy has
passed examination
elsewhere and is deemed
to be appropriate.

None

Criteria f – this is a matter for Highways during the
planning application process. Again, refer to comments
above regarding Leicestershire County Council and
Highways (e.g. the Leicestershire County Council Design
Guide, parking standards and Highways policies).
Criteria a – “unacceptable traffic movements”. Again,
this is a matter for Highways during the planning
application process. Again, refer to comments above
regarding Leicestershire County Council and Highways

Agreed – the policy can be
supported or otherwise by
Highways at that time.

None

These comments are noted None
but do not detract from the
need for the policy to help
shape home working in the
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Action T1
Page 56

Policy E4
page 58

(e.g. the Leicestershire County Council Design Guide,
parking standards and Highways policies).

Parish.

Criteria b – repetition regarding residents’ amenity
again, consider a policy regarding amenity and design to
address all types of development, see earlier
comments.

The policy has been
successfully applied
elsewhere.

Criteria c – this part of the policy is straying into
Permitted Development rights and should be worded
carefully. Consider removing from policy and adding to
supporting text.
Neovia questions whether this policy is justified or
sustainable as many home working operations,
particularly those that are office orientated, can be
regarded as ancillary to residential use and as such do
not require planning permission.
Crowncrest / Poundstretcher support the focus on
encouraging apprenticeships and would welcome
working with all the local organisations listed. They
hope to expand the workforce at the site significantly
in the new year as the company continues to grow.
Neovia would be happy to discuss the potential of the
business to work with local people including in
connection with apprenticeships and work experience
opportunities.
Encourage establishment and installation of ‘fixed’
vehicle activated signs.

This policy is too open and is effectively allowing
development in the countryside. The policies in HBBC’s
Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
DPD are stronger. Amend to refer to the SADMP
policies, and/or make locally specific.
A duplication of Local Plan policy and National Policy.
Either make locally specific or remove.

The policy would only
apply if planning
permission were required.

None

Noted.

None

Noted. The Parish Council
is the body to liaise with in
this regard.

None

Noted

None

We disagree and believe
that the policy provides
control over the nature od
development in the
countryside.
The policy provides a focus
and as it is in general

None

None
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Monitoring &
Review

This type of infrastructure is mostly covered by
permitted development rights, and therefore can’t be
included in policy. Although you can amend to reflect a
similar policy position, for example “…where applicable
this infrastructure should be placed in the best possible
location with the least impact on residents’ amenity
and landscape value” etc.
You’ve talked about improved Broadband and internet
connection in the supporting text above, but not
included this in the policy. Do you want to include this
in the policy?
Monitoring and Review – I would suggest removing any
dates and just refer to a review within 5 years/alongside
Local Plan reviews, as at the moment we don’t know
when the plan will come into effect, or whether you will
need to review the plan sooner than 5 years’ time. In
this instance it gives you flexibility to review the plan
anytime within 5 years. Refer to the NPPF 2018 and
Planning Practice Guidance on reviewing
Neighbourhood Plans. This section needs to be clear
and concise, especially with the government’s increased
pressure on the Housing Delivery Test and 5-year
supply.
Davidsons support the need for the NDP to be regularly
monitored by Desford Parish Council on at least an
annual basis. Davidsons also support the proposals to
formally review the NDP on a five-year cycle
commencing in 2023 or to coincide with the review of
the HBBC Local Plan if this cycle is different.
It is however crucial that the NDP is in general
conformity with the Local Plan, particularly to ensure
that if there is a significant change in housing need
across HBBC, the NDP contains some level of flexibility

conformity with the Local
plan it should remain.
We disagree – the policy
supports improvements to
coverage and should be
retained.

None

We will incorporate
broadband into the policy

Change to be made
as indicated.

This concern is allowed for
as the narrative says that
the review will take place
alongside the review of the
Local Plan if within five
years – so this point is
already covered ….

None

Noted.

None

Pegasus misunderstand the
use of the term ‘policy’.
A policy is necessary for
HBBC to determine
planning applications.
A policy is not necessary to
commit the Qualifying
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Appendix D2

to ensure it can assist in meeting those needs. This is
particularly important given that Desford is identified as
one of the Key Rural Centres in the Borough. It is
therefore considered appropriate for the NDP to
include a specific policy that commits the NDP to being
reviewed under the circumstance of significant changes
particularly with regards to housing needs.
 I think the map showing the actual sites should
be added to help identify the sites.


Hinckley &
Bosworth
Borough
Council 36
Comments in
red
H. Nightingale

Body to review the Plan.

Agreed

Change to be made
as indicated.

These comments are
noted.

None

Is there an estimate of the potential number of
units each site could provide based on the
criteria of need outlined in the main document?

Appendix D2

As previously stated, this shouldn’t be an assessment
criteria as it pre determines that more houses are a
constraint and there is no evidence to suggest this.
Larger sites offer wider public gain through
contributions and are therefore more sustainable. Also,
the red scoring as mentioned in the site selection
criteria has been suggested as a point that needs
significant mitigation. This is not necessarily the case.

The process as followed
has achieved successful
examination outcomes
each time it has been used
and any amendment to
the process at this stage
would not be appropriate.

Instead just put this on the assessment for context.

Perhaps reword and say extending ‘beyond’ the village
envelope as that is more clear.
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I would suggest including your definition of ‘quality’
when assessing sites in a footnote or appendix. Further
to this I would also suggest explaining the tipping points
between no harm, less than substantial and substantial
harm to show full consideration of the issue.

I would suggest explaining the tipping points between
no harm, less than substantial and substantial harm to
show full consideration of the issue.

I would suggest explaining the tipping points between
no harm, less than substantial and substantial harm to
show full consideration of the issue.

How has an assessment been made as to what
improvements will be made and under what
circumstances can an access not be provided?
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What are the trigger points between minimal, medium
and major impact on village? Is it attributed to dwelling
numbers?

I would suggest explaining the tipping points between
no harm, less than substantial and substantial harm to
show full consideration of the issue.

Unsure whether there is a measure of harm against
PRoW when it is not uncommon for PRoW to go
through housing developments.

Usually when a site has a high pressured gas or oil
pipeline going through it, it precludes development
rather than ‘re-siting’ development.
So, the assessment criteria could state:
-site unaffected
-less than 50% of the site affected
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-more than 50% affected

Noises created from the development or from existing
development? What kind of noises does this refer to?

What evidence is being used to make this assessment?
Is this from HBBC SHELAA Assessments? Just make a
point of stating where the information is coming from.

Is this informed by a local or HBBC flood risk
assessment?
R.C.S. Cobley
48

Appendix D2
SHELAA AS196

I have been studying the Desford Neighbourhood Plan
and would like to draw your attention to my own
property Snowdene Farm, Botcheston which can also
be found on SHELAA as AS196. I first submitted my
property to SHELAA in 2006 as a small site for 2 -3
houses down a narrow drive which is probably why in
2014 when you selected sites it was disregarded.

These comments are noted
and will be taken into
account.

Site assessment to
be undertaken.

In 2016 I renewed my application to SHELAA and with
the benefit of more knowledge I contacted my
neighbour about whether he wished his house to be
included, following which I submitted about an acre of
land plus the house which when demolished would give
a 17-meter access to the public road.
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I have viewed the “site selection criteria and site
ranking scores” and this is how I would suggest AS196
would score.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

1-13 dwellings GREEN
Use, Vacant upon my retirement GREEN
AMBER
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
AMBER but a buyout is possible resulting in
GREEN
GREEN replacing a string of dilapidated 1970’s
buildings with housing would improve the
village
RED
AMBER
GREEN
Desford Church AMBER
GREEN
AMBER
In a 30 limit between speed humps on a straight
road GREEN
GREEN
AMBER
GREEN
RED
RED
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN site gently slopes down to a stream and
there is a main sewer beyond that.
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29. GREEN pub
My score is 20 GREEN, 6 AMBER & 3 RED giving an
overall score of 17 or 18 GREEN.
Snowdene Farm is currently geared to the production
and storage of hay and straw bales and as such having a
farm in the middle of a residential village has not been a
problem to my neighbours. However, I have been
made aware that there is concern about what problems
may arise in the future with new owners and that
clearing of a brown field site and replacing with housing
would be supported by some neighbours and members
of the parish council.
I therefore request that this site be included in the
neighbourhood plan for housing development.
Please feel free to contact me using the above details if
you wish to discuss further.
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Appendix D3

Sustainable Site Assessment (SSA)
Methodology matrix – Desford

Thank you for these
comments which will be
considered on review.

None

Site Assessment (SA) Methodology –
Desford
Suggest inserting methodology here rather
than at the beginning of every site
153

assessment as inserted below.
1.
Introduction
This Site Assessment (SA) is a comparison of housing
supply options to be used for plan-making purposes.
This confidential draft is subject to local ratification and
needs to be checked and validated before it is made
public. The level of information provided is appropriate
to this purpose and proportionate to the requirements
of the Neighbourhood Plan (NP). The SA is not a
substitute for the detailed professional assessments of
site viability and other legal or regulatory matters that
will be required as part of the process of submitting a
residential planning application. The SA is a community
led process and does not contain detailed professional
site investigations and the SA should be read and
understood in this context.
As mentioned in the most recent meeting (04.01.19)
this is not an assessment of sustainability but an
assessment of suitability against a matrix formulated by
those of the NDP. Therefore, I would advise not relying
so heavily on the term ‘sustainable’.
Through undertaking the SA the Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group will seek to ensure that the least
environmentally damaging and most sustainable
locations are prioritised for potential residential
development. The approach uses publicly available
and a site visit has been undertaken to determine the
locational context but the site itself will not be accessed
in professional detail during the SA.
Word missing after available – information?
Locally important factors have been considered and it is
recommended that the wider community comment on
the SA’s to help develop a ranking of suitability. The
SA’s are only a part of any potential development site
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selection, it is a useful tool to rank potential sites in a
NP and the methodology is accepted by developers,
land owners, Local Authorities and Planning Inspectors
as being robust and proportionate for this task .
If this is the case it would be helpful to evidence in an
appendix, which developers were supportive of the
methodology.

Resident 45

Appendix D3
Page 8 & 9

2.
Site Selection Criteria
A scoring system for the residential sites based on a
traffic light (i.e. Red, Amber or Green - RAG) score has
been used. Twenty eight indicators are considered and
the site with the highest green rating score is the one
which is most sustainable.
There are 29 as drafted.
The Neovia expansion plan includes a roundabout
which would only be a few yards from the proposed
access road to this site so with the suggested 960 x 2way movement of cars per day it is doubtful if a safe
access could be provided.

This has not been
considered as it is not a
part of the SHELAA
process. It will be assessed
in the future as necessary.

None

The distance to Manor Road is nearer to 750m
The distance to the designated village centre would be
about the same as above (not mm!)
The distance to the GP/Health centre would be more
like 950m but this is irrelevant as the NHS recommend
using the GP surgery at Ratby which would be a
problem with people having to use public transport.
(Consultation report by Kay Bestall – West Leics CCG
Dec 2018 – 18/01252/out)
The distance to the Primary School would be about
890m
Most of these figures have been taken from the
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Glenalmond application and I am guessing that they
have been calculated from the exit onto Peckelton Lane
but obviously anyone living towards the back of the
estate would need to walk further and as Peckleton
Lane is quite steep it would be an easy or quick journey
for shopping etc.
The unlit fairly long public footpath along this site could
prove a security issue and is certainly a health issue
considering the amount of dog excrement which was
along this path when I walked it a couple of days ago.
Neovia have less than a year in which to commence
work under the current planning application.
Obviously, this would incur noise although restrictions
on times for building are in place. There is also a
restriction limiting movements of HGV’s to and from
the building to 12 per hour between the hours of 23.00
to 07.00 and 20 per hour between 7.00 and 23.00.
However, this could be quite noisy for residents just
across the road.
There should be a least 4 red scores (as opposed to
amber) if the above distances were applied.

Pegasus Group
51

Although the distance from the end of Forest Rise might
be about 400m anyone living in the furthest corner at
the top of the field would have to walk almost double
this distance to the village etc.
Appendix D3 & Methodology
D4
Land off Kirkby Road, Ashfield Farm – Site AS210 &
Land off
AS211
Kirkby Road,
Davidsons are currently promoting this site for
Ashfield Farm residential development (SHLAA Refs AS210 and 211).
– Site AS210 & The site has been promoted through representations
AS211
and call for sites as part of the early stages of the HBBC
Local Plan Review. The site has capacity to

These comments are
noted.

None

The SSA process was
applied consistently across
the various sites and
scoring sites in isolation
such as this is misleading
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accommodate approximately 120 dwellings. Chapter 10
of these representations provide more information on
the site and Davidsons proposals.

and not independent.

Firstly, Appendix D4 of the NDP, the map of sites in the
Parish assessed by the SSA, misrepresents this site. The
site promoted by Davidsons is assessed as ‘Desford 6a’
in the SSA (Appendix D3 of the NDP) which covers
SHLAA Ref’s As210 and As211. The map contained in
Appendix D4 only shows As210 and should be amended
to show As210 and As211 as one site in line with what is
being promoted by Davidsons.
The NDP SSA scores this site -3 (red). However,
Davidsons has significant concerns with regards to the
scoring of the criteria in relation to this site. Davidsons
response to some of the SSA scoring is set out below.
Site capacity
The SSA sets out a site capacity of approximately 117
units (based on three bed houses). However, as shown
on the Illustrative Masterplan for the site (Appendix 2)
promoted by Davidsons, the site can comfortably
accommodate a capacity of 120 units based on a mix of
house sizes and tenures in line with HBBC
requirements. This should be amended accordingly in
the SSA and rescored green. Notwithstanding this, in
line with our comments above, we consider that this
criterion should be deleted (however for the purposes
of the comparison in the SSA all sites, unless for reasons
set out in paragraph 5.5, should be scored green with
regards to this criterion).
Current use
Development of this site would result in the loss of one
arable field, not two as the SSA sets out. The loss of this
field does not require relocation of this arable use. It is
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not considered appropriate to score this, or any site,
amber for this reason. If the development site did result
in the entire loss of an employment site or viable
business premises, then this would constitute a more
negative score. This site should be rescored green on
this basis.
Adjoining uses
Whilst it is agreed that the site would score amber
according to the SSA Framework, it is important to be
clear that the site is surrounded on two sides by the
settlement boundary (once amended – as set out in
Section 4) with built development, notably along the
sites northern boundary which is now defined by a hard
built up edge due to the new Bellway development.
Contrary to the description in the SSA, the site does not
adjoin arable fields along its western boundary, rather
the western boundary is defined by a strip of land with
extensive tree and vegetation cover. This clearly
separates and contains the site from the wider arable
fields and countryside to the west. Kirkby Road defines
the whole of the southern boundary of the site which
has mature hedgerows extending along both sites of
the road.
Greenfield or Previously Developed Land
The SSA identifies this site as being wholly greenfield
and scores the site red. This is not a true representation
of the site as whilst the majority if the site is greenfield,
there is an existing dwelling on the site which would be
demolished as part of any development proposals. It is
considered that this part of the site therefore
constitutes previously developed land. On this basis the
site should be scored amber.
Site availability – Single ownership or multiple
ownership
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The SSA scores this criterion incorrectly. The site is
available in single ownership and is under the control of
a single developer (Davidsons). It should therefore be
rescored as green in the SSA.
Landscape Quality – Overview Visual Impact
Assessment
There is no evidence that development on this site
would cause substantial harm in landscape and visual
terms. There was a previous planning application on
this site back in 2014 (14/01166/OUT). In the Officer’s
report to committee for this previous application, whilst
considering that there would be a degree of landscape
harm from dwellings on this site, Officers did not
consider this to be substantial. The Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) that supported the
previous application identified that there are some
long-distance views of the site, however these can be
mitigated.
The SSA assertion that the site feels ‘very rural’ in
character is misrepresentative. The Bellway
development to the north has significantly altered the
setting of this site, it does not feel ‘very rural’, rather
Davidsons consider it more accurate to describe the site
as being more suburban in character as it is surrounded
on two sides by built development. Furthermore, since
the last LVIA was produced covering this site, it is
questionable whether there remains long open distance
vistas onto the site, mainly due to the changing context
from the Bellway development and growth of existing
hedgerows and trees to the south and west. Further
work should be undertaken to understand this but
given the lack of evidence the SSA’s scoring is currently
unjustified. Davidsons consider that in light of above
the site should be rescored amber in the SSA.
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Important Trees, Woodlands & Hedgerows
As shown on the Illustrative Masterplan prepared by
Davidsons (Appendix 2), a development of
approximately 120 dwellings could come forward on
this site without removing existing hedgerows and
trees. Only a small section of hedgerow would need to
be removed along the Kirkby Road to accommodate a
new access road. Furthermore, the Illustrative
Masterplan proposes to reinstate the historic
hedgerows on the site which is a significant benefit.
Whilst the site is scored amber on this basis, the impact
of such development is clearly minor.
Relationship with existing pattern of built
development
t is agreed that the site is adjacent to the settlement
boundary and the Bellway scheme to the north. The site
would be a logical extension to the settlement given it is
contained on two sides by existing built development.
Residential development on this site would logically and
sensitively ‘round-off’ this edge of the settlement (as
shown on the Illustrative Masterplan – Appendix 2),
improving the current urban hard edge created by the
Bellway scheme.
In terms of being visible from a range of sources,
development on this site would only be visible from
existing residential properties on Kirkby Road,
Cambridge Drive and the Bellway development. It is
normal for mitigation, in terms of planting and
boundary treatment, to be provided as part of the
design for any residential developments and as such it is
not clear why if appropriate mitigation can be provided,
a site should be scored down on this basis.
Furthermore, in the Officer’s report to committee for
the previous application, Officers considered that
residential development on this site would not have a
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significant detrimental impact upon residential amenity.
Officers acknowledged that detailed design and layout
of dwellings would need to be carefully considered to
ensure the proposed dwellings would not directly
overlook or impact upon the amenity of neighbouring
dwellings.
Davidsons therefore consider that this site should be
rescored as green in relation to this criterion.
Local Wildlife Considerations
The SSA considers that there are nesting birds, badgers
and small mammals, including BAP 2012 species
present on this site. These assumptions appear to have
been made without any evidence. Davidsons has
recently commissioned an ecologist to undertake a
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal of this site. This survey
was undertaken recently in October 2018.
The findings of the Preliminary Ecological Appraisal
notes that there were no setts or badger activity on this
site. There are existing habitats for nesting birds and
foraging mammals on this site, which is the case for any
greenfield site. However, it is considered that these
habitats, notably the existing hedgerows would be
retained as much as possible and there are
opportunities for biodiversity enhancements through
any development proposals, such as the incorporation
of new native species, or those with a known benefit to
wildlife such as new tree and hedgerow planting. The
Preliminary Survey did not identify any BAP 2012
species present on the site. The SSA score of red is
therefore considered to be unfounded and in light of
the findings of the Preliminary Survey the site should be
rescored amber at least.
Safe pedestrian access to and from the site
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There is an adopted footpath which extends along
Kirkby Road and meets the boundary of the site
adjacent to the existing residential development. The
Illustrative Masterplan (Appendix 2) shows that this
footpath can easily be extended into the site as part of
any new development. Such proposals do not require
significant improvements to the existing footway, it is
simply an extension into the site. The site should
therefore be rescored green in relation to this criterion
as safe pedestrian access can easily be provided via the
existing footway adjacent to the site.
Impact on existing vehicular traffic
The SSA considers that there would be a very largescale negative impact from this large number of units in
this very sensitive highway location, considering that all
traffic would have to cross through the settlement
which is already severely congested at peak times.
Davidsons do not agree with this assessment. The traffic
impacts from the previous proposals for 120 dwellings
had been considered as part of the 2014 planning
application. A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit was conducted
in October 2014 which included an extensive
assessment of the various road junctions in the village.
Leicestershire County Council had no objection subject
to conditions and the Planning Officer, in their report to
committee, considered that whilst there would be an
impact upon traffic and queuing at peak times at main
junctions, on balance with the mitigation proposed the
scheme would be in accordance with Saved Policy T5 of
the Local Plan.
There is no evidence to suggest that there would be a
very large-scale negative highway impact from this
number of units in this location. Traffic generated by
the new development would not necessarily need to
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travel through the village centre. There are suitable
alternative and more direct routes out of the village
from the site avoiding the village centre if travelling to
the south, west and north. On this basis Davidsons do
not agree with the score of red in the SSA and therefore
consider it should be rescored amber. Although there
would be an impact upon traffic and queueing at peak
times at main junctions, on balance with the mitigation
proposed, the Highway Authority raised no objection in
relation to the previous application and Officer’s
considered the scheme to be in accordance with the
Local Plan.
Safe vehicular access to and from the site
Whilst the majority of Kirkby Road running adjacent to
the site is single track, the carriageway within the
existing settlement is 5.5m wide which extends up to
the boundary of the site. As part of the previous 2014
application it was agreed between the applicant and
Highway Authority to widen Kirkby Road in this location
and change the priority of the road in favour of the
development. The Highway Authority did not have any
objection to this new access arrangement. The
Illustrative Masterplan contained at Appendix 2 shows
this new access arrangement. Visibility splays can be
achieved, and safety standards can be met. Appropriate
access can therefore be easily provided without
needing significant improvements to Kirkby Road
resulting in significant traffic disruption. On this basis
the site should be rescored green in relation to this
criterion.
Safe Access to Public Transport
The SSA considers that the nearest bus stop is
approximately a 575m walk. Davidsons do not agree
with this assessment. The assessment undertaken by
HBBC as part of their draft Strategic Housing and
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Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
identifies that the site is within 400m of a bus stop
(from centre of the site and site access). Furthermore,
the Illustrative Masterplan shows how a pedestrian link
to the north could be provided linking to the Bellway
development which would provide a more direct and
shorter link to the bus stops located on Manor Road.
The scoring thresholds in this assessment appear
arbitrary and should be amended accordingly to align
with the guidance contained within Manual for Streets
and the assessment contained within the HBBC SHELAA.
On this basis Davidsons consider that the site should be
rescored amber.
Distance to designated village centre
The site is located within 800m from the centre of the
village (as set out by HBBC in their draft SHELAA). The
site is therefore within the recommended 800m walking
distance (as per Manual for Streets) and as such should
not be scored red. The site should be rescored amber
for this criterion.
Distance to GP/Health Centre
The scoring thresholds in this assessment appear
arbitrary and should be amended accordingly to align
with the guidance contained within Manual for Streets
and the assessment contained within the HBBC SHELAA.
Distance to Primary School
The scoring thresholds in this assessment appear
arbitrary and should be amended accordingly to align
with the guidance contained within Manual for Streets
and the assessment contained within the HBBC SHELAA.
This site is in very close proximity to Desford
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Community Primary School, this is a significant benefit
for development on this site as it is by far the closest to
the primary school. However, despite this, the SSA still
scores the site an amber. The entrance of Desford
Community Primary School is approximately 160m from
the edge of the site along Kirkby Road, this falls within
the green category in the SSA. However,
notwithstanding this, as the SSA distance thresholds
appear to be fabricated without any evidence or
reference to guidance, even if parts of the site were
over 250m from the primary school, they are still very
much within an easy and acceptable walking distance to
it, far more so than other parts of the village, and
therefore should be scored positively (green) in this
regard.
The scoring of the site against this criterion is a clear
example of the failings of the arbitrary distances that
are set out in the SSA for a number of criteria.
Davidsons therefore consider the upmost importance
that any distances are aligned to the guidance as set out
in the Manual for Streets and HBBC SHELAA.
Current existing informal/formal recreational
opportunities on site
The SSA does not identify any informal/formal
recreational opportunities on the site, yet still scores
the site amber. This is also inconsistent with the scores
for other sites, where they have also been assessed as
not having any recreational opportunities yet score
green (e.g. Barns Way). In line with the SSA scoring
framework, the scoring for Kirkby Road is incorrect and
the site should be rescored green.
Contamination Issues
The SSA references the findings of the HBBC SHELAA
which identifies that there may be historical ground
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contamination adjacent to the site and recommends
further mitigation. There is currently no evidence of
contamination within the site boundaries. As part of the
previous 2014 application a Phase 1 Ground
Investigation Report was submitted which considered
that the risk of ground contamination on the site to be
low. On this basis the site should be rescored green as
there are no known contamination issues.
Drainage Issues
The SSA states that there is a small amount of pooling
found on the site and therefore requires mitigation but
is readily achievable. This assertion is not based on any
technical or specialist evidence. A Flood Risk
Assessment (FRA) and Drainage Strategy was prepared
as part of the previous 2014 application. The FRA
confirmed that soakaways and infiltration drainage
would be considered as the primary means of discharge
of surface water. This was considered by the
Environment Agency, Severn Trent Water and
Leicestershire County Council. No objections were
raised to the proposed development subject to
conditions relating to surface water. Officers considered
that the proposed development would not lead to flood
risk and would be in accordance with the requirements
of the NPPF. Furthermore, it was not considered that
the proposed development would lead to harm to the
quality of groundwater from surface or foul water. The
site is annually used for growing maize which can leave
to compaction on the bare and exposed soil once
cropped. When the site is fallow and uncultivated it
could therefore lead to some short-term small-scale
pooling, however this is not representative of a site
wide drainage problem. On this basis the SSAs scoring
of amber on the basis of the presence of some pooling
is unsubstantiated and given the technical work done
previously on this site it is clear that the site does not
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have any drainage issues and should be rescored green
accordingly.
Distance to the nearest employment site
As per our comments on other distance-based criteria,
the scoring thresholds in this assessment are arbitrary
and should be amended accordingly to align with the
guidance contained within Manual for Streets and the
assessment contained within the HBBC SHELAA.
There is an inconsistency here as an education facility,
Bosworth Academy is identified as an employment site,
however the SSA neglects to reference another
education facility, Desford Community Primary School,
as an employment site. As mentioned, Desford
Community Primary School is within close proximity to
the site and therefore is very accessible by walking.
Davidsons consider that this criterion should be
rescored to green.
Conclusions on the SSA
In light of the comments made by Davidsons to each of
the criteria set out above, it is considered that the
scoring for Land off Kirkby Road, Ashfield Farm – Site
AS210 & AS211 in the SSA is based on factual
inaccuracies and without any evidence. The table below
sets out how Davidsons consider the site would score
when correctly assessed against the criteria in the SSA:
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LAND OFF
KIRKBY ROAD
(ASHFIELD
FARM),
DESFORD –
SITE REF
AS210 AND
211
Site Proposals

Land at Kirkby Road (Ashfield Farm), Desford, is located
to the south west of Desford village, north of Kirkby
Road and covers an area of circa 5.4ha. It comprises
Ashfield Farm made up of a single property, barn and
one agricultural field. The site’s north-eastern boundary
lies adjacent to the settlement boundary of Desford
with residential development off Cambridge Drive.
Beyond the north western boundary is the recent
Bellway Homes development known as “The Paddocks”
at Lockeymead Drive which is currently under
construction.

Noted

None

To the west lies the open countryside made up of
agricultural fields, however directly adjacent to the
western boundary is a strip of land covered with
densely planted vegetation. Kirkby Road forms the
southern boundary of the site, beyond which lies the
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open countryside in agricultural use. Across Kirkby Road
directly to the east of the site is an area of public open
space, which includes a football pitch, children’s play
area and small car park. All boundaries of the site are
defined by hedgerows, with the western boundary of
the site including several mature trees (see the
appended Site Location Plan - Appendix 1).
The site has capacity to accommodate approximately
120 dwellings. Given the site’s size, there is the
flexibility to allow for a mix of housing types and
tenures, as well as allowing for the provision of on-site
open space.
Social Infrastructure and Accessibility
The site is well located to the centre of the village and is
within close proximity to the local services and facilities.
Desford Community Primary School is located
approximately 160metres from the site along Kirkby
Road. There is a children’s play area and a playing pitch
opposite the site on Kirkby Road. The Co-operative food
store is about a 10-minute walk (0.6km) along Kirkby
Road. Adjacent to the food store is a pharmacy and hair
and beauty salon. At the roundabout with High Street,
Manor Road, Main Street and B582 there is a public
house, library and café. At St Martin’s Drive,
approximately 0.4km to the north of the site (8-minute
walk) is a bank (with ATM) and a couple of hot food
takeaways. A children’s nursey is located on Peckleton
Lane approximately 0.8km to the east. Approximately
1km to the north is Desford Medical Centre on Main
Street. The Bosworth Academy is also located on the
eastern edge of Desford approximately 1.3km from the
site (15-minute walk). All of these services are within
accepted walking distances.
The nearest bus stops are currently located on Manor
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Road. These stops are served by a bus service running
every 30 minutes Monday to Saturday providing
services directly to Leicester.
Suitability
The site is located outside of the settlement boundary
of Desford. The existing settlement boundary adjoins
the eastern boundary of the site defined by the rear of
the back gardens of the residential properties along
Cambridge Drive. Given the recent planning consents
directly to the north of the site, the site will therefore
be enclosed by residential development on both its
north-eastern and north-western boundaries. It is clear
that development of this site would make a logical
extension to the village along Kirkby Road. The site’s
western boundary is well defined by a belt of mature
vegetation and the southern boundary defined by
Kirkby Road.
The site is located within the open countryside but
adjacent to the settlement boundary of Desford.
However, there are no statutory designations covering
the site. Any localised ecological considerations could
provide a green infrastructure framework that would
contribute towards achieving environmental
sustainability, whilst at the same time working within
the natural features of the site. The Illustrative
Masterplan (Appendix 2) proposes to reinstate the
historic hedgerows that used to extend across this site.
The site is located entirely within Flood Zone 1, the area
at least risk from flooding. Any development proposal
would seek to utilise Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS) in developing the most appropriate strategy for
drainage of the site. The Proposed Illustrative
Masterplan shows how SuDS could be accommodated
in any layout.
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The site is bound by existing landscape features, namely
hedgerows and mature trees. It is considered that
development of the site would be well contained from
the wider open countryside with residential
development located directly to the north-west and
north-east.
The site is not within or adjacent to the Desford
conservation area. There are no listed buildings or
structures on or within the immediate vicinity of the
site.
With regards to access the proposed development
would be accessed from Kirkby Road via a new priority
junction in favour of the road serving the development.
This would be designed to accommodate visibility
splays for surveyed vehicles speeds. It will also be
possible to widen Kirkby Road to accommodate the
level of traffic that would be generated from 120
dwellings. The level of traffic generated by a
development of this scale will not materially impact
upon the operation of the local highway network. There
is also the opportunity to provide traffic calming
measures along Kirkby Road as part of the
development, which Davidsons are currently exploring.
Pedestrians would be able to access the site along
Kirkby Road via a new footway with the potential for a
link to the Bellway scheme to the north at Lockeymead
Drive. The pedestrian linkages offer the opportunity for
residents to walk to Desford village centre and the
variety of facilities that it offers within a reasonable
walking distance from the site.
It is considered that there are no infrastructure
constraints or requirements to bring forward this site
for residential development. The village is well served
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by all utilities and broadband.
There are no known ground contamination issues on
this site.
If the site were to come forward for residential
development this would not impact upon the amenity
of neighbouring properties. The predominant land use
around the site is residential and agricultural. There are
no other uses in the immediate vicinity that may be
compromised if residential were to come forward on
this site.
Achievability
The site is capable of coming forward for residential
development in the next five years. The site is within
single ownership and is being promoted by Davidsons
Developments Ltd. Residential development on this site
is viable and therefore the site is considered achievable.
Availability
The site is within single ownership and is being
promoted by Davidsons Developments Ltd. There are
no ownership issues that would prevent development
coming forward on this site.
Economic Benefits
In terms of economic sustainability, jobs would be
created during the construction phase of the
development (including indirect employment through
the construction supply chain). The new residents of the
development would also serve to support the existing
local facilities and services within the village, through
additional household spend.
Proposed Illustrative Masterplan
Davidsons has prepared a Proposed Illustrative
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Masterplan included at Appendix 2 to demonstrate how
the site might come forward for residential
development.
The Proposed Illustrative Masterplan shows the
possible developable area on the edge of Desford to
allow for approximately 120 dwellings to be
accommodated with 40% affordable provision (48
units). The layout shows how a mix of housing types
and tenures could be accommodated on site.
The site would be accessed via Kirkby Road with a new
priority junction in favour of the proposed
development. Potential pedestrian links could be
provided to the north connecting to the adjacent new
residential developments.
The Proposed Illustrative Masterplan shows that a new
area of on-site public open space could be provided
with the potential to incorporate a new children’s play
area. This proposed area of on-site open space would
complement the wider network of open space being
delivered by the new residential developments to the
north.
Planning History
The site was subject to an outline planning application
in 2014 for up to 120 dwellings (14/01166/OUT). The
application was refused due to HBBC considering there
was a conflict with the spatial distribution of growth as
identified in the Core Strategy and the impact upon the
rural character and setting of the village. It is now
considered that with regards to the emerging Local
Plan, there is a need to identify land for new homes up
to 2036. In addition, the Proposed Illustrative
Masterplan submitted with these representations
shows how the development proposals have moved on
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from what was previously proposed in the 2014
application. Notably the rural character and setting on
this side of the village has subsequently changed due to
the new Bellway development to the north of this site.
It has been set out in this section and through the
Proposed Illustrative Masterplan that this is a suitable
and sustainable site, development of which would not
adversely impact upon the rural character and setting
of the village.
Appendix D3 & Land off Barns Way – Site Ref AS203
D4
The Barns Way extension site is identified in the SSA as
Land off Barns the best scoring site (+12) and as such is proposed as a
Way – Site Ref residential allocation in the NDP for around 70 units.
AS203
Davidsons has several concerns with regards to how
this site has been assessed on a number of the SSA
criteria. These are set out below.

Noted

None

It is not intended to reopen
the assessment process as
each site has been
assessed independently.

Landscape Quality – Overview Visual Impact
Assessment
The SSA currently scores this site an amber on this
criterion. It is correct in stating that open long-distance
vistas are found to three boundaries of the area and
that the site feels very rural in character and is of a high
quality. The site is clearly visible from long distance
views due to the elevated position and lack of
containment and any development would be very visual
from the surrounding countryside. Whilst the site
currently scores amber in the SSA further landscape and
visual work should be undertaken to ascertain whether
there would be substantial harm to the quality of the
area, which Davidsons consider is likely.
Important Trees, Woodlands & Hedgerows
The SSA identifies that there is a copse of mature trees
along the northern boundary, with one of the
boundaries being surrounded by hedgerow, trees are
found intermittently around the edges of the site. The
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SSA recognises that all of these features will require
protection in a sensitive design solution. On this basis it
is not clear or consistent with the scoring of other sites
as to why this site is therefore scored green. In light of
the assessment the site should be scored amber as
mitigation measures would clearly be required.
Relationship with existing pattern of built
development
The site is adjacent to the settlement boundary only on
its western edge. The site is visible from a range of
sources, as noted in the SSA (having long open distance
vistas). There is therefore no evidence that this site
should be scored green in the SSA and on the basis the
SSA states that planting would be required to mitigate
visibility the site should be rescored amber accordingly.
Local Wildlife considerations
The site is noted by the SSA as having nesting birds and
small mammals. This scoring is inconsistent with the
scoring for Kirkby Road. As per the assessment for
Kirkby Road, if there is small mammals and nesting
birds present on the site then there will be a need for
some habitat mitigation. On this basis a score of green
(no impact on wildlife) is incorrect and the site should
be rescored amber accordingly. Alternatively given that
it is common across all greenfield sites to have small
mammals and nesting birds present, only sites which
have protected species present should be scored down
to amber and red. If so both Barns Way and the Kirkby
Road site would score green in this regard.
Safe pedestrian access to the site
There is currently no safe pedestrian access to this site
and the SSA notes that it is potentially difficult to access
the site in a safe location due to the main road. The SSA
states that this should be possible with significant
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improvement. It is not clear whether any technical
highway work has been undertaken on this site to
ascertain whether a safe access can actually be
achieved. Whilst this site currently scores amber there
is uncertainty on this matter until detailed work has
been undertaken, which puts a clear question mark
over the deliverability and sustainability of the site.
Impact on existing vehicular traffic
The SSA considers that there would be a medium scale
negative impact from this number of units in this
sensitive highway location. No technical evidence
appears to have been provided by the NDP Working
Group backing up this assertion.
This is unlike the Kirkby Road site where technical
highway assessment work has been undertaken with no
objection from the Highway Authority. The presence of
such evidence demonstrates the deliverability of the
Kirkby Road site.
Safe vehicular access to and from the site
The SSA notes that there is no existing provision in
place with a farm track in close proximity to the existing
roundabout and no visibility splays present. The SSA
goes on to add that it may be problematic to build new
highway access arrangements to meet safety standards
but is probably viable, possibly with a roundabout being
constructed subject to highways authority approval.
In light of the assessment in the SSA there is no
certainty as to whether a safe highway access can
actually be achieved for development on this site. The
SSA makes claims that a new highway access
arrangement would be ‘probably viable’ with a
roundabout, with no evidence or technical work that
appears to have been undertaken to back this up or any
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evidence of discussions with the local highway’s
authority regarding such an arrangement.
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Appendix E
Page 26 & 27
167.1 – 167.3

It is crucial that when allocating sites in the NDP all the
necessary technical work has been undertaken to
ensure that the allocation is viable and can be
delivered. In the absence of any solution to achieving a
safe highway access, the proposed allocation of Barns
Way is therefore unsound and unjustified.
As you are aware, the Barns Charity Lands are situated
just behind the land off Barns Way that you have
designated for future development.
The Trustees have asked me to present their comments
on this part of the Neighbourhood Plan.
They request that the Status of the Charitable Fields be
recognised and that the Legal Right of Way to the fields,
from the gateway on Barns Way be recognised and
registered in all Neighbourhood Development Plan
documents and associated plans.

Noted.

None

The Trustees should liaise
directly with the
landowner/developer in
relation to preserving the
rights of way and to ensure
that the detail of the
development proposals
meet the Trustees
requirements.

They further ask that this information should be
presented to any future developer as soon as
practicably possible.
Provision in any development must be made to allow
constant and continued access to and from the fields to
all manner of transport – farm vehicles, cars and
pedestrians - at all times, both during construction and
after.
We would also request that the Charity is kept informed
of any proposed development in a timely manner in
order that submissions may be made, if the Trustees
deem it necessary.
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Lastly, that consideration of any needs the Charity may
have be included in any S106 negotiations.
If you have any queries about the above points, please
do not hesitate to contact me.
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